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vii

     Each of Iran’s 30 million citizens at the time of its revolution has a worthy 
tale to tell. Many of them are of triumph and redemption, while countless 
other narratives have been buried with those who perished on revolution-
ary and war-torn battlefi elds or languished and died in Iran’s prisons. This 
book is fi rst and foremost an attempt to shed light on one of those stories. 

 In the year 1979, a religious scholar and longtime political dissident 
named Ahmad Moftizadeh would lead a movement for Kurdish and Sunni 
autonomy in Iran. Today, we could broadly characterize Moftizadeh’s 
movement as an “Islamist” one. But as we will see, many features of 
Moftizadeh’s thinking and the nature of his movement did not fi t the 
standard paradigm for political Islam. This history is uniquely worthy of 
attention in light of current events. It provides important insight into the 
religious division and development of Islamist movements and ideas that 
have come to defi ne politics in the region. 

 For the reader’s convenience, this book has been divided into three dis-
tinct parts that are imperatively linked to one another. Part I of this book 
provides historical context from which the events of the biography develop. 
Through this brief survey of the twentieth-century Middle East, a frame-
work is proposed with which to understand iterations of political Islam in 
Kurdistan in the past, present, and future. If the reader navigates Part I 
patiently, it will supplement her understanding of the region’s bigger pic-
ture as well as subsequent parts of the manuscript. Part II is the biographical 
portion of the book, which makes up its largest part. In addition to its inde-
pendent historical value, the biography is an example of an Islamist move-
ment that had the ability to be expressly nonviolent and highly  progressive 
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in its social values even though it was “orthodox.” Lastly, Part III of the 
book is forward-looking. In applying conclusions from the fi rst two parts 
of the book, it explains how Kurdistan’s political evolution factors into the 
political currents dominating Middle Eastern society today. 

 Among the many refl ections this manuscript may elicit, it is hoped that 
the notion of Iran as a country of many nations will present itself in the 
reader’s mind. A failure to understand and the lack of attention vis-à-vis 
grievances that make up the story of this book equates to a failure in 
understanding Iran and the region’s complexity in full. 

 One could argue that Kurdistan’s modern history is four times as com-
plex as the history of its neighbors. This is because, despite cross-cutting 
tribal, cultural, and linguistic similarities that exist in all areas where Kurds 
live, most Kurds are separated along the borders of four distinct “nation-
states” with their own complex histories. While most of the analysis in this 
book will concentrate on the Kurdistan that Ahmad Moftizadeh lived in, 
mainly Iranian Kurdistan, it is often useful and necessary to make reference 
to events and features of the broader region for context. Those more famil-
iar with the Middle East will no doubt navigate this book with relative ease, 
but the hope is that this text is also straightforward enough to those less 
familiar with the region and its history. In fact, this story is presented with 
those laypersons especially in mind. 

 Finally, the word “Kurdistan” is used liberally in this book. This is intended 
to refer to where Kurds make up a majority of the population. Iranian 
Kurdistan is the part of Iran where Kurds make up a majority, for exam-
ple. The use of the word “Kurdistan” does not imply any political opinion. 
Despite the political connotations (negative for some) associated with the 
word, Kurdistan is simply the most convenient way to describe those regions.  1   

Islamabad, Pakistan Ali Ezzatyar

    NOTE 
     1.    Much of Iranian Kurdistan is in Iran’s offi cial “ Kordestan ” province, and 

Iraqi Kurdistan is of course an autonomous region of Iraq today. And while 
Kurdistan as a whole, and no part of it, is as of yet independent, Kurdistan 
is not just a demographic reality, but a political one.      

 Opinions expressed in this book are those of the author and do not necessarily 
represent the views of the US government.  
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    MORE PRAISE FOR  THE LAST M UFTI 
OF IRANIAN KURDISTAN    

 “American scholar-diplomat Ali Ezzatyar has given Western readers a 
fascinating study of the fi erce complexities of the Greater Middle East 
since World War II. It is built around a scrupulous reconstruction of the 
life and work of Iranian Kurdish Sunni leader Ahmad Moftizadeh (1933-
1993). Using personal interviews and rare documentation in Kurdish and 
Farsi, Ezzatyar shows us the intricate spiritual and political life of Iranian 
Kurds under the Shahs and the Islamic Republic from the inside and from 
the ground up, and he argues that their secular nationalism has securely 
immunized them from political Islamism (even in Moftizadeh’s demo-
cratic version). He then widens the lens to the region as a whole, arguing 
passionately for recognition that Kurds have a unique constructive role to 
play as allies of the West and potential anchors of modern values. A schol-
arly treat, and food for political thought as well.” 
 — Thomas W. Simons, Jr., former U.S. Ambassador to Pakistan; 
author of   Islam in a Globalizing World  ; and Visiting Scholar, Davis 
Center for Russian and Eurasian Studies, Harvard University, USA  

 “In profi ling a single individual in the least known region of Kurdish 
settlement, Ali Ezzatyar manages to illuminate the situation of Kurds not 
just in Iran, but also in Turkey, Iraq, and Syria. In prodigiously research-
ing the life of Iranian Sunni Kurdish religious and political leader Ahmad 
Moftizadeh, he traces the rise and fall of one attempt at Kurdish  autonomy, 
prefi gures others, and underscores the persistence and importance of these 
movements. Ezzatyar concludes with some provocative but well-argued 
implications for American policy in this complex and highly confl icted 
region.” 



xiv MORE PRAISE FOR THE LAST MUFTI OF IRANIAN KURDISTAN 

 — James Dobbins, Former Assistant Secretary of State and Senior 
Fellow and Distinguished Chair in Diplomacy and Security at the 
RAND Corporation  

 “In this historically rich yet ever topical and lively read, Ali Ezzatyar 
reaches back a couple centuries to explain the relative signifi cance of Islam 
and nationalism in forging today’s Kurdish identity. Appealing to the self-
interest of regional governments, he makes a pitch for greater respect for 
Kurdish nationalism as a potentially moderate and constructive political 
force in the region.” 

 — Michael O’Hanlon, Senior Fellow and Director of Research on 
Foreign Policy, The Brookings Institution and author of   The Future 
of Land Warfare  

 “This intriguing work illuminates a largely overlooked aspect of two 
great struggles that have shaken the Middle East: one for Kurdish rights, 
the other for freedom in Iran. Through the lens of history and biography, 
it tells an untold story that is as fascinating as it is important.” 

 — Stephen Kinzer, Senior Fellow at the Watson Institute of 
International Affairs and author of   Reset: Iran, Turkey, and America’s 
Future  

 “In this masterful study, Ali Ezzatyar brings to life key events and a 
key personality of Iranian Kurdistan in the earliest months following the 
victory of the Islamic Revolution. Those events involved key fi gures of 
the new system, including Ayatollahs Khomeini, Taleghani, and Beheshti, 
and shaped the direction of the nascent Islamic Republic, particularly its 
attitude toward its important Kurdish minority. Decisions taken then have 
reverberated over three decades and across borders into today’s Turkey, 
Iraq, and Syria.” 

 — Ambassador John Limbert, Former Deputy Assistant Secretary 
of State for Iran  

 “This is an important, original, and timely book that makes a major 
contribution to historiography of the Middle East. Ezzatyar’s monograph 
demonstrates . . . that neither political Islam nor secular authoritarian ide-
ologies will address the challenges facing Kurds whether in Iran, Iraq, 
Turkey, or Syria . . . [and simultaneously] emphasizes . . . Muslim values 
embedded in tolerant nationalisms recognizing full and complete rights of 
minorities. It is these values that will help to bring about inclusive func-
tioning societies and countries in the Middle East. [The book] makes 
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a signifi cant contribution to studies of the Middle East, Iran, Sunnism, 
Kurdish history, nationalism, society, and culture. What more can anyone 
do in one book?” 

 — Robert Olson, Professor of Middle East History and Politics 
at the University of Kentucky, USA and author of the   Emergence of 
Kurdish Nationalism and the Sheikh Said Rebellion: 1880-1925  

 “Ali Ezzatyar’s study of the career of Ahmad Moftizadeh—a seem-
ingly improbable progressive, non-violent Kurdish-Iranian Islamist—
offers compelling insights into how an ethnic nationalism of a Muslim 
people supplants forms of political Islam. This revealing book also draws 
on new and original research to paint fi rst-hand character studies of many 
important historical fi gures. The author argues persuasively that enabling 
Kurdish parties can help enhance stability and prosperity at the expense of 
religious extremism—a potent and timely message indeed.” 

 — Michael M. Gunter, Professor of Political Science at Tennessee 
Technological University, USA and author of   The Kurds: A Modern 
History  

 “ The Last Mufti of Iranian Kurdistan  is both an engaging biogra-
phy and a much-needed history of modern Iranian Kurdistan. Although 
the birthplace of modern Kurdish nationalism, little is written about the 
Kurds of Iran. Ali Ezzatyar makes up for this defi cit in a book that provides 
insights into Iranian Kurdistan, Sunni Islam in Shiite Iran, and life in outer 
regions of the Islamic Republic. I strongly recommend this fascinating and 
clearly written book to anyone interested in the Kurds or modern Iran.” 

 — Ambassador Peter W. Galbraith, author of   The End of Iraq: How 
American Incompetence Created a War Without End       
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    CHAPTER 1   

            INTRODUCTION 
 As this book went to press, the region described as the Middle East was 
engulfed in fl ames. And the Kurds were in the midst of their now typical 
once-a-decade prominence in the Western media. In the 1980s, the Kurds 
temporarily surfaced in the Western mind as victims of genocide at the 
hands of Saddam Hussein’s government. In the 1990s, they surfaced as 
untimely participants in failed uprisings against the Iraqi and Turkish gov-
ernments. In 2003, they were known as the reliable allies in America’s war 
in Iraq. In each of these cases we learned a bit more about the kurds, but 
until recently, never a meaningful amount. Now, Kurdish guerrillas are the 
protagonist in a horror story involving the Islamic State and the potential 
dissolution of the modern Middle East, with the Syrian and Iraqi nation-
states in the throes of war, and virtually all of Kurdistan’s neighbors/home 
countries in precarious circumstances. While the Kurdish  peshmerga  are 
making the news, actively fi ghting the Islamic State in cities like Kobane 
and Sinjar, the Kurds are still a secondary actor in the bigger story. Their 
struggle and their role in the battle of arms and ideas in the Middle East 
are ancillary to the larger news items of Islamic extremism and American 
and Russian military involvement in the region. 

 Despite the relative lack of importance attributed to it by the press, 
the Kurdish story has an increasingly essential role in all of these larger 
items. In Turkey, the Kurds are making some progress toward their strug-
gle for recognition, albeit alongside a polarizing Turkish government that 
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is viewed with increased suspicion both at home and abroad. Turkey’s 
ability to forge a peaceful resolution to the so-called Kurdish Question 
will go a long way in demonstrating whether Turkey is in fact a model for 
the Muslim world. At the moment, such notions seem remote. Turkey is 
renewing a battle with elements of its own Kurdish population domesti-
cally as well as with Kurds who are staking out autonomy in Syria, at the 
world’s expense in its fi ght against the Islamic State. In Iraq, the Kurdistan 
Regional Government (KRG) is fully autonomous, having even secured 
the crown jewel of Kirkuk without fanfare as the Iraqi army withdrew its 
forces in the summer of 2014 (and further defending it from attacks by 
the Islamic State at the beginning of 2015).  1   However, there is still no 
resolution as to what Kurdistan represents in a united Iraq, and this has 
the potential to unravel nearly three decades of stability there. In Syria, of 
course, a coalition of Kurds is one of a number of actors fi ghting for partial 
control of a now devastated country. Their organization after military suc-
cess against the Islamic State (with the help of American airstrikes) looks 
to some like the beginning of a sort of Syrian KRG. 

 Meanwhile, with almost no coverage in the press, tensions continue 
to bubble in Iranian Kurdistan. The ongoing assassination and execution 
of suspected Kurdish militants and sympathizers has exacerbated tensions 
in the region, and skirmishes with  peshmerga  forces in Iran (despite the 
Iranian peshmerga’s participation en masse in the wars across the border) 
may bring tensions to a boil.  2   

 While the 40 million or so Kurds are playing a role in virtually all of the 
region’s most watched confl icts, Kurdistan does not fi gure prominently 
in America’s national interest and foreign policy discourse. It should. 
Regardless of how one views the question of Kurdish self-determination, 
it is undeniable that the Kurdish question is one that, while integral to 
every generation of the region’s political development, becomes especially 
important in this period of turmoil and transition. 

 The combination of a war-weary American public, the shale oil 
revolution, and American leadership in the information age that is more 
focused on domestic political repercussions vis-à-vis foreign policy mat-
ters has changed America’s role in the region substantially. America is 
neither interested in, nor capable of, exerting the infl uence it once did.  3   
This means that each of its allies is increasingly indispensable in helping 
it infl uence the tide of events to the extent it seeks to do so. Reliable 
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friends are hard to fi nd, and they have proven to be increasingly diffi cult 
to patronize. Iraqi leadership today is arguably closer to Iran than to 
any other country, despite the considerable American expense and effort 
there for over a decade. The Egyptian army, one of the largest recipients 
of US assistance historically, has repeatedly proven itself unswayed by 
the preferences of Washington. Many other examples of America’s wan-
ing infl uence abound. Countries like Saudi Arabia and Qatar outspend 
and out-infl uence America when their existence, and not just their inter-
ests, is at stake, and America has had trouble competing in the region 
of recent with notions of prestige or the threat of economic or military 
force.  4   It is diffi cult to counter the idea that not only is the “West” a 
number of steps behind in reacting to important events in the region, 
but its actions have often had the continued effect of worsening things, 
despite its intentions. 

 The notion growing out of some policy circles in Washington, that 
America’s preoccupation with the region will be less pronounced going 
forward due to its increased energy self-suffi ciency, is misguided. While 
it is true that America’s shale oil breakthrough changes fundamental 
calculations with regard to its energy policy, these advancements by no 
means immunize it from the region’s instability or make the region less 
relevant. Even minor blips or disruptions in Iraqi or Saudi oil produc-
tion can cause massive disruptions to fi nancial markets, for starters. 

 Most importantly, however, where America’s focus can ebb to some 
degree as a result of lower energy dependence, the balance of such focus 
will have to be applied to non-economic factors in the region. The Islamic 
State of Iraq and the levant’s (ISIL’s) rise was delegitimized by the Obama 
administration and the international press as a fl uke event owing to the 
disunity of Iraq, the weakness of the Iraqi army, and the Syrian civil war. 
Regardless of where the blame lies for the Islamic State’s ascendance, 
America has failed to recognize the monumental event that its existence 
represents: For the fi rst time, a non- ethnic Muslim country is born and 
lives on, with no other clear ideological core than the Islamic fundamen-
talist extremism that the West has fought so hard to eliminate. So radical 
that even al-Qaeda has disavowed its messianic ideological construction, 
this state is attracting young Muslims from the entire world to partake in 
its project. Erasing ISIL’s nebulous borders through military intervention 
will not change the gravity of this foregone reality. The West is losing an 
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important war of ideas against Islamic extremism, and its traditional con-
tingency planning in the Middle East is going nowhere. 

 Complicating matters intensely is the fact that America is off-balance in 
its desire to destroy the Islamic State, while at the same time supporting 
and placating Turkey, an important North Atlantic Treaty Organization 
(NATO) ally and neighbor to the confl ict. With respect to battling the 
Islamic State, President Obama and other US policymakers have insisted 
that the bulk of this work needs to be done by Muslims in the region. 
This is the correct instinct. Besides Shia militias aligned with Iran and 
ultimately uninterested in battling ISIL in the core of IS territory, the only 
indigenous group that has shown the willingness and facility to target the 
Islamic State is the Kurds. Meanwhile, Turkey’s main fear is the ascent of 
those same Kurds and the precedent that this may set for Turkey’s own 
sizeable Kurdish population. So while the USA has developed a close rela-
tionship with Kurdish militias, and has encouraged and supported their 
war effort, the current Turkish government has made the weakening of 
those same Kurdish militias its primary national security priority. 

 For Western policymakers, it is not as simple as throwing more weight 
behind the Kurds to do the world’s bidding. Even if the Kurds were to 
be further empowered, their participation in wars outside of the bound-
aries of “Kurdistan” could actually aggravate matters. The region’s tur-
moil and the rise of the Islamic State have also reinforced the idea among 
many Kurds that independence is not only necessary, but increasingly 
urgent. This adds yet another layer of complexity to supporting them. For 
America’s foreign policy calculation in the region, this is just one of many 
intricate factors, each with potential for catastrophe. 

 So as the Iraqi, Syrian, Yemeni, Egyptian, Libyan (and the list goes 
on) nations undergo turmoil, transition, and change, several key ques-
tions arise. Who will they perceive as allies? Is the anti-Americanism in 
these places irreversible? What will a permanent Islamic State mean for 
the broader region and its actors, stretching out to China? What will be 
the legacy of the Islamic State in the minds of marginalized Muslims for 
the next 100 years in places like Pakistan and Malaysia, even if the Islamic 
State is destroyed? Where can America salvage some infl uence and, at the 
very least, ensure the safety of its citizens? These will be the defi ning for-
eign policy questions of the next decades. In this text, we examine why 
Kurdistan is essential to addressing all of them.  
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       NOTES 
     1.    Young, Jeffrey. “Kurdish Peshmerga Force Secures Kirkuk, Its Oil.”  VOA . 

Accessed December 21, 2014.   
   2.    “Iranian Kurdish Parties Accuse Tehran of Mass Assassinations.”  Rudaw , 

December 13, 2014. Accessed December 21, 2014.   http://rudaw.net/
english/middleeast/iran/13122014    .   

   3.    See generally: Ezzatyar, Ali. “The Case for Kurdistan.”  The National 
Interest , 2014.   

   4.    Nordland, Rod. “Saudi Arabia Promises to Aid Egypt’s Regime.”  The 
New York Times,  August 21, 2013.         
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    CHAPTER 2   

          The tumultuous events that gave rise to modern Kurdish identity generate 
two important questions. Both relate to “Islamism” in Kurdistan, Islamism 
being a group’s reference to Islam for political purposes. First, what type 
of a relationship has the Kurdish population maintained historically vis-
à- vis political Islam in Iranian Kurdistan (and Kurdistan generally), and 
how does this relate to the sentiment of Kurdish nationalism in that same 
population? Second, given Islam and Islamism’s role in Kurdistan, what 
type of conclusions can we draw between these sentiments and the devel-
opment and rise of Islamism in the populations and governments of the 
sovereign (Turkey, Iran, Iraq, and Syria)? 

 The history of Islamism in Kurdistan reveals important trends that are 
valuable in analyzing ongoing events in the broader region today. As we 
will see, prior to and during the development of pan-Kurdish nationalist 
ideas and institutions, Islamic identity with a uniquely Kurdish coloring 
was a vehicle of sorts for unity in Kurdistan. This was primarily a reactive 
and irredentist process, mostly during the period leading up to and after 
the collapse of the Ottoman empire. It is on the heels of this environment 
that our biographical examination takes pace, and thus this warrants fur-
ther examination. 

 *** 
 Today’s typical American timeline on Iran tends to commence at the 

Islamic revolution in 1979. Given that, it is easy to see Iran as a Shia reli-
gious monolith, with most other political currents in the country being 

 Sunni, Shia, and Kurd: A Brief History 
of Islamism in Kurdistan                     



anti-establishment non-religious ones. Iran is, of course, much more 
complex politically and religiously. Its religious demography today is the 
product of much historical change. Zoroastrianism was the fi rst  dominant 
religion of any contiguous “Persian” or “Iranian” region before Iran 
became primarily Sunni Muslim after the conquest of Islam. Many of 
Iran’s well-known historical poets and scientists, such as Omar Khayyam 
and Ibn Sina, were Sunni Muslims. It was not until the Safavid dynasty 
took control of Iran, nearly a thousand years after Islam was born, that 
a majority of Iran’s population became Shia.  1   This was mostly the result 
of forced conversion, a practice which did not fully succeed in reaching 
the rebellious and far-off Kurdish populations, who remain mostly Sunni 
today. 

 The Kurdish population in Iran has maintained a confl ictual relation-
ship with Iran’s rulers for centuries. Toward the end of the nineteenth 
century, Kurdish tribes were forcibly settled and their vestiges of self- 
government, in the form of semi-autonomous tribal principalities, were 
undermined by successive “central governments.” Kurds, for their part, 
never missed an opportunity to claw back lands and control from the cen-
tral government when the central government’s rule was weaker, usually 
under a combination of tribal and religious leadership. The role of Islam 
in this complex array of cultural and ideological identities is a unique one 
by regional standards.  2   

   ISLAM IN KURDISTAN: TO WHAT END? 
 As a result of its lack of proximity to historic Islamic centers of learning, 
the heavy infl uence of mystic and  sufi   orders, as well as certain elements of 
Kurdish culture and tradition, the role of Islam in Kurdistan differs signifi -
cantly from Islam’s role in the rest of the Middle East as well as most of the 
Muslim world. In Kurdish society today, many Kurds identify as Muslim 
while at the same time, counterintuitively, disowning any brotherhood or 
commonalities with their Arab, Persian, or Turkish neighbors. Many sel-
dom attend the mosque and ignore standard instructions on daily life that 
many other devout Muslims follow or are at least aware of. Given what 
religion means to many people and many Muslims in particular, it is fair to 
see this as an inherent contradiction. 

 The role that Islam has played in Kurdish political movements histori-
cally is equally paradoxical and seemingly contradictory. It is defi ned by 
both a relative lack of orthodox religiosity among the population and, 
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incongruously, an essential role for nominally Islamic leadership and sym-
bolism. One commentator has referred to political currents in Kurdistan 
during the fi rst half of the twentieth century as being “religious-secular”—
an anomalous, yet apt method of describing the relationship between these 
movements and Islam.  3   What does this mean, and how did Kurdistan 
develop this societal character? A deeper understanding of the unique his-
tory of Kurdistan, with an emphasis on the period when nationalism was 
introduced in the Middle East, demonstrates how this contradiction can 
exist. It is the product of historical changes in Kurdish society that resulted 
in the destruction of an all-encompassing, formal tribal structure, coupled 
with the psychology of a population that has viewed itself as poorly inte-
grated in the non-Kurdish (and dominant) society around it.  

   THE TRIBE AND THE SHEIKH: KURDISH NATIONAL 
IDENTITY 

    For much of Kurdish history, and certainly during the last thousand 
years, regional principalities composed of tribes organized on the basis of 
descent and kinship were the essential “socio-political … unit” and fabric 
of Kurdish society.  4   Virtually every historian on Kurdistan has emphasized 
the important role that the tribe plays in Kurdish life, just as every Kurdish 
“nationalist” leader has dedicated signifi cant effort to maneuvering the 
tribal reality around them. Abdul Rahman Ghassemlou, who was both 
a historian and one of Kurdistan’s most well-known nationalist leaders, 
describes the essential and all-consuming role of the tribe in traditional 
Kurdistan, noting that it was a strict hierarchy, but one where religious 
personages enjoyed quasi-leadership functionality.  5   These tribal religious 
leaders in turn were often linked to  sufi   or mystic orders, and were not 
formal scholars as they existed in much of the Muslim world. 

 Theories on how and why the tribe came to be so pre-eminent in 
Kurdistan beget discussions that go beyond the scope of our examina-
tion, but the dominance of the tribe for the vast majority of Kurdistan’s 
modern history is unrefuted. As the Ottoman empire modernized in the 
late nineteenth century and then went on to collapse, tribal structures in 
Kurdistan began to deteriorate. Broadly speaking, the tribe in Kurdistan 
went through three major phases of decay: First, during the consolida-
tion of empire, which weakened the tribe’s legitimacy and existence in a 
vacuum, forcing it to co-opt the sovereign; second, with the strengthen-
ing of neighboring non-Kurdish nationalist governments which targeted 
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the tribe and had the greatest negative effect on the core of tribal power 
and legitimacy; and third, with general modernity and modern Kurdish 
 movements which in turn targeted (and continue to target) the remaining 
vestiges of tribal power and identity to form a basis for national unity. This 
degeneration of tribe has continued at varying speeds in various portions 
of Kurdistan but, in all cases, has persisted. 

 Much of the dismantling of the tribe’s dominance in Kurdistan coin-
cided with the dissolution of the great empires and dynasties of the Middle 
East (Ottoman in 1922 and Safavid/Qajar in 1925) and the adoption of 
modern nationalism as central governments began to pursue their own 
modernization measures. The Iranian government, beginning in ear-
nest with Reza Khan, pursued large-scale policies of tribal settlement for 

  Image 1    Map of Kurdish-Inhabited Areas (U), 2007.  Source : Washington, DC: 
Central Intelligence Agency, 2002.   http://hdl.loc.gov/loc.gmd/g7421e.
ct002300     (with addition of Sanandaj)       
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reasons of political control and taxation.  6   Prior to this time, as nomadic 
Kurds began to settle into agricultural arrangements, tribal tradition dic-
tated that land was held communally within the tribe. When land reform 
measures by the central government were instituted in 1926, they resulted 
not only in the breakup of large estates but, ultimately, in tribal lead-
ers holding remaining land in their own names instead.  7   This translated 
into a quasi-landowner–peasant relationship, and hence a partial break-
down of traditional tribal structure. Meanwhile, continued land reform 
broke down the hierarchy and power structure of the tribe still further and 
opened the door for the predominance of more modern, non-tribal ideas 
of community in Kurdistan for the fi rst time.  8   When these tribal arrange-
ments that served as the foundation of Kurdish society were dismantled, 
a power vacuum was left that religious structures, the most pliable pieces 
of tribal arrangements in many ways, were able to fi ll.  9   In some cases, even 
prior to the large-scale attack on the institution of the tribe in Kurdistan, 
tribal leaders were often hybrid spiritual role models who derived their 
legitimacy from this spirituality. 

 Before Kurdish populations began to think of themselves as a single 
community unifi ed by language and culture, religious leadership in these 
tribal communities was well-placed to assume a degree of popular control 
since the various reforms and confl icts around them did not affect their 
authority to the extent it did the tribal chiefs. The forced settlement of 
tribes and formal land reform measures did not affect the power of the 
spiritual leaders in Kurdistan, whose infl uence was reputational in large 
part. Their wealth was more predominantly made up of human capital and 
contributions from followers rather than land. When the fabric of tribal 
leadership was materially damaged, one could argue that spiritual leaders, 
many of them known as “ sheikhs ,”  10   were the only individuals left who had 
the people's loyalty as well as signifi cant resources, without the necessity 
of tribal legitimacy.  11   

 Importantly, however, these  sheikhs  did not overtly disrupt the tribal 
identity structure that existed. This meant that while tribal leadership was 
decimated, tribal identity within the group often remained for decades. 
This led to a unique and often overlooked feature of Kurdish society in 
the post- Ottoman era: Prior to modern Islamist movements, and for per-
haps the fi rst time on a large scale in the Middle East, spiritual leaders 
ascended to the leadership of “national” movements on mostly ethnic 
lines, using a combination of Islamic symbolism and the benefi t of tribal 
“group think.” The movements were not true Islamic movements, since 
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they usually  consisted only of Kurds, contained an important ideological 
cornerstone of Kurdish identity, and did not project pan-Islamist ideas 
that aimed beyond the borders of Kurdistan. 

 The period surrounding the collapse of the Ottoman empire saw much 
of this societal change in a rather short period of time. Any “movement” 
in this era of shifting politics and identity usually meant tribespeople fol-
lowing their increasingly weakened chiefs ( aghas)  and/or  sheikhs.  It has 
been noted that the  sheikh  in traditional Kurdish society “needed all the 
abilities of a modern politician. He had to be able to effect compromises, 
settle disputes, and provide succor in such a way that none of the aggrieved 
felt shortchanged.”  12   In that sense, the religious fi gure in Kurdistan, far 
from an arbiter on matters related to Islam alone, played the role of “doc-
tor, lawyer, priest and psychiatrist.”  13   A developed sense of nationalism 
and the notion of collective action were too limited to beget a nationalist 
movement at the turn of the century, at least in Kurdistan. One commen-
tator notes “Kurdish nationalism, which in most cases meant demands 
for an independent state, and Kurdish Pan-Islamism, though to some 
extent contradictory, were closely connected [and confused].”  14   This was 
because most Kurds at the time “were not capable of comprehending 
more abstract notions such as a Kurdish nation-state” and uprisings still 
“bore enormous resemblance to the revolts by the traditional tribal chief-
tains.” For this reason, before the collapse of the Ottoman empire, the 
Kurdish elite had already taken to ideas of pan-Kurdish nationalism under 
quasi-religious leadership, as evidenced by Sheikh Ubaydallah’s popular 
uprising of 1880 which employed the rhetoric of a free Kurdistan. Sheikh 
Ubaydallah’s uprising is remarkable due to the fact that, in the mind of 
many, the Ottoman empire’s collapse was not yet inevitable. Still, the dis-
satisfaction of the Kurdish tribes was producing spiritual leadership and 
Kurdish nationalist rhetoric even at this rather early juncture. 

 Even more so in the post-Ottoman period, the  sheikh , with a pristine 
sense of destiny and service to God, had an enormous amount of prestige 
as tribal structures and allegiances were moribund.  15   Examples show that 
a notable  sheikh  could usually garner followers among many tribes, some 
of them competing ones. And while it is true that many Kurds were not 
formal members of tribes, and were simply living on tribal land, identity 
with the dominant tribe of the region was nonetheless paramount. In the 
absence of a strong tribal structure that was both able to sustain the tribe 
economically, and also through the very idea of the tribe’s importance, any 
competing modality had to rise to the occasion on all of these levels. The 
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local religious orders in Kurdistan, with their integration in the tribal struc-
ture and adaptability to Kurdish culture, were ideal. 

 The double disintegration of tribe and empire undoubtedly also had a 
societal infl uence that was fundamentally religious and not just practically 
religious. This transformative period led to an increased sense among the 
region’s Muslim population, including the Kurdish population in Iran and 
the rest of Kurdistan, of increased European and Christian dominance in 
the region.  16   This evoked a sort of Islamist sentiment that undoubtedly 
played a role in the psyche of Kurdish leadership and common people 
that had for so long been at the behest of, and within the purview of, 
the Ottoman empire. In all cases, however, it seems that the nationalist 
or tribal emphasis of any actual movement led by the  sheikh  in Kurdistan 
was just as essential, and often more essential, than the spiritual identity 
brought by the  sheikh . For example, there were no known movements 
in Kurdistan that were purely religious and sought the restoration of the 
caliphate as their primary goal. At a time where the region (and the central 
governments) where Kurds lived moved in the direction of secular nation-
alist platforms, the Kurds employed Islamism as an important element 
of their increasingly irredentist nationalist agendas. This was a comfort-
able place for Kurdish leaders to fi nd a balance, as the new elite of that 
leadership had spiritual legitimacy. But most importantly, it was effective 
because it was in contrast to the ideas of central governments and domi-
nant groups that these leaders opposed.  

 Across all of the postcolonial Middle East, after the collapse of the 
Ottoman empire and the abolition of the caliphate, the line between 
nationalism and Islam was blurred. In a region that did not see large-scale 
modern nationalism until the First World War, this was perhaps natural. 
But it led to remarkable alliances and allegiances that make little sense 
when applied to today’s conventional wisdom on nationalism and religios-
ity in the region. For example, Ataturk, the secular fi rebrand who presided 
over the enactment of such policies as the banning of the Arabic script 
and of religious emblems in public life, began his campaign for unity by 
making a strong appeal for Muslim solidarity against the infi dels who were 
attacking the “homeland.” He was successful in securing some Kurdish 
tribal loyalty through the use of the precise Islamic symbolism that would 
ultimately be discarded by him (although it can be said that inter-tribal 
feuds played a more signifi cant role in Kurds aligning themselves with the 
Turkish state during this period).  17   
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 Kurdistan’s failure to unify in the post-Ottoman era, despite an invi-
tation to do so by the Allied Powers in the Treaty of Sèvres, has led to 
the discounting of the signifi cance and nature of Kurdish nationalism in 
Kurdistan during that period. Much analysis about the birth of Kurdish 
nationalism concentrates on more controversial, loaded questions such 
as whether it even existed in any form prior to Turkish nationalism or 
whether it was developed indigenously in Kurdistan or by elites outside 
of Kurdistan. As a result, a more nuanced analysis about the early Kurdish 
movements which did exist is ignored. The hybrid religious and national-
ist nature of many of these movements in Kurdistan is also ignored. These 
movements are an important tool for helping us understand the nature 
of Kurdish political development leading up to periods of turmoil in the 
Second World War, the Iranian revolution, and even today. And, as we 
will see, the rest of the region’s gradual rediscovery of Islamist identity 
may also explain much of Kurdistan’s current preference for ultra-nation-
alist, secular movements. 

 This book does not explore the early historical development and 
content of “Kurdish identity” indepth. We know that Kurdish national-
ism exists now, among the other “imagined communities” as historian 
Benedict Anderson would say. This book is more concerned with examin-
ing that identity’s ultimate boundaries, and for that, one identity analysis 
is especially useful in Kurdistan: the notion of contrasting the “other.” 
Vamik Volkan, a psychiatrist specializing in the analysis of group behavior, 
notes that once an enemy is determined through experience, that enemy 
needs to be “kept at least at a psychological distance … [because] it gives 
us aid and comfort, enhancing our cohesion and making comparisons with 
ourselves gratifying.”  18   Samuel Huntington, in a book on the makings 
of American identity, deals with the categorization of the other as well. 
He states that “identity requires differentiation. Differentiation neces-
sitates comparison, the identifi cation of the ways in which ‘our’ group 
differs from ‘their’ group. Comparison, in turn, generates evaluation … 
our ways are better than their ways.”  19   He further notes that research 
has shown instances where a group would rather be worse off but better 
than the “other,” as opposed to having their group better off but worse 
than the “other.”  20   There are a number of fundamental weaknesses in the 
aforementioned theses, but some elements of them are rather intuitive. 
As we will see, the basic distinctions of the “other” that Kurds had to 
make throughout their history as a developing nation helps lead us to our 
 chapter’s conclusions.  
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   RELIGIOUS-NATIONALIST REBELLION IN KURDISTAN: 
A FIRST OF ITS KIND 

 When examining instances of early Kurdish nationalist movements, it is 
helpful to understand the nature of Kurdish nationalism prior to the col-
lapse of the Ottoman empire. With the arguable exception of the Shaykh 
Ubaydallah-led rebellions of around 1880, Kurdish identity in this period 
was not the primary vehicle of any “rebellion” or “movement” as we 
would typically defi ne those words. The Shaykh Ubaydallah movement, 
despite the motivations espoused by its leader, also lacked a fundamental 
nationalist character that was able to survive without the person of the 
 sheikh . It was primarily a tribal movement with religious and Kurdish- 
nationalist symbolism, but did not include a cross section of the Kurdish 
population that was motivated on nationalist grounds. While there were 
many examples of the existence of a strong Kurdish identity and of the 
belief in Kurdish exceptionalism as early as the mid-eighteenth century, 
particularly among the educated elite of the surrounding empires, this 
identity did not become a galvanizing force for a national movement 
until nationalism itself (in all its forms) became more widespread in the 
empires.  21   And when Kurdish nationalism began to develop, it took its 
own unique form. 

 As noted, the remarkable symbiotic relationship between religious 
and nationalist identity in Kurdistan was perhaps the fi rst time such a 
feature appeared in the Muslim world. Unlike subsequent renditions of 
this  relationship, such as the Iranian revolution itself, it never succeeded 
in producing a nation-state in Kurdistan. But the nature of the Kurdish 
movements themselves was also unlike the Iranian revolution in the impor-
tant sense that the religious element of these movements was essentially 
symbolic and not doctrinal. By examining the notable instances of these 
movements, which were also the most powerful and successful Kurdish 
movements of the twentieth century, the evolution of Kurdish nationalism 
and its relationship with religion comes into view. 

 The fi rst post-Ottoman example of this feature of Kurdish society 
occurred in Iran. It was the revolt of Ismail Agha Simko of Shakak, begin-
ning in 1918. A chief in one of Iran’s most infl uential Kurdish tribal con-
federations, Simko spent most of his life as a tribal leader consolidating his 
power among other tribes. Through marriage and conquest, he did this 
remarkably well. The nascent Pahlavi reforms to Kurdistan’s tribal way of 
life had not yet been implemented, and this was a boon to Simko, as he 
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did not have to be as successful in the war of ideas to command support, 
 relying instead on an ability to align groupings of tribal areas behind him 
by force. This also proved to be a great weakness of his. Simko, unlike 
leaders of similarly placed movements, did not have any sort of religious 
training (and was not a sheikh). However, he did exploit the spiritual 
authority that he believed his status as a chief afforded him through the 
use of Islamic symbolism. 

 There are few examples in Simko’s life, prior to his revolt, of a preoc-
cupation with Kurdish nationalism; he seemed to be more concerned with 
the power of himself and his tribe, as evidenced by his frequent change 
of loyalties and his own subjugation of Kurdish lands.  22   He recognized 
however that the force of modern notions of nationalism coupled with 
religious symbolism and identity were powerful together. His rhetoric dis-
played an enthusiasm for ridding the region of its Christian population 
(helping him forge cooperation among tribe members), often demonstrat-
ing his partiality to Muslim cooperation. Meanwhile, his use of Kurdish 
nationalist rhetoric was well known, and the most central feature of his 
public pronouncements. Statements attributed to him in British Consulate 
records demonstrate this:

  … if this great Kurdish nation does not get its rights from Persia, it will con-
sider death far better than life and whether the Persian government grants it 
or not we will make Kurdistan autonomous.”  23   

   Simko was one of the fi rst leaders of a signifi cant Kurdish movement 
after the dissolution of the Ottoman empire, and he exhibits all of the 
features we identifi ed for the post-Ottoman Kurdish nationalist arena: A 
nascent sense of nationalism, resort to religious preference and symbol-
ism, as well as beholdenness to the tribal reality of the day. Due partially 
to his perfect willingness to make Kurds as much as any other group a 
target of his quest for power, he never succeeded in mobilizing a large 
part of Kurdistan with the sort of consistency necessary for a sustained 
movement. He ultimately suffered from the same lack of loyalty and 
allegiance among the population of Kurdistan that was the hallmark of a 
now partially disintegrating tribal order, and he was defeated by central 
government forces who co-opted other tribes to his detriment.  24   While 
both nationalism and religious identity ultimately played an inferior role 
in Simko’s success than tribal and personal allegiance, they were both 
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nonetheless notable features of his leadership, apparatus of mobilization, 
and public relations platform. He went to great lengths to stress both, 
particularly his Kurdish nationalism, in his public identity. The Simko 
rebellion remains one of Iran’s most signifi cant ethnic uprisings of the 
twentieth century. 

 Much like in Iranian Kurdistan, a similar structure of secular-Islamic 
leadership was infl uential in Southeast Turkey. The natural example from 
“Northern Kurdistan” of how Islam was a secular-political force is the 
Sheikh Said rebellion of 1925. Sheikh Said was a  sheikh  of the Naqshbandi 
order, a sect typifi ed by a  sufi   practice of Islam that was somewhat unique 
to it.  25   Despite his nominal legitimacy coming from the respect accorded 
him as a  sheikh , his nationalist agenda for Kurdistan was ultimately his 
priority. 

 Sheikh Said was far from a religious scholar who spent his time studying 
religious texts as a cleric would. His education in orthodox Islam was in 
fact minimal, but this did not prevent him from being a respected  sheikh  
of the Naqshbandi order. He was said to be one of the wealthier men in 
Kurdistan, having consolidated power and resources through his marriage 
and the marriages of his children. He was also unique in his readiness 
to break with other  sheikhs  of his own Naqshbandi order, who he criti-
cized of being too self-interested and unwilling to sacrifi ce for the cause 
of Kurdistan.  26   

 The most important Kurdish coalition of this post-Ottoman era in 
Northern Kurdistan was the Azadi (freedom) movement, established 
by former Ottoman offi cers of Kurdish origin.  27   When Azadi sought to 
mobilize support for its platform of Kurdish self-determination in the 
chaos of the dissolution of the caliphate, it was practically obliged to 
make respected  sheikhs  the primary fi gures of the movement. As stated 
by one historian, “the Kurdish populace would support and believe the 
sheikhs sooner than [they would] army offi cers. [For this reason] The 
sheikhs were to be the ‘overt leaders of the revolt.’” Azadi had decided at 
its fi rst congress that it would be useful to give any rebellion a religious 
veneer.  28   

 Sheikh Said was reported to have a personal relationship with most 
Kurds of any signifi cant infl uence in the old empire. With his wealth, 
and with his ordained stature as a leader, this repute made him an ideal 
fi t in the Azadi leadership, from where he soon rose to lead a rebellion. 
It had to be, given that its focus was not on liberation of land from the 
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non-Muslim colonial powers; to the contrary, it sought to forge Kurdish 
self-determination in Turkey and other Muslim lands. 

 Even for Sheik Said, much like for Azadi, religion was a tool among 
others in his arsenal of mobilization. Tribal allegiances having been very 
strong in this early post-Ottoman era, they were still paramount to con-
siderations of nationalism for your average Kurd. While Said’s rebel force 
was able to garner approximately 15,000 men for active fi ghting, it was 
divided on tribal lines (mostly “ Zaza ” dialect speaking tribes). But it did 
manage to attract a certain segment of Kurdistan’s tribal population with 
appeal to Kurdish and religious symbolism.  29   While Sheikh Said himself 
was interested in and took great steps to recruit tribes of varied locations 
and backgrounds, and in fact sought the participation of most of Kurdistan 
regardless of tribe, the nature of Kurdish society at the time made diverse 
participation unlikely, and very tribal in nature.  30   

 Throughout the course of approximately two years of full-scale 
rebellion- turned-guerrilla warfare, it is thought that up to 20,000 men 
died fi ghting in the rebellion, roughly half of them members of the 
Turkish military (some of them Kurds), and the other half Kurds fi ghting 
for self-determination. Important parts of Kurdistan were brought under 
Kurdish control at least temporarily. It remains the most signifi cant rebel-
lion in Turkey’s history with that of the Kurdistan Workers’ Party (PKK) 
in the 1990s, having monumental infl uence on the subsequent sequence 
of events in Kurdistan as well as among those jockeying for power in 
Ankara during that period.  31   

 Islam played a natural role in the political identity of early Kurdish 
movements, partially because Islam was what people understood in the 
shadow of the Ottoman empire, and partially because it offered a counter-
weight to the secular nationalisms of Ataturk in Turkey (the largest part of 
Kurdistan) and Reza Khan’s Iran (the second largest part of Kurdistan). 
Given the nature of that Islamic identity in Kurdistan, though, which was 
dominated by tribal and cultural anomalies, there was a strong likelihood 
that Islamism did not have staying power among an ethnically distinguish-
able population oppressed by Muslims; that Islamist identity soon became 
increasingly dispensable, as we will see. 

 The period leading up to the Second World War was developmental for 
the Middle East’s various nationalist subsets. Kurdistan was no different, 
as the tribal structure continued to erode while nationalism developed. 
As the dominant force unifying a group of Kurds for most of Kurdistan’s 
history went away, the substance of Kurdistan’s movements was naturally 
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formed from the remaining, and sometimes new, prominent features of 
their lives. What came of the Islamic symbolism that was so prominent in 
Kurdish movements? 

 During the Mahabad Republic, the only example in history of an inde-
pendent Kurdistan, the Islamism of the  sheikhs  appeared misleadingly to 
have become dispensable as a galvanizing force in Iranian Kurdistan by the 
middle of the twentieth century. This is a simplistic view of the Mahabad 
Republic’s fabric. The republic does not amount to a remarkable anomaly 
at all in the sequence of religious-secular Kurdish movements of the twen-
tieth century.  

   THE MAHABAD REPUBLIC 
   We are also human beings. We have a history and a language, we too 
have customs and traditions in the upkeep of which we are greatly inter-
ested. Why are we not allowed to bring up our children to speak Kurdish? 
Why are we not permitted to manage our own house as we desire? Dear 
countrymen, it should be pointed out that rights are not given but taken. 
We must fi ght for our rights. (Excerpt from the Initial Declaration of the 
Kurdistan Democratic Party) 

   Due allegedly to Reza Khan’s support for the Germans in the Second 
World War, the armies of the Allied Powers entered Iran in 1941 and 
established “spheres of infl uence” in the north (Soviet) and the south 
(British) of the country. With the virtual collapse of the Iranian armies in 
Kurdistan which now only held partial and loose control Kurdistan unsur-
prisingly became overcome again with the zeal of self-determination.  32   

 By the time of the Allied takeover in Iran, the large tribal arrange-
ments that had dominated Kurdistan for hundreds of years had been 
dismantled for all practical benefi t. Reza Khan had formed an active 
army and a modern bureaucracy which he used to consolidate his power 
effectively. His deliberate policy of forced settlement of the tribes as 
well as his exile and imprisonment of tribal leadership (and swaths of 
Kurdistan’s population) meant a shifting of identity in Kurdistan away 
from allegiance to the tribe toward the other salient features of Kurdish 
life, namely culture and religion, albeit still with some tribal identity 
mixed in. This remaining, loose tribal identity and smaller forms of tribal 
wealth and dominance that still existed were important to events lead-
ing up to and during the Mahabad Republic. But without the existence 
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of the large tribal conglomerates, and with the splintering of leadership 
within tribes meaning that each tribe or union had less power propor-
tionally than it used to, tribes were signifi cantly less infl uential in 1941 
than they were even 20 years earlier. There was also more competition 
and confl ict among the tribes who were each vying for a share of the 
smaller pie. 

 By the time of the Allied invasion, and as a result of a societal shift 
toward “modernity,” Iranian Kurdistan had also developed a sort of intel-
ligentsia made up of the educated sons of tribal leaders and city notables.  33   
Many of these leaders, for the fi rst time, did not have any explicit ties 
to tribal power and, although they made alliances with and were loosely 
affi liated with tribal militias, their motivations were nationalist.  34   Qazi 
Muhammad (who we learn about below) and other leaders from the city 
of Mahabad made up the vanguard of these ideologues, as other infl uen-
tial cities, such as the city of Sanandaj, never came under the republic’s 
direct control. 

 The Komalai Jianawai Kurdistan, or the Party for Kurdistan Revival, 
was established in this environment of world war and tribal decay. The 
underground precursor to the Kurdistan Democratic Party, it was brought 
together in the spirit of nationalism but also opportunism in the wake of a 
weakened central government after the Allied takeover. It was the fi rst truly 
nationalist political organization that made Kurdish self- determination its 
primary aim in Iran. The required conditions for entry to the party were 
to be born to Kurdish parents, to not have previously acted against the 
interests of the nation, and to not have been a member of another party. 
Non-Muslims were allowed to be members of the party but did not make 
up the senior leadership of the party (who all swore on the Quran). 

 The Party for Kurdistan Revival was the fi rst time a developing Kurdish 
identity, increasingly solidifi ed decades after the abolition of the region’s 
greater empires, was the basis of a broad-based movement in Iran. The 
undisputed leader of the Mahabad Republic, Qazi Muhammad, in the 
limited analysis on his life and activities prior to the republic, was seen as 
a nationalist intellectual of sorts. As a result, modern Kurdish nationalists 
who tend to be secular do not note or consider any portion of the repub-
lic’s life to have any connection to the religious character of the Kurds of 
that era. Historical texts on the Mahabad Republic have mostly described 
it as a weak nationalist and secular movement led by a nascent Kurdish 
elite and Kurdish intelligentsia. This is true in part. Islam and Islamic sym-
bolism played a minimal role in the republic’s public life; it did not feature 
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extensively in pre-republic or Mahabad Republic literature either. It is easy 
to believe then that this historical event, the founding of the Mahabad 
Republic, marked the fi rst time that the leadership of a  sheikh -type fi gure 
did not feature prominently in the history of a large Kurdish movement of 
the twentieth century. 

 During this period following the Second World War, it is diffi cult to assess 
clearly who the Kurdish elite perceived as their opposing force or “other.” 
But all evidence indicates that, at least among the elite about which we 
are speaking, it was the central government in Tehran and Persian/Iranian 
nationalism (much more than say, tribalism or other Kurdish factions). So, 
in line with past examples, unless nationalist ideas had developed so exten-
sively that they could stand alone as a unifi er in the face of the central gov-
ernment’s insistence on retaining Kurdish land, there should have been a 
prominent role for religion in Kurdish movements. But as mentioned, with 
the Party for Kurdistan Revival, we do not see the overt leadership of a 
 sheikh  or reference to Islamic symbolism to the same extent. Had Kurdistan 
so turned the page from its previous reliance on spiritual infrastructure and 
religious leadership in a brief twenty years? 

 The answer is no. Firstly, while the period leading up to the establish-
ment of the Mahabad Republic and its brief existence is highly valuable in 
the analysis of Kurdish nationalism and identity, there is also some caution 
that should be applied to extrapolating from events of that era. Unlike the 
period of chaos that led to the rebellions of the  sheikhs,  Kurdish rebellions 
during the Iranian revolution, and even those in Iraq, the Soviet pro-
tectorate in Iranian Kurdistan undoubtedly had an integral effect on the 
nature as well as the successes and failures of that period. The Kurdistan 
elite who charted the republic’s path no doubt knew that any ideology it 
espoused for a nation-state needed to abide by the preferences of the pre-
vailing Soviet protector. This ultimate recognition of the necessity to stay 
on the Allies’ good side is exhibited in the numerous fl attering references 
to the Allied forces in offi cial texts of Kurdish nationalists at the time. It 
is now known that Komalai Jianawai Kurdistan’s political platform, as it 
evolved into a national movement, had to be tempered to some degree 
to satisfy the Soviets.  35   It would also follow that expressions of religion 
would have also had to be understated in offi cial discourse. From the ivory 
tower of Mahabad, literature of the Komalai Jianawai Kurdistan advocated 
a broad ranging social and nationalist project that discounted the impor-
tance and strength of traditional power centers of Kurdistan, namely the 
tribe and religion (whose institutions were also weaker in Mahabad). As 
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the movement evolved into a political organization tasked with creating a 
policy for Kurdistan, however, practical realities began to set in. 

 When the Party for Kurdistan Revival rebranded itself the Democratic 
Party of Kurdistan (See below) (which established the republic), a spiritual 
leader in form of Qazi Muhammad was the indispensable unifi er of much 
of Kurdistan under the fl ag of the Mahabad Republic. Despite the fact that 
Islam did not become an integral part of the republic’s offi cial mandate, 
this movement’s anatomy and leadership was not indifferent to the move-
ments of the  sheikhs  some 30 years prior.  

   A SHORT BUT IMPORTANT EXISTENCE 
 Overt expressions of Kurdish nationalism became widespread Iranian in 
Kurdistan through the year 1945, and against the backdrop of a new sense 
of identity that captivated the region, a notable from the city of Mahabad 
gave a stirring speech in November of that year. In his delivery at the 
Cultural Center of Mahabad, he announced that the Democratic Party 
of Kurdistan (KDPI) replaced a dissolved Party for Kurdistan Revival, 
and that Kurdish self-rule was now the offi cial platform of Kurdistan.  36   In 
January 1946, after the remaining vestiges of central government bureau-
cracy were chased out of Mahabad, Qazi Muhammad announced the 
establishment of the Mahabad Republic.  37   For all intents and purposes, 
Muhammad had established an independent Kurdish nation-state for the 
fi rst time in history. 

 Tellingly, Qazi Muhammad was never actually a member of the Party 
for Kurdistan Revival and did not become a member of the KDPI. He 
soon became the republic’s undisputed leader, however. So essential and 
unquestionable was his role in the movement at the time that his member-
ship was not necessary. This bears resemblance to some degree to Sheikh 
Said’s less formal participation in the urban intellectual circles that called 
him their leader. 

 Qazi was born into a prominent religious family that held signifi -
cant land in the Kurdistan region, mostly in the surrounding villages of  
Mahabad. He had ties to one of the largest tribes in the Kurdish region, 
the Fayzullah Begi tribe, although he did not pledge allegiance to it. The 
Muhammad family is a quintessential example in the post-tribal order: 
Formerly prominent in the tribal structure, members of the tribe were 
able to keep control of signifi cant resources despite the formal dissolution 
of that structure. Qazi Muhammad’s father was a prominent judge. Qazi 
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himself was educated in Islam, from where he derived much of his legiti-
macy as a scholar and wiseman in society. He was the head of Mahabad’s 
main religious endowment, and trusted in this role. While he was known 
to be devoutly religious, the force of his political convictions was in the 
form of a Kurdish nationalism that was radical at the time. In many impor-
tant ways, and although these factors of his life and leadership are often 
underestimated, parallels can be found with Sheikh Said’s prominence and 
rise to power. 

 The parallels between the person of Qazi Muhammad, the undisputed 
champion of what is considered by most the fi rst free Kurdistan, and the 
reputations and leadership of the  sheikhs  of the post-Ottoman era more 
generally is an important one. Qazi Muhammad has never been considered 
a “religious leader.” Modern Kurdish movements do not reference him as 
one. But for purposes of our analysis, it is important to recognize the 
essential role that his religious background played in his ability to rally his 
base. While Islamic symbolism was perhaps less essential to the Mahabad 
Republic as it was to the other rebellions we have covered, having been 
replaced in part by a Kurdish nationalism that was more prevalent, it was 
nonetheless a compulsory feature of his leadership. The Islamic credentials 
of the Komalai Jianawai Kurdistan, and in particular its leadership, were 
referred to often by its leaders to bolster its legitimacy among traditional 
segments of the population. In its offi cial publications, it sought to placate 
fears of leftist, ungodly ideology, with reference to conformity with Islam 
even in its secular mandate.  38   One notable evolution between the time of 
Qazi Muhammad and the  sheikhs  is that the Islamic symbolism that played 
a role in all of these movements was more limited to the person of Qazi 
Muhammad by the mid-twentieth century and less to the movement as a 
whole. 

 In the republic, the presence of Islamic rhetoric and symbolism was 
prominent in much of the leadership’s utterances. Often, it was invoked 
to warn or disavow the collaboration of Kurds with “outsiders,” demon-
strating its use with group identifi cation during this period in Kurdistan.  39   
It was also cited frequently to legitimize the authority of the republic. As 
noted by one commentator, the prominence of religion in the discourse 
of the republic signifi ed the “weakness of the fl edgling secular political 
culture in Kurdish society” and “bolster[ed] the nationalist message for a 
deeply religious and largely illiterate community, not quite adept with the 
complexities of a modern ideology with secular notions of political author-
ity … In this sense, [Islam] … should be viewed … as a calculated response 
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to what may be termed the structural weakness of a nascent nationalist 
movement … [and] ideological immaturity.”  40   

 As a more modern example of the unique balancing act that emer-
gent Kurdish nationalism performed with Islamism, the republic was a 
sort of caricature of the secular-religious approach. Friday prayer leaders, 
for example, were instructed to preach on issues such as women in society, 
Kurdish history, and national unity. Despite all of this, much like with the 
rule of the  sheikhs , few in the republic or even in the religious clergy were 
formally trained in orthodox Islamic centers. 

 On Kurdistan’s transition away from Islamism, the Mahabad Republic 
was certainly a trendsetter. Apart from Qazi Muhammad, almost all of 
the remainder of the KDPI’s leadership was upper-class, (non-Islamically) 
educated elite. It could be said that Kurdish nationalism had fi nally arrived 
by this time as a distinct, and, among the elite of Kurdistan, widespread 
cornerstone of Kurdish identity. More than using religious symbolism, 
the trusted spiritual leader in Qazi Muhammad now employed national-
ist symbolism more prominently than his predecessors. With a popularity 
derived signifi cantly from his Islam, though, Qazi Muhammad repre-
sented the sentiment of a Kurdistan that was changing in its ideas. 

 It is somewhat ironic that these individuals, the modern intellectual 
elite of Kurdistan, were responsible for formulating the ideas of and 
establishing the Mahabad Republic, considering it was still the various 
fractionalized tribes (now even more divided and in disarray due to the 
central  government’s modernization policies) and the Soviets who actu-
ally wielded military power.  41   For this reason, the republic’s leadership had 
to be strategic as to the various alliances it forged in the greater Kurdish 
region. The government in Mahabad never made an important decision 
without consulting the weakened but still prominent tribal leaders.  42   
While writings of the pioneers of the Mahabad Republic demonstrate a 
mature understanding of the concepts of pluralism, democratic reform, 
and land reform, their dependence on tribes for their limited military sup-
port prevented them from advertising or giving effect to these ideas in the 
republic’s short life. Although Qazi Muhammad warned tribes publicly 
not to counteract the direction of the republic, his ability to rein them in 
was limited.  43   The existence of Soviet infl uence and patronage also surely 
prevented the Mahabad Republic’s leadership from establishing any sort 
of signifi cant cooperation with infl uential spiritual leaders as a counter-
weight to the tribes. 
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 The republic remained geographically limited to one third of 
Iranian Kurdistan, not encompassing important cities like Sanandaj or 
Kermanshah. So, as with previous examples, just as important a feature 
of the Mahabad Republic’s establishment and existence is the reality that 
it was unable to attract a unifi ed and loyal base across the population of 
Kurdistan. Even within the territory it controlled, the Mahabad Republic’s 
modern ideas of unity based on culture, language, and shared history 
did not resonate with important segments where tribal identity was still 
predominant and seeking (ultimately unsuccessfully as well) to maintain 
its hold on power and resources. These latter tribes, greatly weakened 
when compared to decades prior, were even willing to cooperate with the 
central government against other Kurds to salvage their monopoly. One 
by-product of this condition was Qazi Muhammad’s inability to raise an 
army with loyalty to the republic alone. The offi cial army of the republic 
was a weak one; it was limited not only by popular support but also by 
a lack of arms.  44   Tribal forces that were attached to the republic’s army 
greatly outnumbered the army regulars, and deserted Kurdistan when the 
Soviet army withdrew and the tribal leaders sensed that an Iranian army 
attack on Kurdistan was imminent. A year after all Iranian bureaucracy 
had been evacuated from Mahabad, and less than a year after the estab-
lishment of the Mahabad Republic, Iranian forces retook areas under the 
republic’s control. Qazi Muhammad and certain other Kurdish leaders 
were executed, and all indications of the existence of the republic were 
ordered destroyed. 

 The Soviet-protected Azerbaijan People’s Government, also within 
Iran’s borders, had a temporary existence parallel to the Mahabad 
Republic’s. That movement has a separate story, with some interest-
ing overlap with the Mahabad Republic’s. One factor to note is that in 
Iranian Azerbaijan, the Azerbaijan People’s Government is not a popu-
lar reference. In the view of many historians, the temporary separatist 
government in Azerbaijan devolved into an authoritarian enterprise that 
never represented the ideals of Azerbaijani nationalism.  45   Contrary to 
what happened in this neighboring Soviet-protected ethnic state, Qazi 
Muhammad’s efforts and the Mahabad Republic’s legacy remain popular 
and iconic for Kurds from Tehran to Istanbul. The fl ag of the Mahabad 
Republic is the current fl ag of the KRG in Northern Iraq, and is used 
as the fl ag of “Kurdistan” by Kurdish nationalists in Syria. The national 
anthem of the Mahabad Republic, a gritty one addressed to “the enemy” 
and announcing that “nobody should profess that the Kurd is dead, the 
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Kurd is alive!,” lives on. It is sung by Kurdish nationalists in remote vil-
lages as far as Southeast Turkey. The memory of the short-lived republic 
is consciously and unconsciously inscribed on the nooks and crannies of 
every corner of Kurdistan. 

 Politically, it was clear by the middle of the twentieth century that 
Kurdish nationalism was an elemental factor in the region and becom-
ing an increasingly important idea for Kurdistan’s politicized elite every-
where, including in Sanandaj where a certain Ahmad Moftizadeh was 
born and raised. Islamic symbolism and leadership, while important in 
the person of Qazi Muhammad, were now displaced to some degree by 
nationalism. 

 It is interesting to note that the central government in Iran never 
acknowledged a lack of formal control Kurdistan. In fact, it was the offi -
cial position of Iran that it still held Iranian Kurdistan as part of its sov-
ereign territory and, in some ways, this is a reasonable viewpoint to have 
carried publicly. This is because the Allied Powers never went so far as to 
recognize or even encourage an independent Kurdistan despite their pre-
siding over Kurdish self-rule for almost a year from a distance. In reality, 
the Allied Powers, and in particular the Soviets who were responsible for 
control in the north of the country, had little interest in an independent 
Kurdistan. They were interested in the Kurds being a thorn in the side 
of the Persians, but with its resources and strategic location, the Allies 
ultimately wanted a stable and friendly Iran. Despite all of this, there is 
no doubt that the Iranian army did not maintain a controlling presence 
in Kurdistan during that period, and so it is at least a reasonable asser-
tion that Kurdistan was an independent state for the brief period of the 
Republic of Mahabad. 

 As the Mahabad Republic transitioned to being a skeleton in Iran’s 
closet, Iran’s complex political fabric went through its own unforeseen 
changes. The new crown prince turned Pahlavi king, who came to power 
in the years leading up to the Mahabad Republic, oversaw more land 
reform and “modernity” measures, only to be evacuated from the country 
when his power was threatened by a democratically elected premier, ulti-
mately returning after a coup d’etat. For reasons that go beyond the scope 
of our examination, and those that are still partially inexplicable, Islamism 
and Islamic politics became a strong force in modern Iranian politics in 
the post-Second World War era. Ultimately, an Iranian population that 
showed a great interest for democratic reform would come to align behind 
an Islamist leader in 1979.  
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   THE SUNNI–SHIA DIVIDE 
 Over the fi rst half of the twentieth century, Iranian Kurdistan and Kurdistan 
generally graduated from a largely tribal society to a quasi-nationalist one 
using Islamist symbolism (but still beholden to the tribe), to a spiritu-
ally nationalist one. As Iranian-Kurdistan made an ideological push into 
a more purely nationalist space during and after the Mahabad Republic, 
a complex Kurdish-Islamic identity developed alongside its nationalism. 

 The fundamental difference between Sunni and Shia Islam rests in the 
interpretation of which historical individuals were qualifi ed to provide 
binding guidance to Muslims. In Shia doctrine, certain members of the 
Prophet Muhammad’s family were viewed as infallible like the Prophet 
himself. This meant that the guidance from such individuals was as bind-
ing and pristine as that of the Prophet himself and hence incumbent on 
all Muslims. In the Sunni interpretation of Islam, only the Prophet’s guid-
ance (as well as the Quran) was binding. The many historical narratives 
and doctrinal interpretations that now separate the two sects of Islam stem 
from this fundamental disagreement. 

 Interpretations of the dominant Shia sect itself also continue to remain 
the subject of much disagreement in modern Iran, particularly with 
respect to its application to public life. But Shia Islam’s pre-eminence in 
the Islamic Republic of Iran is undeniable. Despite the Islamic Republic’s 
namesake, the treatment of Sunnis and Sunni Islam in Iran is in practice 
not indifferent to those religions considered by Iran’s clerical leadership 
to be outside of the fold of Islam—Judaism and Baha’ism, for example. 
Sunni Islam (the denomination of a majority of self-professed Muslims), 
much like those groups and perhaps more even than Judaism, is delegiti-
mized and ostracized, particularly from religious discourse in Iran’s holy 
places and from government. The reason this is the case is far more com-
plex than doctrinal disagreement. 

 The majority of Iran’s Kurds today are of the  Shafi ’i,  Sunni religious 
tradition. Such a distinction holds little value in understanding or describ-
ing Kurdish religiosity, however. For the vast majority of Kurds, includ-
ing those who identify themselves as Muslim, distinctions beyond the 
very basic ones that defi ne Muslim behavior are probably irrelevant.  46   
Understanding the particularly non-doctrinal Islam historically in Iranian 
Kurdistan, which we explored previously by way of practical examples 
of Kurds’ non-compliance with standard Islamic practices, is an impor-
tant part of understanding the relationship and compatibility of religion 
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and nationalism in Kurdistan’s history. Even today, the Islam practiced in 
Kurdistan, particularly by those belonging to a  sufi   order, is unconven-
tional. It is fair to say that many of the devoutly religious Kurds in Iran 
maintain a form of religious practice that would be considered unortho-
dox by the rest of the Muslim world. Many devout Sunni Muslims in Iran 
do not attend Friday prayer since religious authorities in these mosques 
are thought to be connected to the central government.  47   Many Kurdish 
families do not abide strictly by  hijab  requirements for women, or separa-
tion of the sexes, as is more commonplace outside of Kurdistan. Many 
examples like this exist. 

 As alluded to, Sunni Islamic practice in Iran is heavily infl uenced by 
an Iranian environment that has been mostly repressive toward non-Shia 
interpretations of the religion. This has been the case since the time of 
the Safavid dynasty, when much of Iran’s population converted to Shia 
Islam willingly or forcibly. Practices initiated by the Safavid kings during 
that period, such as the ritual cursing of Islam’s Sunni historical fi gures 
and the destruction of Sunni mosques, were precedent to successive cen-
turies of hostility toward Iran’s minority Sunni population.  48   The anti-
Sunni sentiment that became a common cultural feature in Iran during 
the Safavid period continues to exist today. Also from the moment that 
Iran became a majority Shia country, Kurdish tribes have been a target of 
the central government. We have described Reza Khan’s efforts to destroy 
tribal tradition in Kurdistan, but similar practices (to a smaller degree) 
were also instituted during the reign of the Safavid dynasty hundreds of 
years earlier. 

 Part of this hostility toward the remaining Sunni minority in Iran is due 
to a genuine difference in the interpretation of Islamic doctrine between 
the two main branches of Islam, exacerbated by a narrative of intra-Islamic 
confl ict believed fervently by some modern Shia worshipers. For those 
devout Shia in Iran, certain Sunni Islamic values are viewed as offensive; 
in a Shia Islamic state, the effects of these different values are obviously 
felt in government policy as well. Much like with the mistreatment of Shia 
in majority Sunni countries, Sunni Islam in Iran has an underprivileged 
existence. 

 Despite fundamental doctrinal differences, however, the primary reason 
for the mistreatment of Sunnis in Iran both historically and today is mostly 
political and non-doctrinal. Historically, Sunnis (almost always associated 
closely with Kurds) were thought to be a weakness in the Iranian empire, 
as a potential proxy to the nearby Ottomans. 
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 And today, two related factors are predominant in the continuation of 
this confl ictual relationship between Shia and Sunni Islam in Iran. The fi rst 
is Iran’s confl ictual relationship with the Sunni autocracies of the region 
in the aftermath of the Iranian revolution.  49   The second is the Islamic 
Republic’s turbulent history with its Sunni minority, mostly identifi ed with 
the Kurds (but also Sunni Arabs and Baluchis), during the formation of an 
Islamic government early in the republic’s history. An underlying current 
in both of these confl icts is a sense of betrayal carried by Iran’s revolution-
ary leadership. Ayatollah Khomeini hoped that all of Iran’s Muslims would 
rally around his ideas of Islamic government and work with him to forge 
a consensus on how to govern under the general umbrella of his ideas. 
He also hoped to export the revolution to the rest of the Muslim world. 
Neither of these hopes panned out.  

   THE FIRE OF REVOLUTION THAT NEVER SPREAD 
 In analyzing the Islamic Republic’s uneasiness with its Sunni Muslim 
population, it is perhaps easiest to start fi rst with Iran’s relationship vis-
à-vis the rest of the Muslim world in the aftermath of the revolution.  50   
Much has been written about Ayatollah Khomeini’s belief that his revo-
lution would not be contained to Iran but would spread to the rest of 
the Muslim world’s  Mostazafi n , or oppressed. Khomeini actively pursued 
the so-called export of the revolution mostly through an invitation to the 
world’s Muslims to rise up against their oppressive leaders. He believed 
that when the Muslim masses learned of the revolution in Iran and of 
the support that Iran would have for the Muslim masses (support being 
left vague), the revolution’s export would be inevitable.  51   Implicit in such 
rhetoric was the lack of legitimacy of the Sunni Arab autocracies that 
existed the region over. These governments, such as Sadat’s Egypt (that 
had just made peace with Israel) or Saddam Hussein’s Iraq (with its own 
massive Shia population), were naturally alarmed both by the success of 
the Iranian revolution and the prospect that such events might encourage 
their own populations to rise up in revolt as well. The less secular of these 
autocracies such as Saudi Arabia also had a fundamental doctrinal issue 
with the Shia religious coloring of the Iranian revolution, in addition to its 
own fears of political instability. 

 As a result of these factors, a wave of critiques emanated from the Sunni 
Muslim world seeking to attack the new Islamic regime in Iran as a hereti-
cal one at its inception. The anti-Islamic Republic of Iran “cause” was one 
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that all Sunni world leaders could rally around despite their own politi-
cal and ideological differences. Muslim scholars provided the religious 
grounds for rejection of Iranian style revolution of the masses while the 
region’s autocratic leaders and their security apparatuses watched popula-
tions closely, smothering any similar dissent. 

 The fear that emanated from the ranks of the Sunni Arab ruling class 
was a precursor to Saddam Hussein’s invasion of Iran in 1980. With suspi-
cions that his own large Shia population was the most likely of populations 
to heed the call of revolution from their brothers to the east, and see-
ing weakness in a disorganized post-revolutionary Iran, Saddam Hussein 
attacked Iran with the intention of taking over its oil-rich south. In seek-
ing to weaken not only the Islamic revolution’s impact in his country but 
also the unity of the Iranian nation to his practical benefi t, he employed 
the rhetoric of pan-Arabism to announce that the oil-rich provinces of 
Iran that were partially inhabited by Arabs should be part of the Iraqi- 
Arab nation. He had the support of all of his Arab neighbors with the 
exception of Syria. 

 The effect that the Iran–Iraq war had, and continues to have, on the 
psyche of all Iranians, as well as Iran’s leadership, cannot be discounted. 
Few Iranian families were left untouched in some meaningful way by 
the war. Murals of Iran’s countless dead line the streets of every Iranian 
city reminding citizens of the suffering each of them endured. Yet little 
remorse from the Sunni Arab world exists; apologies never came from 
Saddam’s backers in the region and beyond. With an estimated one mil-
lion Iranians killed and countless more maimed in those eight years, the 
sentiment and signifi cance of the war to Iran in terms of numbers dead 
and treasures lost are equivalent to what the World Wars were to their 
European participants. 

 Meanwhile, after the revolution, the Saudi royal family became the 
only remaining pillar in America’s “twin-pillar” policy in the Middle East, 
and it used its position to fortify that relationship and bolster the world’s 
sentiment that it was imperative to counter an Islamic regime in Iran. 
With a sizeable Shia population in its oil-rich “Eastern Province,” Saudi 
Arabia saw Iran’s new regime as an existential threat. As a result, it was a 
natural policy position for the Saudi kingdom to promote a weaker Iran. It 
did so diplomatically and practically throughout the course of the 1980s 
and 1990s, and continues to do so. The most recent of examples are its 
active lobbying against the Iran “nuclear deal” with the P5+1, as well 
as its military intervention to stop the ascendance of the  Iranian-backed 
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Houthi rebels in Yemen. The two Islamic regimes are, one may argue, 
each other’s arch nemeses and primary competitors for infl uence in the 
region. As this book went to press, Iran and Saudi Arabia’s relations were 
probably at their worst ever, with the Saudi kingdom recently cutting off 
all diplomatic ties with the Islamic Republic. Similarly, the other Sunni 
gulf kingdoms, as well as most other Sunni Arab autocracies in the region 
were taking a more adversarial diplomatic stance against Iran. 

 Regarding the Iran–Iraq war, much like Khomeini’s inability to rally 
Iraq’s Shias (or the region’s wider Muslim population) to revolution, 
Saddam Hussein was also unable to galvanize Iran’s Arab population 
against the central government. They mostly remained loyal to Iran. These 
events and general Arab and Sunni malaise with Iran’s Islamic revolu-
tion nonetheless sewed distrust between Iran and many Sunni Arabs. The 
resultant widening of the Sunni–Shia divide on these fundamentally politi-
cal grounds has a number of implications through today in the greater 
region.  52   And with the nature of geopolitics in the Middle East, which 
often includes the instigation of minority groups, this had implications for 
Iran’s relationship with its own Sunni population.  

   A SHIA REVOLUTION 
 After a brief honeymoon period, post-revolutionary Iran’s relationship 
with its own Sunnis also disintegrated. While Khomeini was not a house-
hold name in Iran prior to the beginning of the revolution, it is well known 
that most Iranians had a favorable opinion of him when his teachings 
began to be widely disseminated and his rise to prominence began. Some 
of Iran’s Sunni and Kurdish populations (although few of its leaders) were 
also hopeful that his calls for democracy, freedom from oppression, and 
national unity would result in equality for all Iranians. Relatively speaking, 
though, his support remained dismal in Kurdistan, to the dismay of Iran’s 
revolutionary leadership. Much more on this facet of the revolution’s his-
tory will be explored in the coming chapters. 

 After the Iranian revolution, not even Ayatollah Khomeini himself 
knew how his republic would ultimately be arranged. His theory on the 
“rule of the jurisprudent” was espoused well before the revolution. But 
how this centrally Shia doctrine would be practically implemented among 
those Shia (people and scholars alike) who did not share his views on gov-
ernment, and Sunnis, was rudimentary. Early conservative leadership of 
the revolution, including Ayatollah Khomeini, professed that all Muslims, 
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including Sunnis, would peacefully comprise a sort of Islamic council to 
work out the republic’s practical kinks. The fundamental gap between the 
ideas of the leading scholars of these different ideological groups, how-
ever, obliged the most powerful of the groups, ultimately Khomeini’s, to 
impose its views. 

 In the early days of the revolution, the Shah’s gendarmerie and 
police forces did not prioritize the Kurdish region, leaving hastily 
formed Kurdish councils and unions to take over effective control of 
Kurdistan. The situation on the ground in Kurdistan was not dissimi-
lar to events leading up to the Mahabad Republic. Due to its sudden 
autonomy, Kurdistan was thought of by many as an ideal oppositional 
base for the revolution, and Kurdish groups began to form and espouse 
nationalist platforms immediately.  53   In February 1979, the new revo-
lutionary government in Tehran gave repeated promises of respect for 
Iran’s ethnic and religious diversity (at least in Islam) and the rights of 
minority groups. It is no surprise, then, that in the time leading up to 
the revolution and after the Shah’s overthrow, important Sunnis and 
Kurds alike were part of various coalitions and working groups that 
were formed by Khomeini (as the more or less undisputed leader of 
the revolution). Ahmad Moftizadeh’s role in this process is well docu-
mented in this book. However, many of Iran’s other prominent Sunnis 
and Kurds took part. 

 The KDPI was probably the single most well-known and popular group 
in all of Kurdistan. With its reputation of having governed the only inde-
pendent Kurdistan in  modern history, the short-lived Mahabad Republic 
that we discussed, its well- respected leader (then Dr. Abdul Rahman 
Ghassemlou) openly negotiated with the revolutionary government in 
Tehran at certain pivotal times. The KDPI continued to have what can be 
considered a modern nationalist ethos at this juncture: besides advocating 
for democracy and rights for all Kurds in Iran, it did not have a particu-
lar ideology or partisan nature, as its published program for autonomy 
demonstrated. 

 Another main Kurdish organization, the Komala party, was a Marxist 
organization with a more extreme reform-minded agenda. Its popularity 
as well as its off and on coalition with the KDPI and other Iranian com-
munist groups meant it had some direct contact with Iran’s revolutionary 
government, such as being part of the Kurdish Council led by Sheikh 
Izziddin Husseini which sought to negotiate a ceasefi re between the gov-
ernment and Kurdish forces in the fi rst year after the revolution.  54   
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 It is unclear exactly when Komala began its activities, but by the eve of 
the Iranian revolution, it had a signifi cant presence in Iranian Kurdistan, 
particularly in the city of Sanandaj.  55   Its popularity in Southeastern 
Kurdistan is thought to result from the topography and economy of that 
region, where agriculture and signifi cant land ownership made notions of 
class struggle and proletarian revolution more popular. Much like other 
Kurdish parties, however, Komala recognized that the language of Kurdish 
nationalism was likely the only one that could mobilize large segments of 
the population. Its Marxist rhetoric was secondary to its Kurdish national-
ist rhetoric and was mostly confi ned to meetings between of its leadership. 
Its ideas were a hybrid of Marxist and Kurdish nationalist ideas, not dis-
similar to the Kurdistan Workers’ Party of Turkey (or PKK). Also like the 
PKK, its ideology became decreasingly Marxist over time.  56   Both of these 
groups’ (the KDPI and Komala) roles in Kurdistan during the revolution 
will be discussed more extensively throughout this manuscript. 

 Returning to Islamic fault lines in Iran, when the process of consolida-
tion of power by what can be called the “Khomeini ideologues” began to 
take place, it resulted in the ostracization of competing theories of Islamic 
rule for political expediency. Other Shia interpretations, for starters, and 
even those of Khomeini’s inner circle, were delegitimized.  57   This included 
interpretations of religious scholars that were objectively higher in the Shia 
religious hierarchy than Khomeini himself, such as the disgraced Grand 
Ayatollah Hossein Ali Montazeri, who went from being Khomeini’s pro-
fessed “fruit of life” to house arrest. 

 It is not diffi cult to imagine, then, that Sunni interpretations fared even 
worse. Ahmad Moftizadeh and other Sunni leaders’ desire to enshrine the 
equality of all Islamic interpretations in the Islamic Republic’s constitu-
tion ultimately failed. The evolution of Khomeini’s view on this point, as 
evidenced by his pronouncements and various drafts of the constitution, 
demonstrates that political considerations were more central to a shrewd 
revolutionary leadership than Islamic doctrine. It also demonstrates that 
Kurdish nationalism and Sunni Islam were viewed and treated not only 
similarly, but simultaneously, by Iran’s revolutionary government. 

 Before the summer of 1979, the draft copy of the constitution of the 
Islamic Republic that became publicly available refl ected many conces-
sions to Kurds and other ethnic minorities in Iran. It stated that “all 
people in the Islamic Republic of Iran … such as … Kurds … will enjoy 
completely equal rights.” It further stated that “the use of local languages 
in local schools and press is permitted.” Additionally, while pronouncing 
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Shia Islam as the offi cial religion of Iran, it also stated that “… every 
Muslim acts in accordance with his own school of thought.”  58   While this 
was likely at least partially the result of post-revolutionary optimism on 
behalf of the government in Tehran, not yet “betrayed” by neighbors 
and countrymen alike, it was also certainly a refl ection of the precari-
ous predicament that the government saw itself in as instability began to 
increase. By the time the Khomeini ideologues had consolidated power 
at the end of 1979, references to minority rights were not incorporated 
in the draft constitution.  59   Rumors and unoffi cial guarantees to amend 
the constitution to guarantee the rights of the Sunni minority surfaced 
in the 1980s but never materialized. These promises also appear to coin-
cide with the more precarious moments of Khomeini’s consolidation of 
power, such as when the American hostage crisis began to attract univer-
sal condemnation in early 1980, and soon after Saddam Hussein’s attack 
on Iran in late 1980.  60   

 Practically speaking, in the view of the Islamic Republic’s leadership, 
Kurdistan’s behavior at the time of the revolution was opportunistic and 
treacherous. In the view of every major Kurdish party and the vast major-
ity of Kurdistan’s citizens, the government’s behavior was nothing short 
of duplicitous and deceitful. These respective wounds have not healed to 
this day.  

   CONCLUSION 
 The existence of Islam as a feature of Kurdish life is important, but signifi -
cantly different from the relationship Islam has to many other communi-
ties. The signifi cant role of the  sheikh , the spiritual leader within the tribal 
order of Kurdistan, put those with an Islamic affi liation in Kurdistan at 
an advantage to fi ll the void that the disintegration of formal tribal struc-
tures brought. This infl uence was bolstered by the confusion of the post- 
Ottoman period, where religion offered a more tangible identity to that 
of pan-Kurdish nationalism for at least a brief period of time. Nonetheless, 
the realization by Kurds that their neighbors sought to exercise dominion 
over their land and resources without offering equivalent access to power 
or self-determination made it so that Islam, a shared trait, always had its 
limits as a galvanizing force in Kurdistan. For this reason, religious symbol-
ism was always coupled with nationalist demands for most of Kurdistan’s 
early successful movements, in an era where nationalism was making its 
fi rst foray in the Middle East. As nationalism developed, and Kurds began 
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to identify themselves as part of a cohesive ethnic body, Islamic identity, 
even in its already symbolic form, weakened. Turkish and Persian national-
ism, and its consequent treatment of non-compliant minorities, came at 
the expense of strengthening Kurdish unity, and ultimately paving the way 
for pan-Kurdish nationalism. This new nationalism, born out of a decayed 
tribal structure in Kurdistan, easily identifi ed its adversaries. As the Iranian 
nation reverted to a more Islamist identity, Kurdish nationalism further 
strengthened while Islamism in Kurdistan weakened. 

 At this juncture, we can seek to answer the questions we posed earlier in 
the chapter. Firstly, in Iranian Kurdistan historically (and Kurdistan gener-
ally), Islamism has maintained an  inverse  relationship with the Islamism 
and Islamic identity of the dominant opposing force where Kurds reside. 
In Iran, this means the Islamism of the majority Shia population, and of 
the regime in Tehran. As secular governments were founded in Turkey 
and Iran, and in the midst of a still undeveloped sense of nationalism 
in Kurdistan, Islam as a motivating tool peaked in Kurdistan. Islamism’s 
propensity in Kurdistan would gradually decline as the Iranian revolution 
approached, but not in a vacuum. Kurdish nationalism, developing con-
sistently but with a lag behind the nationalisms of its sovereign neighbors, 
also helped weaken Islamism’s infl uence and the likelihood of religious 
leadership and symbolism in Kurdistan. As a natural result of this reality, 
Islamism in Kurdistan also has maintained an  inverse  relationship with 
the development and rise of Kurdish nationalist sentiment. The turning 
point for when Islam ceased to remain an essential ingredient for leader-
ship rhetoric and infl uence was probably around the time of the Mahabad 
Republic. During this era, a Kurdish national identity began to become 
more palpable for the average citizen of Kurdistan, and certainly with the 
abolition of the republic, and the execution of its leader, Iranian Kurdistan 
received a shock from the defi brillator of national identity, catapulting it 
into a society which now more uniformly aspired for nationalist aims. 

       By the time of the Islamic revolution, nationalism became the pri-
mary vehicle by which every Kurdish movement had to mobilize its base. 
That Kurdish nationalism had come a long way from its role as a garb 
for tribalism during the Sheikh Ubaydallah, Sheikh Said, and Simko 
movements, and its inability to pry Kurdish loyalties away from personal 
wealth and promises of power offered by central governments during the 
period of the Mahabad Republic. During the revolution, Kurdish parties 
did not manage to unite in a manner which guaranteed their best chance 
at securing the autonomy they sought, but they all had similar ideas of 
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self- determination for Kurdistan that was the core of their various sup-
porting ideas—democracy, Marxism, or Islamism. These movements also 
did not cooperate en masse with the central government, even while 
jockeying for power and infl uence among themselves, because of the 
distinct polarizing nature of Islam during this period. 

 The Islamic Republic of Iran’s diffi cult relationship with its Sunni 
and Kurdish minority is a complex one that is bolstered in part by doc-
trinal differences between Sunni and Shia interpretations of Islam. The 
more useful indicators for this relationship are political and historic ones, 
however. Despite the Islamic Republic’s self-proclaimed fl ag bearing of 
Islamic purity, its treatment of minorities (including religious ones) has 
been interest driven, making it practically similar to the policies of pre-
decessor regimes. If there was any early idea or hope that Islamic identity 
within Iran and beyond would drive a global revolution and domestic 

  Image 2    Relationship between Kurdish Nationalism and Islamism in Kurdistan       
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unity, the Islamic Republic soon abandoned these notions with resolve. As 
can be seen by its support even for Christian Armenia over Shia Muslim 
Azerbaijan, it is a rational, interest-driven actor as regards its minorities. 
Luckily for it, within the confi nes of Shia Islamic thinking, it is able to 
promote a policy that allows it to repress its minorities on mostly religious 
grounds. 

 Part of Khomeini’s philosophy, well documented elsewhere, is that 
the survival of the Islamic Republic is paramount even to certain Islamic 
edicts. This was a practical interpretation that allowed him the fl exibility to 
implement policies that were contradictory to the main thrust of his puri-
tanical ethos without completely polluting his ideology.  61   Naturally, as a 
result of this, any Muslim who disagreed with the approach of the supreme 
jurisprudent and the decisions of the Islamic Republic were branded with 

  Image 3    Relationship between Islamism in Iran and Islamism in Kurdistan       
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a similar label of transgression as that of non-Muslims. With this form 
of devaluation of opposition, the Khomeini ideologues were also able to 
paint the war against the rebelling Kurds as a religious one that implicated 
the very existence and legitimacy of the revolution itself. It is also for this 
reason that any Kurds bearing resemblance to favored individuals by the 
central government in Tehran have been from the Shia-Kurdish region of 
Kermanshah.  62   Kurdish Nationalism and Sunni identifi cation continued a 
process of fusion that began in the Safavid era as the revolution consoli-
dated itself. 

 The discord among Sunni and Shia populations takes a decidedly more 
ethnic tone in Iran, given that Iran’s largest Sunni population is Kurdish, 
and that its other sizeable Sunni populations are also ethnic minorities. 
Partially as a result of the state’s historical mistreatment, state- sanctioned 
Sunni practice of Islam (in Kurdistan’s mosques for example) has always 
been viewed with suspicion by Kurdistan’s politicized handful, and 
most recently such sentiments have become commonplace in the entire 
Kurdistan region. A sentiment that Iran has embarked on an ongoing 
project to convert its Sunnis to Shiism also exists.  63   But the evidence indi-
cates that nationalist motivations, and not religious ones, are the principal 
preoccupations of the Islamic Republic vis-à-vis its minorities. Even from 
the early days of the Iranian Constitutional movement at the turn of the 
twentieth century, which was the Iranian sovereign’s fi rst acknowledg-
ment of the concept of modern citizenship, ethnic minorities in Iran were 
ignored.  64   Unsurprisingly, there has never been a Sunni mass movement in 
Iran that did not identify principally with one ethnic group, where nation-
alist demands of autonomy that outweighed any Islamic demands. 

 The relationship between Iran’s government and its Kurdish popu-
lation, sometimes superfi cially taking the form of Shia versus Sunni, is 
summed up well by Farideh Koohi-Kamali in her analysis of Kurdish 
nationalism in Iran: 

 “… despite the argument about the unity of Muslims as one nation … 
the rejection of Kurdish autonomy is nothing but a rejection of separation 
from a sovereign nation-state called … Iran. Finally, it is the offi cial nation-
alism of the Iranian government with its political power called Islam which 
refuses to recognize the legitimacy of Kurdish autonomy. The fundamen-
tal confl ict between the universalism of Islam advocated by the  Islamic 
government of Iran and the Kurdish nationalism in Iran is … the confl ict 
between Iranian nationalism and Kurdish nationalism.”  65   
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 In considering the roots and fruits of Ahmad Moftizadeh’s movement 
in the next part of this book, we can see both its strengths and weaknesses 
on the backdrop of this history. The nature of the  mufti’s  role as a religious 
leader of considerable importance offered the  mufti  a sort of advantage in 
attracting the support of his followers and of those who he could appeal 
to on a spiritual level of piety. However, as we will see, his leadership as a 
religious scholar also hurt him. As Kurdish nationalism evolved after the 
establishment of the Mahabad Republic, the religious leader became less 
signifi cant to Kurdish unity. Further, without the inherent tribal infl uence 
and material wealth that came along with the mantle of the  sheikh,  and 
despite having more Islamic doctrinal legitimacy, Ahmad Moftizadeh ulti-
mately faced signifi cant competition for infl uence.  
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    CHAPTER 3   

          The city of Sanandaj,  1   where Ahmad Moftizadeh was born, has always 
viewed itself as a sort of cultural capital for not only Kurds in Iran but also 
the greater Kurdish  Sorani- speaking population which stretched well into 
Northern Iraq. As the administrative capital of Iran’s  Kordestan  province, 
Sanandaj benefi tted more from cultural and commercial exchange with 
the rest of the country than other cities in the Kurdish region.  2   When 
speaking to Sanandaj’s citizens, this perceived centrality exudes a tenor of 
arrogance vis-à-vis the rest of Kurdistan. At the same time, Sanandaj was 
very much a secondary city in Iran’s twentieth-century catapult toward 
modernity, in a very much secondary region. Manifestly inconsequential 
to much of Iran’s social and political history until the revolution, there 
is no doubt that Sanandaj, like the Kurdistan in which it saw itself a fl ag- 
bearer, suffered from an identity crisis.  3   

 Unlike the Shia Azeri population in Iran, which historically counts a 
number of Iranian society’s “elite” among its ranks, there is no tradition 
or precedent of Kurds within such an Iranian upper class.  4   There are many 
reasons why this may be the case. One of these reasons is undoubtedly 
historical. Kurds, with what can be called a modern tradition of opposi-
tion to central government, have always been poorly integrated in Iran’s 
power structure. In the journals and chronicles of Iranian leaders, from 
the Qajar era to the modern one, a sense of mistrust is often observed 
concerning the loyalty of the Kurdish populations on the periphery of the 
empire. Not surprisingly, in Iranian popular perception, while the Turks 
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are stereotyped as foolish, the Arabs as backward, and the Rashdis as a 
pejorative sort of easygoing, the Kurds are stereotyped as stubborn and 
violent. 

 The principal reason for the lack of Kurdish participation in Iranian 
thought and political leadership today, however, results from a central 
government policy that disfavors the Kurdish, and by extension, Sunni 
minority. In the previous chapter, we discussed the policy imperatives that 
colored Tehran’s posture in Kurdistan to some degree. For the people of 
Sanandaj, this institutional misgiving results in another durable layer of 
resentment for a proud citizenry which likens itself to one of Kurdistan’s 
trendsetters in music and poetry, and one that views itself as more cul-
turally pure than the favored “Kermanshah” region of Kurdistan that is 
primarily Shia. Unlike the ancient Persian cities of Shiraz and Isfahan, 
the capital Tehran, or even cities in Iranian Azerbaijan, there is a popular 
perception that Sanandaj and Sunni Kurdistan benefi tted signifi cantly less 
from the Pahlavi dynasty and its ambitious development plans, and con-
tinues to be neglected by Tehran.  5   

 Partially, in relation to this perpetually confl ictual relationship with 
Iran, all leaders in Iranian Kurdistan have faced a diffi cult dilemma when 
weighing if or how to cooperate with the central government. We dis-
cussed briefl y the role that various Kurdish factions played in Iran’s revolu-
tion, and will do so in more depth going forward. But in embarking on the 
analysis of one of Iran’s Moftis’  6   eventual opposition to the central govern-
ment, it is most useful to start with the basic question of how the  mufti  
institution was founded in Iran and Kurdistan and who the Moftis are. 

 In our discussion of the nature of early Kurdish nationalist move-
ments, the institution of the  sheikh  and its integral role in Kurdish society 
surfaced regularly. The word  sheikh  in much of the Muslim world has a 
scholarly connotation. In Islamic society, generally speaking, the  sheikh  is 
a respected religious “elder” who usually has some form of basic religious 
training. In Kurdish society, however, where spiritual infl uence tended to 
be less traditional and more of a  sufi   or non-doctrinal order, the  sheikh  was 
a more complex political character. In that sense, the word  sheikh  as used 
to describe these Kurdish leaders is actually a misnomer of sorts.  7   

 We explored how the  sheikh  derived some of his legitimacy from his 
spirituality but further discovered that his infl uence and power resulted 
from an ability to bridge gaps in Kurdish society and unify individu-
als often on non-tribal lines. This ultimately led to the Kurdish  sheikh’s  
 substantial independent wealth and ability to control events. In this sense, 
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any doctrinal religiosity and religious legitimacy of the  sheikh  was second-
ary to his political power. While a  sheikh  was not required to be a formal 
scholar on Islam, zero study in Islamic jurisprudence would have been and 
continues to be abnormal for a  sheikh  in much of the Muslim world. But 
in many cases, the  sheikh  in Kurdistan did not have any formal, traditional 
Islamic training or scholarship at all, even when his political power was 
enabled by the veneer of religious legitimacy. Who, then, is this different 
character, the  mufti ? In traditional Sunni Islamic society, it was the  mufti  
who was the highest religious authority in the  ulama’s  (religious scholarly 
community’s) standard bureaucracy, and he presided over his society vis-
à- vis religious questions of the day, outranking individuals like the  sheikh.   8   

   THE MUFTI INSTITUTION 

   The duckling is born and it fl oats on the water without having to be taught. 
And the Moftis are similarly born as poets.

 — A saying from Sanandaj, Iran 

   While the role of the  mufti  has evolved over the years, the institution 
of the  mufti  has existed in Sunni Islamic history for centuries. Early  muf-
tis  were Islamic scholars of infl uence that were known by their peers for 
being of particularly high jurisprudential and moral standing. The  mufti  
was considered to be an integral and leading part of the community of 
religious scholars, and was expected to confer with other persons in the 
 ulama  which can be considered of lower rank, such as the  faqih  (scholar), 
 qadi  (judge), or  sheikh  (respected religious elder). A person became a 
 mufti  when a community consensus was formed so that such an individual 
was approached for his jurisprudential view and interpretation of  sharia,  or 
divine law, relating to a particular question .  This process is better known as 
delivering  fi qh,  or the human understanding of that divine  sharia  law. This 
 mufti  would have been someone who was considered trustworthy and 
capable to a plurality of the community, ultimately constituting the top of 
the  ulama’s  hierarchy .  A lay Muslim who had a jurisprudential question, 
or sought to fi nd a course of action that was in accordance with Islam, 
would go to this person in the community who he respected and knew 
to be suffi ciently learned and pious. The form of the  mufti’s  opinion was 
delivered in a non-binding  fatwa,  or decree, which explained what the 
interpretation of divine law was on a particular subject. Often, a  fatwa  
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in Sunni jurisprudence did not address a particular behavior as right or 
wrong, but rather gave a higher level, semi-tailored legal interpretation on 
a particular area of life, such as “prayer” or “divorce.”  9   The  mufti  could be 
seen, in a Western construct, as a sort of appellate court of interpretation. 
In traditional Islamic society, the  sheikh,  for example, did not have the 
authority to issue  fatwas . Early  muftis  were not appointed by authorities, 
but by the consensus of the  ummah,  or community. They did not always 
undergo formal training in Islam’s principal learning centers, but this was 
preferred.  10   

 The formal “anointment” of  mufti  authority by government, and not 
by the consensus of the  ummah , was a process that became commonplace 
during the Ottoman period.  11   In the context of governmental or royal 
appointment, the  mufti  was ordained the highest person responsible for 
interpretation of religion among the  ulama  in that society by the ruling 
establishment .  In some cases, one sovereign area may have had multiple 
appointed  muftis  that were regional in their authority. One can imagine 
that being appointed a  mufti  was not only simple recognition of religious 
competence by the Ottoman Sultan, who was also concerned by ques-
tions of loyalty and compatibility with the sovereign’s view of the world. 
But offi cially, the role of the  mufti  is such that in many societies (includ-
ing today’s Saudi Arabia), the  mufti’s  decree would be seen as valid in the 
eyes of the law even when it contradicted it.  12   While it has not always been 
the case that there is government acceptance and formalization of the 
 mufti  distinction where it exists, appointment or at least ratifi cation by 
government is almost always how  muftis  have been legitimized in modern 
times. 

 Against this backdrop, the institution of the  mufti  was a unique one in 
the context of Iranian Kurdistan and Iran more broadly. Confi ned within 
the borders of a new, modern state that was majority Shia Muslim, Sunni 
Islamic institutions sputtered in early twentieth-century Iran. There has 
generally been a lack of  mufti  infl uence and presence in Kurdish society, 
besides the obvious subject matter of this manuscript. There was another 
person who was known as a  mufti  in Mahabad at the turn of the twen-
tieth century, but whose unoffi cial mandate and infl uence was limited to 
parts of Mahabad; the limitation of this  mufti’s  infl uence is articulated by 
Kurdistan’s inhabitants through the assertion that his offspring did not 
bear the  mufti  legacy. Similarly, on the other side of Iran’s borders,  mufti  
distinctions were seldom used in Kurdistan. In Sulaymaniyah, Iraq, the 
 mufti  presence seems to have been predominantly respected by Arabs. 
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 Since few Kurds were integrated in society broader Iranian and regional, 
and few underwent signifi cant Islamic training, the lack of a  mufti  presence 
in Kurdistan is not necessarily a surprise. Formal training and bestowal 
of the  mufti  title signifi es a level of orthodoxy in Islam that was rare in 
Kurdistan. Such orthodoxy also necessarily would have been dependent 
on resources and access to a type of education that was not a priority in 
tribal Kurdistan. While  muftis  across the Sunni Muslim Middle East played 
an important role in institutionalizing the interpretation of Islamic law for 
populations that were far from the Sunni learning centers of Baghdad, the 
Hejaz, and Cairo, such characters rarely lived in Kurdistan. As we will see, 
the Moftis of Iranian Kurdistan were required to travel a certain distance 
to access the necessary resources for their “professions.” 

 During the Qajar dynasty (1724-1925), tribal feuds in the Kurdish 
region led to the sovereign instituting a rather practical governing arrange-
ment there. The bureaucratic “normalcy” that prevailed in the rest of the 
empire, which began to resemble modern national bureaucracy, did not 
exist in most of Kurdistan. The city of Sanandaj was not so much governed 
by the Qajar dynasty as it was under the general infl uence of the dynasty, 
with certain ruling tribes “appointed” by the sovereign as primary power 
brokers. Under such an arrangement, rivaling Kurdish tribes from outside 
of Sanandaj, notably from the Horaman (Hawraman) region of Kurdistan, 
are reported to have entered the city throughout the nineteenth century, 
sometimes taking control of areas within the city for prolonged periods of 
looting and pillaging.  13   Suffi ce it to say that until the twentieth century, 
there was not a consistent government in Sanandaj or much of Kurdistan 
as we know it today.  14   The story of the origins of the Mofti family starts 
here.  

   QAJAR ERA AND THE FIRST MOFTIS OF KURDISTAN 
 The dominant power in the Sanandaj region during the late Qajar era was 
the Asef tribal confederation. Qajar infl uence was implemented through 
the Asef tribe, which intermarried into dynasty favor and professed alle-
giance to it.  15   The “Asef Mansion,” one of Sanandaj’s popular historical 
landmarks, bears witness to the wealth and infl uence of the group at a time 
where Sanandaj was mostly a conglomerate of villages under the sphere 
of Qajar infl uence.  16   One of the villages on the outskirts of what is now 
Sanandaj was Naran. Naran’s prominent family was the Khaledi tribal unit, 
led by the principal family head of Mahmoud Khaledi.  17   Khaledi purport-
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edly resented the instability resulting from the looting of the tribes of 
Horaman.  18   In his view, the looting did not affect the dynasty or its patron 
tribe, but the smaller tribes like his who were left to fend for themselves 
at the drop of a hat in the face of impending chaos. He became preoccu-
pied with the idea of gaining more control of the greater Sanandaj region 
himself, for reasons of security. Naturally, this put him at odds with the 
dominant power of the region (Asef), and by extension, the Qajar dynasty. 
While signifi cantly smaller and less infl uential than other tribes in the area, 
Khaledi was said to have had a cordial relationship with the Naqshbandi 
sufi  orders of the Kurdistan region, who held signifi cant infl uence, and 
perhaps unrivaled prominence, although they did not count among one 
of the tribes formally aligned with the ruling dynasty. As we will see, this 
relationship with the  sheikhs  of the Naqshbandi order would be an impor-
tant one for the Khaledi family’s ultimate fortune. 

 Around the turn of the twentieth century, probably around 1880, there 
was said to be a power struggle between Khaledi families (still in Naran) 
and the Asef militias, which resulted in a rather easy defeat of the former 
and their exile to a region of Horaman itself, in a village named Disha.  19   
It is thought that approximately 40 people of the Khaledi family unit left 
Naran permanently and settled in Disha. With the limited wealth and 
belongings they brought with them from Naran to the hitherto totally 
rural Horaman, they acquired land in short order, and forged themselves 
as the most prominent family there.  20   

 Mahmoud Khaledi had a son who he named Abdullah (known some-
time later as Abdullah Dishi).  21   Abdullah was reputed to have had an 
exceptionally sharp intellect and penchant for learning, although given 
the predicament of his family’s exile from Sanandaj and lack of access to 
education, he was illiterate for most of his adolescence.  22   Abdullah Dishi 
ascended to a sort of leadership role in his family at the mere age of 10–12, 
when his father Mahmoud died. Taking on signifi cant responsibility at 
that age was not necessarily atypical during that period, but the Khaledi/
Dishi family was a land owning one with some limited infl uence; this tends 
to confi rm the oft-heard assertion that Abdullah was thought of as a com-
petent young man.  23   

 Sometime after the death of his father, Abdullah Dishi, who had main-
tained contact with the infl uential Naqshbandi sufi s mentioned prior, 
was said to have been sponsored to begin religious study by the most 
prominent of the Naqshbandi sufi  leaders, Sheikh Sirajeddine Omar.  24   
Sheikh Omar, as he was affectionately known, took a liking to Abdullah 
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Dishi from a young age, despite their limited contact. It was reported 
that Sheikh Omar sensed him to be of superior intellect and ability. As 
a result, Abdullah Dishi was sent to the closest major Sunni centers of 
learning in Erbil and Baghdad to learn under some of the region’s most 
prominent Sunni scholars at the time.  25   Abdullah Dishi’s remarkable intel-
lect is said to have earned him prominence in scholarship; by the time he 
was 17 years old, he is reported not only to have been an expert in Islamic 
law, but also well versed in mathematics and philosophy. It was said later 
by one of Abdullah Dishi’s companions in Erbil, Sheikh Reza Talibani, 
that the other student contemporaries of Abdullah seemed to learn more 
from Dishi than from their instructor (a prominent teacher named Mola 
Afandi).  26   

 When he returned to Disha after some years in Erbil and Baghdad, 
Dishi began to advise on issues of Islamic law for the local faithful. He 
continued to gain regional prominence, with individuals in the Horaman 
countryside visiting him with questions of religion. He would occasion-
ally write correspondence answering questions from communities in dis-
tant corners of Kurdistan as far as the Turkish border. His reputation 
for scholarship continued to spread beyond Horaman into the rest of 
Kurdistan. Soon, individuals from across Kurdistan who sought an expert 
religious opinion on some factor of their lives would travel long distances 
to consult Dishi.  27   

 Meanwhile, in the Iranian capital, the Qajar dynasty’s king, Nasser 
al- Deen Shah, presided over his mostly Shia empire. He was advised on 
religious matters by a certain religious scholar and mystic by the name 
of Molla Hadi Sabzevari of Mashhad. On one occasion, it was said that a 
disagreement arose about a complex religious question in the monarch’s 
presence. To address the question, the Shah personally demanded that 
opinions be sought from as many scholars as possible, including from a 
scholar who could provide a Sunni interpretation on the matter.  28   With 
respect to the latter request, he was dismayed to hear from his advisers 
that no Sunni scholar was known in the empire who could comment on 
a matter of jurisprudence that was so intricate. Nasser al-Deen Shah did 
not accept that this could be the case, and so he demanded that Molla 
Hadi Sabzevari explore further to determine whether there were any 
Sunni scholars of note that resided within the empire. When local infor-
mants spread word through the Qajar dynasty’s horseback messenger 
carriers that a person of stellar scholarly reputation existed in Kurdistan, 
the Shah’s adviser, Sabzevari, was skeptical. Nevertheless, Abdullah 
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Dishi was eventually summoned to Tehran by the Qajar governor of the 
Horaman region through a royal correspondence.  29   

 To the surprise and fascination of the Qajar sovereign and Molla 
Sabzevari, Abdullah Dishi refused the invitation. He responded that he 
was too busy with local matters of interest to participate in meetings 
at the royal palace. A follow-up request was also refused. This likely 
intensifi ed the interest, if not ire, of the Qajar king. At that point, the 
sovereign decided it was no longer Dishi’s choice to attend. The local 
governor of the Horaman region was informed that Dishi’s participa-
tion was mandatory, a message which he surely communicated to Dishi 
in no uncertain terms. Abdullah Dishi at last felt obliged by the royal 
decree; he prepared to travel to the imperial palace for what he was told 
was a meeting among Iran’s Islamic scholars. Such meetings were not 
uncommon in the Qajar era, and one issue and scholar were usually the 
meeting’s focal point. In Mofti family narrative, Abdullah Dishi was the 
focal point of this meeting. 

 Many Sunni and Shia scholars of Iran at the time were invited to this 
meeting, without an apparent sense of doctrinal division between them 
that would make such a meeting improbable today. After weeks of debate 
on the questions of jurisprudence of the day, and conferring among the 
scholars who had attended, it was said that Abdullah Dishi had made 
such a profound infl uence on the religious establishment that he had 
been considered one of the de facto chiefs of knowledge toward the end 
of the meeting.  30   Contrary to what the Shah had been led to believe by 
his ill- informed advisers, Dishi was not only a worthwhile scholar but 
one of the most noteworthy in the whole of the empire. His knowledge 
on diverse Islamic matters was so great that the nickname of “Al-Farabi 
the Second” was attributed to him, and remains to this day.  31   As a Sunni, 
the title of Ayatollah could not be applicable to Dishi. Rather, as a result 
of this newfound recognition in Tehran, like the handful of other Sunni 
scholars of pre-eminence across the Muslim world outside of the dynasty, 
he was named the “Mofti” of Iran’s Sunnis by Nasser al-Deen Shah. 
From that point on (around the year 1895), Abdullah Dishi became 
known as Mola Abdullah Mofti.  32   He became the fi rst offi cial  mufti  of 
Iran’s Sunnis. 

      This scroll commemorates the appointment of Abdullah Dishi and his resi-
dence at Dar al-Ihsan. It is issued with the offi cial stamp of Mohammad Ali 
Shah, and dates from July 1907. 
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  Image 4    Scroll Denoting and Commemorating Mufti Distinction delivered by 
the Royal Qajar Government       

  Image 5    Scroll Denoting and Commemorating Mufti Distinction delivered by 
the Royal Qajar Government       
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    As alluded to prior, there had ostensibly never been a  mufti  in Iranian 
Kurdistan, formally declared by the sovereign, until that time. To this day, 
the descendants of Mahmoud Khaledi remain the only individuals to have 
held this authority. The distinction between the new “Mofti” in Horaman 
and the  sheikhs  who had preceded Mola Abdullah Mofti in the Kurdistan 
region is a complex but important one. To defi ne it simply, while the 
 sheikhs  rather abstractly predicated their foundational legitimacy on Islam, 
almost none of them were formal scholars of the religion who maintained 
that legitimacy through Islamic scholarship. Likewise, they were not 
accorded a formal distinction of scholarship in the manner that a modern 
 mufti  was. The  sheikhs  were political beings at their core. While the  mufti  
lacked the same base of popular support and alliances that delivered the 
 sheikh  his distinct status (tribal, fi nancial, political), he held a different 
sort of doctrinal and governmental legitimacy. A  mufti  would then have 
to build popular legitimacy upon his position, with all of the complexities 
that arise naturally out of such an arrangement. In the case of the Moftis 
of Sanandaj, their very ascendance to formal  mufti  status can be said to 
have been enabled by the  sheikhs,  as we saw from Abdullah Dishi’s close 
relationship with and sponsorship from Sheikh Omar .  

 The circumstances surrounding the return of Mola Abdullah Mofti 
and his extended family to Sanandaj are somewhat hazy, but the return 
enabled by the power struggles that were taking place within the Qajar 
dynasty during the reign of Mozaffar al-Deen Shah. These events would 
have left a vacuum of sorts for other large families or tribes who were 
hoping to make inroads into Sanandaj to fi ll. What we do know is at some 
point, within a decade of returning to Disha from his religious scholarship 
and anointment as  mufti , Dishi journeyed back to Sanandaj to preside 
over its biggest mosque, Dar al-Ihsan. This was approximately the year 
1905. When he left Disha, he reportedly donated hundreds of hectares of 
land to the local villagers, which contributes to an enormous deference to 
any Mofti family member and the Mofti institution in Disha and parts of 
Horaman to this day.  33   

 Eventually, when the Pahlavi dynasty formally took over Iran and 
Iranian Kurdistan came under its control, it did not interfere with the 
Mofti institution that was operating out of Sanandaj. Soon afterwards, it 
sent offi cial representatives to meet with the Mofti, and from the begin-
ning of the Pahlavi dynasty, treated the institution as part of the region’s 
political and cultural landscape.  34   In this way, Reza Khan, the fi rst Pahlavi 
Shah, ratifi ed the institution. 
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 Dar al-Ihsan, the religious center where Mola Abdullah Mofti (Abdullah 
Dishi) presided, had historic ties to the Al-Azhar mosque in Cairo, one 
of Sunni Islam’s primary historic centers of scholarship. Oral tradition 
in Sanandaj narrates that groups of scholars trained at Al-Azhar would 
travel to reside temporarily at Dar al-Ihsan for much of the nineteenth 
century. As one of the few Kurds to ever lead such an establishment, Mola 
Abdullah Mofti had stepped into a realm of Islamic orthodoxy that was 
unique to Kurdistan. 

 *** 
 Mola Abdullah Mofti had two wives. With his fi rst wife, he gave birth 

to a single child whom he named Mahmoud after his father. Mahmoud 
underwent religious training to succeed his father as Mofti of Iran’s 
Sunnis. When his father passed away, he duly took over those duties. He 
is known by most as Molana Mahmoud (Mofti). Molana Mahmoud, who 
became the longest serving Mofti in the history of Sunni Islam in Iran 
and Kurdistan generally, came to lead Dar al-Ihsan during the Pahlavi 
dynasty’s ambitious modernization efforts. 

 As alluded to prior, Molana Mahmoud Mofti was born and bred to 
be a scholar of the  Shafi ’i  school of Sunni Islam. Like his father, he spent 
a number of years studying jurisprudence abroad, going as far as Egypt 
for a period of time, while performing most of his religious scholarship 
in neighboring Iraq. He was a scholar of signifi cant rank in the Islamic 
world who developed a relationship with the prestigious religious centers 
of Baghdad and Cairo and often was invited to present interpretations on 
complex Islamic questions by the prestigious Al-Azhar.  35   

 While we know little about Mola Abdullah Mofti’s (Dishi’s) relationship 
with the Qajar dynasty and the subsequent Pahlavi leadership of his day 
(besides his appointment), Molana Mahmoud Mofti’s nature of leadership 
is more well known. Molana Mahmoud was said to have sought a neutral, 
and as far as religious matters were concerned, cordial relationship with 
the central government. He did not see himself as an active participant in 
political matters and there are no salient examples that would demonstrate 
his being a truly politicized member of the  ulama . Molana Mahmoud 
even participated in religious gatherings in the capital and taught seminars 
at the University of Tehran.  36   But there are a number of examples from his 
life that demonstrate that he harbored some political acumen and nation-
alist sentiment. This was a result of both his Kurdish cultural awareness, 
and his view that a  mufti’s  authority is primarily religious and not fully 
derived from the sovereign. 
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 One historical example rather clearly demonstrates the limits of the 
Mofti’s acceptance of the Shah’s authority. The precise nature of these 
events are narrated differently depending on who you ask among those 
familiar with the story. But the narrative is recounted by a politically 
diverse cross section of Sanandaj’s population, so at least some version 
of these events is probably true: Around the year 1940, a young peasant 
man from one of the villages neighboring Sanandaj learned that his wife 
had been raped by a local sergeant of the Shah’s army. When he heard 
this news, the young man vowed revenge on the culprit soldier. He made 
arrangements to fi nd a weapon, and inquired widely as to where the local 
soldier could be found. When he fi nally found the soldier near his bar-
racks one evening, he killed him in cold blood. An advisory went out from 
the Royal Army—an army that was given a great deal of discretion and 
authority by the Shah during this period—demanding that the young man 
who murdered a sergeant be caught and brought in to face justice. The 
young man, desperate to escape his own foregone execution by the army, 
felt he had no choice but to try and seek refuge at the Mofti’s home in 
Sanandaj.  37   He traveled at nighttime under the cover of darkness to the 
Mofti’s home in the center of the city. 

 Upon receiving the young man in his home and hearing his desperate 
story, Molana Mahmoud decreed that the man had acted within his rights 
in killing the alleged rapist, and told him he could stay in the Mofti’s 
home until the affair subsided. The rumor mill in a small city like Sanandaj 
worked effi ciently, and within a day, it was learned by many, including 
the Royal Army, that the man was hiding with assistance from the Mofti. 
Correspondence soon came from the Royal Army to Molana Mahmoud, 
informing him that it was believed that a fugitive was hiding in his home, 
and requesting that he respectfully hand the individual over to the local 
garrison. Molana Mahmoud was said to have had offi cial correspondence 
sent to the local gendarmerie, requesting instead that an offi cial release 
order for the man be affected “by mid-day,” since his alleged crime was 
actually justifi ed. The Shah’s local representative very respectfully said that 
he would turn the world upside down for the Mofti, but could not over-
rule the Royal Army’s offi cial edict, as it was not a local ruling but one 
that came directly from the Royal Courts. The response from Molana 
Mahmoud was brazen: If he did not receive the requested release order 
for the young man by the next day, he would turn Sanandaj into a “blood 
bath.” By the next day, the edict relieving the man of his death sentence 
was received by the Mofti’s offi ce.  38   
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 The general idea that Molana Mahmoud, despite his ultimately deriv-
ing legitimacy from and being patronized by the central government, still 
maintained a strict vow of independence, is popular in Sanandaj. Legend 
has it that when the Mofti would receive correspondence from the Royal 
Government, he would, without fail, put a line through the calligraphy 
in the header which venerated the Shah. He would then proceed to write 
above it, “in the name of God.” One descendent of the Mofti family nar-
rates that he would often fi nd himself in the vicinity of the Mofti when 
he was visited by offi cial representatives of the Shah. In one instance, he 
distinctly recalled the Mofti being visited by the central government’s 
gendarmerie in his home; he recalls being surprised at the change in the 
behavior of Molana Mahmoud, who took on a stern and formal demeanor, 
requiring that shoes and hats be removed, and communicating through 
one of his followers who was nearby (despite all individuals being in the 
same room). When the gendarmerie left, he recalls Molana Mahmoud 
becoming more relaxed and even smiling and playing with the children.  39   
Of course, third-party hindsight of this sort can produce desired charac-
teristics in an individual that did not necessarily exist. However, this sort of 
anecdotal evidence about Molana Mahmoud’s general independence and 
borderline opposition to the Iranian sovereign is consistent, even among 
the non-religious and left-leaning (read, anti-Mofti) citizens of Sanandaj. 
He was the son of Abdullah Dishi, after all, who famously rejected the 
Qajar Shah’s invitation to attend the Royal Palace twice before being 
obliged to do so. Likely infl uenced by the subsequent history of this fam-
ily, perpetuated through fact and fi ction alike, this mythology about the 
Moftis’ fearless and incorruptible nature has found a way of embedding 
itself into Sanandaj’s collective mind. It is perhaps most personifi ed by the 
main character of this book, Molana Mahmoud’s son, Ahmad. 

 Toward the beginning of this chapter, a popular proverb from Sanandaj 
is referenced:  “ The duckling is born and it fl oats on the water without 
having to be taught. And the Moftis are similarly born as poets.” It is a 
somewhat curious perception; why is it that a ruling religious family was 
recognized for strength in poetry? Was this even a desirable trait for a 
religious family? While we will leave the latter question unanswered, some 
insight can be proferred on the fi rst. It is said that Molana Mahmoud 
always kept a Quran on his prayer rug. Next to the Quran, he would keep 
a book of Saadi’s poetry, and on top of it, Hafez’s poetry (two reputed 
Persian poets). Molana Mahmoud’s granddaughter reports that when her 
father asked Molana Mahmoud why he would put Hafez’s book on top 
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of Saadi’s, he responded that “Saadi’s poetry is a great sea, and Hafez’s 
poetry navigates its most beautiful waters.”  40   Molana Mahmoud was an 
avid reader of the Persian poets especially, while conversant in the poetic 
canons of the great Arabic and Kurdish poets as well. 

 Now, the Moftis of Sanandaj were orthodox scholars of the  Shafi ’i  Sunni 
order, and were not sufi s .  They formally disapproved of many of the rituals 
of the sufi   sheikhs  and were against the formal institution of the sufi  orders.  41   
But, this sort of context demonstrates an important attribute of the nature 
of their Islam: it had a spiritual, mystic tendency to it. Ahmad Moftizadeh 
comments on this in his writings. “Molana Mahmoud [my father] and 
even his father Mola Abdullah Dishi were known for their opposition to 
the practices of the  sufi  sheikhs  of their era. Nonetheless, my father had a 
genuine belief in the spiritual power of [certain of the  sheikhs ].”  42   

 Moftizadeh goes on to describe certain  sheikhs  of the sufi  orders that 
were well-respected by the Mofti family and appreciated for their genuine 
connection to the spiritual realm—ideas that would be considered unorth-
odox by the Sunni Arab centers of Islamic learning. Ahmad Moftizadeh’s 
mother, a devoutly religious woman, was said to have decorated a room 
in the home with one picture: that of a Naqshbandi  sheikh  of the time.  43   
How the Moftis of Iran balanced this disapproval of certain unorthodox 
sufi  practices, while harboring a sort of appreciation for many of the  sheikhs  
of the sufi  orders, is not intuitively clear. But neither is the nature of Islam 
in Kurdistan, or in many ways, the harrowing story of this book. 

 *** 
 There was a story Ahmad must have heard many times growing up in 

Sanandaj. It was about the fi rst son of Molana Mahmoud who fell ill with 
an unknown disease while still an infant. Molana Mahmoud moved moun-
tains to have his son seen by all of the specialists of the region with hopes 
of fi nding a cure. The Mofti’s wife would create home remedies and both 
would pray day and night for their dear son’s health to improve, until one 
day, the young boy succumbed to his illness and died. On that same day, 
an important  sheikh  of the Naqshbandi order, who Ahmad Moftizadeh 
would later see in his dreams, visited the home to fi nd Molana Mahmoud 
weeping with his wife. So deep was the sorrow that the couple felt, they 
could not engage in conversation with the visitor. The s heikh  Habibullah 
Bagdadi, clutching his  tasbih  beads, then began to pray, and went to where 
the boy was covered with a blanket, not far from his weeping parents. The 
deepest of sorrows prevailed in the room, as he lifted the blanket for a brief 
moment and then put it down. “Snap out of it!” the  sheikh  yelled angrily 
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at the Mofti. “Stand up now and get yourself together. I have seen your 
son live among a wife and kids into his forties.” The Mofti, still sobbing, 
rushed to the  sheikh  and uncovered his son. He could now feel a pulse.  44   

 Courage, ethics, and a connection to the spiritual realm—such was the 
narrative of the Mofti family. Abstract notions such as family tradition are 
not always grounded in a fl awless perception of history. But legends have 
a way of taking hold of the mind, the way gravity takes hold of the body. 
Ahmad Moftizadeh’s philosophy borrowed from his father and grandfa-
ther’s Islamic mysticism, as we will see from his fatwas and religious rea-
soning. This normative Islam, that was at the same time comfortable with 
elements of the mystical and sufi  forms of Islam, contributed to the unique 
ideas of Ahmad Moftizadeh which will be explored in the coming chapters.  45    

   AHMAD MOFTIZADEH’S EARLY YEARS 
 If you have followed the naming convention of the Mofti family to this 
point, you will have noticed that the fi rst son of a family generally carries 
the name of his grandfather. This led to the fi rst few generations of Mofti 
patriarchs alternating between the name Mahmoud and Abdullah. Molana 
Mahmoud named his fi rst son after his father, Abdullah. Abdullah Mofti 
was said to be a highly principled man, but one that was uninterested 
in heavy religious scholarship from a young age. The youngest brother, 
Hadi, was also reluctant to take a serious interest in the work of their 
Mofti father. The middle brother, Ahmad, could not have been more dif-
ferent in this sense. 

 When Ahmad Moftizadeh was born in 1933, Iran was under the reign 
of an ascending Pahlavi dynasty. The city of Sanandaj where he was born 
was closer to a village than a city when compared to Tehran or Shiraz. 
But it was the capital of Kordestan province nonetheless. Ahmad’s father, 
Molana Mahmoud, was the prominent and well-liked Mofti of Iran’s 
Sunnis, running the Dar al-Ihsan Mosque and learning center where 
Ahmad spent much of his childhood. Growing up, the Mofti sons were 
known for a number of things. They were tall boys, all of them over 6 
feet. They were also known to be good-looking boys with a penchant for 
principle and stubbornness. 

 Abdullah, Ahmad’s older brother, was known to never shy away from 
a fi ght. In one instance when the boys were playing ping pong with some 
locals, someone is said to have let out an insult to one of the Prophet’s 
companions, Omar, after missing a shot. This was a typical and usually 
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unwitting remark for a Shia boy in Iran. In spite of that, Abdullah is said to 
have taken the ping pong paddle and decked the unsuspecting boy in the 
face, to the astonishment of the other boys. In another instance, later in 
his life, Abdullah is said to have heard through the neighborhood grape-
vine that a next-door neighbor would often physically abuse his wife. One 
day, when he heard what sounded like an altercation next door between 
the couple, and with no deference for the prevailing culture of the day, 
Abdullah went next door. It is related by his children that as neighbors 
watched over their front yard gates, Abdullah pulled the man into the 
street and beat him mercilessly. As the man was begging for him to stop, 
Abdullah yelled over him, announcing loudly that the next time he wanted 
to raise his hand to his wife, he should pick on his neighbor fi rst. Always 
well-dressed and commanding respect in the community, nobody raised 
a hand or a voice to Abdullah, the Mofti’s son. Unlike the Mofti, how-
ever, he instead pursued a career in teaching, becoming an instructor at 
Sanandaj’s high school. It is said now out of respect for Abdullah that 
he chose himself not to pursue the Mofti legacy. But it is likely that his 
younger brother’s natural talent in matters of  fi qh  and Islamic learning also 
played a role. 

 Ahmad also had a reputation for having a bit of a temper, especially 
when he felt that something was unfair or unnecessarily offensive. But 
Ahmad’s demeanor was more understated than that of his big brother, 
and he was above all known for his exceptional intellect at a young age. 
He took a liking to spending time at the mosque and would pick things up 
quickly, even to the surprise of his elders. At four years old, comparisons 
were drawn with the genius of his grandfather, Abdullah Dishi.  46   By the 
time Ahmad was an adolescent, the infl uence of the Moftis of Sanandaj 
had formally been established among Sunnis throughout all of Iran, and 
informally stretched far into neighboring Iraq, where other scholars and 
laymen would seek Molana Mahmoud’s  fatwas  on various religious issues 
in the traditional  mufti  style. 

 As soon as his sons were able to read, Molana Mahmoud had teachers 
report to the Mofti household daily to deliver courses to his children, as 
well as his half-brother, Khaled, at their young age.  47   The teachers reported 
that Ahmad was particularly remarkable in his studies. In short order, 
Ahmad began studying formally under the tutelage of his father, asking 
him complex questions on a variety issues as an adolescent, although he 
was said by some to lack focus. His father the Mofti was said to have told 
him repeatedly that he was too headstrong, even calling him wild.  48   But as 
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he approached his tenth birthday, he began to take on the characteristics 
of a young scholar in his knowledge, already relatively advanced in the 
intricacies of Quranic interpretation and Islamic Law. At the age of 12, he 
left Iran to pursue more formal scholarship.  49   And like with his grandfa-
ther and his father, that scholarship took place across the border in Iraq. 

 In the vicinities of the cities of Erbil, Sulaymaniyah, and Halabja, 
Moftizadeh spent the next few years studying under various Islamic schol-
ars.  50   In larger cities such as Erbil and Sulaymaniyah, the formal schol-
ars and schools would teach the more fundamental doctrines of Islamic 
jurisprudence to students. In and around Halabja, mostly, but also in the 
villages surrounding other cities, there were certain scholars of discrete 
learning on specifi c subjects that had to be searched out. Students of Islam 
in the Kurdish region would travel to these scholars to learn.  51   Two fel-
low residents of Sanandaj, the Jalali brothers, recall studying with Ahmad 
in Iraq. They recall the average age of students at the school they shared 
being approximately 20 years old. The brothers themselves were no excep-
tion. The only exception in age was Ahmad. 

 Ahmad, a newly minted teenager at 13 years of age, seemed more con-
cerned with horsing around than studying. He relished the opportunity 
to wrestle with kids larger than he was, surely a result of his having been 
brought up around his tough older brother. He would also play practi-
cal jokes on the other students, and if the teacher was not lecturing, he 
would fi nd some mischief to get into. The fi rst time the teacher called on 
Ahmad to interpret a text that the students were told to study the night 
before, the Jalali brothers were sure that Ahmad’s fate was sealed. To their 
surprise, the boy delivered a detailed, convincing interpretation on the 
question posed. He even had the gall to challenge the teacher on certain 
conclusions he had made. The other students were stunned. This was to 
become a routine, according to the brothers. The teachers would usually 
fi nish by telling the other students to be ashamed that this young boy 
had studied more than they had. According to the brothers, they were 
too embarrassed to tell the teacher that Ahmad had actually been playing 
around the entire afternoon. 

 This book does not ultimately position itself to judge the level or qual-
ity of Ahmad Moftizadeh’s Islamic scholarship during this period; even 
if Moftizadeh’s contemporaries were to tender a detailed résume of the 
texts he had mastered and jurisprudential puzzles he successfully solved, 
speculation on scholarship is ultimately less valuable than perception. And 
as Ahmad progressed through his studies in Iraq, his followers insist that 
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there was little he could not answer and little he did not have an opinion 
on in the world of Islamic jurisprudence and philosophy. Reminiscent of 
the tales of his grandfather, Abdullah Dishi, he was said to have easily sup-
planted the teachers in his mastery of the texts. 

 Ahmad also must have heard many stories about his father and grand-
father, who had come to this place years before, from the village elders. In 
one of his letters from prison years later, Ahmad would relate a story from 
the time of Abdullah Dishi’s studies in Iraq: When Abdullah Dishi would 
have trouble solving or understanding certain jurisprudential or philo-
sophical problems, it was said that he would dream of either a certain late 
Sheikh Beizawi, or his father (Mahmoud Khaledi), who would alternately 
come to him and help explain away problems. Ahmad Moftizadeh explains 
that Dishi was especially surprised to see his father delivering jurispruden-
tial guidance in his dreams, and assumed it was just Sheikh Beizawi taking 
the form of his father. After all, as we have learned, it was Abdullah Dishi 
himself who was the fi rst person in the family to undergo any form of 
scholarship.  52   Moftizadeh explains that when Dishi later met with Sheikh 
Omar (who sponsored his studies) and recounted his dreams to him, the 
Sheikh went into a sort of trance. While in the trance, he telepathically 
communicated as Sheikh Beizawi, and corrected Abdullah Dishi—it was 
indeed his father that had come to him in his dreams and not the  sheikh . 
In the hereafter, it was explained to Abdullah Dishi, his father had attained 
the level of learning that he had always sought in his heart but never pur-
sued in the physical realm. 

 Moftizadeh spoke fondly of this time in Iraq, spent between religious 
study and listening to folklore from elders, all while clowning around 
excessively with the older students. It seemed to furnish him with a trove 
of educational as well as personal lessons to last him throughout his life.  

   NEWS FROM HOME 
 Approximately one year after Ahmad Moftizadeh arrived in Iraqi Kurdistan 
to perform his studies, an event took place that would change his and 
every Kurd’s world forever. Amid the chaos of the Second World War, the 
Mahabad Republic was founded. As Ahmad pursued his religious scholar-
ship, the entire region of greater Kurdistan learned of the person of Qazi 
Muhammad and his triumphant leadership in establishing an independent 
Kurdish state to secure the rights of the Kurdish people. They followed news 
of the republic through the republic’s newspaper that was secretly and avidly 
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read in neighboring parts of Kurdistan not yet independent. They heard 
about Qazi Muhammad’s negotiations with the Shah’s army. In the end, 
they witnessed the republic’s perilous downfall, and Qazi Muhammad’s 
execution. An independent Kurdistan was founded for the fi rst time, and 
destroyed, a couple of hours from where Ahmad Moftizadeh was born 13 
years earlier. 

 Moftizadeh San Qazi Muhammad as an unrivaled hero, and although 
he never met or interacted with the leader of the republic, he later spoke 
of him being a great man that all of Kurdistan should admire. He whole-
heartedly supported the Mahabad Republic and saw its destruction as a 
tragic turn of events. The respect and infl uence that Muhammad’s story 
and struggle had on his life was always a motivating factor for the positive 
disposition he held toward Muhammad’s legacy party, the KDPI. 

 Against the backdrop of the historical events relating to the Mahabad 
Republic, this period of travel and scholarship in Iraqi Kurdistan was 
impactful for Moftizadeh in a number of ways. Not only did he develop a 
sense of independence away from home and undergo rigorous scholarship 
on the Islamic underpinnings that would come to govern the activities of 
much of his life, but he was also exposed to greater Kurdistan for the fi rst 
time. 

 Kurds in Iran, like with other parts of Kurdistan, have a unique practi-
cal relationship with their language and culture. Most Kurds in Sanandaj 
grow up speaking the Kurdish language at home and in their communities, 
using it in all aspects of their day-to-day lives. Persian, however, is the offi -
cial language of Iran. Use of the Kurdish language in Iran, like in neigh-
boring countries, has seen varying degrees of acceptance from the Iranian 
sovereign over the years, all bordering on prohibition. Occasionally, a tele-
vision channel in Kurdish may have been broadcast for certain hours of the 
day, only to be taken off the air after a few months. In other periods of his-
tory, Kurdish newspapers were allowed, and then banned. The language 
has always been forbidden as a medium of education. In essence, for all 
offi cial intents and purposes, Kurdish language and culture did not exist. 

 This created, and creates, practical scenarios in day-to-day Kurdish life 
that are somewhat contradictory. Individuals exchange pleasantries and 
engage in informal conversation with their teachers at school or colleagues 
at work in Kurdish, but read exclusively from the Persian books provided 
and censored by the government, and fi ll out bureaucratic paperwork 
in Persian—the only language such forms are available in.  53   They switch 
into Persian when they have their “education” or “offi cial” hats on, but 
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otherwise carry on in Kurdish. When a Kurdish daughter writes a letter 
to her mother, a person with whom she has never spoken anything but 
Kurdish, she is forced to write it in Persian. Many of the most educated 
Kurds in Sanandaj have historically been illiterate in Kurdish. 

 The Mofti family was no different in the language they spoke, the 
clothes they wore, the customs they followed at weddings, and so on. 
It was all Kurdish. From the hilltops of Erbil to the outskirts of rural 
Halabja, to the heart of Kirkuk, Ahmad Moftizadeh interacted with other 
Kurds who spoke with a slightly different accent than he did, but spoke 
Kurdish to them nonetheless. They, however, were raised in an Arab 
country. They struggled from the same whimsical oppression of their lan-
guage and culture that he had seen in his Kurdistan. They too had village 
guards and army regiments that were not Kurdish “maintaining security” 
in their cities behind Arabic and Persian dictates. They too saw the proud 
nationalism of the sovereign grow and function in the form of a purported 
nation-state, while those people who spoke Kurdish remained stateless. 
Ahmad himself, a man who never spoke anything but a word of Kurdish 
with his own family and friends, and who could recite lines from the most 
complex Arabic and Persian poetry on an impulse, was virtually illiterate 
in Kurdish. What a curious existence, he must have thought. How could 
this not have an impact on a young man of his stubbornness? Without 
having fi rst hand evidence from Moftizadeh’s own writings of his Kurdish 
nationalist sentiment having grown during this period, one can neverthe-
less take an educated guess that it did. Within a few years, he would make 
it the cause of his young life. 

 In his studies, meanwhile, Ahmad was not only smarter than the for-
mal teachers and scholars he was studying under but also more pleasant, 
according to his contemporaries. The other students soon preferred learn-
ing from Ahmad instead.  54   He would casually explain complex jurispru-
dential concepts to them, and would not shy away from their questions. 
He was a friend and a resource to the other students like very few were. But 
despite their desire to see him stay, and after traveling through Kurdistan 
and learning from all of the region’s scholars fi rst-hand for approximately 
four years, it was time for him to return to Dar al-Ihsan and his home of 
Sanandaj. He was 16 years old. 

 Upon returning to Sanandaj, Ahmad pursued a more regimented 
routine under the tutelage of his father. By this time, given that he was 
already known for his advanced level of  ijtihad  (religious reasoning) prior 
to departing for four years of specialized study, he grew into a respected 
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and moderately well-known person around Sanandaj’s major mosque. 
Still, with his father as the popular Mofti who commanded a great deal of 
respect in the city, he took a very secondary role in Dar al-Ihsan. 

 It was around this time, as he approached his 20th birthday, that 
Ahmad began to question the authority of the Shah more openly with 
those around him. We discussed Molana Mahmoud’s relationship with 
the Iranian sovereign as an icy one at times, but the Mofti did receive an 
important mandate of authority to conduct religious business from the 
central government in Tehran. Ahmad Moftizadeh was said to be uncom-
fortable with his family’s institution deriving legitimacy from the King; 
as far as Moftizadeh was concerned, such a royal distinction was arbi-
trary. He also believed that being patronized by the Shah had led to what 
Ahmad viewed as a distant relationship the Mofti had with the population. 
While Molana Mahmoud was highly respected, Ahmad thought a  mufti  
should be a true man of the people. The point of a  mufti , he thought, 
was that he was  chosen  by the people. He was also concerned with the 
treatment of the Kurdish minority in Iran and what he viewed as potential 
complacency with the regime by the Mofti, even if it was indirect compla-
cency. While Moftizadeh was born into the  mufti  infrastructure, he saw 
the state’s patronage as dishonorable, if not sinful. He would voice his 
concern in the form of rhetorical questions in debate with his father, and 
other confi dants around Dar al-Ihsan. The responses he received did not 
satisfy him.  55   

 Despite being signifi cantly younger than many of the other students at 
the mosque, he meanwhile continued his scholarship and would occasion-
ally stand in for his father as a lecturer.  56   Not surprisingly, some of these 
students report that they actually preferred the son to the Mofti himself. 
Not just a simple lecturer, he was known to add an element of nuance and 
charisma to his talks that were preferable to the more straightforward lec-
tures of the day. He was said to be more approachable than his father was, 
who due to his stature, as well as his unforgiving and purposeful stare, was 
somewhat feared in spite of his popularity. 

 The other major Sunni population in Iran was in Baluchistan, in the 
south of Iran, bordering Afghanistan and Pakistan. Despite being sepa-
rated by a signifi cant distance across Iran, the Mofti had authority for 
Sunni religious matters in the Baluchistan region as well. Young schol-
ars from Baluchistan would study at Dar al-Ihsan and be evaluated by 
the Mofti himself for their ability to perform Islamic reasoning, for the 
purpose of ultimately offering guidance to the Sunni population in the 
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south of the country. Molana Mahmoud would personally provide the 
 authority to these scholars to provide Sunni religious interpretation.  57   
Ahmad Moftizadeh became one of the primary interlocutors between the 
Mofti and the other Sunni populations in Iran, as well as with those who 
came from Iraq to seek the Mofti’s guidance. He would greet them in the 
Mofti residence and engage in debate and instruction with them. This 
had the result of further attuning him to the minority status of certain 
groups in Iranian and Kurdish society, and commonalities between them. 
His Kurdish nationalism developed. Despite all of this, Ahmad had spent 
most of his life in Kurdistan. His exposure to the rest of Iran was mini-
mal, and any exposure to national politics in a meaningful way that would 
help inform his emerging ideology was even more limited. Sanandaj was 
simply not an important city by Iranian standards. Even by Kurdish stan-
dards, smaller cities like Mahabad were the vanguard of the activities that 
interested him most. Soon, a turn of events would provide him with that 
desired exposure, and change the course of his life forever.  

   TEHRAN, AND A MOFTI’S PASSING 
 Molana Mahmoud was frequently invited to Tehran to meet with other 
religious leaders and partake in religious seminars—the equivalent of net-
working for a religious scholar. He delivered short courses at the University 
of Tehran on matters of Islamic philosophy throughout his tenure as Mofti, 
but his principal place of duty remained Dar al-Ihsan in Sanandaj, where 
he presided. During the early period of his relationship with the University 
of Tehran, his son Ahmad would occasionally join him when he visited 
the capital, briefl y entering the hustle and bustle of Iran’s busiest city with 
wonderment. For Molana Mahmoud, it was a sign of great respect that 
he was invited to Tehran to deliver lectures; as a Sunni scholar in a Tehran 
university, he was part of a very small minority. Among the other Sunni 
teachers at the university was a certain Hajj Abdul Rahman Mohtadi, 
whose character we will revisit in the next chapter. Molana Mahmoud and 
Mohtadi were the only two lecturers at the university who were based in 
Kurdistan. They were also the only two dedicated scholars at the College 
of Theology that concentrated on Sunni jurisprudence at that time. 

 In 1958, Molana Mahmoud began traveling more frequently to Tehran 
at the request of the university. His lectures on Islamic jurisprudence and 
philosophy were popular among the students there, so it was decided that 
he would administer a formal course at the law school of the University of 
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Tehran that year. Ahmad Moftizadeh requested to travel to Tehran with 
his father to partake in his courses, and study more generally at the College 
of Theology. He was granted permission to do so. For a few months that 
year, Ahmad sat in the lecture halls of the university, listening to the lec-
tures of the Mofti that he knew very well by that time. He audited the 
lectures of other members of the diverse faculty at the university as well, 
exposing himself to a much more varied array of ideas and interpretations 
than he had been privy to until that time. He was 25 years old. 

 Ahmad was said to be fond of Tehran. His assertiveness and sense of 
purpose was a good fi t for the capital, where the anonymity allowed him 
to bounce ideas off of a new person every day. The cosmopolitan city, now 
fully in upswing with the Shah’s ambitious development programs, would 
have dazzled any boy from Kurdistan at least at fi rst. But there is no indi-
cation that the Mofti’s son was at all intimidated. 

 Ahmad would occasionally engage in debate with the other students in 
the lecture halls or elsewhere on campus, but few of them had the expo-
sure to  fi qh  that he did, having been raised in a learning center and having 
traveled for years in the study of Islam. Given the Mofti’s other commit-
ments across the country and in particular in Sanandaj, it was only a matter 
of time before he could not make a scheduled lecture in Tehran. There 
was no more likely a substitute lecturer than the Mofti’s learned son. “I 
was sick of studying by that point,” he would later say. He wanted to 
teach. On one of the biggest stages in Iran, now, Ahmad began to teach.  58   

 It only took one substitute lecture for Ahmad to make a name for him-
self at the University of Tehran. As Ahmad was a scholar of a Sunni school, 
the students took an interest in his interpretations and his style of delivery. 
As one of the youngest lecturers at the university, he was enthusiastic and 
approachable, and engaged with the students. Throughout the course of 
1958, Molana Mahmoud had a health condition that worsened so that he 
could not comfortably travel to Tehran on a regular basis. His son Ahmad 
duly fi lled in. Soon the lecture halls were fi lled when his seminars were 
scheduled. The hallways outside of the classroom were fi lled. Students 
were sitting on the ground and leaning against walls. It was exhilarating 
for Ahmad, and he would spew fi re whenever he could on the pulpit. He 
would occasionally steer the course of his lectures toward questions that 
would allow him to talk about the Kurdish struggle, mostly in snippets. 

 At the same time, when he was in Tehran, Ahmad was introduced to 
Kurdish nationalists from different walks of life and different regions of 
Kurdistan for the fi rst time. Ironically, in the non-Kurdish Iranian capital, 
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he met with members of the KDPI, some of whom were involved in the 
Mahabad Republic itself. With his dedication to the cause and popular-
ity, he became a natural consideration for a leadership role in the Kurdish 
nationalist struggle in Iran, and became involved in discussions about how 
he could contribute whenever he was in Tehran. 

 Then abruptly, in the early months of 1959, Molana Mahmoud’s con-
dition deteriorated more quickly than previously expected. Confi ned to 
his bed, the community in his hometown of Sanandaj began to speak omi-
nously of the great Mofti’s illness. Ahmad Moftizadeh went to Sanandaj 
for a period of time, as did other family members, to be near him. It could 
be said that the Mofti’s precarious health was uncharted territory for the 
city, and for the Mofti family. This great leader, serious and stern, with 
the soft heart that helped him wear so effortlessly the heavy burden of his 
community’s expectations, was nearing his last breath. 

 Talk began to swirl about the Mofti’s illness, and inevitably, talk soon 
turned to his replacement. Inside the Mofti family and for many in Sanandaj, 
the anticipated replacement was clear. Through those long nights and dis-
tressing days, Ahmad Moftizadeh’s mother and brothers interrogated him 
about his intentions. He started with coy answers that put off his ultimate 
disposition, stating that the Mofti was still alive. Meanwhile, he served as 
acting Mofti, delivering fatwas and receiving guests in a limited capacity. 
This gave him a brief taste of a potential life to come, a life that he already 
knew well from his adolescent years at Dar al-Ihsan. Against the insistence 
of his family, he refused to don a turban and dress in traditional clothing 
in that period. This led his family to surmise that they may not have their 
way with the Mofti’s middle son. And when the day came, and Molana 
Mahmoud, the second Mofti of Iranian Kurdistan and bearer of the bur-
den of Sunni Islamic jurisprudence in Iran, passed away, Ahmad had made 
up his mind. 

 In internal discussions with his family members, Moftizadeh now artic-
ulated in no uncertain terms that he was too entrenched in his work in 
Tehran to abandon it, even if it was for what others believed was a com-
pulsory duty. He was not yet 30 years old, so his becoming  mufti  in place 
of his uncle Khaled would be controversial. But more importantly, the 
institution of Mofti in Iran that he was born into was one that he did not 
wholeheartedly support, despite the good intentions and popularity of his 
father and grandfather. The  mufti , he explained, was always meant to be 
chosen by the people, and the Shah’s offi cial decree of the Mofti authority 
was a tarnish on this tradition. To assume the role of the Mofti for him 
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would have been to go against his own conviction. If he was not going to 
be loyal to the institution, it made no sense for him to pretend. With the 
Kurdish struggle in his heart, and ongoing contact with the KDPI about 
an offi cial role in the nationalist struggle of Kurdistan on his mind, he 
accepted against the wishes of many in his family and community that his 
uncle Khaled would be the heir to the Mofti leadership. He would serve 
as interim Mofti until this could be arranged.  

   CONCLUSION 
 We have conveyed the notion that Ahmad Moftizadeh was always a very 
opinionated person, as were his brothers and his father. One can surmise 
that this was a natural byproduct of being leaders in a place like twentieth- 
century Kurdistan, although they were not technically “Kurdish leaders.” 

 The formal Kurdish political parties, usually banned, had a clearly 
Kurdish agenda. And even the  sheikhs , as we discussed, had a political pro-
cess to oversee in tribal Kurdistan. The Moftis however were at their core 
Sunni “theologians” in a country where Sunnis were a minority.  59   Their 
role had no intrinsic link to a “movement.” On refl ection, given the cir-
cumstances of Iranian Kurdistan, we can conclude that this did not inhibit 
the Mofti institution’s gradual politicization. In fact, it may have precipi-
tated it. Consider that the mere existence of a  mufti , prior to the practice 
of offi cial appointment of  muftis,  necessitated a consensus based decision 
whereby an individual was sought out for his knowledge on questions of 
Islam. That meant that a  mufti  had to maintain popularity based on his 
ideas and perceived wisdom.  60   Even an appointed  mufti,  like Abdullah 
Dishi and Molana Mahmoud, had to maintain this popularity and legiti-
macy for the institution to survive. But this was an interactive process; 
Dar al-Ihsan was a place where the Moftis constantly interacted with the 
problems and questions of the region’s people. 

 Returning to our question and primary thesis about the role of Islamism 
in Kurdistan, it is not a surprise that even the institution of the Mofti in 
Kurdistan became more politicized on the lines of Kurdish nationalism 
over time. Kurdish nationalism had its major watershed moment in Iran 
at the time of the Mahabad Republic. No longer would a Kurd in Iran, 
regardless of his or her tribal loyalty or affi liation, fail to recognize that 
there was a national struggle dedicated to the Kurdish language, culture, 
and identity. Born in the throes of Kurdish nationalism’s birth, Ahmad 
Moftizadeh never saw politics without the implicit understanding that 
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Kurdish rights had to be part of any political process he could be involved 
in. Despite a gradual evolution in his political and religious ideas, this 
was a notion that he never disavowed. One could go as far as to say that 
had there not been a sort of integration of nationalism into the Mofti 
leadership over time, the very authenticity of that leadership would be 
questionable. 

 By the 1960s, the Pahlavi regime’s land reform policies and general 
undermining of Iran and Kurdistan’s tribal fabric had taken its toll. By 
then, the nationalisms of the Persians and the Turks and the Arabs were in 
full swing, precipitating populist movements and even wars on notions of 
identity which did not exist a century prior. The Kurdish people, despite 
primary allegiances that may have still remained for some to their tribe 
or sufi  order, now all knew themselves to be part of a community that 
stretched from northwest Iran, through Iraq to Southeast Turkey, to 
Northeast Syria. From  rojhelat,  to  rojava.   61   From eastern Kurdistan, to 
western Kurdistan. The politicized among them knew that they were in 
a zero-sum game that pitted their desire for cultural and linguistic liberty 
and autonomy against vast armies committed to the opposite result. 

 A boy who was bred on the principles of religious scholarship and tradi-
tion over a thousand years old, a credence which amounted to all he was 
ever taught, gravitated toward a nationalism that was not much older than 
he was. Instead of nationalists using the tool of religious symbolism as the 
 sheikhs  decades prior, now the Kurdish religious leaders were speaking the 
language of nationalism, not religion. History now clearly articulated to 
them that the “others” were the Arabs, Persians, and Turks. They all called 
themselves Muslim. And while the Kurds’ usually unorthodox Islam-in-
resistance still had its role in the personal lives of many, Kurdish national-
ism was now default for the whole. 

 So perhaps it was inevitable that Ahmad Moftizadeh would eventually 
renounce the authority that brought his grandfather prominence. Perhaps 
it was inevitable that a formally recognized Sunni institution in Shia 
Iran had trouble fi nding longevity. Maybe it was par for the course that 
as tribal infl uence began to fade with history, and Kurdish nationalism 
strengthened in the shadow of the Mahabad Republic, the Mofti institu-
tion in Iran would wither. Whether it was the arc of history or not, Ahmad 
Moftizadeh vacated his seat in Sanandaj in the summer of 1961 to his 
uncle Khaled. While Mola Khaled was steadfast in his duties as Mofti, the 
institution of Mofti in Kurdistan would fail to survive another generation. 
Even during Mola Khaled’s life and death in 1980, Ahmad Moftizadeh, 
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the nationalist who abandoned the leadership of Islam’s largest sect in 
Iran for other ideas, remained the primary source of religious guidance 
for his followers. He had, in a sense, assumed the authentic role of a  mufti  
as he saw it, now with no formal authority from the central government. 
He did not know it then, but in history’s honest judgment, he would be 
known as the last  mufti  of Iranian Kurdistan.  

                                                                NOTES 
     1.    The name for the Kurdish city of Senā in Persian is Sanandaj. The latter is 

used more often in English than its Kurdish counterpart, and is used in this 
book for that reason.   

   2.    The  Kordestan  province is a misnomer of sorts; it only contains about one-
third of Iran’s Kurdish population, and also is home to signifi cant non-
Kurdish populations.   

   3.    It is a well-respected idea that the onset of new forms of nationalism is 
often enabled by perceived uneven social and economic development in 
neglected communities. See, for example, Nairn, Tom.  The Break-up of 
Britain: Crisis and Neo-nationalism . London: NLB, 1977.   

   4.    Kamali, F. (2003).  The Political Development of the Kurds in Iran: Pastoral 
Nationalism  (p.  157, 171). New  York: Palgrave Macmillan. The Azeri 
population in Iran is a natural population to compare to the Kurds, since 
like the Kurds, they are ethnically and linguistically distinct from the 
Persian majority.   

   5.    This sentiment of neglect no doubt exists outside of Sanandaj and in the 
rest of Kurdistan, as well, and in analogous ways must have been a motivat-
ing factor for the rise of “local” leaders across all of Iran historically.   

   6.    In this book, the institution of  mufti  in Islam is spelled with a “u,” while 
the Mofti family of Sanandaj is capitalized and spelled with an “o,” pursu-
ant to the pronunciation and spelling of the word in Kurdish.   

   7.     Sheikh  is an Arabic word, adapted into Kurdish to mean something funda-
mentally different in many of its applications (as described in our previous 
chapter, and further in this chapter).   

   8.    It is possible then that the title of  sheikh  was used by the Kurdish leaders we 
referenced to signify accessibility to the average citizen and as a term of 
endearment, more than as an indication of rank.   

   9.    This was natural, as there were less  muftis  historically and more constraints 
on their time, as opposed to a  faqih  or  qadi .   

   10.    Vogel, Frank E.  Islamic Law and Legal System Studies of Saudi Arabia . 
Leiden: Brill, 2000. 5.   

   11.    Ibid.   
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   14.    See Vali, Abbas.  Kurds and the State in Iran, The Making of Kurdish 

Identity . London: I.B.  Tauris, 2011. 10, which confi rms generally the 
nature of these events by noting the Qajar government’s policy of playing 
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    CHAPTER 4   

          By the time Moftizadeh left Sanandaj again for Tehran in 1961, he was a 
household name in his hometown, but a relative unknown in Kurdistan 
and the rest of Iran. As the youngest de facto Mofti in the family’s his-
tory, he was also the fi rst in the Mofti line to abdicate his role while still 
alive. And that year, 1340 on the Iranian calendar (1961), he returned to 
Tehran with the intent of advancing the cause of Kurdish nationalism.  1   

   MOFTIZADEH RETURNS TO TEHRAN WITH THE KDPI 
 Ahmad Moftizadeh did not waste time getting to work while back in the 
capital, entering a world of activism that was as new to him as it was 
appealing. He moved into a duplex in central Tehran alongside a Mofti 
family uncle (through a second marriage of Abdullah Dishi) and his family. 
By all accounts, Ahmad was in his ambitious prime during those years. His 
cousin Soraya remembers him waking up in the early morning to exercise 
before going off into town, his broad shoulders and horn-rimmed glasses 
always matched with a clean shave and a smart suit. She recalls the girls 
who lived next door being smitten by the young Ahmad, who developed 
a reputation as a heartthrob in and around the neighborhood and at the 
university. 

 The late 1950s and early 1960s were a time when the Pahlavi gov-
ernment began experimenting with a carrot-and-stick approach vis-à-vis 
Iran’s political dissidents, in the hopes of releasing some of the mounting 
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tension from the wide array of activists that opposed the regime.  2   During 
this period, some censored radio broadcasts in Kurdish were permitted, 
produced from Tehran. One of Moftizadeh’s three offi cial activities  during 
this period was volunteering his time to the Kurdish radio project. As 
an expert on religion and a literature enthusiast, Moftizadeh thought he 
could best contribute to the project in these relatively non-controversial 
areas. He produced and delivered programs on religious questions of the 
day that were mostly non-political. Between the time that he was a young 
scholar of religion in Iraqi Kurdistan and the year 1960, he had also taught 
himself to read and write in the Kurdish language. This allowed him to 
present on Kurdish literature and poetry on his radio programs as well. 
In a similar vein, he was also one of the primary contributors to the only 
Kurdish newspaper in Iran at the time, which was aptly called  Kurdistan .  3   
He would write and edit articles for the paper, and it ultimately became 
respected in the Kurdish community as a well-prepared, high-grade publi-
cation. Finally, and perhaps most importantly among his offi cial activities, 
he resumed work at the University of Tehran in his father’s stead. There 
is no indication that his lectures, while as passionate and insightful as ever, 
were particularly controversial, and this was for good reason. All of these 
activities provided a sort of cover for Moftizadeh’s clandestine activity, as 
the leader of the KDPI’s Tehran branch. 

 When dozens of members of the KDPI’s leadership were executed 
at the time of the Mahabad Republic’s downfall almost 20 years earlier, 
the party was offi cially banned. Some of the founders of the Mahabad 
Republic, however, particularly those who were both from infl uential 
tribes and not part of Qazi Muhammad’s closest group of confi dants, were 
pardoned.  4   Partly as a result of this, the KDPI practically never stopped 
operating as a brand of sorts through the 1940s and early 1950s, with 
individuals identifying as party members even though there were no party 
meetings or “congresses.” In the mid-1950s, the organization began to 
resemble a formal underground movement again, with secret meetings 
and activities in many cities of Kurdistan. The KDPI even led a small revolt 
in the Kurdish city of Bokan in 1952, but it was quickly put down by the 
Iranian army.  5   

 There is some discrepancy, depending on the source, regarding pre-
cisely what role Moftizadeh played in the KDPI during this period of 
the early 1960s. What is agreed is that he became an active member of 
a group in 1959.  6   According to a Maktab Quran spokesperson, he was a 
de facto leader of the party, considered its chief representative in Tehran. 
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According to a then and current member of the KDPI, however, he was 
merely an active member in the group.  7   The KDPI, when asked to provide 
the name of its leader or president in Tehran during this period of under-
ground activity, cannot place another individual.  8   

 While it is natural to imagine that Moftizadeh’s followers may attribute 
a loftier title to him than what may have been the case, it also does not 
comport with Maktab Quran’s value system to insist that Moftizadeh was 
ever the leader of a secular-nationalist organization if it were not at least 
believed to be true. Further, given the extent to which Moftizadeh is a 
polarizing fi gure for many secular Kurdish activists who participated in 
the revolution, including the current KDPI leadership, there could like-
wise be a tendency to play down his role in the organization in hindsight. 
Whatever Moftizadeh’s offi cial capacity was in this banned group, suffi ce 
it to say that the events of the next few pages suggest it was not a minor 
one. 

 During this same period, the Kurdistan Democratic Party of Iraq led 
by Mustafa Barzani was also active across the border in Iraqi Kurdistan. 
Formerly an essential element to the Mahabad Republic’s pan-Kurdish 
enterprise, as well as its most important unifi ed fi ghting force, this contin-
gency from the Barzani clan was now beginning to receive material support 
from the Shah of Iran in its struggle against the Iraqi central government.  9   
This meant keeping a measure of distance from its Iranian counterpart, the 
KDPI.  10   From this position of relative weakness, the KDPI prioritized a 
bottom-up approach to increase its ideological base of support during this 
period of the early 1960s.  11   The party’s leadership agreed that engaging 
in a limited armed struggle would continue to bear limited success, and 
to the disappointment of some of its members, discouraged guerilla-type 
pitched battles in Kurdistan. As part of this novel approach, Moftizadeh 
was charged with organizing the Kurdish intelligentsia in the capital and 
propagating the KDPI’s platform. His main task at the time was to be 
the eyes and ears of the group in Tehran while seeking to bring promi-
nent and successful Kurds into the group’s fold. In early 1960s Tehran, 
participating in the sort of out in the open activities that Moftizadeh was 
partaking in (such as his media work and teaching engagements) was a 
double-edged sword of sorts. It exposed him as a sympathizer to ideas of 
Kurdish cultural independence, with the implicit understanding that this 
meant he also harbored an affi nity for greater political rights for the Kurds. 
At the same time, these were the type of activities that would allow him 
to argue in good faith that his organizational activities with other Kurds 
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were professionally motivated in furtherance of work that the Shah’s gov-
ernment had approved. This process meant keeping as low a profi le as 
possible in his public persona and in the opinions he outwardly expressed, 
which was not Moftizadeh’s strong suit. 

 As a young man with growing popularity in his activist circle in 
Tehran, Moftizadeh is remembered by those who knew him personally 
for his humor, but also his uncompromising, sometimes stubborn sense 
of ethics and principle. One of his extended family members remem-
bers him as a simple man with lofty ideals. “Ahmad would engage the 
neighborhood children for hours. He made them feel like grown-ups,” 
one person said, and is remembered for his patience with the young and 
the elderly. If one story is any indication, Moftizadeh was less patient 
with those who he saw as harming the weak or young. One of the then 
children who lived near Moftizadeh in Tehran, who prefers not to be 
named, remembers fi rst hand an instance of when Ahmad happened to 
visit her family’s home in the area. Before that day, the family’s children 
who Ahmad would talk to in the courtyard would often complain about 
cruel treatment from a stepparent who had recently married into the 
family. It just so happened that Moftizadeh arrived at the home of that 
family just after one of the young boys who lived there appeared to have 
been disciplined. Upon entering the home and making pleasantries with 
the family, he noticed that the boy was crying. Within a few moments, 
through visual signaling by one of the older siblings of the boy (the nar-
rator of the story), Moftizadeh realized that the fresh bruise on the boy’s 
arm was infl icted by this stepparent. Upon seeing this, “He seemed to 
lose any notion of control,” this person narrates. “All I remember was 
commotion.” Without saying as much, it was made clear that Ahmad did 
not communicate his displeasure verbally, preferring perhaps to infl ict his 
own set of bruises on this stepparent. 

 While resuming his instruction at the university, Moftizadeh came to 
know another well-respected teacher from the Kurdish region that was 
30  years his senior, Hajj Abdul Rahman Mohtadi. Hajj Mohtadi also 
taught Islamic jurisprudence at the University of Tehran’s theology 
department. Despite his offi cial post, he had impressive Kurdish national-
ist credentials that few in Iran at the time could boast of. He was one of 
the original members of Komalai Jianawai Kurdistan, the party that gave 
birth to the KDPI and the Mahabad Republic. When the republic was 
founded, he served as its Minister of Foreign Affairs.  12   Mohtadi was one of 
those mentioned prior who, due to his tribal-turned aristocratic infl uence, 
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reputation, and wealth, was spared by the Shah for the practical reason of 
not alienating a larger segment of the Kurdish population.  13   The Mohtadi 
family was a very well-known one from Bokan, a city that sat northwest 
of Sanandaj and technically in Iran’s West Azerbaijan province (although 
part of Kurdistan). In speaking to individuals in Sanandaj now, it is said 
that even during this period of little interconnectedness between cities of 
Kurdistan, the wealth and power of the Mohtadi family was known to all 
of Kurdistan’s major families. In addition to the Mohtadis being endowed 
with a fortune, the family was naturally reputed to be particularly sympa-
thetic to the Kurdish cause. 

 Hajj Mohtadi had left Kurdistan for Tehran primarily in order to relieve 
the pressure on his family from the Shah’s government.  14   Despite surveil-
lance on him by the Shah’s intelligence apparatus, Hajj Mohtadi was said 
to have an open-door policy at his grand home in Tehran for any young 
Kurd who was new to town; it served as a base of sorts for the Kurdish 
intelligentsia that was plying its trade in the nation’s capital.  15   Discussions 
on Kurdish literature, poetry contests, and religious debate would take 
place in the home. On Fridays, there were often dozens of people min-
gling over a meal delivered by cooks at the professor’s house. People 
would meet other likeminded activists from their home cities whom they 
never knew existed.  16   This provided the ideal venue for Moftizadeh to 
meet and expose himself to the concerns of his target group. One man 
who also frequented those gatherings at Hajj Mohtadi’s home remem-
bers Moftizadeh as a man who would command attention, controlling the 
room when he spoke. “He was one of the most respected men who would 
be at those meetings; he had an unmistakable charisma about him.” Many 
an alliance was made over a conversation at Hajj Mohtadi’s home, and 
given his prominence across Kurdistan, Mohtadi’s home was thought to 
be a safe venue to congregate in. 

 Hajj Mohtadi was not known to champion a particular Kurdish party 
or movement, but rather Kurdish unity and progress. He was reputed 
to say that he was Kurdish fi rst, and Muslim second, because the former 
was not a choice.  17   Hajj Mohtadi saw the nationalist struggle and his reli-
gious studies and teachings to be two separate issues that were not to be 
mixed.  18   His sons Salahuddin (Salah) and Abdullah Mohtadi, however, 
who lived with him in Tehran, were known to be increasingly left-leaning 
in their views. Not unlike some of the Mofti sons, they took less of an 
interest in the Islamic teaching and traditions of their father. Abdullah in 
particular was a fair bit younger than Ahmad, still a young man when his 
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father and the other Kurdish nationalists would discuss culture and history 
over tea or while sitting on the ground at a  sofra  enjoying a meal. Like 
many of Kurdistan’s “elite,” though, the Mohtadi sons too were stirred at 
an early age by ideas of the Kurdish struggle and the nationalist project, 
and focused their thoughts and activities in this area.  19   Salah and Abdullah 
Mohtadi will resurface later in this chapter. 

 With Ahmad Moftizadeh and Hajj Mohtadi both being Kurds and 
Sunnis, they were a minority in the University of Tehran faculty, and 
quickly took a liking to one another.  20   They shared a mutual respect of 
each other’s intellect, and were comforted by the intangible quality of 
their respective family reputations. They would spend hours debating the-
ology at the Mohtadi household and questions of the day.  21   Their lives 
and families would ultimately be intertwined in ways they never imagined, 
both good and bad. 

 There is no doubt that for the young Ahmad Moftizadeh, who fre-
quented the Mohtadi household often, it was a fortuitous relationship in 
one especially important way. Hajj Mohtadi had a daughter who was about 
the same age as Moftizadeh. They were introduced by Hajj Mohtadi at 
Mohtadi’s home during one of Ahmad’s visits, and it was the Mofti equiv-
alent of love at fi rst site for Moftizadeh. Khadijah Mohtadi was an elegant 
woman whose demeanor and presence refl ected an upbringing without 
fi nancial complications. Quite the opposite, she was known to have a col-
lection of jewels so stunning that every woman who came across her was 
left marveling.  22   Mohtadi took care of his daughter; she often traveled 
with servants and by private car. But Moftizadeh, who had renounced the 
power and prestige connected to being the Mofti, was not likely motivated 
much by these factors. Khadijah, who had not undergone the rigors of 
study familiar to the Mofti family, was also said to have a very simple and 
religiously devout way about her. By all accounts, she was an extremely 
pleasant and charming person to be around. Perhaps Ahmad saw provi-
dence in the similarities of Khadijah and the prophet Muhammad’s wife 
of the same name, a self-made woman known for her patience and tem-
perament. Within a few months of their meeting, in 1961, Ahmad and 
Khadijah were engaged. It became the marriage of two powerful families 
as much as the marriage of two prominent individuals. Ahmad contin-
ued to work in Tehran, busily dedicating his time to his activities at the 
 university and with the KDPI. Soon, Khadijah and Ahmad would have a 
son, whom they named Jiyan (life, in Kurdish). The family continued to 
live happily in their Tehran duplex. 
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 Moftizadeh and the other members of the KDPI assumed that their 
activities were being monitored. They took the basic precautions that were 
standard in authoritarian Iran so as to not put oneself in the crosshairs of 
the SAVAK.  23   They did not hold public meetings and did not associate 
with guerilla units “in the mountains,” focusing instead on urban activ-
ism.  24   But they did not know that the Shah’s secret police was preparing for 
a crackdown against Kurdish nationalist fi gures in large Iranian cities, pur-
posefully collecting intelligence and gathering information methodically 
in the early 1960s. It is now also believed that the Kurdish Democratic 
Party of Iraq may have been providing information to the Shah’s govern-
ment in order to continue to receive its support, to the detriment of the 
KDPI. With a particular emphasis on connections to KDPI leadership, the 
survivors among the short-lived Mahabad Republic’s patrons became the 
fi rst line of investigation. Their whereabouts, activities, and acquaintances 
were duly investigated, and lists were made. Their underground leaders 
were eventually snuffed out, and one by one, they became targets.  25   

 When Ahmad’s cousin Soraya came home from school one day in 
February 1964, her neighbors ran up to her in a frenzied state. “‘What 
happened?!’ they asked me. They looked worried and a bit nervous,” 
Soraya recalls. She was confused by the question, responding wryly to her 
neighbors that she had no idea what they were referring to. The girls then 
proceeded to tell her that they had noticed two men in suits pacing in 
front of the Mofti residence earlier in the afternoon, one of them holding 
a package in his hands. The girls assumed these men were there to deliver 
something to the Moftis. “Then the good looking man came,” they said. 
The two men in suits called out to Ahmad, approaching him as they spoke. 
Within moments, the girls next door recounted seeing each of the men 
suddenly grabbing hold of either side of Ahmad by the underarm, and 
quickly walking him away. 

 Soraya rushed into the house. She asked her father if she knew where 
Ahmad was. He responded unassumingly that Ahmad was not home yet. 
When she repeated the story she had heard from the neighbors, her father 
was puzzled. The next 12 hours were full of confusion, with the family plac-
ing phone calls to other family and friends. Nobody knew Ahmad’s where-
abouts until later the next day, when a phone call was received at the duplex. 
An unidentifi ed man informed the family that Moftizadeh was being held 
“offi cially” at an undisclosed location, without providing more information. 
The implication was clear to anyone who had a fraction of experience with 
the Iranian system: Moftizadeh had been apprehended by the SAVAK.  26    
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   IMPRISONMENT FOR SEPARATIST ACTIVITIES, 
AND IDEOLOGICAL TRANSFORMATION 

 It was likely that the SAVAK, one of the world’s most competent secret 
police forces, took note of the young Mofti’s political predispositions well 
before the year 1964. Had anyone bothered speaking to Ahmad about the 
issues that interested him for more than a few minutes, they would have 
heard his controversial opinions on the Shah, on Kurdistan, and a number 
of other sentiments that were unacceptable in Pahlavi Iran. But the intel-
ligence service’s ears must have perked up when they heard of the death 
of Molana Mahmoud and his planned replacement by the Mofti’s middle 
son Ahmad. A known sympathizer with the Kurdish cause, when he relin-
quished his duties to return to Tehran, they must have been keeping an 
especially close eye on him. A few days after his arrest, his family returned 
home to a ransacked apartment. As was typical for families of political pris-
oners, they suspected that the home was turned upside down by agents of 
the SAVAK who were searching for still more information on the activities 
of the man they held. Throughout his confi nement that we will explore 
in this subchapter, however, he was never formally charged with a crime. 

 When his cousin Soraya was a child growing up around the older 
Ahmad, they would often chat at length on Kurdish cultural and politi-
cal issues. In the middle of one discussion, she recalls him taking hold of 
her hand, and then squeezing it fi rmly while observing her. She did not 
register a complaint, returning his gaze resolutely. “Good,” he said “you 
have it in you to go to prison.” As a member of the KDPI with a history 
like his, being a political prisoner was something he always said he was 
ready for.  27   However much someone prepares mentally for the experience 
of an Iranian jail, though, his or her preparation will always be inadequate. 
Ahmad spent the next year of his life in confi nement at Qezelqaleh prison, 
enduring torture and separation from much of what he knew.  28   ,   29   His 
arrest, like those of many of his contemporaries who were rounded up that 
year, was without any semblance of due process. He had only been mar-
ried a few years and now had a one-year-old son. Despite the improbable 
life he had lived for a boy from eastern Kurdistan, his time in the Shah’s 
prisons became the most transformative chapter in his 30 years thus far. 

 Ahmad Moftizadeh was always a devoutly religious man, but he was not 
an Islamist per se when he went to prison in 1964. As we have learned, 
he dedicated his mind to the Kurdish nationalist cause in the fi rst part of 
his adult life. If he had certain notions about what role religion should 
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play in politics or ideas about Islamic government, he did not articulate 
them as of yet. Despite this, he naturally relied heavily on his spirituality to 
cope with his new state of confi nement. He also had ample opportunity to 
refl ect on his life and his future. He refl ects on this in his writings.

  “…[When I was in prison], I felt that I was suffering from a terrible sick-
ness. I realized I was heading down the wrong path in life. I had a double 
personality of sorts. I knew how I wanted to be, but had trouble aligning my 
actions to my desired behavior.”  30   

   “There are three conditions you may fall into as far as your spirituality is con-
cerned. One state of being is acting as you feel without regard to God’s will. 
Still another group acts as they wish, but creatively interpret their behavior 
to try to make it work with God’s will … I was in this group [when I went 
to prison]. When I was incarcerated, I realized this … The third does not 
do anything without considering God’s potential opinion on the matter.  31   

   Qezelqaleh prison was built during the Qajar era in a communal style. 
After some time in solitary confi nement, Moftizadeh was housed in an 
area of the prison that would allow for some interaction with other pris-
oners, most of them political.  32   All of these individuals were under the 
intense stress and pressure of their unfortunate predicaments. It is said 
that Moftizadeh’s observation of the demeanor and evolving personalities 
of the various characters he frequented began to color his perception of 
the assorted values they championed. 

 1960s Iran was a busy venue for countless underground political 
opposition movements to the Shah’s regime. Along with Moftizadeh, 
there were a number of other Kurdish nationalists of various political 
persuasions who were confi ned with him in Qezelqaleh. In many ways, 
this was Moftizadeh’s fi rst exposure to certain dimensions of the activ-
ist condition, both Kurdish and otherwise. There was an understandable 
lack of interconnectedness between these activists in the outside world 
that resulted from both the communication barriers of that era and the 
efforts of the central government to suppress what they saw as separatist 
or opposition movements. When many of the country’s most engaged 
opposition members were incarcerated in the same place, with luck and 
good behavior, prison became an unlikely networking opportunity for 
them. Communists, Marxists, ethnic minorities, and Islamists all counted 
among Iran’s  political prisoners that Moftizadeh would have come across. 
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Moftizadeh read the Quran and any other books he could get his hands 
on, and conversed for hours with other activists who were with him in 
confi nement. In this place, where Ahmad began to rely more and more 
on the spiritual underpinnings of his identity, he surveilled his fellow 
activists. 

 Soon after he arrived in prison, Ahmad had a recurring dream that per-
plexed him. In the dream, he was a child who interacted with the person 
of the Prophet Muhammad. He wondered why he was always a child in 
these dreams; he interpreted this as his subconscious belief that he lacked 
the purity necessary to meet and interact with the Prophet as an adult. In 
some of these dreams, he was sitting with his head on the fi gure’s shoul-
der, reading the Quran. He would read for the Prophet, and the Prophet 
would listen. In these dreams, the Prophet would ask him what certain 
analogies and stories from the holy book actually meant. Ahmad the 
child would respond to the Prophet. When he awoke from these dreams, 
Ahmad would fi nd that he had ascertained certain ideas that he had not 
yet perceived while he was conscious. He was moved by these dreams, not 
knowing entirely what to make of them. 

 Shortly after one of these recurring dreams in prison, he was interro-
gated by a Colonel in the Shah’s army. Unlike some of his interrogations, 
he was not being especially poorly treated during this interview. In the 
middle of this question and answer session, the Colonel calmly uttered 
an offensive slur about the Prophet in apparent disregard to Moftizadeh’s 
sensibilities as a religious man. In a blind fury, Moftizadeh rose from his 
seat and slapped the Colonel so hard that he fell to the ground in shock. 
Ahmad later recalled to his friends humorously that in hindsight, he is still 
in disbelief that the Colonel simply left the room, and did not subject him 
to the worst torture of his time in prison, or even kill him. His reliance on 
religion continually grew stronger, and he used this example to demon-
strate the sensitivity that he had come to attain in prison to the core of his 
religious ideals.  33   A cousin of Ahmad recounts hearing someone ask him 
some years later how he knows so much when nobody ever sees him with 
a book. He responded half-jokingly, “I read books in my dreams.”  34   

 Moftizadeh was said to have been positively struck by the resilience 
of other religiously-minded prisoners, who were often jailed due to their 
membership in Islamist-leaning political groups. When compared to those 
who had landed in captivity for other reasons, he found them to be hon-
est, steadfast, and unwilling to abandon their ideals. He also found that 
some of the others who had been placed in prison for political reasons 
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were shaky, desperate, and more willing to abandon their ideals under 
torture and pressure. But this sort of anecdotal referencing seemed inad-
equate to explain an ideological transformation, so when discussing these 
assertions with some of Moftizadeh’s confi dants, the questions necessar-
ily arose: What about the countless Mandelas of human history, and of 
the world today? What about the strength of other non-religious leaders 
who found the type of strength they needed to persevere in the mere 
idea of the condition of their people, or other secular ideals? How about 
the examples that abound close to home, like Leyla Zana, the progressive 
Kurdish activist who was jailed for speaking the Kurdish language in the 
Turkish parliament? She was imprisoned for longer than Moftizadeh was, 
but emerged as steadfast as she was when she went into captivity. The 
response was that Moftizadeh’s intention was not to belittle the other 
prisoners. There were indeed exceptions to the rule, and many of his fel-
low prisoners of non-religious backgrounds were also of the utmost qual-
ity of character. But for him, the stars seemed to be aligning for a sort of 
recalibration of his morals. 

 While in prison, Moftizadeh befriended a number of individuals 
who would play active roles in the revolution 15 years later, and they 
became some of his closest friends there. One of these individuals was 
Mohammad Beheshti, also known as Ayatollah Beheshti. Beheshti was an 
Islamic scholar and jurist who had studied in the seminaries of Qom and 
at the University of Tehran. He, unlike Moftizadeh, was a pan-Islamist 
at this early juncture, and would eventually join Ayatollah Khomeini in 
Najaf, on the road to becoming one of the Islamic Republic’s early lead-
ers. No doubt, Beheshti would have spoken Moftizadeh’s language of 
sorts, able to contextualize his political aspirations with Islamic reasoning, 
as Moftizadeh would eventually do. Moftizadeh and Beheshti remained 
acquainted until the latter’s assassination in 1981, in what came to be 
known as the “7th of Tir” terrorist attack which killed a number of Iranian 
revolutionaries. 

 Another one of the jailed Islamists that Moftizadeh got to know was a 
fellow Tehran faculty member, Mohammad-Javad Bahonar. Like Beheshti, 
Bahonar was a devoted religious ideologue when he arrived in prison, 
toward the end of Moftizadeh’s time there. He would remain in prison 
for 11 years, and after being released and successfully taking part in the 
revolution, he would also be assassinated in the year 1981, in a separate 
attack. The notorious  Mujahedin-e-Khalq , or “People’s Mujahedin,” was 
responsible for both deaths. 
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 Moftizadeh had fundamental problems with some of the jurisprudential 
arguments that these Islamists prisoners would make. He had an entirely 
different construct of religious thinking than some of his Shia friends in 
prison. He also had little in common with them culturally, as a boy from 
Kurdistan. But he found that he could relate to a certain sense of loyalty 
and dependability in them. 

 One thing that is certain is that the Islamists who he met in prison, 
although he was not one yet himself, were more similar to him in their 
thinking than the Communists, for example, or even the other ethnic 
minorities. In fact, Moftizadeh could be described as a rather unlikely 
Kurdish nationalist, given his scholarly religious background. It is easy 
to imagine that even a month in captivity is perhaps all the time in the 
world when your only real companions are your own refl ection. And as 
Moftizadeh’s tenure in confi nement grew longer, for whatever reason, he 
began to see spirituality as the core of a complex value system that he 
wished to lead the rest of his life by. 

 As the year 1964 rolled on and his release from prison approached, 
Moftizadeh’s ideology was still evolving. But one of the fundamental real-
izations he had which would become central to that ideology is perhaps 
best described as follows  35  : If there was an enemy to man, it was not an 
outside being, such as a central government that sought to oppress non- 
compliant individuals. This, for the government and its implementers as 
well, was but an extension of the ignorance and condition of man himself. 
All confl ict among men was ultimately a confl ict within the men who lead 
confl ict. The enemy of man was inside of him. Prison had taught him that 
life was too fl eeting, and as a religious man, he believed, too important 
a time to be spent struggling with outside elements in a vain attempt to 
better the human condition. Man had to concentrate on his own soul to 
achieve salvation in life.  36   For him, the only path to bettering and purify-
ing one’s own heart was through a spiritual connection and betterment. 
To him, there was only one God to seek out with this spirituality, and 
every person had their own path of seeking this God. But engaging in that 
process, seeking that betterment, was necessary. This meant that religion 
had to inform all aspects of behavior, including participation in the nation-
alist struggle that he had worked so hard for if it were to be successful. 
His unique interpretation of religion, and in turn, Islam, would ultimately 
inform the non-violent ideology that would come to partially defi ne his 
role in the Iranian revolution, as well as his legacy.  
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   MOFTIZADEH’S RELEASE AND RETURN TO SANANDAJ 
 As the end of year 1964 approached, Ahmad Moftizadeh was released 
from prison and was reunited with his family in Tehran. He never revealed 
a great deal about his treatment in prison, rarely recounting the details of 
his confi nement, and never publicly. But some of the results of that treat-
ment were manifest. One of his family members recalls being surprised at 
the condition of his skin when he was released, which had seem to take 
on a grayish color. Doctors told him that it was the result of him not 
 seeing sunlight for months at a time.  37   He also developed chronic pain 
that would bother him for years, likely as a result of physical abuse. 

 In the offi cial position of the KDPI, Ahmad Moftizadeh never played 
an active role in the group’s activities again after leaving prison.  38   Much to 
the contrary, in the years following his release and leading up the revolu-
tion, the KDPI’s view is that his activism actually undermined the group 
and the Kurdish cause. In Maktab Quran’s view on the other hand, the 
two groups maintained an amicable relationship, and Moftizadeh was 
never formally against any of the KDPI’s activities. We will revisit these 
competing narratives in our next chapter. As for the KDPI’s activities after 
the crackdown of 1964, it was driven further underground. Most of its 
leaders sought to reconstitute an existence in Iraqi Kurdistan, which had 
itself become increasingly hostile to Iranian Kurdish movements due to 
new cooperation with the Shah’s regime by the Barzanis and the Iraqi 
KDP.  39   

 Moftizadeh was no longer able to teach or participate in any activities 
that were even remotely political in Tehran without great risk to himself 
and his family. With some help from the Mohtadi family, Ahmad opened 
up a small grocery store not far from the family home in Tehran in the 
months following his release. Through this new enterprise, his goal was 
to separate his life from political activism both practically and symboli-
cally. Even after the harrowing experience of jail time, one of Moftizadeh’s 
cousins recalls him a lighthearted shopkeeper that was as fond of practical 
jokes as ever. “He wasn’t the typical religious man, rigid or anything. He 
could send you across town chasing a red herring for a laugh.” Another 
family member who was in his late teens when Moftizadeh was released 
from jail has similar memories. “I remember dousing him with a bucket 
of water one time when he was praying, to get him back for some joke he 
had played on me. Boy if he caught you after you played a joke on him, 
he would make you pay. But he was always laughing, so we kept at it.”  40   
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 With time, it became evident that entrepreneurship did not suit some-
one with the type of charitable acumen that Moftizadeh had. “If anyone 
came in the store with clothes that made them look a bit poor, or who 
could not afford much more than the basics, Ahmad would not let them 
pay for anything. He would also quietly put stuff in their bags, so that 
they wouldn’t be embarrassed.”  41   Moftizadeh even created a makeshift 
shelter in the attic of the grocery store. He would offer temporary lodg-
ing for the most needy of the people he would meet while working. This 
became a strain on his ability to tend properly to the grocery store. Not 
surprisingly, business never took hold, and the enterprise folded in less 
than a year. “You’re not fi t for politics ( siasat) , or business  (tejarat) ,” 
Moftizadeh’s uncle reportedly told him in what amounts to more poetic 
prose in Kurdish than in English. Ahmad responded that he preferred a 
simpler life anyway, and was thinking about returning to Sanandaj.  42   

 The rumor circulating in the Kurdish community in Tehran and in 
Sanandaj was that Moftizadeh was given an ultimatum by the Shah’s 
regime while in prison. The Mofti’s son who was supposed to take on the 
mantle of his father could return to Dar al-Ihsan and assume his offi cial 
duties. The Shah would graciously provide him with a home, means of 
transportation, and a monthly income for his service. All they would ask in 
return was for him to avoid any activism or political activities, and submit 
to the Shah’s authority. According to the rumor, despite Moftizadeh’s own 
change of heart with respect to his activism, he rejected this offer multiple 
times while behind bars.  43   The authorities were not likely impressed by his 
standard of ethics. 

 And so not long after his release from prison, Moftizadeh packed his 
bags for a return to Kurdistan. In leaving Tehran, he left a city where 
so many important events of his life had transpired in the last fi ve years. 
There he had his introduction to the country’s, and one of the Middle 
East’s, most cosmopolitan cities. In Tehran, he found himself quickly a 
respected member of a group of activists and teachers that were advocat-
ing for change in Pahlavi Iran, and it was there that he also met his beloved 
wife. In the capital, he also met and intimately got to know the still unfa-
miliar characters that would ultimately play crucial roles in the plot of a 
great revolution. Finally, against the tide of these events, he was met with 
the consequences of his activism, confi ned to Iran’s notorious prisons for 
his “separatist activities.” He had changed, but he had not yet found him-
self. “[Upon returning to Sanandaj], I was well known. Unfortunately, I 
was not yet mature despite being well known … I considered going away 
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to try to fi nd myself. I realized that up until that point I liked to hear 
myself talk. But despite what other people might have been thinking, I 
never was sure I had the legitimacy to be saying those things.”  44   

 Prison was informative for Moftizadeh in many ways, and one of the 
lessons it taught, he would later write, was in demonstrating who his real 
companions were. The SAVAK continued to monitor much of his life 
when he left prison and returned to Sanandaj, sometimes very openly. He 
would receive visits from the Shah’s agents, as would those whom he came 
in contact with. Naturally, these were not very pleasant visits; this contrib-
uted to his loneliness, as friends and acquaintances in Sanandaj learned 
that it was not a good idea to visit Ahmad Moftizadeh. Perhaps due to the 
novelty factor of a rebel Mofti far away, many of his most loyal followers 
when he was released from jail were not from Sanandaj, but from neigh-
boring cities in Kurdistan. At this juncture, in 1965, Moftizadeh was a 
rather isolated man.  45   But to paint the picture of a depleted fi gure, despite 
the seclusion and soul-searching that came with post-prison life, is prob-
ably inaccurate. The solitude seemed to suit him in some ways. He would 
later write to his followers about being alone and being able to refl ect that 
“… maybe you think it’s bad for you, for me not to be around, but know 
that it’s great for me.”  46   His new ideological foundation was forming. For 
work, he gave limited private religious lessons, often at his home in order 
to avoid crowds and unwanted attention. 

 One person who did not abandon him was his wife Khadijah. She moved 
to Sanandaj to live with Moftizadeh and their young boy Jiyan. Her ser-
vants from Bokan would shuffl e back and forth to Sanandaj tending to her 
increasingly unembellished life. She became very easy going with them not 
being around, and eventually, she sent them back to Bokan for good. She 
stopped wearing the jewels that she was known for, as she appreciated that 
they did not quite match the life she was living. It is said that she eventu-
ally donated most or all of them away, sold some of them to try to keep 
the grocery store in Tehran afl oat, and later, sold what remained for basic 
living expenses.  47   Even Moftizadeh’s mother was reputed to have asked 
Khadijah at one point, “you are like the daughter of a king. Are you happy 
living this way?” She was loyal to Ahmad, responding that she trusted his 
judgment and was happy with the way things were.  48   With Moftizadeh not 
bringing in an actual salary, and with one of his philosophies being that 
one should not accept objects from others unless truly in need, he lived 
an extremely modest life in Sanandaj as the 1960s rolled on.  49   “One time 
I was in his home and someone complimented a small rug Moftizadeh 
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had,” an acquaintance remembers. “He forced the guy to take it [and sell 
it to use the money]. He was [poor, but] always giving things away.”  50   

 In this period of simplicity, after a couple of years of close supervi-
sion, the SAVAK slowly began to reduce its surveillance and dominion on 
Moftizadeh’s life. The secret police had a number of other serious concerns 
across Iran that were making more noise than the current Mofti’s nephew, 
and Moftizadeh had essentially steered clear of any sort of nationalist (or 
to the SAVAK, separatist) activities for a number of years. Still further, in 
his religious teachings, Moftizadeh was advocating for the avoidance of 
politics and concentration on self-betterment that became the hallmark of 
his teachings:

  Think about when you see a child come into the earth. The baby is crying 
and afraid. Her parents meanwhile, and everyone around her is laughing, 
ecstatic. When you die, and everyone is crying and mourning you, that’s 
when you should be laughing! Your goal in life should be that when you 
are in the dirt, all alone—that’s when you should be happy. Not now. Only 
at that time have you reached your very best, and achieved your goals. You 
should work on building mercy in your heart now, because if you don’t have 
it, God forbid getting a bit of power [on this earth], you won’t care about 
anyone... You’ll be picking fi ghts with your best friends.  51   

   As Moftizadeh was able to balance the ever-present nuisance of the 
Shah’s secret police and his activities more effectively, he began to take 
on more students. There was signifi cantly more demand than supply, and 
it is said that the enthusiasm and interest shown during his classes more 
resembled attendance at a speech than a lecture. Despite Moftizadeh’s 
surveillance (and the hands-off reputation that went along with it), his 
reputation for religious scholarship was not affected; he was still known as 
the foremost Islamic scholar in the region. In addition to that, now, for 
those brave enough to disregard the risk of seeing him, he also had the 
airy credential of jail time. This only contributed to the esteem that people 
held for him, and his stature was reinforced as result. Individuals began 
to travel from all over Kurdistan to meet and learn from Moftizadeh. He 
later narrated that he began to get so much attention as a teacher “that 
I would pray for arrogance to be removed from my heart” before every 
gathering. He would often end his courses early, when he felt the rush of 
popularity coming over him.  52   Clearly, Moftizadeh was saying one thing 
about his own perceived role, but with his activist history, where did he 
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actually stand at this juncture? Can we accept that he had no intention to 
lead a political movement again? 

 His intentions at this juncture are impossible to gauge irrefutably, and 
may have even been muddy for Moftizadeh himself. Ironically, though, 
while Moftizadeh was now formally disavowing any desire to be involved 
in a movement, he amassed more of an audience than he ever had as a 
leader in Kurdish nationalist struggle or the KDPI. There are a number 
of factors that contributed to this, and we mentioned the obvious ones 
such as scholarly reputation and “resistance” credentials won through 
prison and rumors of incorruptibility. But one hidden reason might be 
similar to the reason why the Kurdish  sheikhs  made such powerful leaders 
years prior. Sheikh Said was a nationalist that used religious symbolism 
to try and forge a critical mass. Moftizadeh may have actually been incor-
rectly perceived to be doing the same by the greater population, despite 
his stated or actual intentions. In now preaching the scripture that he 
was known for and bred to preach (instead of Kurdish nationalism), he 
unwittingly became the focal point of his own unique critical mass and 
a different type of resistance when compared to the others available in 
the activist “market” of sorts. Not many people actually heard him speak 
at this time, as he kept his audience small. But he was still perceived 
as a nationalist and he was a prominent member of the city. While his 
base was technically smaller than that of the KDPI, it was focused and 
committed. 

 The KDPI, for its part, continued its ebb and fl ow of armed resistance 
against the Iranian government. In 1967, a power struggle within the 
group led to the emergence of an invigorated, left-leaning leadership. The 
newly constituted KDPI was resentful of the Iraqi KDP’s relationship with 
the Shah’s government; this led to many of its members again moving 
across the border into the mountains of Iranian Kurdistan. Under this 
new leadership, the KDPI again advocated for armed revolt in Iranian 
Kurdistan.  53   Sure enough, that same year, in some of the very cities where 
Moftizadeh was giving courses, battles erupted between the KDPI and 
the Iranian army. In his lectures now, as news came of battles with the 
central government that were turning bloodier by the month, Moftizadeh 
began to preach something that was alien to the dialog of Kurdish and 
Iranian political thought: the notion of non-violence. Many young Kurds 
who were politicized and left unemployed by a severely neglected Iranian 
Kurdish economy saw a tour in the  peshmerga  as a right of passage into an 
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elite Kurdish fraternity. But Moftizadeh, against this tide of patriotic zeal, 
emphatically discouraged them from going to the front line.  54   

 The improbability of this discouragement was high in the politically 
charged environment that was Kurdistan at the time. Fighting the Iranian 
government in guerilla-type battles, sometimes as a part-time or “weekend 
warrior,” was common during this period and popular among all segments 
of Kurdish society. This stemmed from one of the strongest traditions that 
exists in Kurdish history—a warrior legacy believed by Kurds to be thou-
sands of years old. Kurdish mythology places Kurds in a constant battle 
with outside forces for autonomy and independence. In the AD era, Kurds 
note proudly that during the time of the Crusades, their people graciously 
lent their assistance to the defending Muslim armies. Led by Salahedin 
al-Ayubi, himself a Kurd, they were the elite of the Muslim forces fi ghting 
for Jerusalem, often among the only warriors who had the privilege of rid-
ing on horseback due to their skill in battle.  55   Were it not for the Kurds, 
they will preach, Jerusalem would not have been liberated. The injustice 
done by the colonial powers and the neighboring Muslims to the Kurds in 
leaving them without a homeland feeds into the modern narrative, which 
culminated in the development of a ragtag army to defend the fragile 
Mahabad Republic. This army, made up of Kurds from all over Kurdistan, 
with the notable non-Iranian contingent being the Barzani participants 
from Northern Iraq, was constituted to defend the homeland of  all  Kurds 
in Mahabad. The  peshmerga  forces, as they came to be known then, were 
literally “those who face death,” in name and in action. After valiantly 
fi ghting to salvage their homeland, the narrative goes, the  peshmerga  could 
not withstand the world’s attempt to suppress them again. The army was 
thus driven underground and reconstituted as a rebel force. Today, all 
Kurdish guerillas, from all four corners of Kurdistan, are often generally 
referred to as  peshmerga  regardless of their secondary ideological under-
pinnings.  56   In Kurdistan’s history of misfortune, the  peshmerga  or guerilla, 
with his or her pristine sense of purpose, is Kurdistan’s sacred institution.  57   

 None of this changed Moftizadeh’s opinion on the matter. His view 
was that without unity in Kurdistan, there was no valor in launching one- 
off attacks against the central government for little to no gain. Violence 
in Kurdistan would only lead to instability, reducing the likelihood of its 
population reforming itself through spirituality, and attaining the level of 
unity to overcome its oppressors. Instead, he preached a common saying 
of the Prophet Muhammad, “fi ght with the ink of your pen, rather than 
your blood.”  58   
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 Meanwhile, as Moftizadeh sought to maintain a lower profi le in his 
public persona, Iran on the whole was heating up politically. The opposi-
tional landscape to the Shah’s regime grew increasingly diverse and robust, 
as the Shah took inconsistent measures to try to suppress political activists 
while offering them limited concessions. The high price of oil combined 
with the Iranian regime’s aggressive “rentier state” driven development 
program produced high levels of infl ation and a new urban society of haves 
and have nots. Among the many simple and complex ideological underpin-
nings that made up new opposition movements in Iran, Communist- or 
Marxist-leaning ones became popular. This applied to the Kurdish region 
as well. In the year 1969, the Organization of Revolutionary Toilers of 
Iranian Kurdistan, more commonly known as the Komala party, claims 
to have been founded on this basis.  59   As mentioned briefl y in the second 
chapter, they would come to be one of the two main Kurdish opposition 
groups to the Iranian regime, before and after the revolution. 

 Of all of the main factions vying for infl uence in Kurdistan under the 
Shah’s regime, Komala was by far the most radical in its platform. It advo-
cated for disruption of not only the Iranian government’s policies toward 
its Kurdish minority, but also existing traditional power structures in 
Iranian Kurdistan itself. In classic Marxist-Leninist style, this meant target-
ing the gilded landowners who represented the bourgeoisie “capitalists.” 
In the Kurdish context, this had to mean eradicating Kurdistan’s tradi-
tional tribal centers of infl uence. And of course, just as much as the tribes, 
the regressive religious class also had to be dealt with. 

 Komala’s revolutionary ideals were being disseminated by two par-
ticular young men from a good Kurdish family out of Bokan, Salah and 
Abdullah Mohtadi. In improbable circumstance, after their father’s death 
in 1967, Khadijah’s brothers were undergoing an ideological awakening 
that would inform their participation in revolutionary Kurdistan’s ensuing 
struggle for power.  60    

   OUT OF TRAGEDY, MOFTIZADEH RESUMES ACTIVISM 
 Moftizadeh was comfortable with his place in the scheme of things as the 
year 1970 approached, and he had put his time in prison behind him. He 
was happy with a simple family life and the respect and outlet for commu-
nication he inherited through his teaching. His son Jiyan was approaching 
10 years old, and he had a closer personal relationship to his father than 
Molana Mahmoud Mofti’s boys had with their father. If things would 
have stayed this way, perhaps Moftizadeh would have stayed a small-town 
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teacher with a grand past. Perhaps he would have never seen the light of 
politics, or the darkness of a prison, or the leadership role of a movement 
ever again. But destiny had other plans for Moftizadeh. 

 In the fall of 1971, Khadijah Mohtadi began to complain about tired-
ness throughout the day to Ahmad. She began to sleep longer than she 
usually did, and soon afterwards started to feel chest pain and sensed that 
she was losing weight. In typical Kurdish form, every family member and 
friend assumed the role of doctor, trying to diagnose the problem. She was 
obliged to eat certain foods that were good for energy, and other home 
remedies. Some advised that her “center was off balance,” an old super-
stition in Kurdistan that gave rise to a number of half-baked, although 
harmless maneuvers to restore balance. But as her situation deteriorated 
further, her mother arranged for her to be seen by a number of experts in 
the Kurdistan region. When they did not have a defi nitive answer, she was 
seen by specialists in Tehran. Ahmad followed her to Tehran, where they 
lived temporarily in one of the former homes of Hajj Mohtadi. When the 
diagnosis of heart problems came, it was so unexpected to all that to call it 
a confi rmation of the family’s worst nightmare would incorrectly intimate 
that they had even considered the possibility of an illness. Khadijah was 
after all a young woman who had led a healthy, privileged life. Despite 
their disbelief and requests for second opinions, her sickness, which was 
never properly diagnosed, quickly worsened. 

  Image 6    Moftizadeh’s wife Khadijah with her and Ahmad’s young son, Jiyan       
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    Ahmad tried to remain optimistic in his conversations about Khadijah’s 
illness and tried to stay busy while they were in Tehran awaiting the pos-
sibility of surgery; meanwhile, Khadijah’s condition improved and dete-
riorated without apparent rhyme or reason. Some days she would state 
that she felt fi ne and insisted on trying to go out of the home on her own. 
On at least one occasion, she lost energy so quickly while visiting the 
local showers that one of her brothers had to be called to accompany her 
back to the residence. The Mofti and Mohtadi households did not know 
whether to be optimistic or pessimistic. 

  ***  
 On one smoggy Tehran day, Ahmad ventured out into the city in the 

afternoon to tend to some errands. When he came home a few fateful 
hours later, he was not prepared to see commotion in the household, and 
Abdullah Mohtadi (Khadijah’s younger brother) standing over his older 
sister. Abdullah told Ahmad that the doctor already examined her life-
less body, and wistfully murmured that there was no reviving Khadijah, 
who had fainted less than half an hour before Ahmad returned home. 

 Ahmad, was stunned. He went to his wife’s body and touched her, 
and told her to wake up. He tried to administer breathing to her, with 
the hopes of reviving her. Abdullah, choking back tears, told Moftizadeh 
softly but with a loud voice that it was no use. When Ahmad fi nally looked 
up at Abdullah, tears fell from his face. He did not say another word. After 
briefl y looking at his wife’s body, he moved slowly away from her, turned 
toward his prayer rug, and began to pray.  61   

 At 37 years, Khadijah had succumbed to her heart condition. The exact 
nature of her illness was never defi nitively settled and is still not known. 
In leaving the world whose jewels she abandoned for the treasures of the 
hereafter, she left a young boy who was not yet a teenager, and a husband 
who would never remarry. The year was 1971.  

   MOFTIZADEH REGALVANIZED 
 The years following Khadijah’s death would prove to be crucial in 
Ahmad Moftizadeh’s life. Through the hardship of his wife’s sudden ill-
ness and passing, Ahmad leaned heavily on his spirituality. He sought to 
block the sorrow of his tragedy with ideas of the temporal nature of life 
and continued spiritual self-improvement, as evidenced by his speeches 
in that period. His courses took on the form of an Islamic spiritual fun-
damentals course, supplemented by interpretations of the Quran.  62   For 
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the fi rst time, Moftizadeh actively motivated his students and followers 
to engage in  da’wa , or community outreach. Moftizadeh encouraged 
friends to identify individuals whom they trusted the most and encour-
age them to improve their daily habits; while the self should be primary 
in one’s spiritual focus, a true friend loves his companions and wants 
them to fl ourish as well.  63   His base grew as a result of this bottom-up, 
people-focused approach. In hindsight, this was his fi rst major step back 
into the world of activism, and one that precipitated the events of the 
next decade. 

 Moftizadeh continued to live an extremely modest life that bordered 
on poverty in those early 1970s. “There were two kinds of cooking oil 
in Kurdistan at that time,” one of his acquaintances recounts, seeking to 
demonstrate through a story just how little money Moftizadeh had:

  The animal variety was expensive—it was about 50 tomans for a gallon. and 
the vegetable variety was cheap, about 15 tomans. Families like ours and the 
Moftis used the expensive type. So much so that I was embarrassed to be 
seen carrying vegetable oil in the streets. It was a class thing. 

   When I was twelve, I would receive an allowance of about fi ve tomans a day, 
which was almost a dollar then … A dollar gets you 3500 tomans today. 
Anyway … one day Moftizadeh asked me how much money I had on me. I 
told him I had fi ve tomans. He asked if I could take it, along with the few 
tomans he had, to buy as much of the cheaper oil as they would provide for 
that amount. He said he would pay me back later. He was that poor.  64   

   By another account, Moftizadeh only had stale bread and yogurt, 
often expired, at his home. He would survive on this sort of diet for 
days. “But he never complained, even once, about not having money.”  65   
Moftizadeh’s one and only valuable asset, which no one but his closest 
acquaintances knew about, was some land that was sold to him by the 
Mohtadi family in Bokan; his friends told him the land could fetch him 
a fair bit of money. “He never considered selling it, though. He did not 
need any more money in his own mind. He gave away anything he had 
anyway,” remembers one acquaintance.  66   By all accounts, he was highly 
focused on his teaching and was becoming more vocal about his philoso-
phy during this period. 

 As early as his days in Tehran engaging in debate at the University with 
colleagues and students, Moftizadeh was particularly fond of and infl uenced 
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by the views of Iranian scholar Mehdi Bazargan.  67  ’  68   In addition to being part 
of Iran’s prerevolutionary intellectual vanguard, Bazargan was a confi dant 
of some of Moftizadeh’s fellow detainees in the Shah’s prisons. Bazargan’s 
thinking had a diverse set of components to it. One of these components 
was the application of scientifi c evidence to support religious conclusions, 
and the discounting of interpretations which did not comport with a verifi ed 
modern understanding of the world.  69   Bazargan’s movement emphasized 
that true Islam meant a cohesive, well-rounded approach to religion in all 
aspects of life. It was concerned with making Islam tangible to the average 
citizen and popular in society, as exhibited by the populist literature it pub-
lished in its journal  Maktabeh Tashayo  (The School of Shia Islam).  70   It was a 
practical Islam of sorts, which appealed to Moftizadeh, who was pro-Islam, 
but not pro-clergy. He, like Bazargan, had a fundamental desire to see reli-
gion bolster people’s appreciation of God as opposed to drive people away. 
In turn, his view was that an Islamic interpretation that isolated individuals 
from other Muslims and even non- Muslims was fundamentally fl awed. Like 
Bazargan, the populist Islamism of Ali Shariati also contained elements that 
were attractive to Moftizadeh.  71   

 While there was still the offi cial  mufti  in Sanandaj who was respected 
by the local population, Moftizadeh’s following was more dynamic and 
loyal.  72   Part of the reason that Moftizadeh was not enthused by the idea of 
being Mofti had to do with his view that the Mofti institution, in dealing 
mostly with complex questions of  fi qh , dealt with things that were intan-
gible to a lot of people. He saw the clergy as a useless institution that sold 
complexities instead of offering solutions. Religion had become “empty” 
for people in this way.  73   In his role, he had the time and liberty to address 
individuals’ specifi c problems with answers if he desired. “The Prophet 
would not say, ‘Oh, you have a problem? Well, the Quran says so and 
so.’ He would instead guide people with reason and his actions as well. 
This was the way of the Prophet and the rightly guided followers of the 
Prophet,” Moftizadeh preached. He did not have to be concerned with 
the burden of his title as the grassroots teacher he had become. 

 Around 1973, Moftizadeh was asked by a former colleague whom he 
worked with at the  Kurdistan  newspaper in Tehran to deliver religious 
instruction on the radio in Sanandaj. Moftizadeh agreed to deliver a hand-
ful of radio broadcasts, and they were extremely popular.  74   The Kurds, 
despite not being the most orthodox of Muslims, were rather uniformly 
spiritual. Moftizadeh’s preaching style was more about kindness and charity 
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than proper dress or prayer, and this appealed to many. In smaller audi-
ences, he was never one to hide his criticism of the Shah’s government 
and its treatment of the Kurdish people; in the early 1970s, he became 
even more vocal in this regard. “Despite the many fl aws he had, Ahmad 
was absolutely uncanny in three ways,” a former trusted confi dant (who is 
now critical in many ways of Moftizadeh) recounts. “He was like superman 
when it came to these personality traits. The fi rst was his sense of charity. 
He was always encouraging people to be frugal, but he was always giving 
away everything he had. He had no attachment to material things at all.” 
This was a recurring and emphasized theme in discussions with those who 
knew Moftizadeh. He continued, “The second was his lack of envy or jeal-
ousy. In the absolute, even if he was angry or unhappy with someone, he 
never wanted their misery. He wanted their salvation—even his purported 
enemies.” He would have many, indeed. “Lastly, he did not fear anything 
or anyone. I don’t think it was possible to be more courageous or  fearless 
than he was. In the many many years that I was with him, through the 
revolution, through sickness, I saw many emotions, but I never saw a speck 
of fears in his eyes.”  75   

 As Moftizadeh’s base continually grew and he was approached from all 
corners of Kurdistan for guidance, the inevitability of his renewed role as 
a leader of some kind occurred to him. He did not defi ne such a role for-
mally, however. In conversations with his followers, he acknowledged that 
the time he had spent refl ecting on religious issues and studying religious 
texts (and his struggle for  taqwa,  in Islamic parlance) gave him the very 
small authority to express an opinion.  76   However, the people should ques-
tion even  his  ideas, and think critically about his assertions. “Don’t turn 
me into an idol,” he would say. “There are those who ignorantly try to 
treat my teachings like the Prophet himself … and I [corrected them].”  77   
If he was to be a leader, it had to be a natural and organic process, he 
stated. In his mind, he had to be chosen democratically; if someone is a 
leader, such a distinction should not be his choice. This idea was in line 
with his fundamental rejection of the  mufti  authority bestowed upon his 
family and ultimately abandoned by him. The reality was, given his popu-
larity, he  was  indeed a leader already. By 1974, there were hundreds of 
individuals whose professed ideology had become “follower of Ahmad 
Moftizadeh,” even though such a movement did not have a formal name 
or easily identifi able label.  78    
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   THE UNLIKELY DEVELOPMENTS OF A SOCIETY IN CONFLICT 
 Even after Khadijah’s and Hajj Mohtadi’s deaths, Ahmad kept a close rela-
tionship with the Mohtadi family. When he would visit their home city of 
Bokan, he would have to schedule at least a week there to see all of the 
various cousins, uncles, and aunts of Khadijah whom he was so close to. 
For many, he was considered a respected member of the Mohtadi fam-
ily as much as of the Mofti family for many.  79   Naturally, he would stay in 
one of his father-in- law’s homes when he was passing through Tehran as 
well. Abdullah Mohtadi, the theologian’s younger son, was a university 
student there. He was a not so common Kurdish boy who had a privi-
leged upbringing in the capital. He was infl uenced by his older brother, 
Salah, who was also a Kurdish nationalist and was espousing increasingly 
leftist ideas. As a teenager, he spent his years watching as Kurdish activists 
passed through his father’s home, bearing witness to formative events like 
the wave of arrests that hit Kurdish activists in the early 1960s. He had 
even visited Moftizadeh and some other family members in prison as an 
adolescent. 

 Somehow, despite being the son of a religious man, Abdullah took to 
leftist and not religious ideas at a young age. This seems counterintui-
tive and somewhat surprising. How does one born and bred in an ultra- 
religious family, in a traditional society, take to distinctly non-religious 
ideals? He explains it rather simply and logically: “I was very politically 
minded, and I read a lot… and that was simply the most powerful and 
popular idea during that era. In the 1960s, from the Vietnam war, to Che 
Guevara, to the 1968 student protests in France, to Bob Dylan and the 
Beatles, everything pointed me in that direction.” He was living through 
a time where, no doubt, the left had a corner on the developing world’s 
market of ideas. But while other Muslim thinkers in Iran, such as Ali 
Shariati, had chosen to combine Islamism with certain elements of social-
ism, this did not appeal to Mohtadi. He attributes his disassociation with 
Islamism to the heavy infl uence that Kurdish nationalism and activism had 
on his family. 

 This ideological schism did not prevent him from having a cordial rela-
tionship with Moftizadeh in the few years after his sister’s death. “He was 
like a big brother to me growing up. I had an immense amount of respect 
for him,” Abdullah says. Mohtadi was personally fond of Moftizadeh 
during this period, but also believes the feeling was mutual. Moftizadeh, 
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according to Mohtadi, often would tell the young Abdullah that he 
respected his intellect and integrity.  80   

 But little did Moftizadeh, or anyone in the Mohtadi family, know 
that by his third year in college, Abdullah’s increasingly vocal expres-
sions of Marxist ideas were not just a matter of casual interest. Together 
with a group of six other Kurdish students who were living in Tehran, 
Mohtadi decided to risk his life for those ideas. On October 27, 1969, 
in a secret initiation meeting in Tehran, he narrates that he became a 
founding member of the Komala party. His membership and activities 
with Komala were completely underground and not shared outside of 
the small group of member-activists as he continued his studies at the 
university. 

 A former Maktab Quran member who was close to Moftizadeh claims 
the founding of the Komala party likely did not happen in earnest at 
such an early date. He notes that even during the early stages of the 
revolution, Komala referred to itself by the Persian name of  Jam’iateh 
Zahmat Keshan  (The Hard Workers) ,  and that it was not active or a 
known quantity until the revolution was well under way.  81   This seems 
to be confi rmed by many laypersons. The truth about when Komala 
was founded is less relevant than the reality that it only became a vis-
ibly active party when the revolution was already under way. If Komala 
was indeed underground in the 1970s, it would have been one of many 
underground Marxist or Communist groups in Tehran’s universities; 
such groups outweighed other anti-Shah movements signifi cantly. As 
alluded to prior, the vast majority of groups, including Islamist groups, 
contained some element of the traditional socialist or Marxist narrative 
as well. 

 Now as a young university student, Abdullah Mohtadi could engage 
Moftizadeh on increasingly complex political subjects. Naturally, they 
debated the various facets of subjects like class struggle, tribal heritage and 
social advancement in Kurdistan, and the proper role of religion in soci-
ety. However, cultural and familial tradition dictated that the tone of the 
conversation never truly resembled an adversarial debate. “I never got in a 
heated argument with him; there was a certain measure of deference that I 
had to show him as an elder and a scholar... While Ahmad was a simple guy 
and never asked for it, I would even wash the dishes and do the housework 
for him... I felt like it was sort of pointless to try to convince him of all 
people of anything.”  82   The practical implication of their respective ideas 
was certainly unclear to both activists in those early 1970s. It was too early 
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for them to know at that time that history would render their competing 
world views irreconcilable.  

   MOFTIZADEH IS ON THE AIR 
 In the year 1974, Ahmad Moftizadeh decided to embark on a journey 
incumbent on all believers with the capacity to do so: The Hajj pilgrim-
age. By now, he was a well-respected and relatively well-known quantity in 
Iranian Kurdistan, although in practice, he still defi ned himself as a simple 
teacher of Islam who avoided large gatherings and a formal leadership role. 
As an undeniably popular and still uncontroversial fi gure in the Kurdistan 
region, Moftizadeh would be one of a few people to be asked to speak 
at various events where large gatherings would take place—civil society 
meetings, funerals, and religious events being the most common among 
them. While he would previously refuse to participate, he began to accept 
these invitations on a limited basis just days after returning from Hajj. 
There was an overwhelming demand to meet with him, especially in the 
Kurdish provincial capital, Sanandaj. A freshly minted  hajji  (an alumnus of 
the  Hajj  pilgrimage), he also decided to formally set aside Wednesdays to 
meet with laypersons on religious questions of their choosing.  83   

 The response to his opening the door ever so slightly to the public was 
overwhelming. According to a number of witnesses who either spent time 
with Moftizadeh after his return from Hajj, or went to see him during 
his “offi ce hours,” he was never able to meet with all of the individu-
als who came to him on a given day. As a result, within months, he also 
set aside Thursdays to travel to two mosques in Sanandaj, Masjed Seyed 
Mustafa, and Masjed Rauf, to discuss with larger gatherings. His popular-
ity increased. He soon began to accept more of the invitations that came 
his way to speak at other events. On certain occasions, where prominent 
members of society were being buried, an audience of hundreds of indi-
viduals could attend. 

 At events such as these, Moftizadeh’s tone became increasingly divisive 
and stinging with regard to societal issues.  84   He would attack the clergy, 
or  ulama , claiming that they did not communicate the true religion of 
Islam to the people. Stressing the importance of the connection between 
man and his creator, he preached a message of social justice where equality 
and charity were paramount. He attacked the sufi  orders, lambasting their 
own guise of charity. Although he would not mention particular leaders 
or groups, he warned of trusting the  sheikhs  who would take your money 
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and have nothing to offer in return for one’s journey to God.  85   He would 
also attack the Shah’s rule indirectly by speaking about the “condition” in 
Kurdistan, and the “constant struggle” that Kurds were in in Iran. Soon, 
those attacks became more specifi c, addressing the lack of authority of the 
political leaders who controlled Kurdistan. 

 Family members report that in the years after his wife’s illness and trip 
to Mecca up until the revolution, there was an extra element of intracta-
bility in his views. And as Iran’s political activism became more ambitious, 
Moftizadeh also took a broader societal view of the “struggle against 
oppression.” In speeches, he would discuss recent newsworthy events 
and disputes that were occurring in other parts of Iran, and comment on 
political issues outside of the country as well. One of his nieces notes that 
she recalls Moftizadeh criticizing his older brother Abdullah for eating 
oranges from Jaffa, Israel, that were imported to Iran. “He would say 
you shouldn’t eat products from Israel, a country that’s killing Muslims 
all the time. My father would simply tell him they were delicious.”  86   

 Perhaps most notably, Moftizadeh also became controversial in reli-
gious circles on account of certain  fatwas  he issued in the years 1975–1976 
on the issue of divorce. Breaking with traditional  Shafi ’i  Sunni religious 
interpretation, he declared that divorce was not the unilateral choice and 
whim of the husband. Unlike traditional interpretations which claimed 
that a man could divorce his wife by declaring his intentions three times 
(even in a fi t of rage), Moftizadeh claimed that only a divorce that was the 
subject of multiple discussions between the husband and wife was valid. 
Any discussions or declarations that took place in anger did not qualify as 
declarations recognized by God, in Moftizadeh’s distinct religious inter-
pretation.  87   What may seem to be an innocuous ruling on divorce caused 
ripples in the devout community in Kurdistan, and even brought some 
criticism from other religious scholars in the region.  88   By the middle of 
1976, Sanandaj was buzzing with rumors that the Mofti son, Ahmad, was 
starting to speak up. 

 In seeking to understand the mood in Kurdistan and the perception of 
Moftizadeh through people’s refl ections of this era of history, a few obser-
vations fi nally came into focus. Moftizadeh, the son of a  mufti , was always 
going to be associated with the institution and the religion of Islam. But for 
most, he was not perceived as a clergyman. After all, there were dozens of 
formal  sheikhs  with their sufi  orders, and even another  mufti  (Moftizadeh’s 
uncle) who formally occupied the Mofti of Kurdistan role. Moftizadeh was 
critical of all of them. He was perceived primarily as a reformist and an 
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opposition fi gure to the Shah’s regime, and in that, a Kurdish nationalist 
opposition fi gure. As long as he maintained this aura, as we will see, his 
popularity was unrivaled. But how was it that Moftizadeh was not appre-
hended by the Shah again when his activism ratcheted up in this prerev-
olutionary period? The answer offered by those who lived through that 
period is reasonable. By this time, it was thought that Moftizadeh had 
enough grassroots support and respect from within Sanandaj and through-
out Kurdistan such that the Shah’s regime was reluctant to reimpose the 
control that it had exercised on his life in years prior (but that had waned 
in light of Moftizadeh’s subsequent lack of activism). For an increas-
ingly schizophrenic Pahlavi regime that was receiving mixed advice about 
the dueling notions of security and promotion of liberty, he was a wild 
card. The regime hesitated. Much like fi gures from the former Mahabad 
Republic who were spared death or imprisonment, and other powerful fi g-
ures in Kurdistan that enjoyed support from large segments of the popula-
tion, apprehending Moftizadeh was likely to do more harm than good.  89   

 As the holy month of Ramadan approached in the year 1976, the 
Shah’s regime granted permission for a part-time television channel in 
the Kurdish language, based in Sanandaj. “Shabakayeh Sanandaj,” or the 
channel of Sanandaj, went on the air and was allowed to present program-
ming that was non-political in nature. 

 It was decided by the channel’s organizers that during Ramadan, a daily 
program would be recorded to provide entertainment during the slow fast-
ing hours of the holy month. The program was hosted by Hadi Moradi, a 
respected Kurdish academic who taught at the University of Tehran. For 
Moradi, there was no question about who would be the most appropriate 
individual to present on the show. He approached Ahmad Moftizadeh 
with the idea of allowing him to present on a different religious question 
of his choice every day of Ramadan, followed by a question and answer 
session with Moradi during the second half of the show. Moradi, for his 
part, would fi eld questions by phone from individuals in Kurdistan before 
the show would begin, and address the relevant (and allowable) questions 
to Moftizadeh. 

 The program proved to be extremely popular with the region’s pop-
ulation. It further refl ected Moftizadeh as a rational, lighthearted, and 
principled man, as his charismatic persona and cleanly shaved image was 
broadcast into the homes of thousands every evening. There were approx-
imately 30 episodes that aired that month, and by the time it was over, 
“every single person in Kurdistan knew Moftizadeh’s name.”  90   During 
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those long days of Ramadan, Moftizadeh would spend hours with Moradi 
in the television studio. It was said that when Moftizadeh wrote on the 
broadcaster’s stationary, whose letterhead read “By the Grace of the 
King of all Kings,” Moftizadeh struck a line through these words. Above 
them, he would pen in: “In the Name of God, the Most Gracious, Most 
Merciful.”  91    

   THE BIRTH OF A SCHOOL, TURNED MOVEMENT 
 In 1976, one of Kurdistan’s most notable poets and masters of literature 
was tragically killed in a car accident. Still a relatively young man, Swara 
Ilkhanizadeh’s death was mourned across Kurdistan as a great loss to the 
Kurdish community, and his funeral was one of the most heavily attended 
ever in Kurdistan.  92   None other than Ahmad Moftizadeh, an acquaintance 
of Ilkhanizadeh, was invited to give the sermon. In front of throngs of 
mourners and onlookers in the city of Bokan, Moftizadeh delivered a stir-
ring discourse on life and death, and most notably, a hitherto unseen pub-
lic attack on the Iranian regime. 

 “This was the fi rst time, at least in Kurdistan, that anyone spoke so 
negatively about the Shah in public, ever,” relates one person who heard 
the speech.  93   Speaking of the regime’s grip on the livelihood in Kurdistan, 
Moftizadeh related the untimely death of a young patriot and hero of 
Kurdistan to the long coma of a people. In that speech, proclaiming that 
all evildoers will get their reckoning, he predicted the downfall of the 
regime. “No public speech until that time had been even a tenth as con-
troversial, even a tenth as brazen.”  94   With this speech, which was recorded 
and transcribed, and whose contents spread like fi re in the dry tinder 
that was Kurdistan’s political landscape, Ahmad Moftizadeh was publicly 
reborn as an activist. 

 So in the mid-1970s, Moftizadeh’s small seminars on religion in 
Sanandaj evolved into presentations to larger audiences in other cities 
in Kurdistan; his insistence on self-betterment and aversion to politics 
remained verbally, but his criticisms of some elements of Kurdish society 
began to sound revolutionary; his insistence on Kurdish and Muslim unity 
was partially supplanted by his criticisms of certain segments of Kurdish 
society. Moftizadeh had found his way back into the fold of political activ-
ism, as his grassroots teaching seemed to be evolving quickly into a grass-
roots movement. The “followers of Ahmad Moftizadeh,” as they called 
themselves, would soon be aligned formally behind him. 
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 On his relationship with Kurdish nationalism at this juncture, he chose 
to articulate his belief in greater rights for Kurdistan through the prism 
of religion. In doing so, he would sometimes reference the Quranic verse 
which stated that “we created you in nations, so that you may know one 
another,” to demonstrate that God did not intend all people, even of 
the same spiritual makeup, to conform in terms of language and culture. 
Islam for Moftizadeh dictated that everyone be treated equally in their 
diversity—“men and women, Kurds and Christians.”  95   According to the 
KDPI’s leadership, Kurdish nationalism was very much a secondary feature 
of Moftizadeh’s thinking in this prerevolutionary period.  96   Maktab Quran 
chooses to describe Moftizadeh’s relationship with his Kurdish identity 
differently. In its view, he was steadfast to the idea of greater Kurdish 
rights, but thought that self-betterment and unity was the most effective 
means to achieve that goal. That is why he attacked the institutions that 
divided Kurds along faulty designations. 

 There were those who believed some of his speeches during this period 
were not always appropriate for the venue, but many of the individuals 
who heard his speeches were galvanized by them.  97   “People were afraid to 
listen to his speeches because they were so critical.” And according to one 
of his confi dants and friends during this period, he continued to struggle 
to defi ne how he should be involved in society. “He, like everyone else, 
wanted the Shah gone. But he did not think that Iranian or Kurdish soci-
ety was ready for revolution.”  98   

 With Moftizadeh’s base now signifi cantly large, he became further over-
whelmed with demands on his time. In this period, he began to explore 
the idea of implementing something that he had conceptualized for some-
time now: a local, administrative system for resolution of problems within 
the community. He would model it after the Quranic concept of a  shura , 
or consultative council.  99   Although Moftizadeh took pains to emphasize 
that the council was not designed to replace the government, and was to 
remain non-political, it was implicit in this very idea that the government’s 
bureaucracy was not adequately handling grievances in Kurdistan. 

 Moftizadeh also decided that his philosophy of a simpler Islam focus-
ing on spirituality, away from the baggage of the clerical establishment, 
as taught through his seminars and now governed through his council, 
merited a more formal presentation. In the recollection of the organiza-
tion’s earliest members, he was affi rmatively responding to a longstand-
ing request from many of his followers in Kurdistan when he established 
the fi rst formal branch of “Madraseh Quran,” in the city of Mariwan.  100   
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This name, translated “School of the Quran,” was perhaps unconsciously 
designed to resemble the name the group led by the Shia academic Mehdi 
Bazargan, “The School of Shia Islam.” By naming it the School of the 
Quran, Moftizadeh’s reach sought to be more grassroots than that of a 
particular Islamic sect, with the symbolic resonance this entailed. 

 The philosophy of the school was rather simple. Anyone of any level of 
learning was welcome to join and interact with other members and learn 
things from basic literacy, to more advanced religious interpretation. For 
the many illiterate citizens of Sanandaj and greater Kurdistan, this was an 
opportunity to learn the alphabet in beginners’ courses and read for the 
fi rst time. For those who knew how to read and write in Farsi, religious 
instruction was available, and courses that would allow them to learn basic 
to advanced Arabic were also offered. For those who had some experience 
in religious scholarship, more advanced courses were available. Ahmad 
Moftizadeh would design curriculum and train instructors personally, 
and they in turn taught courses at the various learning levels. Dozens of 
courses were offered in the fi rst year of instruction.  101   

 The school’s popularity was enhanced by the fact that it was free of 
charge. To fi nance the school’s operations, Moftizadeh sold his only asset, 
the piece of land he had in Bokan. It yielded him approximately 600,000 
tomans, a sizeable amount in that period. Part of the proceeds was used 
to buy simple homes for some of Sanandaj’s needy citizens, and the rest 
was dedicated to the school.  102   The year was 1977. The seas of the Iranian 
revolution were at the same time moving into high tide.  

   CONCLUSION 
 As a young man, Moftizadeh was known for always having an opinion to 
offer. But when he left jail in the hotbed that was 1960s Iran, his stub-
bornness had turned to confusion. The Kurdish cause was still deep in his 
heart, but the means by which the struggle was to advance were not clear 
to him. He had meanwhile undergone his own internal struggle, fi nding 
religious and spiritual underpinnings in prison that helped him cope and 
changed his view of the world. He was somewhat reclusive in trying to 
chart out a path for himself, and became uncomfortable with the idea of 
activism, if for no other reason than potential danger to his family. The 
growth of the Maktab Quran school, which would turn into a movement, 
seemed as improbable then as it seems destined to have happened now. As 
Moftizadeh dedicated himself to being a grassroots teacher, he preached 
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an essentialist form of religious-spirituality that he came to believe was a 
necessary journey for all of mankind. Based out of Kurdistan, he remained 
steadfast to the notion of a Kurdish struggle. Spirituality, in his view, 
would help advance that struggle more than anything else could. 

 Meanwhile, Salah and Abdullah Mohtadi were stirred by other ideas. 
From a young age, they were taught by their father to be proud Kurdish 
men. While their father was a teacher of religion, it was the Kurdish strug-
gle that moved Abdullah Mohtadi and his older brother Salah. When Hajj 
Mohtadi’s home in Tehran became a focal point for the Kurdish move-
ment there, Marxism may have been the last idea on the elder scholar’s 
mind. But his sons were part of a new generation of Kurds in the post- 
Second World War era—one whose search for a means to advance their 
cause would lead to ideas that their tribal forefathers never conceived. 
Almost in  lockstep with our thesis on Islamism in Kurdistan, Abdullah 
Mohtadi claims today that the pain of the Kurdish struggle unwittingly 
forbade him to combine his leftist sentiments with the Islam that his father 
taught. Marxism was taking the world’s revolutions by storm, and an 
uncompromising Kurdish rebel was created out of its wake. 

 When exploring the events of the next couple of chapters, it is easy to 
be struck by the improbability of things. How unlikely, fi rstly, that the 
Mohtadi sons would grow to have Marxist sympathies, and come to be 
leaders in a Marxist revolutionary group? How even more unlikely that 
Ahmad Moftizadeh, after fortifying a close relationship with Hajj Mohtadi 
and marrying his daughter Khadijah, would fi nd himself so ideologically 
opposed his wife’s brothers? Upon further refl ection, though, this was 
the legacy of the tribal nature of Kurdistan and the evolution to Kurdish 
nationalism that we have already discussed. 

    Tribal allegiances are no longer what they used to be; marriage within 
a tribe is still preferred in some parts of rural Kurdistan, and a Kurdish 
person of slightly older age can often describe the reputation of cer-
tain tribes and even their historic members. But personal identities in 
Kurdistan are now modern; the city, the political party, and the Kurdish 
ethnicity are paramount. At the same time, those tribal traditions 
have modern implications. The Mofti family started out as a relatively 
wealthy tribal unit. That infl uence made them a consequential part of 
every segment of Kurdistan they migrated to. It contributed to their 
favor with the  sheikhs  who did not stop and even helped their growth 
of infl uence, and ultimately was a necessary precondition to their hold-
ing of the Mofti title. Now as  muftis  in an urban Sanandaj, that tribal 
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 infl uence was formally lost, but that power transformed and re-emerged 
as another form of power. During no part of this transformation was this 
family an average Kurdish family. The Mohtadi family, likewise, was an 
infl uential one with great wealth and stature. The name of Hajj Mohtadi 
was recognized by most, and his reputation was never to be questioned. 
This fi ts into the narrative of tribal leadership and membership at the 
top of a hierarchy, and followers on the bottom, with the signifi cant 
difference being that personal identity is much different now for your 
average Kurd. These two families were the type that married into one 
another in Kurdistan. And in the end, there is a strong argument to be 
made that these two families were likely contenders to furnish leaders 
to Kurdistan, no matter what form Kurdish society may have taken—
tribal or modern. One man was now the leader of Kurdistan’s religious-
minded individuals, while another (Abdullah) was a leader among its 
leftists. And so it was. 

  Image 7    The evolution of notions of identity in Kurdistan over time       
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 With the KDPI also active and ratcheting up its activities and recruit-
ment, the stage was set for the drama that was Kurdistan during the 
Iranian revolution.  
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    CHAPTER 5   

            NEWS FROM TEHRAN 
 In 1978, occasional news of protests to the Shah’s regime in cities across 
Iran became more frequent. Leftist student groups began brazenly orga-
nizing gatherings in the capital that would morph into anti-Shah and 
“anti-imperialist” political gatherings and poetry readings. The SAVAK’s 
continued arrest and abuse of suspected dissidents led to widespread para-
noia and anger. In January of that year, seminary students in Iran’s reli-
gious capital, Qom, organized large rallies against the Royal Government. 
The genesis of these protests was an anonymously published article (usu-
ally code for SAVAK) that called a hitherto little-known Iranian cleric 
abroad, Ayatollah Ruhollah Khomeini, known affectionately as the  Imam  
(leader), a foreign agent.  1   Scores of these protesters were killed, which, 
despite the government’s frequent heavy-handedness, was a watershed 
moment. The commemorative mourning ceremony for those who lost 
their lives in Qom turned into still larger protests, expanding into passion-
ate demonstrations across the country that spring. 

 The summer of 1978 saw a short lull in the commotion that coin-
cided with the Shah’s signifi cant easing of censorship and reshuffl ing of 
the SAVAK.  2   While thousands of protesters would still gather in many of 
Iran’s major cities every 40 days, coinciding with the Shia Islamic schedule 
of mourning, the numbers of protesters began to wane. That was until 
August 19, a day that is thought by many to be the day Iran’s revolution 
was made irreversible. In the southern city of Abadan, a movie theater 
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by the name of Cinema Rex was set ablaze by arsonists. Over 400 peo-
ple perished, making it one of the largest mass killings outside of war in 
world history. While it is now rather universally believed to be the work of 
Islamist revolutionaries, Ayatollah Khomeini from his base in Najaf, Iraq, 
blamed the SAVAK for starting the fi re. This allegation was picked up by 
the protesters. Soon, the protests would spread, and hundreds of thou-
sands of Iranians rallied in support. The Shah took the unprecedented 
step of declaring martial law in Tehran (and a handful of other cities) on 
September 8. When many thousands of protesters emerged in defi ance 
of the curfew order, chaos ensued. Dozens of protesters were killed in 
a crackdown that was condemned widely and even halfheartedly by the 
Shah himself. Ayatollah Khomeini announced from abroad that thousands 
were martyred by the Shah’s army. The date of September 8, 1978, went 
down in infamy as  Jom’eyeh Sia , or Black Friday. The Shah’s reign went 
into a tailspin. 

 As word of protests in Tehran, Tabriz, Mashhad, and Qom came into 
Kurdistan and Sanandaj, there was a great deal of focus and interest in 
them. The Kurdish population was naturally sympathetic to the cause of 
the protesters and to the general idea of reform, or even regime change, 
in Iran. There was a sense for most that a new regime in Iran would 
ultimately mean greater rights to the Kurdish people as well. But there 
was a difference in the revolutionary fervor that swept the rest of Iran 
when compared with Kurdistan. In Kurdistan, it was a more practical, less 
euphoric atmosphere, as subsequent events would demonstrate. Unlike 
the rest of Iran’s revolutionaries, who were advocating lofty ideals such as 
the dismantling of Western infl uence in Iran and socialist distribution of 
the country’s vast wealth (even by the Islamists, who adopted Marxist/
socialist rhetoric), the Kurds saw the revolution through the prism of their 
ethnicity’s historic second-class status in Iran. 

 As more news of unrest across Iran spread to Kurdistan, many student 
groups in Sanandaj started to meet informally and more openly to criti-
cize the Shah, motivated by instability elsewhere. News of a few instances 
of government buildings fi red upon or stoned by civilians in Kurdistan 
spread around the community in Sanandaj. Much of the activity dur-
ing this period in Kurdistan still lacked formal organization. Besides the 
KDPI, which was still a banned party in Iran, there was no other political 
opposition group in Kurdistan that was well known or active as of yet. 

 Despite his open criticism of the Shah’s regime, Moftizadeh was report-
edly apprehensive toward the idea that revolution could be  coming.  3   
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“He would say, ‘We are not mature enough yet. Iran is not ready. We 
[the Kurds] are not ready.’”  4   Moftizadeh was the only notable person in 
Sanandaj who had publicly criticized the regime and referenced its down-
fall, so such a sentiment would have struck many as untimely and perhaps 
unfortunate. Against his own instinct about his community’s readiness for 
large-scale political change, he nonetheless felt compelled to support the 
people’s demands. “His view was that the will of the people was forcing 
him, unwillingly, to get involved,” one acquaintance recalls.  5   If Moftizadeh 
was a somewhat unwilling participant who jumped into the next series of 
events without optimism, it was not without a visible determination. 

 In August 1978, suspicions began to mount that the SAVAK was 
actively seeking to foment division among opposition groups to weaken 
unity among the protesters. A statement that the Shah uttered publicly 
in the prior weeks (that if his regime were to fall, Iran would become 
“Iranestan” [split up into pieces]) fed these suspicions. Residents of 
Sanandaj recall seeing fl yers in August and September announcing that 
Shia theologians in Qom proclaimed that Sunnis in Kurdistan were not 
Muslim. These messages spread like wildfi re in Kurdistan, which indicated 
to many that SAVAK had to be involved in propagating the divisive lit-
erature; the conspiracy theory took on a life of its own. The people spoke 
of “unnamed sources” that were predicting a sudden crackdown by the 
Shah’s secret police in Kurdistan. The rumors began to be so signifi cant 
that dozens of individuals began to inquire to Moftizadeh about whether 
he had heard them, and further, what his thoughts were on such a pos-
sibility. It was around this time that Moftizadeh’s name began to make the 
middle pages of Iranian and foreign press articles as a spokesman of sorts 
for Sanandaj’s population.  6   Moftizadeh’s message was assertive: “Beware, 
be united and stand up against any division between you (the Kurds) and 
other Muslims [including Shia].”  7   

 It was also at this time that a little-known group calling itself the 
 Jam’iateh Zahmat Keshan  (The Hard Workers) issued a statement calling 
on the population of Kurdistan to “heed the call of the wise man of God,” 
in reference to Moftizadeh. We now know that this group was essentially 
the precursor to Komala in Sanandaj. Komala was not a known entity at 
this stage, despite claims of having been founded nearly ten years prior. 
According to Abdullah Mohtadi, the group was still underground, not 
publicly revealing its entire platform to protect its existence; while under-
ground, it had nonetheless claimed to have recruited a number of well- 
respected members of Kurdish society over the previous decade.  8   These 
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individuals made up the rank and fi le of civil society groups like The Hard 
Workers.  9   The statement announcing alignment with Ahmad Moftizadeh 
is believed to be the nascent Komala group’s fi rst public communication. 

 There was an anxious sense of satisfaction and unity in Sanandaj, and 
as the weather began to cool down in the month of October, the percep-
tion that government forces were not likely to crack down in Sanandaj 
set in. For many, this was seen as a victory for the Kurdish people. The 
population was emboldened. The Iranian revolution had offi cially begun 
in Kurdistan.  

   A SPEECH AT IQBAL SQUARE 
 In Kurdistan’s other major city of Mahabad, another religious leader was 
also stoking the fl ames of revolution: Sheikh Ezzedin Hosseini. Appointed 
the Friday prayer leader of the city approximately ten years before the 
revolution, Sheikh Ezzedin had now become more forward and parti-
san on the particular issue of Kurdish rights. Unlike the  sheikhs  of the 
early Islamist-nationalist movements of Kurdistan that we have covered, 
Ezzedin did not couch his nationalist sentiments and demands in reli-
gious symbolism or rhetoric. He employed a discourse of democracy and 
autonomy for minorities in a new Iran. 

 Moftizadeh and Ezzedin enjoyed amicable relations. “Sheikh Ezzedin 
would visit Moftizadeh, and Moftizadeh went to visit him as well. In 
1976, when Moftizadeh was in Mahabad, he stayed with Sheikh Ezzedin. 
He encouraged Ezzedin to distance himself from the Shah back then,” a 
natural preference for a man who renounced the Shah’s own higher Mofti 
distinction himself.  10   But Sheikh Ezzedin did not see his role as a politi-
cal one at that time, despite his nationalist sentiments. Sheikh Ezzedin 
would become one of the more popular fi gures in Kurdistan after the Shah 
left Iran and the revolution was successful. During these prerevolution-
ary months, however, perhaps still suffering from the handicap of having 
been appointed by the Shah, his popularity was eclipsed by Moftizadeh. 
Prior to the year 1979, few in Sanandaj recall having heard his name, or 
learning of the small protests he led with Kurdish youth the previous year. 
“It was Moftizadeh who was the revolutionary,” one person recalls. But 
was it possible that those who fell more in the Moftizadeh camp were not 
aware of the Marxists or the KDPI’s infl uence because of who they were 
frequenting in their own activities? Because of where they lived, or what 
they wanted to hear? The response was a rather logical one. “During the 
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revolution, there were no secrets about who was and was not popular or 
active. Anyone who could garner attention or support for their cause, or 
call people out into the streets, didn’t hide. They tried. We heard about 
meetings that the Communists had occasionally. But there were never 
more than 200 people. We were living in Kurdistan, we were on the 
ground. It was clear.”  11   ,   12   

 Across Iran, violent protests against the Shah’s regime were supple-
mented by crippling general strikes in September 1978. Across Kurdistan, 
protests were now erupting on a weekly basis. News would fi lter in about 
groups of Kurdish youths rioting in Urumia, followed by protests and 
arrests in Paveh. In Mahabad, KDPI  peshmerga  reportedly attacked gov-
ernment forces on the outskirts of the city. In Tehran, as well as count-
less other cities across Iran, the Shah’s army was being overwhelmed by 
unrest, causing excitement as well as anxiety in Kurdistan. 

 In Sanandaj, meanwhile, and across large parts of Kurdistan, 
Moftizadeh’s popularity fl ourished. “Nobody could compare to him in 
terms of popularity in all of Kurdistan during this period,” one individ-
ual recounts. “He was the only one.”  13   Seeking to capitalize on this, in 
October 1979, Moftizadeh organized a protest in a main square in the 
city of Sanandaj,  Mayan Iqbal  (Iqbal Square). It was meant to be an open 
venue for people to voice opposition to the regime and hear various lead-
ers speak about Kurdish unity, but as word spread to the rest of Kurdistan 
that such an event was being planned, it was being billed as “Ahmad 
Moftizadeh’s rally.” Individuals from all over Kurdistan made plans to 
travel to Sanandaj to attend the protest. Sheikh Jalal, Sheikh Ezzedin’s 
brother from Bana (Baneh in Persian), also attended. Between ten and 
fi fteen thousand people attended, by conservative estimates. It was the 
largest gathering thus far in prerevolutionary Kurdistan. After a number 
of other individuals announced their opposition to the Shah and the need 
for unity in Kurdistan, Moftizadeh took the podium. 

    Moftizadeh reportedly spoke even more forcefully, and for a longer 
period of time, than the other speakers. He spoke of the need to establish 
a constitution and eliminate arbitrary rule. And while he spoke of a need 
for unity and opposition to aggression in Kurdistan, he also argued for the 
establishment of Islamic government. 

 While opposition groups of various persuasions were making news 
with protests across the country, Moftizadeh was likely emboldened 
by the plurality of such news emanating out of Iran’s religious centers. 
By now, Ayatollah Khomeini had taken residence in a suburb of Paris 
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(Neauphle-le- Château), and was being covered heavily by foreign press. 
His calls for the downfall of the Shah’s regime were fast becoming the 
focal point of the revolution, and Moftizadeh was encouraged that the 
establishment of a broader Islamic democracy based on the  shura  system 
of consensus could become a reality. As far as we know, Moftizadeh was 
not directly in touch with any of the revolutionaries at this juncture. 
His only contact with them was through the principal Shia mosque of 
Sanandaj,  Masjedeh Hossaniyeh,  and its leader Sheikh Ali Safdari. This 
contact did not inform his thinking on Islamic government to a signifi -
cant degree, however. At this stage, Moftizadeh did not use the rhetoric 
of an “Islamic Republic,” and spoke in more general terms. 

 For the fi rst time, Moftizadeh’s political aspirations were articu-
lated on a large scale for the city to behold. Against the tide of sympa-
thetic dispositions toward “democratic” Islamists that were advocating 
for regime change in Iran, some of Sanandaj’s Kurdish residents were 

  Image 8    Iqbal Square, circa October 22, 1979, on the occasion of Moftizadeh- 
organized rally in Sanandaj, Iran       
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uncomfortable with Moftizadeh’s propositions. As word and transcripts of 
his speech at Iqbal Square spread throughout the region, the perception 
that Moftizadeh was, despite being a religious man, primarily a Kurdish 
nationalist, was revised. In particular, the young Marxist organizers of 
Komala (still known as the Hard Workers) took issue with the idea of reli-
gion in society, let alone government. “And they were right. Their respec-
tive ideologies had a fundamental contradiction. He [Moftizadeh] was in 
line with the idea of an Islamic government of some kind,” one observer 
notes.  14   However as we have seen historically, Kurdish society was accus-
tomed to the articulation of greater rights through the prism of Islam. 
The speech at Iqbal Square was perceived by most as an anti-Shah speech, 
and it did not dampen Moftizadeh’s popularity, as subsequent events will 
show. The difference between prior decades and the year 1979, when 
Kurdish nationalism had matured signifi cantly, was that now there were 
galvanized segments of society that took issue with Islamic symbolism. At 
this juncture, at the end of 1979, these individuals and groups began to 
set their sights on undermining Moftizadeh’s monopoly on leadership. 
Komala was primary among them. 

 After appointing a military government in November 1978, the 
holy month of  Muharram , with its imbued connotation of sacrifi ce and 
 oppression in Shia historical chronology, arrived in Iran. By December, 
millions of Iranian protesters were out in the streets. Much of the focus 
of the Shah’s army was on Tehran and larger cities outside of Kurdistan. 
Opposition groups across the board were energized, including those in 
Kurdistan. As Moftizadeh began to embark on a public discourse of what 
he believed proper government should look like, with his supporters 
publishing a pamphlet of his various utterances on Islamic government, 
other political parties in Kurdistan began to seize the limited tide of 
discontent with the idea of Islamic government and amplify it.  15   Anti-
Islamic graffi ti suddenly appeared on homes around Sanandaj, including 
on the walls of Mofti family households. On Moftizadeh’s well-respected 
brother’s home, Abdullah, the phrase “There is no God but God … 
has expired” was plastered.  16   Still, the momentum seemed to be on 
Moftizadeh’s side. 

 Later that month, when two religious scholars and a few of their students 
from Sanandaj were arrested by the SAVAK, Moftizadeh called for a sit-in 
at a local public mosque. Answering his calls, thousands of Sanandaj’s citi-
zens made their way to the mosque despite the chilly November weather. 
They vowed to stay in the mosque until the men were released. Within 
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days, the prisoners were set free, and Moftizadeh declared victory: “The 
government did not explain why it decided to free them, but apparently 
it was forced to,” he announced confi dently. Galvanized by their success, 
the protesters decided to continue the sit-in.  17   An American journalist 
summarized these events:

  Apparently fearful of provoking the region's 3.5 million Kurdish tribesman 
and possibly reviving their warrior tradition, local authorities have given in 
to demands … [while Moftizadeh] stressed that the region's Kurds do not 
seek to take advantage of the current unrest to set up their own separate 
state in Iran … [O]pponents of the Shah in Sanandaj generally seem to 
have refrained from the mob violence that has struck dozens of other cities 
and towns across Iran since the beginning of the year … The 42-year-old 
Muftizadeh, who claims to speak for the Sunni Kurd who make up about 
two-thirds Iran's Kurdish population, said he favors “passive resistance” and 
peaceful strikes to oppose the government.  18   

   Moftizadeh mixed no words in his pronouncements to followers and 
the press, expressing “hate” for the military government established by 
the Shah, and calling for sweeping democratic change. The American 
journalist noted that “for the time being, some of the younger and less 
conservative followers are willing to go along with this kind of protest to 
avoid violence. ‘But if this way is not successful,’ one said, ‘we will take up 
arms.’” Indeed, against the run of play, so to speak, and to the surprise of 
many, some youths occasionally swept into the mosque during the sit-in, 
mocking the protesters and yelling anti-religious slogans.  19   Moftizadeh’s 
followers immediately associated these hooligans with the “Communists.” 

 Meanwhile, Sheikh Ezzedin’s popularity was growing in Northern- 
Iranian Kurdistan. It was in this prerevolutionary period that he poised 
himself to be an umbrella-type leader of Kurdistan’s diverse nationalist 
parties. And he was almost always accompanied by his right hand man, 
Salah Mohtadi. Moftizadeh and his brother-in-law, increasingly becom-
ing known as a leader among Mahabad’s leftists, had enjoyed strained 
relations of recent for obvious reason. Moftizadeh blamed the leftists, 
Kurds who were all educated as part of the Tehran upper class, for under-
mining the unity of the population in Sanandaj. Their ideas, in his view, 
were fundamentally a bad fi t for Kurdistan’s population. Komala for its 
part, with support from Salah Mohtadi, was now actively looking to side-
line Moftizadeh, and became increasingly intolerant in its approach with 
Maktab Quran members. 
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 In communication with the KDPI and its soon to be iconic leader 
Abdul Rahman Ghassemlou, Sheikh Ezzedin continued to steer clear 
and be critical of any notion of Islamic government in Kurdistan without 
recognition of Kurdish rights. In the words of one writer on Kurdistan 
during the revolution, “the further he distanced himself from religious 
concerns, the greater the popularity and respect he received.”  20    

   THE SHAH’S DEPARTURE 
 On January 16, 1979, Shah Mohammad Reza Pahlavi left Iran in the 
midst of massive and unrelenting protests. He appointed Shahpour 
Bakhtiar, a disciple of Mohammad Mossadegh (the popular coup-ousted 
Iranian prime minister of 1953) and a longtime opponent, as prime minis-
ter. While the Shah had not technically abdicated his throne, his reign was 
effectively over. He would never return to Iran. 

 On February 1, Ayatollah Khomeini returned to Iran amid throngs 
of supporters that reportedly numbered in the millions. He was initially 
welcomed by Bakhtiar, who intended to make him the fi gurehead of the 
revolution but not cede power to him. But soon after arriving in coun-
try, Khomeini announced that he would form government, and that the 
Bakhtiar government was as illegitimate as the Shah’s. Pitched battles 
broke out between Khomeini supporters on one side, and the still-Royal 
army and Bakhtiar supporters on the other. Insurrection ensued within 
the ranks of the military, with entire units of soldiers declaring their alle-
giance to the Ayatollah. Soon, the military, through the Supreme Military 
Council, would offi cially declare its neutrality, putting the fi nal nail in the 
coffi n of the Royal Government. Within ten days of Khomeini’s return, 
Prime Minister Bakhtiar would be forced to escape the country under 
threat of arrest. On February 11, 1979, the revolution had offi cially top-
pled the regime of the Shah.  21   

 Moftizadeh cautiously welcomed the departure of the Shah, along 
with other groups across the country and the Kurdish region. He briefl y 
traveled to Tehran one week following Khomeini’s return, and met with 
the Imam among a larger group of religious scholars.  22   While no major 
party—including the KDPI and Komala—publicly denounced the new 
revolutionary government’s platform at this early juncture, some were 
more suspicious of the pronouncements of Khomeini. KDPI, with its 
belief in democracy for Iran and autonomy for Kurdistan, and Komala, 
which was a more radical Marxist group that partially employed a Kurdish 
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nationalist platform, were not enthused by the idea of an Islamic govern-
ment. They were meanwhile gathering more support in their respective 
regions (the KDPI in the north of Kurdistan, and Komala in the south 
of Kurdistan) at the expense of Moftizadeh. Unlike the other parties in 
the region, Moftizadeh was more optimistic about working with the new 
regime than other parties in Kurdistan. “He would say, this is not the time 
to fi ght the regime. It’s a people’s regime, it’s popular. Let’s help them.”  23   
This drew the ire of the Marxists in particular, who were more actively 
beginning to combat his infl uence. Soon after the departure of the Shah, 
one citizen in Sanandaj remembers seeing fl yers distributed around town 
announcing that Moftizadeh was being paid by the mullahs in Tehran, an 
allegation that he maintained was baseless. 

 Rather remarkably, and in line with the thesis of this text, Iranian 
Kurdistan was the only major region in Iran that did not see mass showings 
of support for the Ayatollah. So while he remained popular in Sanandaj at 
this juncture, as an early supporter of the Islamic revolutionary govern-
ment, Moftizadeh can be said to have set himself at odds with the greater 
Kurdish region. Frustrated by the activities of the young “Communists,” 
he began to take aim at their ideas in his discussions. “He became intran-
sigent with those who advocated for Kurdish rights fi rst with no regard to 
Islam. He was unsympathetic to the Communists (as Komala were known 
to many), but those groups began to transform in their popularity.”  24   

 Moftizadeh had an advantage in the chaotic who’s who of post- 
revolutionary Iran and Kurdistan: He had spent time with some of Iran’s 
successful revolutionaries in prison and enjoyed amicable relations with 
them. He sought to take advantage of these relationships right away, believ-
ing in ostensible good faith that he could help encourage Iran to adopt an 
Islamic system in line with his interpretations of the  shura  system advocated 
for in the Quran. This, in his view, would ultimately bring decentralization 
and autonomy to the Kurdish region and Iran’s Sunnis.  25   He began to make 
plans to meet with successful Iranian revolutionaries in the capital, and also 
scheduled meetings with other Kurdish leaders in the hopes of forming a 
unifi ed front in Kurdistan. But in the spring of 1979, some Kurdish parties 
had other thoughts, and proceeded with a sense of opportunism.  

   REBELLION IN KURDISTAN 
 As Moftizadeh prepared to travel to Tehran for meetings with other Islamic 
revolutionaries, a piece of news from Mahabad came that shocked every-
one in Iran and in Kurdistan. In the last week of February, 1979, Kurdish 
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guerillas attacked and seized the military garrison and headquarters in the 
city of Mahabad.  26   In doing so, they also wounded its commanding gen-
eral, who was the brother-in-law of a prominent revolutionary and the 
Khomeini government’s labor minister, Dariush Forouhar.  27   Within days, 
much of the news surrounding the revolution in Iran focused on events in 
Kurdistan for the fi rst time. With Abdul Rahman Ghassemlou and Sheikh 
Ezzedin adopting roles as spokesmen for the events in Mahabad, the KDPI 
was catapulted back into the spotlight. The KDPI peacefully took over the 
garrison from those who ransacked it and began negotiations with the 
central government. While Ezzedin and Ghassemlou publicly announced 
their support for the revolution and the person of Khomeini, their actions 
seemed to suggest otherwise. Kurdistan was perceived across Iran as the 
fi rst region to splinter from the revolution’s general direction. 

 Moftizadeh was of the opinion that attacking the central government at 
this juncture weakened the hand of Kurds in formation of a new constitu-
tion, which was being planned after a March 30 referendum on the Islamic 
republic.  28   His view was that the best chance of advancing Kurdish rights 
in any new regime was through dialog, even if nothing was guaranteed. All 
other major groups in Kurdistan were more skeptical. 

 In the midst of instability in Mahabad, on March 5, 1979, Moftizadeh 
nonetheless traveled to Tehran to meet with prominent revolutionaries. 
They were gathering on the occasion of the 12-year anniversary of the 
death of Mohammad Mossadegh, Iran’s universally popular ousted prime 
minister from the 1950s. Ayatollah Mahmoud Taleghani gave a stirring 
speech that day at Mossadegh’s tomb, commemorating the death and 
announcing that Mossadegh’s legacy had lived on. Through intermediar-
ies, Moftizadeh met with Taleghani while in Tehran and announced his 
optimism that an accord could be reached between the Kurdish people 
and the central government for a system that would placate all parties. He 
proposed that formal discussions take place to design a system whereby 
Kurdistan would be an autonomous region, yet fully in line with the central 
government, in accordance with Quranic mandates on consensus in rule. 
Returning to Sanandaj, Moftizadeh seemed unsure about how his meet-
ing was perceived, telling individuals that he was cautiously optimistic.  29   

 Indeed, Moftizadeh’s supposition that the Islamic regime would nego-
tiate with him were confi rmed approximately one week later: Ayatollah 
Khomeini released a statement announcing that the revolutionary govern-
ment would negotiate with Moftizadeh as the legitimate representative 
of the Kurdish people.  30   Despite this, Moftizadeh himself was suspicious 
that the government actually had a preference for the Shia cleric of the 
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 Hossaniyeh  mosque in Sanandaj mentioned prior, Ali Safdari.  31   He none-
theless remained engaged in trying to forge a political agreement with the 
regime. 

 Approximately ten days later (March 16), galvanized by the prog-
ress he had made, Moftizadeh traveled to the city of Saqez to meet with 
another prominent clergyman who was the Friday prayer leader of that 
city (Mola Abdullah Mohammadi). While in Saqez, however, unexpected 
news came of unrest in Sanandaj. “At fi rst the news was murky. We knew 
that the garrison had been attacked, but we did not know to what extent 
and how successful the attack was,” says someone who was traveling with 
Moftizadeh at the time. Sanandaj had been calm in the weeks leading up 
to Moftizadeh’s departure, and Moftizadeh still believed he had the city’s 
support at this juncture. “We thought it was supporters of the Shah or a 
mutiny against the new Islamic revolutionaries.”  32   

 What it was, in fact, was Komala’s fi rst major operation: an attack on the 
military headquarters in Sanandaj, with the overarching plan to neutralize 
the army and take control of the city. Timed to coincide with Moftizadeh’s 
departure, and in open defi ance to his leadership, the Komala members 
fi rst occupied the city’s radio and television station.  33   They broadcast a 
message to the city’s citizens: The army headquarters in Sanandaj had to 
be taken, and “anyone with an arm should proceed to the garrison!”  34   
Advancing to the military outpost in a group of a few hundred at most, 
the rebels hoped that the population would join them. One of these rebels 
was none other than Abdullah Mohtadi. 

 Mohtadi claims that the march on the garrison was not designed to 
undermine Moftizadeh’s infl uence, but was the result of Sanandaj’s popu-
lation being dissatisfi ed by the heavy-handedness of the army in the pre-
vious weeks. He claims that an internal struggle between those aligned 
with Moftizadeh and those aligned with the Shia cleric of Sanandaj had 
caused instability and a desire by many to neutralize the central govern-
ment’s army in Sanandaj (which was aligned with the Shia cleric, Safdari). 
Regardless of Komala’s motivations at the time, they proceeded to the 
garrison against the wishes of Moftizadeh. 

 Upon arriving at the garrison, however, they were overwhelmed by the 
army, which was loyal to the central government. The military presence 
in Sanandaj, the administrative capital of Kurdistan, was more substantial 
and better fortifi ed than the one in Mahabad. Further, Sanandaj did not 
have the same tradition of rebellion as Mahabad did; its surrounding areas 
were less fi t for guerilla warfare and were not home to as many  peshmerga ; 
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its population was more in line with events in Tehran, after years of cul-
tural exchange with the capital. Although this made Marxist ideas more 
palpable in Sanandaj than in Mahabad, explaining why Komala’s popu-
larity had grown there, an invasion of the garrison was premature. After 
mixed reports about fi ghting at the garrison and a partial takeover, on the 
evening of March 16, the takeover ended in failure.  35   Approximately 150 
rebels were arrested and held in confi nement. Moftizadeh’s brother-in- 
law, the younger brother of his beloved deceased wife, was in the custody 
of the very regime he was putting his weight behind. 

 The arrest of hundreds of youth at the garrison came at the same time 
that tensions were mounting all over Kurdistan. Small battles broke out 
in Sanandaj and its surrounding areas when it was learned that a number 
of Kurds had been arrested at the military headquarters. Kurdish mili-
tants who were late to the game called for the release of the activists, and 
pledged to take the garrison by force. 

 More generally, we know that during the months following the revolu-
tion, much of the central government’s security apparatus was in disar-
ray. There was a perception across the Kurdish region that the central 
government was favoring non-Kurdish and Shia residents in Kurdistan 
by providing them arms to defend themselves in the midst of the chaos, 
and denying arms to the indigenous population. This agitated many, and 
also led to suspicions that the revolutionary government was planning 
to deprive Kurds of the greater rights they sought in any future govern-
ment. This view was propagated by the other major Kurdish leaders at 
the time, such as Sheikh Ezzedin and Ghassemlou.  36   An excerpt from the 
Washington Post dated March 20, 1979, sums up the events after the 
failed takeover of the garrison:

  Reports of deaths in the fi ghting ranged from 4 to 150. This followed even 
sketchier reports of fi ghting in another, smaller Kurdish locality, Ghorveh, 
near the large center of Hamadan, with numerous deaths and wounded. 
Reports of that fi ghting were backed up by a British doctor, who runs a 
hospital there, who said his staff had treated a large number of wounded … 

 It seems established that the fi ghting in Sanandaj started after both the 
local Revolutionary Committee and the military refused requests to distrib-
ute arms and ammunition to the local Kurds to defend themselves against 
the large Iranian minority in the town … 

 More fundamentally, however, there seems to have been growing unrest 
in the region since Khomeini issued a statement dubbing a moderate Kurdish 
leader, Ahmad Moftizadeh, as the ‘Kurds’ sole religious and political leader.’ 
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 This was an obvious attempt to undercut the much stronger autonomy 
demands voiced in Kurdistan by a leading religious fi gure, Sheik Sayed 
Ezzedin Husseini, elected after the Islamic revolution by left-of-center 
Kurds as the spokesman for their demands.  37   

   Moftizadeh returned to Sanandaj in a hurry. Along the way, he and his 
acquaintances tried to make sense of events. They discussed the possibility 
that the new regime, despite its public announcements, might be foment-
ing division in the Kurdish region to weaken Kurdistan’s bargaining power 
in negotiations over autonomy. Whatever the case was, Moftizadeh hoped 
that his presence in Sanandaj might calm the fi ghting. 

 In discussions through intermediaries after he arrived, he took issue 
with Komala’s actions, calling them destructive to the cause of securing 
further rights in Kurdistan. “He was extremely harsh in his words,” one 
witness remembers. Moftizadeh sent representatives to the garrison to try 
and allay fears that arms were being provided to some citizens, and not 
others. One representative recalls the instructions from Moftizadeh being 
that no arms should be distributed if at all possible, and a deep concern 
about the possibility of violence between Kurds and the army, or between 
Kurds. “If someone is angered by not receiving something, we can calm 
that person down, but if someone is killed, there is no going back,” 
Moftizadeh instructed.  38   Rumors were spread in the city by unnamed 
sources that Moftizadeh was sending people to the garrison in the hopes 
of arming his faction, and depriving the rest of the city with arms; this was 
an allegation that would never be substantiated, but fed into a broader 
narrative that Moftizadeh was in cahoots with the revolutionary govern-
ment. Moftizadeh would later explain that he cooperated with Kurdish 
forces that were armed, and that some of them may have considered him 
their leader. But the idea that he organized a militia to protect the city 
and maintain the rule of law is disavowed by Maktab Quran.  39   Meanwhile, 
Abdullah Mohtadi waited haplessly in a makeshift dungeon near the gar-
rison. He came within minutes of execution more than once while being 
held. “They stripped us down and blindfolded us and lined us up for 
execution multiple times. I could hear the soldiers and militants that held 
us arguing with each other about whether or not we should be executed. 
One would say that it was time, and another would yell back, ‘no! this 
hasn’t been authorized!’ I assumed it was only a matter of time.”  40   

 As Moftizadeh met with individuals from various political parties and 
eyewitnesses to the events of the last few days, word came that he would 
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receive visitors from Mahabad. Sheikh Ezzedin and Salah Mohtadi had 
come to Sanandaj, and wanted to see Moftizadeh. 

 Moftizadeh received them in his brother Abdullah Moftizadeh’s home 
on March 20, give or take a day. As Moftizadeh sat face to face with his 
brother-in-law and Kurdistan’s increasingly popular  sheikh , the mood was 
somber. The men discussed the planned visit by a high-level delegation 
from Tehran in the coming days to negotiate the release of the prisoners 
and a cease-fi re. Meanwhile, Moftizadeh was informed, perhaps for the 
fi rst time, that Abdullah Mohtadi was one of the people who marched on 
the garrison. Salah Mohtadi appealed to him to intercede. Sheikh Ezzedin 
tried to avoid the merits of the actions that the rebels had taken, and 
appealed simply to Moftizadeh’s connections to the government, insisting 
that Abdullah should be released without preconditions. 

 Moftizadeh focused on the fact that it was a mistake to march on the 
garrison, and it would be a further mistake to negotiate for one prisoner. 
He argued that he did not have a position from which to argue for any-
one’s unconditional release anyway, and that it had to be part of a larger 
negotiation about releasing the rest of the prisoners, as well as a cease-fi re. 
He chastised Salah for sabotaging the progress that was being made with 
the central government, as he had heard that Salah too was in attendance 
at the march on the garrison. The visitors implored Moftizadeh to at least 
start negotiations by trying to release his own brother-in-law. Moftizadeh 
continued to refuse. Tempers ran high in the room, and no consensus 
was reached. Ezzedin and Mohtadi reportedly left amid an exchange of 
cold pleasantries, outraged. They departed Sanandaj prior to the arrival of 
the delegation from Tehran. It would be the last time Moftizadeh would 
speak to any of his brothers by marriage.  

   “THE PROMISE OF AUTONOMY IS IN MY POCKET” 
 The government delegation that arrived in Sanandaj on March 25 to nego-
tiate about the prisoners was led by none other than Ayatollah Taleghani, 
who Moftizadeh had met at Mossadegh’s tomb. He was accompanied 
by Abolhassan Bani Sadr,  41   Ayatollah Hashemi Rafsanjani,  42   as well as 
Ayatollah Beheshti.  43   The delegation, a catalog of some of the revolution-
ary government’s most important fi gures, underlined the signifi cance of 
events in Kurdistan to the central government. 

    In negotiations under heavy public attention and scrutiny, Taleghani 
agreed to the release of the prisoners in exchange for cessation of  hostilities 
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and an evacuation of  peshmerga  forces. In addition to this, Taleghani 
expressed support for the Kurds’ right to cultural freedom, and was enthu-
siastic that negotiations toward autonomy in Kurdistan could also be suc-
cessful. A committee of fi ve individuals would be established in Sanandaj 
to govern the city until a citywide election one month later would estab-
lish a permanent body (a  Shura Idareyeh Shahr,  or City Administrative 
Council). Those elections would actually be the fi rst elections in the 
Islamic Republic’s history. The fi ve initial “governors” would be Mozafar 
Partoma [a US-educated National Aeronautics and Space Administration 
(NASA) scientist], two of Moftizadeh’s followers (Fuad Mardokh-Rohani 
and Hadi Moradi), and two individuals among the leftists (Yousef Ardalan 
and Said Sheikholislami). The prisoners were released, amid sporadic 
fi ghting that continued in the Kurdish region. 

 In what seemed like a positive result, leftist Kurdish nationalist parties 
were immediately critical of Moftizadeh for “colluding” with the regime. 
They proclaimed that “… if Moftizadeh would have participated in the 
efforts, or at least not actively opposed them, the garrison would have been 
taken over. Then we would be the one making demands.”  44   Furthermore, 
in pronouncements by the revolutionary government and Taleghani after 
these negotiations, Moftizadeh’s role was not underlined. Another Kurd, 
Mozafar Partoma, was the man charged with heading the  shura  council. 

  Image 9    Moftizadeh with delegation from Tehran. From left to right: Ahmad 
Moftizadeh, Ayatollah Taleghani, Ayatollah Beheshti, Ayatollah Rafsanjani, Bani Sadr       
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Why events unfolded in this manner is unclear. Did the Iranian delegation 
seek to take credit for breaking the impasse themselves? Did they obey a 
request from Moftizadeh designed to avoid his being cast as a collaborator 
with the regime, given sensitivities in Sanandaj at the time? Or perhaps, 
did the Iranians sense that Moftizadeh was losing his popularity? There 
are a number of different theories behind why this took place, but suf-
fi ce it to say, the result was less than ideal given Moftizadeh’s ongoing 
attempt to secure support for his mandate in Kurdistan. He had expended 
a fair bit of political capital in negotiating with the delegation from Tehran. 
In the view of many Maktab Quran members presently and at that time, 
Khomeini had trouble vesting his trust in a Sunni with known Kurdish 
nationalist sympathies. This seemed to be borne out by the fact that local 
Shia clerics seemed to receive disproportionate support from the central 
government, despite the public pronouncements of the government.  45   
Moftizadeh and Ali Safdari, the ranking Shia cleric in Sanandaj, did not 
have the same political or social agendas, despite their both being engaged 
with the regime. On one occasion during a meeting between them, it 
was reported that Safdari proclaimed that the discord in Kurdistan was 
not acceptable, and that it was a shame that “Sanandaj has not yet given 
a martyr to the revolution.” Moftizadeh reportedly chastised him directly 
in front of a group of onlookers. “As if that is a test of honor! Honor is 
preventing the death of a young man!” Safdari was unnerved by the unex-
pected rebuke.  46   

 The referendum on the Islamic Republic was in a few days’ time. It 
asked one simple question, “yes or no to an Islamic Republic for Iran.” No 
further detail about what “Islamic Republic” meant was given. 

 The battle lines, so to speak, were drawn between Moftizadeh and the 
rest of Kurdistan’s parties on this issue. Moftizadeh encouraged partici-
pation in the referendum, and continued to oppose violence as a means 
to effect change vis-à-vis the new government. Komala and the KDPI, 
behind Sheikh Ezzedin, advocated for a boycott of the referendum. They 
argued that the vague nature of the term “Islamic Republic” did not per-
mit them to advocate a “yes” vote. Despite attempts by intermediaries 
to create a unity of purpose in Kurdistan, including by Sheikh Ezzedin’s 
brother Sheikh Jalal (who visited Moftizadeh around this time), no agree-
ment was reached. 

 When the results were released shortly after April 1, despite an over-
whelming “yes” vote across Iran (reportedly to the tune of 99 %), par-
ticipation in the Kurdish region was thought to be around 50–60 % at 
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best, with some estimates putting participation as low as 15  %.  47   The 
other ethnic minorities in Iran, including other Sunni minorities, voted 
in more substantial numbers.  48   Tehran took notice; the result added to 
the suspicion in Tehran about support for God’s revolution in Kurdistan, 
and also was the fi rst major sign of a setback in Moftizadeh’s ability to 
infl uence events. The opposite of Sheikh Ezzedin, who by now was 
becoming better known in the rest of Kurdistan, the more Moftizadeh 
was perceived as an Islamist ally of the Khomeini-revolutionaries and less 
as a Kurdish nationalist, the more popularity and respect he seemed to 
sacrifi ce to rival groups. 

 After the referendum, Sanandaj began preparations for the City 
Administrative Council local elections of April 13, 1979. This election, the 
fi rst “general election” of the new regime, would serve as a major test of 
the nascent republic’s democracy and for stability in Kurdistan. In the lead 
up to the election, Ahmad Moftizadeh nominated individuals that would 
represent Maktab Quran and the platform of an Islamic Iran with Kurdish 
autonomy. This group was known as the “Moftizadeh List.” Komala, on 
the other hand, ran on a platform of Marxist-Socialism, with autonomy 
for Kurdistan. 

 When the election results were released, the Moftizadeh List had 
won eleven seats, more than any other party in Kurdistan’s capital. Fuad 
Mardokh-Rohani, a Maktab Quran member, was the highest vote-getter. 
Komala, for their part, won three seats. This was still a rather impressive 
showing for them, given that just months prior, very few individuals had 
heard of the group. But all in all, it was an indication that despite the pes-
simism that was setting in about relations with the central government, 
Moftizadeh remained the most popular fi gure in Sanandaj. In effect, he 
received a mandate from the Kurdish people to engage with the central 
government. He was not helped, however, by pronouncements about the 
election from Tehran, which either consciously or unconsciously were 
dividing Kurdistan’s sympathies. In reference to the results, President 
Bani Sadr labeled the Komala candidates “non-muslims,” which fi t into an 
overall trend of the regime increasingly describing the rebelling Kurds as 
infi dels or unacceptable in the eyes of Islam.  49   

 There seems a disconnect at this juncture in the Kurdish population’s 
loyalties. Support for an Islamic Republic looked to be low, as exhibited 
by the lowest turnout in all of Iran for the referendum. At the same time, 
support for Moftizadeh—the only major Kurdish leader that advocated 
for engagement with the Islamic regime—remained high. Given that there 
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are no reliable numbers for turnout during the referendum, could it be 
that it was higher than what has been accepted by today’s Kurdish parties 
and historians? In the mind of Abdullah Mohtadi, the explanation was 
simpler. Moftizadeh remained a popular and trusted personality, perhaps 
the single most trusted in Kurdistan. But for many, a vote for his govern-
ment in Sanandaj did not amount to an affi rmation of support for the 
Islamic Republic.  50   People had faith, in some sense, that he might manage 
to make the most out of his negotiations with Tehran, despite their having 
little interest in the idea of an Islamic Republic. 

 In Tehran, meanwhile, the fi rst signs of disagreement within Iran’s 
new ruling establishment started to surface. Ayatollah Taleghani, who was 
known as a moderate, was reported to have taken issue with the unilateral 
decision making of the regime that was becoming commonplace, as well 
as its lack of tolerance for dissent. He spoke out the week following the 
elections in Kurdistan, stating that Iran was in danger of returning to 
authoritarian rule. This reportedly led to intense meetings between him 
and Khomeini, and what seemed to be a public rebuke by the Ayatollah, 
saying that Mr. Taleghani (instead of Ayatollah Taleghani) is “sorry” for 
what he did. The relationship between Taleghani and the regime remained 
rather tense throughout the summer.  51   

 Still a largely popular regime’s offi cial choice to represent the Kurdish 
people, Moftizadeh remained steadfast in trying to convince citizens in 
Sanandaj who were on the fence about the merits of engaging with the 
Islamic Republic. “Without dialogue, we have no chance,” he argued, 
taking the position that even if attempts at achieving autonomy failed, 
fi nding an Islamic solution to the problem was the only one that would be 
acceptable to the regime. At the end of May 2015, Moftizadeh traveled 
to Tehran to meet for a second time with Ayatollah Khomeini himself. 
While speaking to the Imam, he reportedly “announced that the Kurds 
were willing to be part of the Islamic Republic, and that they believed in 
Sunni–Shia unity. He encouraged Khomeini not to create policies that 
would revive old inter-Islamic tensions, by disadvantaging Sunnis in the 
constitution … He also advocated for cultural and linguistic rights within 
a unifi ed Iran, making specifi c reference to the Kurds.”  52   The Imam was 
reportedly cordial, and positive in response to Moftizadeh’s demands. 

 Upon returning to Tehran, Moftizadeh was met by supporters at the 
airport. In addressing his supporters, he informed them that high-ranking 
members of the government had assured him that all was on track for 
autonomy to minorities in any new constitution. He further informed 
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them that despite withdrawing his name from elections for the consti-
tutional “Assembly of Experts” (The fi rst  majleseh khobregan) , he would 
be attending the meetings that would be chaired by his friend Ayatollah 
Beheshti. Toward the end of his speech, he also uttered a fateful sentence 
that would come to defi ne his legacy in the eyes of his critics: “The prom-
ise of autonomy is in my pocket.” 

 Meanwhile,  peshmerga  guerillas of the KDPI and Komala were infl ict-
ing losses on the Iranian army in the Kurdish region, and any negotiations 
or cease-fi res between the Kurds and the central government proved to 
be short-lived. While the City Administrative Council formally governed 
the city of Sanandaj, rebels allegedly aligned with Komala also launched 
attacks against local makeshift police stations and organs of the central 
government throughout the summer months of 1979, weakening the for-
mal government’s authority.  

   A CONSTITUTIONAL SHAM, AND A FALLOUT 
WITH THE REGIME 

 The idea of forming a democratically elected body to draft a constitution 
was one that was fi rst proposed by Khomeini while in exile in France. The 
Imam announced that a “Constituent Assembly” would be elected from 
the people to adopt a new constitution, and that such assembly would 
later have power transferred to it from any interim government.  53   But the 
summer of 1979 saw a different process unfold. 

 After the initial referendum for an Islamic Republic passed, elections 
were indeed planned for a constitutional approval council, in line with the 
idea of a Constituent Assembly. In preparation for these elections, draft 
constitutions were prepared and published between April and June. These 
drafts were somewhat promising, making specifi c reference to minority 
rights and the Kurdish ethnicity. The leftist Kurdish parties still called for 
more specifi cs in the areas of resource sharing and freedom of education 
in one’s mother tongue, but many were optimistic. That summer, how-
ever, the fortunes of the Kurds, as well as Moftizadeh, would change for 
the worst. 

 Khomeini believed that the preliminary versions of the constitution 
were suffi ciently advanced in their draft forms. In his view, a draft consti-
tution should be put to a referendum right away without elections, and 
without a Constituent Assembly’s review and approval. When there was 
pushback from non-Islamist groups as well as some of Khomeini’s own 
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entourage, including Ayatollah Taleghani, a different assembly was autho-
rized: A smaller and less representative “Assembly of Experts,” which 
refl ected approximately one representative for every 500,000 constituents. 
This body would perform a fi nal review and approve the constitution. 
Ironically, those who pushed back on the idea of an immediate referen-
dum would live to regret the decision. 

 Abdul Rahman Ghassemlou decided to contest the Assembly of Experts 
elections for the mixed Kurdish and Turkish city of Urumieh, in Northwest 
Iran (as Mahabad was not given a seat). By August 1979, after a summer of 
fi ghting,  peshmerga  forces effectively had control of a number of important 
cities in Kurdistan, including Mahabad and Paveh. This made Ghassemlou’s 
participation in the elections rather remarkable; most importantly, it signi-
fi ed a continued willingness on the part of the KDPI to acknowledge sov-
ereignty of the central government over the Kurdish region. Moftizadeh, 
for his part, decided to withdraw his candidacy in the elections and seek 
to be a neutral expert consultant to the constitutional body on ethnic and 
religious issues. Elections for the assembly were planned, and took place 
on August 3, 1979. Earning approximately 80 % of the vote, Ghassemlou 
successfully won a seat in the Assembly of Experts. 

 Between the time that the elections took place and the assembly was 
convened, however, the heaviest fi ghting in months took place in the 
Kurdish region. Notably, the central government failed in a surprise 
attempt to recapture the city of Paveh, suffering heavy losses. Khomeini 
was incensed; he chastised the army for lacking dedication, and demanded 
a redoubled effort in Kurdistan.  54   On August 18, Khomeini issued his 
fi rst  fatwa  to the armed forces as commander in chief. Merciless in its 
content, he directed the armed forces of the revolution to march on 
Kurdistan immediately, threatening them with severe punishment if they 
were not successful.  55   This was arguably his most ardent and direct public 
call to war to date, even including his responses to the Shah’s crackdown 
on protesters. 

 Just as quickly as news came of Ghassemlou’s victory in the elections, 
then, determination to prevent his participation became evident. In the 
week leading up to the fi rst meeting of the Assembly of Experts on August 
18, the KDPI party was offi cially banned. Ghassemlou was publicly 
declared a corrupt individual belonging to the “party of Satan.”  56   His can-
didacy and membership in the constitution-writing body was annulled, as 
thousands of government soldiers were battling  peshmerga  a few  hundred 
miles away with limited success. 
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 When news spread of Khomeini’s cancellation of Ghassemlou’s election 
victory, pressure began to mount on Moftizadeh, who again was invited to 
the assembly as an independent expert, to boycott. 

 Moftizadeh and Ghassemlou enjoyed a moderately amicable relation-
ship until this point. The KDPI’s platform of democracy for Iran and 
autonomy for Kurdistan, and its nationalist agenda, was acceptable to 
Moftizadeh. This was in stark contrast to Moftizadeh’s non-acceptance 
of Komala, whose Marxist agenda was partly dedicated to destroying con-
servative religious tradition in Kurdish society. Geographically speaking, 
as discussed previously, KDPI was not a main rival to Moftizadeh in the 
Southern-Iranian Kurdistan region around Sanandaj. Perhaps most impor-
tantly, as a former leader in the KDPI itself, Moftizadeh maintained a 
great deal of sympathy to the cause of Qazi Muhammad and early Kurdish 
nationalists of the Mahabad Republic. All of that being said, however, 
Moftizadeh could not reconcile giving up the region’s only representation 
in the constitution-drafting body at a stage when the draft of the consti-
tution seemed to be on the borderline of acceptability. KDPI’s original 
charter that established the Mahabad Republic announced that “rights are 
not given, but taken.” To the contrary of this, Moftizadeh argued that in 
the face of a civil war that was aligning much of non-Kurdish Iran behind 
the government, not speaking at all was the only way to guarantee that no 
progress would be made. He declared that he would attend the meetings. 
Moftizadeh was in effect gambling his political capital on the outcome of 
the constitution. 

 When it convened, the Assembly of Experts surprised many by imme-
diately discarding much of the draft constitution seen two months prior. 
Instead, subcommittees organized closed-door drafting sessions on a 
new constitution that would contain more Islamic jurisprudential fea-
tures, including the cornerstone of Khomeini’s famous idea of  velayateh 
faqih,  or guardianship of the jurisprudent.  57   None of these additions 
comported with the values of Sunni Islam as interpreted by most schol-
ars, and even less so the idea of minorities’ rights. Moftizadeh kept a 
close eye on the proceedings and engaged committee members in dis-
cussions about the importance of establishing a constitution that would 
satisfy all of Iran’s citizens. 

 Meanwhile, approximately three days after the inauguration of the First 
Assembly of Experts toward the end of August, Khomeini ordered a siege 
of the city of Mahabad. For the fi rst time since the revolution, the Khomeini 
government employed large-scale air sorties, bombing the city with fi ghter 
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jets, followed by tank regimens. Reports of a massacre turned out to be 
credible, with hundreds eventually confi rmed dead. The regime was unsuc-
cessful in defi nitively prying the city out of the hands of the mostly KDPI 
militia, who, after retreating, would ultimately take back the city.  58   

 In Sanandaj, the central government had played cat and mouse with 
rebels since the failed takeover of the military garrison in March. With ten-
sions running high after heavy casualties in other parts of Kurdistan, it was 
unclear who had control of the city as September approached. Without a 
constitution or a permanent constituent assembly, the revolution’s meting 
out of order and justice was necessarily rudimentary at this stage. In addi-
tion to sending armed units to crush rebel activity, Ayatollah Khomeini 
also instructed that those captured in battle against the army of Islam be 
punished immediately.  59   A makeshift judge (Ayatollah Mohammad Sadeq 
Khalkhali) was sent to Kurdistan to hold trials; he would soon make a 
name for himself. 

 Khalkhali was fi rst dispatched to the cities of Paveh and Mariwan, from 
where news quickly spread that a number of Kurdish rebels had been tried 
and executed for treason against the government.  60   Harrowing stories of 
torture and ruthless apprehension of suspected rebels by any means, fol-
lowed by mass burials would surface.  61   Rumors spread that Maktab Quran 
members had apprehended suspected communists and handed them over 
to the Iranian army, which was denied by the group.  62   Khalkhali’s next 
stop was Sanandaj. Similar news came there that judgments were handed 
down immediately after “trials” lasting only seconds, from a rudimentary 
“courthouse” established inside of Sanandaj’s airport. The mere suspicion 
of membership in a rebel group brought the death penalty, without the 
opportunity to present evidence by the accused. 

 Then the next morning, on August 27, the Iranian daily  Ettela’at  news-
paper released an anonymous photo under the caption “ 40 people executed 
by fi ring squad in Sanandaj, Mariwan, and Paveh. ” The picture, a vivid, 
black-and-white still of what looked to be a fi ring squad, was report-
edly taken at Sanandaj’s airport. The image, picturing blindfolded men, 
some of them injured, falling backwards to their deaths in an open fi eld, 
went “viral,” being picked up by international publications within days. 
Shocking the conscience of the world, it was the fi rst glimpse into hith-
erto opaque stories of the revolutionary government’s use of violence, 
which, in less than a year, was making the Shah’s pale in comparison. It 
became arguably the most iconic photo to come out of revolutionary Iran, 
 winning a Pulitzer Prize. 
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    Many of those executed in Sanandaj were reported to be Komala mem-
bers, which automatically raised suspicion of Moftizadeh and Maktab 
Quran’s involvement. The group blamed Maktab Quran for treasonous 
cooperation with the regime in hunting down other Kurds, a charge that the 
group continued to deny.  63   Khalkhali, upon whom history would bestow 
the name “Hanging Judge,” would leave Sanandaj and move on to other 
Kurdish cities, reproducing his justice machine everywhere he went. In later 
years, Khalkhali would be asked repeatedly about the nature of his trials, 
and whether he had any regrets. His response was famously that to the 
contrary, he would repeat every execution again if he could. With respect to 
cooperation with Maktab Quran, he would later confi rm that Moftizadeh 
had no part in helping him capture or execute Kurdish “infi dels,” and in 
fact sought to prevent the executions. Quite the opposite, he described 
Moftizadeh as a separatist that, like the other ill-fated defendants in his 
court, deserved to be tried and ultimately receive the “judgment of God.”  64   

 Regardless of whether Moftizadeh’s collaboration with the regime was 
real or imagined, Moftizadeh’s supporters report that Komala increased 
violence against them in that winter of 1979, ratcheting up intra-Kurdish 

  Image 10    Firing squad at Sanandaj airport.  Source : © Jahangir Razmi/Magnum 
Photos       
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violence in Sanandaj that complemented Kurdistan’s war with the regime. 
The word  jash , or traitor, originally coined by  peshmerga  to describe Kurds 
who collaborated with the Iraqi regime in the 1960s, began to be used 
widely to describe Maktab Quran members.  65   Dozens of Maktab Quran 
members reported being attacked by Komala partisans, with a number of 
them beheaded by alleged Komala members.  66   Komala leadership today 
denies these allegations.  67   

 In this environment of uncertainty in Kurdistan, the drafting sessions 
on the constitution continued in Tehran. As a special observer on the 
subject of minority ethnic and religious rights at the Assembly of Experts, 
Moftizadeh fought to prevent the exclusion of provisions relating to 
rights of Kurds (and other ethnicities), as well as the distinction of Shia 
Islam as the offi cial religion of the republic. Moftizadeh made passionate 
appeals in front of the assembly, stating that the constitution passed as 
drafted would lead to potentially violent division between Iranians. He 
was reportedly supported in his disagreement with signifi cant sections 
of the draft constitution by a number of clerics who supported a more 
minimal role for the clerical establishment, including Ayatollah Taleghani 
himself. Taleghani, who was an early proponent of limited clerical rule in 
the Islamic Republic, took issue most with the discarding of the secular 
portions of the constitution in favor of Islamic jurisprudential ones. He 
was purportedly in disagreement about the necessity of the institution of 
 velayateh faqih , as well. In early sessions of the assembly, he was successful 
in arguing for the institution’s exclusion. 

 Then, on September 9, 1979, news that Ayatollah Taleghani had col-
lapsed during a meeting with the Soviet Ambassador to Iran hit the news-
wire. Shortly thereafter, Taleghani, known as the most progressive cleric in 
the ruling establishment, died. Like so much about Iran’s history during 
the revolution, his death was shrouded in mystery; the last powerful mod-
erate in the Assembly of Experts was gone. Just days later,  velayateh faqih  
was voted to be added in the constitution’s draft, according to minutes of 
the assembly’s sessions that were released later. 

 Moftizadeh sensed that events were spiraling out of his control to the 
detriment of his position, and the optimism he had placed in negotiations 
with the government began to unravel. With little hope in further engage-
ment with the Assembly of Experts, Moftizadeh made a trip to Qom and 
requested a meeting with the Imam. It was the morning after Section 12 
of Article 1 of the constitution was approved by the assembly, declaring 
Shia Islam the offi cial religion of Iran. 
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 Moftizadeh was met in Qom by Khomeini’s son Ahmad, and escorted 
to a room in the seminary. A prominent religious scholar from Baluchistan 
(also a Sunni) who will remain unnamed, as well as Majed Rohani, accom-
panied Moftizadeh to the meeting. They sat in a simple room there and 
waited for the Imam. Rohani narrates:

   Khomeini entered and sat next to Moftizadeh, to his right. [The Baluchi 
cleric] was to Khomeini’s right, and I sat in the corner of the room. Moftizadeh 
recounted events of recent days to him (Khomeini). He chronologically described 
events related to the drafting of the constitution, and then began his argument 
… He stated that if the constitution passes as it is, then Sunni Shia rivalry and 
violence would be unavoidable. He referenced past promises made to him and 
said that he was being deceived. Khomeini listened, then placed Moftizadeh’s 
hand on his left knee and spoke. He said that on his side, he also had his neces-
sities [and his requirements for building consensus]. He said that there were 
certain people in the government that would not accept a constitution as 
Moftizadeh wanted it, and asked rhetorically how he was supposed to propose 
that these elements be forced into the constitution [with the implicit reference 
to the fact that the Kurds had been anything but cooperative since the revolu-
tion, and did not have much support outside of Kurdistan]. ‘If people continue 
to die, are you willing to have the blame to be on your neck?,’ Khomeini asked 
rhetorically. He looked at [the Baluchi cleric], who responded with a cowering 
‘no.’ Moftizadeh, after a pause, responded, ‘we have pursued dialogue honestly. 
[We are the minority and we just want our rights.] If there is bloodshed, it is 
not our fault, it is the fault of the government. It is your fault.’ After hearing 
this, Khomeini’s face became agitated. He stated that he was tired, got up, and 
left the room.   68   

   Hours after meeting with Khomeini, Moftizadeh then went to see 
what he perceived as another moderate cleric in Qom who was one of 
Iran’s highest-ranking (Grand) Ayatollahs, Ayatollah Mohammad Kazem 
Shariatmadari. Shariatmadari was also infl uential among many of the mem-
bers of the Assembly of Experts. Majed Rohani remembers Shariatmadari’s 
home being much fancier than where the Imam stayed. They were served by 
household staff and told to wait. When Shariatmadari arrived, Moftizadeh 
repeated the arguments that he had made to Khomeini. After an impas-
sioned delivery by him, Shariatmadari responded rather nonchalantly that 
writing a constitution was a process, and that it would take some time. He 
encouraged Moftizadeh to be patient. Shariatmadari would not specifi cally 
address the fact that certain untenable sections had already been agreed; 
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Moftizadeh left in defeat.  69   It was at that moment, in the belief of Majed 
Rohani, that Moftizadeh had a change of heart vis-à-vis the regime. He 
began to believe that more likely than not, he was being intentionally mis-
led. The consequences of all of the events of the last year dawned on him. 

 If Moftizadeh was going to be snubbed by the revolution’s leadership, 
he decided he would make his voice heard publicly. It was, it could be 
said, his last hope of changing the tide of events before the constitution 
was fi nalized and the mayhem in Kurdistan escalated still further. A Tehran 
mosque famous for its history of activism—where Ali Shariati presented 
his reformist interpretations of Islam that would liken him to a Muslim 
Martin Luther, and Mehdi Bazargan presented his controversial ideas of 
Islam and the state—Moftizadeh entered the hallowed grounds at the 
Hosseinieh Ershad.  70   When the time for his fi rst sermon came, at the top 
of his voice, he spared no feelings:

   In the name of Islam, they have arrested a world of Sunnis and Shias, these 
liars! How dare you compare Khomeini to the companions of the Prophet? 
One thousand Khomeinis does not rise to the level of one of them … (speaking 
directly to the regime) You mischievous, honorless men! You claim we are broth-
ers, and then when a Sunni criticizes Khomeini, you threaten to arrest him and 
call him a hypocrite, a wretched man. Is this brotherhood? I thank God that 
until now we have not sunk to the level of calling you nonbelievers. I thank God 
that until now we have not claimed that God is on our side, that our religion 
is correct and yours is wrong. Thank God for that. I encourage you to not put 
division between us either … We for our part don’t criticize this government on 
their religion, no. The leaders of this government, who are drunk with power, we 
criticize them as men, when they put this many Sunnis and Shias and Muslims 
behind bars, that’s why we criticize them. In the face of all of your treachery, 
we have not retaliated against one of you. But we will announce it … You say 
that Guardianship of the Jurisprudent is the true Islam, but we are against the 
Guardianship of a man, we don’t accept man, we accept the Quran: (reciting 
the Quran) amrahom shura beinahom. Whether you call it the Royal Shah’s 
government, or Velayateh Faqih, the rule of one man is the rule of one man … 
May the hands of the treacherous be broken!   71   

   After openly declaring in a Shia mosque that the regime was deceit-
ful, and that he no could longer cooperate with the Imam (Khomeini, 
who he compared to the Shah in his arbitrariness), a number of listeners 
grew agitated. Moftizadeh was forced to leave the mosque through a back 
entrance.  72    
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   THE HIJRAH 
 Moftizadeh returned to Sanandaj in the midst of an all-out war between 
Kurdish rebels and the central government. The drafting of the constitu-
tion in its fi nal stages, his decision to no longer work with the regime could 
only do so much to save his reputation. A handful of copies of his speech 
at Hosseinieh Ershad were distributed around the city by supporters, but 
the sound of government artillery and fi ghter jets drowned out the limited 
effect such an about-face could have on Moftizadeh’s tarnished  reputation 
in the eyes of many. His detractors sought to paint his supposed falling 
out with the regime, which they called a hoax, as yet another devious plot 
by the Islamic Republic to deceive the Kurds. Komala, in particular, suc-
cessfully consolidated its base of support when it was proven that the wise 
man of God, as they once called him, was the last leader in Kurdistan to 
break with the regime that had murdered so many Kurdish civilians in cold 
blood.  73   A painfully satiristic expression began to make its way around 
Sanandaj: “Ahmad Moftizadeh took his suit to the cleaners, and forgot to 
remove the ‘promise of autonomy’ from his pocket beforehand.” 

 By November 1979, the capital of the  Kordestan  province Sanandaj 
was effectively divided between an increasingly militant Komala group and 
Maktab Quran adherents who had lost much of their political mandate 
and raison d’être after the fallout with the regime. To make matters practi-
cally worse for Moftizadeh, the regime’s military offensive that restored 
government control over many of Kurdistan’s urban centers proved to be 
temporary. By December, the majority of Kurdistan’s major cities were 
under the effective control of Kurdish parties again. This intimated to 
many that the war option for Kurdish guerillas was working. 

 Also by this time, the Assembly of Experts had submitted its fi nal draft 
of the constitution. Its contents were manifestly inimical to the idea of 
minority rights, and arguably, democracy in Iran. In addition to Shia Islam 
being the offi cial religion of the country, the Persian language became the 
offi cial language of Iran (after the concept of ethnicity was publicly ruled 
un-Islamic by Khomeini), and  velayateh faqih  gave one Shia theologian 
arbitrary veto power over much of the country’s affairs. When the new 
constitution of the Islamic Republic of Iran went to a nationwide refer-
endum during the fi rst week of December, voter turnout was much lower 
than in previous referenda and virtually non-existent in Kurdistan and cer-
tain other minority provinces. It nonetheless passed with an  overwhelming 
majority. Moftizadeh’s political failure was fi nalized. 
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 On a cold winter day in Sanandaj, Moftizadeh’s brother Abdullah was 
at home with his family. The family’s oldest son Reza, younger brother to 
three sisters, went to take some garbage from the kitchen to the street. 
Within a few seconds of him closing the front door, shots rang out. Reza 
scrambled back into the home to his startled family. When Abdullah went 
outside to investigate, he was forced to run back into the home under a 
hail of bullets. The holes left on the outside wall of the family home were 
evidence enough for the family that Komala members had tried to assassi-
nate Moftizadeh’s brother and nephew. This came on the heels of multiple 
attempts at Moftizadeh’s own life in the months prior.  74   

 At this juncture, despite his instructions, Moftizadeh also became aware 
of rumors that his followers and supporters were involved in instances 
of armed confl ict with Komala rebels. Individuals who claimed allegiance 
to Moftizadeh had more likely than not committed their own retaliatory 
attacks on Komala members in Sanandaj. With hope for a political resolu-
tion lost and violence increasingly commonplace, it did not take much 
to imagine that events in Sanandaj could spiral into an all-out turf war 
between the Kurdish parties. Komala and KDPI accused Maktab Quran 
of ongoing collusion with the regime, or at best, incompetence in being 
fooled by the revolutionary leadership that waged war in Kurdistan. These 
parties were still gaining in their popularity as the new year approached 
and they held onto Kurdish cities triumphantly. The irreconcilability of 
the Maktab Quran and Komala views of the world was coming to a head. 
Moftizadeh, even if he did not fear death, knew his life was in danger, 
and further understood that his assassination would lead to civil war in 
Sanandaj and beyond. To avoid fratricide, there was only one clear option 
for him. 

 In January 1980, Moftizadeh announced to his supporters that he would 
leave Sanandaj and take up residence in Kermanshah, two hours away.  75   In 
describing his decision, he made reference to the Prophet Muhammad’s 
 hijrah  from Mecca to Medina to avoid a confl ict with Meccan tribesmen 
who wanted to kill him.  76   Like the experience of the Prophet and his com-
panions, “though we do not want to kill them, they will kill us,” he stated, 
in reference to Komala sympathizers in Kurdistan. He forbade his follow-
ers from engaging in any fi ghting with rival groups, and invited anyone 
who feared for their life to leave the city. That same month, Moftizadeh 
followed through on his announcement. Komala had effectively won its 
battle for infl uence in Sanandaj as the Mofti’s son retreated. 
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 Over the course of the next year and a half, Komala and other Kurdish 
rebels would fi ght a bloody war with the central government that would 
cost thousands of lives, ultimately without success.  77    

   A WAR IMPOSED 
 From the city of Kermanshah, Moftizadeh continued to criticize the 
regime emphatically. He delegitimized its war against the Sunni minority, 
and denounced the Islamic Republic as being un-islamic—the ubiquitous 
“low-blow” of the revolutionary era. He instructed his supporters to boy-
cott all forms of political life in the regime and withdraw all cooperation 
with the government. 

 Despite formally withdrawing his support and participation for the new 
government and becoming yet another opposition fi gure in Kurdistan, 
Moftizadeh did not this time retreat into private scholarship. His expe-
rience of the last few years had convinced him that Iran’s Sunnis could 
never be properly served by a government that was suspicious of them and 
spiteful of their very core beliefs. He believed that Iran’s Sunni minority 
needed to organize among themselves if they were to survive.  78   For all of 
these reasons, he announced the creation of SHAMS ( Shurayeh Markazi 
Sunnat,  or The Sunni Central Council). As a civil society group but not 
a political party, he hoped it would be the unifi ed voice of Iran’s Sunnis 
at a time where a Shia government sought to stifl e it. Through the begin-
ning of 1980 to the end of that summer, KDPI forces seemed to take the 
mantle of negotiation in mostly backdoor channels with the regime on 
Kurdish issues, and the fi ghting continued. Regardless of how prevalent or 
how earnest such negotiations were, about which there is some disagree-
ment, they did not bear fruit. 

 On September 22, 1980, the unexpected event took place that would 
change the tide of Iran’s history forever. Sensing weakness in his primary 
and more powerful rival to the east, Saddam Hussein ordered a land and 
air invasion into Iran. His hope was to take control of Tehran and install a 
friendly government, while annexing the oil rich portions of the south of 
the country. The recipe for success seemed to be there: The Iranian mili-
tary was bogged down in Kurdistan, with many of its star generals from 
the former Royal army either executed or imprisoned. There was political 
dissatisfaction on a number of fronts domestically, and there were ethnic 
minorities (including Arabs) that would surely take advantage of such an 
attack to further ratchet up their confl ict with the Islamic regime. 
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 In the war’s fi rst months, as predicted, the Iranians suffered heavy 
losses in land and personnel. The revolutionary government that inherited 
one of the world’s most capable armed forces scrambled to defend itself. 
Air force pilots from the Shah’s army were yanked from their jail cells and 
thrown into American-made fi ghter jets and told to defend the homeland, 
as young Iranian men who had never held a gun traveled from all over the 
country to join the battle front and Khomeini’s call to jihad against the 
invading army. 

 The Kurdish rebels in Iran were also caught off guard by the invasion 
and struggled to defi ne what their position should be. On the one hand, 
joining the Iraqi army presented what seemed like the clearest opportunity 
yet to hand defeat to an Islamic Republic that had not acquiesced to any of 
their demands since the revolution. On the other hand, Saddam Hussein 
was also an established enemy of the Kurdish people, and collaborating 
with the Iraqi regime against the Iranian government would lead many 
Iranians to believe that the Kurds’ asserted desire to be included in a uni-
fi ed and democratic Iran was a sham. This led to a number of confused 
alliances that were fl uid in the fi rst years of the war, exacerbated by the fact 
that in opportunistic fashion, the Iraqi KDP (with a much more tribal, and 
less idea-based alliance structure at this stage) colluded with the Iranian 
army to fi ght Iranian Kurdish forces in return for benefi ts if Iraq were 
defeated. Other Iraqi Kurdish groups, including the PUK, fought along-
side their Kurdish Iranian cousins.79

  Meanwhile, some of the revolution’s losing political movements, most 
notably the leftist People’s Mujahedin (MKO) went underground and 
began a terror campaign against the Islamic Republic’s leadership with 
the hopes of bringing down the regime from within. Ayatollah Beheshti 
and Mohammad Javad Bahonar, two of the highest-ranking offi cials of the 
Islamic Republic with whom Ahmad Moftizadeh refl ected on prospects 
for regime change from the Shah’s jail cells, were just two of the many 
notables killed in such attacks. By the end of 1981, Iran was in the midst 
of a full-scale war on all possible fronts. 

 Iran ultimately judged that consolidating its domestic arena was an 
essential fi rst order of business in the uphill battle it fought with the 
invading Iraqi army. The Revolutionary Guard elite of the Iranian military 
redoubled efforts in the Kurdish region. In hoping to capitalize on the 
now recognized utility of a potent Kurdish nationalism and identity, Iran 
sought to organize the “Muslim Peshmerga” forces to cooperate with 
paramilitary units. The idea behind forming this militia was to partially 
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acknowledge ethnic identity while capitalizing on the anti-Communist 
sentiment of traditional conservative Kurdish society. By all accounts, this 
attempt failed to organize a signifi cant portion of Iran’s Kurdish Sunnis—
most of the “Muslim Peshmerga”’s participants were tribal mercenaries or 
Shia Kurds. This meant that participation in the militia was practically insig-
nifi cant. However, rumors spread that some of these Muslim Peshmerga 
members pledged allegiance to Ahmad Moftizadeh. As Moftizadeh pub-
licly disavowed the group, the Iranian government simultaneously began 
its most indiscriminate sweep of political dissidents within the country. 
One of their primary targets were members of Maktab Quran that had 
publicly fallen out with the regime. They apprehended a number of these 
individuals in Sanandaj, where the political crackdown was heaviest, in 
August 1982. It was likely only a matter of time before they expanded the 
crackdown to other cities in Kurdistan. 

 *** 
 One hot summer day in Kermanshah, where, with a bit of imagina-

tion, the pleasant warmth of the afternoon could conceal for at least a few 
moments the cold and calculating war that was raging just miles away, 
Moftizadeh received a very special visitor in his home. The famed Kurdish 
poet, Abdul Rahman Sharafkandi, affectionately known as Mamosta 
(Chief) Hajar, had sought out a mutual contact and organized to make 
Moftizadeh’s acquaintance, traveling to him from a suburb of Tehran. 
Hajar was a living icon of Kurdish culture. A poet and author of Kurdish 
literature, he was an early rebel of the Mahabad Republic who was forced 
into exile, only to later return to Iran. He is credited, in his dozens of 
written texts, of having helped formalize the modern Kurdish language. 
Upon learning that a number of Moftizadeh’s closest followers had been 
rounded up across Kurdistan in the government crackdown, he wanted to 
speak to Moftizadeh, a friend of his, and also relay a message. 

 When they fi nally sat together, he spoke. “Kaka Ahmo,” as Moftizadeh 
was affectionately known, “you know they are probably thinking about 
arresting you. If anything, they are planning it now.”  80   Moftizadeh 
responded, looking his friend in the eye, “I know.” Hajar continued, “I 
think you should leave the country. I have contacts that can help get you 
out of Iran. They are very professional men. There is no danger involved, 
and it would be their pleasure as a favor to me.”  81   

 Moftizadeh responded to Hajar, asking rhetorically, “It’s not only 
about me. What about the people they have arrested? If I leave, what will 
happen to them? Aren’t I the reason they were captured?” “They might 
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kill them instead,” Moftizadeh fi nished. Hajar understood the point Moftizadeh 
was trying to make. But he nonetheless continued to reason with him, stating 
that his life was in danger, and if he left, it may actually help settle the nerves of 
the regime. That might even be the reason that they had not arrested him yet. 
But Moftizadeh did not entertain Hajar’s suggestion. “If they arrest me, maybe 
they will release the others. My place is here.  Zor spas Mamosta gian  (thank you 
dear Chief).” 

 While in Tehran a week later, Moftizadeh sat in the home of Baba 
Mardokh Rohani, a respected Kurdish author and close family friend. It 
was August 30, 1982, and someone rang at the gate downstairs. Majed 
Rohani had just opened the apartment door on his way out into the 
city, and stated that he would go down to see who had rang. When he 
opened the gate to the street, four men pushed their way through and 
demanded to be told where Ahmad Moftizadeh was. They immediately 
charged up the stairs without waiting for an answer. Majed noticed a van 
waiting outside, fl anked with a handful of other men. He recognized one 
of the men as someone who had posed as a Komala sympathizer a week 
ago in the offi ces of the publishing house where Majed worked. He was 
very surprised to see this man, who identifi ed himself as “Ali Kayhan”; it 
dawned on him that the government had been secretly monitoring him 
and Moftizadeh in the weeks prior. The inevitability of what was happen-
ing quickly caught up with him. 

 Against the protests of the family, the men forced Moftizadeh down the 
stairs and into the waiting van. The younger men of the family obstructed 
the car with their bodies, insisting that they accompany the group wher-
ever they were going. “Kayhan” tried to reason with them to get out of 
the way, before they eventually powered through the men, nearly running 
them over. The van disappeared down the street.  

   CONCLUSION 
 We have reviewed remarkable details about the inter- and intra- 
connectedness of the various movements and personages in Kurdistan and 
Iran—from Moftizadeh meeting and befriending future Shia revolution-
ary leaders in the Shah’s prisons to his ultimately being ideologically pitted 
against his own family by marriage. But there is perhaps no better example 
of the fi ne line between brotherhood and division that existed in Iranian 
Kurdistan at this time than a story related by Moftizadeh’s niece, daughter 
of Ahmad’s older brother Abdullah. When she traveled back to Iran on 
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the occasion of Abdullah’s passing away in the late 80s, she was surprised 
to see a poster of Ayatollah Khomeini up in the family’s home outside of 
Tehran. It turned out that even with his brother Ahmad in the Islamic 
Republic’s jails, and despite hosting Moftizadeh on occasional home visits 
from prison and praying daily for his release, he kept a picture of Ayatollah 
Khomeini up in his home until he died. So embittered by what he saw 
as a terror campaign in Kurdistan by the “Communists” that forced him 
and his family out of Sanandaj, he supported the government’s successful 
effort to subdue them. 

 Moftizadeh’s perennial mistake in the eyes of many Kurdish nationalists 
was his optimism about the intentions of the revolutionary government, 
and his painstaking attempts at forming a consensus with it instead of 
siding with the other Kurdish parties and their demands unilaterally. But 
Moftizadeh was right when he stated that the revolution and its lead-
ers were extremely popular in Iran. Most of Iran was optimistic about 
the intentions of the Imam. Most of Iran trusted the regime to be more 
democratic than the previous regime. The real question, then, is not why 
Moftizadeh associated with the revolution’s leadership; it is why the rest of 
Kurdistan did not. And there is an answer to this question. 

 The Iranian government would eventually gain control of all of the res-
tive Kurdish cities by the end of 1982. But battles in Kurdistan would con-
tinue throughout the Iran–Iraq war, on both sides of the border. In cities 
like Sanandaj and Mahabad, a generation of Kurdish men vanished in the 
haze of their leaders’ disparate ideas, leaving scars that continue to haunt 
the region today. Thousands of children born in close proximity to the war 
were left orphans, or if lucky, ended up in the diaspora, with their destinies 
forever altered by the hands of events that were uncompromising. Just 
miles away near the Iraqi border, Saddam Hussein would fi ght his own, 
even more brutal battle with the Kurds that he coined the Al-Anfal (Spoils 
of War) campaign after a verse of the Quran. The campaign culminated in 
the chemical weapons attacks on the Iraqi Kurdish city of Halabja broad-
cast in photos around the world. All told, Hussein killed nearly 200,000 
Kurds in less than three years, in what is now called a genocide. As the 
Islamic Republic and Ba’ath regimes painted their wars in Kurdistan as 
a  jihad  against the infi dels, Kurdish nationalism and sovereignty was the 
enduring ideology that all Kurdish parties advanced to some degree dur-
ing this period. 

 While some tribal leaders sought to denounce the leadership of the main 
Kurdish nationalist parties at the time of the revolution (especially those 
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tribes that were patronized by the Shah), most tribes pledged allegiance 
to one of the main Kurdish parties or were overwhelmed by the national-
ists. By the time of the Iranian revolution, Kurdish tribal identity for the 
majority had adopted Kurdish nationalism as the form of exceptionalism 
that would differentiate it from the “others” around it—Arab, Persian, and 
Turkish identity, as well as Islamism. In that sense, despite his nationalist 
credentials, as an Islamist, Ahmad Moftizadeh’s movement was an anach-
ronism. Islam was no longer a unifying factor in Kurdish identity by this 
time, and so seeking to make Islam a fundamental feature of a Kurdish 
movement, even one that emphasized nationalism secondarily, would nec-
essarily fail. 

 The Marxism of Komala, a group founded by Kurdish intellectuals in 
Tehran, would also fail to unite Kurdistan as Islamism did. Komala would 
soon form a practical alliance with Sheikh Ezzedin to broaden its base. 
And as Komala further developed, it essentially discarded the Marxist 
centrality of its doctrine.  82   Decades after the revolution, Komala and the 
KDPI would arguably become two branches of the same group, with 
Kurdish nationalism as their fundamental ethos.  83   Maktab Quran, for its 
part, continues to exist as a religious organization with Kurdish identity. 
As will be discussed, it is involved in no political activity, and remains a 
relatively small and devout core group of members. And as this book’s 
fi nal part explains, Iranian Kurdistan, like the rest of Kurdistan, has devel-
oped a cross-cutting Kurdish nationalism that is now the cornerstone of 
its political ambition. In an era of resurgent political Islam, no signifi cant 
Islamist presence exists across Kurdistan’s thousands of miles and 40 mil-
lion or so people. 

 Kurdistan did not follow the general Iranian pattern of optimism, asso-
ciation, and cooperation with the revolutionaries of the nascent Islamic 
Republic, because this was inimical to Kurdish identity as it had developed 
over the previous 100 years.  84    
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    CHAPTER 6   

          The Iran–Iraq war had a number of fallouts that were unforeseen when 
the world threw its support behind the Iraqi invasion. What may have 
seemed like a natural decision to support Saddam Hussein as a counter-
weight to Iran’s hostile and ambitious revolutionary government had its 
own hidden complications. As much of the West and the Arab world pro-
vided arms and logistical support to the Ba’ath regime, the most enduring 
effects on Iran were forged in the domestic political arena. 

 Ayatollah Khomeini was always the fi gurehead of the Iranian revolution, 
but an internal power struggle between all of the revolution’s participants 
continued for some time after 1980. It is now known that the injustice 
felt by ordinary Iranians of all political persuasions at the onset of the war 
created a unique unity of purpose across the country to defend the home-
land against Saddam and the world’s aggression.  1   This banding together 
and focus on a common purpose allowed Khomeini’s conservative wing to 
consolidate power domestically and purge enemies, as well as minimalist 
elements within the clerical establishment, with little fuss. Those actively 
seeking to destabilize the revolutionary government came to be seen by 
many as undermining the country’s survival. The international community 
did not have the relationship with Iran’s government that would have been 
necessary to discourage a bloody consolidation, and attempts to strengthen 
the drowning moderates in Iran’s new government (such as by way of the 
alleged arms sales to those factions) were in vain. With an Iranian populace 
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mostly focused on self-preservation, domestic politics took a backseat and 
the new government was forgiven for many of its shortcomings. 

 Behind a cloak of secret courts and maximum security prisons, revolu-
tionary judges administered rudimentary trials and issued mass execution 
orders, destroying opposition movements’ one alleged leader or member 
at a time. Many who were executed, including many innocent individu-
als with the wrong association at the wrong time, met their fates without 
the benefi t of any semblance of a fair trial. The 20-minute judgment and 
execution of 11 Kurds in Sanandaj by Iran’s hanging judge was just one 
of many examples—one that had the benefi t, or misfortune, of being cap-
tured by the camera’s eye for the world to behold. 

 As we have learned, even many of those who appeared with the 
Ayatollah in Paris or Tehran around his triumphant return were accused of 
treasonous plots and summarily executed as the conservative government 
consolidated its ideology and grip on rule. Henry Kissinger is famously 
reputed to have said that the only problem with the Iran–Iraq war was that 
“both [countries] can’t lose.” But both countries did lose, with thousands 
of lives lost and countless casualties on both sides. On the Iranian side, 
thousands of political prisoners were executed or tortured in Iran’s pris-
ons during the war, including Ahmad Moftizadeh. He would stay there 
for over a decade, with charges against him never formally announced.  2   
Through his letters from prison, and his limited permitted interaction 
with family and followers, this chapter seeks to reconstruct his ideological 
underpinnings and last days. 

   THE FALL OF 1982 
 When Ahmad Moftizadeh was arrested in August 1982, approximately 
200 other active members of Maktab Quran were also arrested. Their 
whereabouts were unknown for some time. At the end of 1982, a handful 
of them were released, and with their return to Sanandaj came harrow-
ing details of torture and mistreatment in the Islamic Republic’s jails. A 
common feature of the Islamic Republic’s broadcast television during this 
period was the “ideological regret” video. They featured prominent activ-
ists professing their curious new allegiance to the Islamic regime (after 
some time in jail).  3   Many of these activists were very well-known and 
ardent opposition fi gures to the regime; in some cases, the entire top brass 
of prominent groups would be paraded in front of the camera together for 
a mass confession. The released Maktab Quran members confi rmed that 
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the regime sought to force confessions and apologies from them, and were 
likely applying the most pressure to Moftizadeh himself. 

 Eventually, when it was revealed that Moftizadeh had been moved to 
Tehran’s notorious Evin prison, his family and supporters knew his short-
term release was rather unlikely. In the fi rst year he was in prison, he was 
only allowed to communicate with the outside world by phone a hand-
ful of times. He was not able to speak comfortably or for any signifi cant 
length, and was audibly in distress. When his family went to Tehran to try 
and see Moftizadeh at the prison, they were turned away repeatedly. What 
his family could not know yet was that he underwent physical torture 
which made his experience in the Shah’s jail pale in comparison. Prone to 
seizures due to a weak liver, Moftizadeh had taken seizure medicine daily 
for a number of years prior to being arrested, even breaking his fast on 
some occasions to consume this medicine which was essential to his well-
being. It was deprived to him for weeks at a time while in prison. One can 
imagine the result. 

 As doctors would later confi rm, the torture he received in solitary con-
fi nement also led to a number of broken bones for which he was never 
adequately treated. Perhaps the worst injury was the one to his neck, which 
confi ned him to a neck brace for the rest of his life. With a hood over his 
head, the tall Moftizadeh was pushed through a doorway nearly killing 
him.  4   Despite all of this, stubborn or principled, he remained an ardent 
critic of the Islamic regime during his entire time in prison, where he spent 
close to seven years in solitary confi nement.  5   In the end, Moftizadeh never 
appeared on state television to apologize. 

 One cannot help but refl ect on the advice he gave his niece about “being 
ready for jail,” as he squeezed her hand on that foreboding day in Tehran 
years ago. For Moftizadeh, a person so avowedly averse to political vio-
lence, yet so prone to temper tantrums, being a political prisoner in Iran’s 
revolutionary jails brought unthinkable misery. Preparation for the sort of 
treatment he received would have been impossible, with the tangible value 
of life so blurred in Iran’s war society. Hundreds, sometimes thousands, of 
Iranians died daily during those fi rst months of his imprisonment, at the 
hands of a neighboring country and countrymen alike. The execution of 
a perceived traitor, or someone who “endangered national security,” was 
a decision taken with lamentable ease. Moftizadeh’s companions and fol-
lowers who made offi cial inquiries about his condition often became sur-
veillance targets for Iranian intelligence, and requests to deliver a message 
or have some sort of communication with Moftizadeh inevitably failed. 
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Every day was a tentative one for Ahmad Moftizadeh’s supporters, wait-
ing for news of some fi nality, news which never came in that fall of 1982. 

 Maktab Quran members other than Moftizadeh stayed in prison for 
up to four years; by 1987, Maktab Quran says that all but Moftizadeh 
were released. Of course, this did little to satisfy his followers. They were 
naturally despondent at his continued isolation, and some reportedly left 
his movement to join the  peshmerga  and take up arms against the govern-
ment .  Despite the injustice felt by all of his followers during this period, 
though, and despite the climate of war in Kurdistan and Iran generally, 
Maktab Quran never actively advocated a violent response to Moftizadeh’s 
arrest. The nonviolent credo of the school turned movement’s leader 
holds strong to this day. 

 As the months and years rolled on, the Iran–Iraq war settled into a 
stalemate, and the  peshmerga  insurgency was effectively quelled by the 
Iranian army. Around the same time, the highest-ranking Shia religious 
theologian in Iran, Ayatollah Montazeri, had reportedly interceded with 
Ayatollah Khomeini to request leniency for Moftizadeh, whom he knew 
to be an honest scholar “loyal to Islam.”  6   One day, at the same home 
where Moftizadeh was apprehended in Tehran, a knock came at the door. 
To the surprise of the Rohani family that resided there, a number of men 
appeared, with a frail Moftizadeh in front of them. The day he was appre-
hended, he was 194 pounds. On his fi rst home visit, Majed Rohani, in 
shock at how much weight Moftizadeh seemed to have lost, weighed him 
again. He was now 119 pounds. 

 The occasional home visits became an infrequent routine where 
Iranian offi cials would show up randomly with Moftizadeh or call one 
of Moftizadeh’s family members the same day to inform them that 
Moftizadeh would be brought to attend some event—usually a funeral 
or mourning ceremony of a loved one. Naturally, all of these events had 
to occur in Tehran and he was never allowed to visit Kurdistan, for fear 
that his presence would immediately trigger broader hostilities again. 
Even in Tehran, a massive security contingent would be on hand to 
ensure that there was no trouble during these last minute drop-ins. On 
one of these occasions, Moftizadeh was brought to the funeral of Baba 
Mardokh Rohani, the close family friend from Tehran in whose home 
he was originally apprehended. Upon embracing one of his family mem-
bers and trusted confi dants, he placed a letter into his friend’s jacket, a 
gest that was caught by an onlooking guard. With many looking on in 
confusion, a number of armed Iranian offi cials reacted with force, jump-
ing on the men around Moftizadeh and Moftizadeh himself, separating 
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them and leaving the scene with the unfortunate prisoner. Another time, 
Moftizadeh  suddenly appeared with guards at the funeral procession of 
a friend and well-respected intellectual in Tehran. After the procession, 
Moftizadeh’s family requested his government escorts to allow him to 
return to one of the family residences for a few hours and have a meal. 
He was visibly tired and nobody had the opportunity to speak to him 
during the funeral, so the crowd was irritated by the idea of him leav-
ing right away. When the escorts refused, a melee ensued which nearly 
turned into a human shield to prevent him from leaving, were it not for 
the rapid evacuation of Moftizadeh. 

 Still looking to combat Iran’s stated desire to “export the revolu-
tion,” and undermine its credibility as Islam’s fl agbearer, Moftizadeh’s 
plight also became a small cause célèbre among Iran’s Sunni-Arab rivals. 
With help from Persian Gulf monarchies and their lobbying appara-
tuses, Moftizadeh’s story was taken up by organizations such as Amnesty 
International and Human Rights Watch to demonstrate Iran’s repression 
of religious minorities.  7   ,   8   Even non-governmental Sunni groups, such as 
the Muslim Brotherhood, reportedly advocated Moftizadeh’s release and 
claimed him to be an affi liated member.  9   There is no evidence to suggest 
he had any material contact with any of these governments or groups 
prior to or during his imprisonment. Nonetheless, all of this likely had the 
opposite effect of helping secure Moftizadeh’s release, as it allowed and 
encouraged the Iranian regime to paint Moftizadeh as a collaborator with 
foreign entities. One related anecdote corresponds to when Moftizadeh 
was on his longest escorted outside visit, on the occasion of his brother 
Abdullah’s death. During these three days in Tehran, he was allowed to 
speak by phone with friends and family, and among these conversations, 
he was called by a cousin in the USA and another family member who 
was living in Saudi Arabia. According to Moftizadeh’s family, these were 
the only two conversations he had by phone with anyone outside of Iran. 
When his cousin, a student of political science, was reading pro-Iranian 
government press out of Sanandaj some days later, she was shocked to 
fi nd an article on Moftizadeh, which contained a reference to his recent 
home visit, and his illicit “contacts by phone with external agents from the 
United States and Saudi Arabia.”  10   

 Despite these events, toward the late 1980s, as Moftizadeh aged and 
his health became more tenuous, monitored paper correspondence was 
allowed to reach him in prison. After the Iran–Iraq war had ended, when 
it was learned that Moftizadeh’s conditions in prison were improving, 
individuals would travel from Kurdistan to Tehran to try to visit him. 
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While these attempts were usually unsuccessful, sometimes a letter could 
be given to him after being cleared by authorities; slowly, an infrastructure 
developed for his followers to consolidate and deliver religious questions 
to him in prison by letter. While it is impossible to verify, individuals who 
were involved in the Maktab Quran movement during the revolution claim 
that his infl uence continued among the entire Sunni population of Iran. 
The content of the correspondence to him while in prison does indicate 
that he received letters from Sunni worshipers all over Iran, and this is at 
least one piece of evidence that seems to suggest this was true. Whenever 
Moftizadeh was allowed an escorted daytime release in Tehran to attend 
a proceeding of some kind, he was also allowed to leave a correspondence 
which in large part responded to the questions he had received by letter, 
and offered some general thoughts on spirituality and Islamic guidance.  11   
Many of the dates on his letters from prison correspond to the dates of 
these home visits as a result of the informal system described above.  12   After 
six years in prison, his fi rst archived letter is dated October 27, 1988:

  I thank God for the opportunity to address my brothers, sisters, and chil-
dren. That which is in my heart, that which I desire, is clearly far from my 
current predicament. But I will choose a few words quickly to express my 
thoughts to you. In a diffi cult situation like this, it is diffi cult for me to offer 
any guidance to you; I am so lucky and so fl attered to have you behind me 
[and still seeking my opinion on matters] … 

 Remember above all that your value is in your faith. And your value 
is in how much you do for the poor and needy. You should stay united 
by doing good together. Stay patient in the face of adversity, and if you 
have differences among you, do not let them divide you. Even if another 
Muslim makes mistakes, you should be patient and seek to nurture him. 
The goal should be to end confl ict, between people and between Muslims. 
You should be forgiving, so that God likes you. Do work for God and the 
people. If you have had a confl ict or disagreement with someone for some 
time, act to resolve it now. 

   On penning this short and high-level correspondence, he was likely 
given a small window to prepare—he notes in the letter that he wrote it so 
quickly, he did not have an opportunity to check it for spelling. 

 Moftizadeh’s letters over the next fi ve years would be less rushed, and 
amount to hundreds of pages of responses to questions from his followers, 
providing insight into his mind and spiritual evolution before his death. 
They are used as a primary guide for his followers today in seeking to 
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maintain the tradition of Maktab Quran in Sanandaj and beyond. It is 
important to remember here that there were many twists and turns that 
Moftizadeh’s ideas and viewpoints took prior to the interpretations he 
settled on before his death. Like many historical fi gures of note, he was a 
man of some contradiction, both in the chronology of his life and even in 
the details of his thinking at any given time. Where his ideas stood after 
a life of activism and two bouts in prison, as well as his temperament, 
were not always what they were a decade or two decades prior. However, 
Moftizadeh’s letters are the only reliable formal record of his fi nal spiritual 
outlook, and are the most acceptable attribution to him. Maktab Quran at 
this stage in the late 1980s settled on a place and saw itself the way it sees 
itself today: a religious organization (and not a “party”) made up of fol-
lowers of Moftizadeh, who accept his fundamental interpretations of God 
and spirituality. Those interpretations are presented here. 

  Image 11    Fundamental features of the Islam of Ahmad Moftizadeh       
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       THE QURAN IS ALIVE 

   All religious obligation can be summed up in one word: Affection.  13  —
Ahmad Moftizadeh 

   In the religious interpretation of Ahmad Moftizadeh, there was no 
“religion” of Islam, as distinguished between true versions of Christianity, 
Judaism, Buddhism, or Hinduism. There was only one God that all of 
these religions sought to articulate, and the spiritual connection to this 
God was personal before it was collective. There was no superiority among 
the prophets, of course, and disparaging interpretations of certain reli-
gious practices, such as the worship of statues as “idols” in other religions, 
were faulty and simplistic. The various formal religious attempts at con-
nection to the creator were all imperfect for Moftizadeh, and this included 
the formalized doctrinal Islam of modern times. 

 In the view of Ahmad Moftizadeh, Muslims failed to see that the 
Quran, written 1400 years ago, like the revelations in the Torah and other 
holy books, was not static. If they were to be inspired or sent by God, 
which he believed they were, they had to be applicable to all times. For 
Moftizadeh, if the believer sought in earnest to fi nd God in the Quran, he 
had to fi rst accept that it was a living text and its edicts were fl uid; impor-
tantly, the Quran could not be contrary to itself and the human spirit on 
any matter. It was for all times, and hence certain parts of it, if applied 
simplistically to modern times, rendered decidedly ungodly practices.  14   
“The Quran is not a book,” Moftizadeh said, “but a forest. A world. It 
lives, it breathes. Anyone who ever said ‘my religion,’ or ‘your religion,’ 
never understood religion.” 

 Seeking guidance from the Quran, given the complexity of its composi-
tion, was a two-part approach. First, the believer had to seek spirituality 
in earnest. Even Moftizadeh himself admitted that he spent much of his 
life failing at this task. Moftizadeh believed it possible to know the truth, 
with zero doubt, but still choose not to follow it. A simplistic analogy 
is the smoker who knows that smoking is bad for him, but continues to 
smoke. Following the path that you believe to be correct is a fi rst step in 
connecting to God.  15   

 Secondly, even if one can achieve this steadfastness in most parts of 
his or her life, having a trusted guide to interpret the religious “texts” is 
often necessary, given the different levels of progression that individuals 
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are in with regard to their spiritual development. Most interpretations 
of the Prophet’s actions, and many interpretations of the Quran, were 
shortsighted. Moftizadeh saw his role as a guide, being someone who had 
spent more time and effort at the internal struggle of betterment than 
others, as an acceptable role to have. There was, however, no compulsion 
in religion, and no compulsion in who such a person’s earnestly chosen 
guide would be. 

 This gives rise to another important feature of Moftizadeh’s thinking 
that appears frequently in his writings, relating to the traditions of the 
Prophet Muhammad himself. In standard Islamic doctrine, after the pre- 
eminent guidance of the Quran, the traditions of the Prophet (the  sunnah ) 
and his verbal pronouncements (the  hadith ), as narrated and recorded by 
individuals years after his death, are the main source of behavioral guid-
ance. For Moftizadeh, the content of these secondary sources were to be 
scrutinized heavily. “When you hear religious guidance, don’t believe it 
automatically. It does not matter who tells you. You have to verify, does 
it make sense? Does it go with the Quran? Even in the  hadith . You have 
to believe something is true before you follow it.”  16   He criticizes scholars 
and individuals who are not critical of  hadith  that clearly contradict the 
Quran. Without an in-depth knowledge of and bond with the Quran, one 
could not evaluate whether certain narrations of the  sunnah  were likely to 
be valid or not, in Moftizadeh’s view.  17    

   THE SHURA SYSTEM OF GOVERNANCE 

   As much as you try to be relevant from this land of Kurdistan, know that all 
decisions and events are decided in Tehran … Whether I am free or not, this 
country, Iran, is our collective prison.  18  —Ahmad Moftizadeh 

   The primarily administrative feature of Maktab Quran and Moftizadeh’s 
philosophy, central to the group’s ethos from the day Moftizadeh fi rst 
opened a Maktab Quran branch in Mariwan, is the  shura  system, or system 
of “consultation.” 

 This word, the title of one of the Quran’s chapters, is mentioned 
throughout the Muslim holy book and is commonly accepted to imply 
that at least to some degree, a Muslim has an obligation to make decisions 
on the basis of consensus with the community affected by such decisions. 
It is fi rst mentioned in the second verse of the Quran to refer to a  decision 
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on simple family affairs, which demonstrated to Moftizadeh that it was a 
crucial practice that should permeate every aspect of the believer’s life. 
A booklet entitled  Hokoomateh Islami , or Islamic government, which is 
a compilation of speeches that Moftizadeh gave on the subject, is in the 
Maktab Quran archives and sheds some light on the contours of this phi-
losophy. But as Maktab Quran members will tell you today, it is a simple 
concept: Every decision affecting a community should be made by consen-
sus. Moftizadeh would often rhetorically state a phrase from the Quran, 
 “amrahom shura beinahom,”  to imply that the  shura  system should apply 
to every piece of decision making among any two Muslims. This word and 
approach came to symbolize Maktab Quran’s platform during the Iranian 
revolution and its claim to be a democratic institution at its core. 

 When the Shah fl ed Iran and Moftizadeh left Sanandaj for Kermanshah, 
he sought to organize Iran’s Sunni population along the lines of the  shura  
system through an institution called SHAMS, or the Sunni Central Shura. 
In his mind, such an organization should be the mouthpiece for Iran’s 
Sunnis vis-à-vis the central government. This group, which “reluctantly” 
concerned itself with the religious and political matters of all of Iran’s  ahl 
al-sunnat  (Sunnis), was originally conceived in February of 1979, but its 
activities increased (and it was formally called SHAMS) when Moftizadeh 
fell out with the Islamic Republic. We also learned previously that in dis-
cussions with the Islamic Republic’s early leaders, Moftizadeh advocated 
implementation of such a system across Iran to consolidate the different 
Islamic interpretations that existed across the country. For him, the Islamic 
Republic’s fundamental system of governance should have been expressly 
based on an interpretation of the  shura  system as explained in the Quran, 
and he believed that if it were honestly applied, it would have achieved 
unity among all of Iran’s Muslims. As is explained in the next subchapter, 
his view on Islam in government and politics seems to have changed over 
time. Nonetheless, his imprisonment and his role in the republic’s offi cial 
life being extinguished, he encouraged Maktab Quran to function on a 
formal  shura  system for its own organizational purposes. 

 Moftizadeh explained the simplicity of application of the  shura  principle 
for his group from his confi nement. He started by clarifying that appealing 
to a formal  shura  system was not necessary if consensus could be found 
outside of such a system, usually within a person’s own family where most 
problems that were not strictly personal existed. In fact, as most members 
of Maktab Quran had full-time jobs outside of their group activities, it 
was discouraged that one should implicate the formal  shura  unless strictly 
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 necessary. Also partially due to constraints on the group’s ability to orga-
nize, he saw the  shura  as being very practical with respect to its administra-
tive composition. Election of members of the  shura  council should happen 
periodically (with period left undefi ned) and such members should be 
maintained through votes of confi dence with community members. The 
important factor here was that the  shura  should never maintain anything 
less than a majority of support with the group it oversees. Whenever there 
was a controversial debate on a subject, the  shura  should meet to hear the 
various sides of an issue. Opinions should be expressed, but an opinion 
was only as valuable as the respect that the opinion-giver garnered among 
the group; Moftizadeh saw his own voice as but one within the commu-
nity.  19   Solicited opinions of the  shura  on issues relating to individuals (and 
not the community) were not to be enforced by the community, as this 
would only be appropriate if the  shura  believed it had a monopoly on the 
truth, which went against the group’s fundamental ethos. Any enforce-
ment or ostracizing as a result of not following the  shura  also had the 
potential to alienate the individual from the core spirituality that Maktab 
Quran meant to promote, which was the worst of results for Moftizadeh. 

 In one letter, Moftizadeh responds to a piece of news given to him that 
certain community members were questioning his (Moftizadeh’s) judg-
ment. His response indicates that this did not present a problem for him, 
and was in fact encouraged.  20   In other writings, he also offers some recom-
mendations for appropriate behavior within the  shura,  such as maintaining 
a professional decorum through acts like avoiding the use of real names 
for purposes of blame or criticism.  21   In short, the  shura  would deliberate 
on community-related questions or those posed by community members, 
and in the end, an issue came up for a vote within the  shura . 

 Over time, for purposes of effi ciency, a sub- shura  of sorts called the 
 hay’at ifta’ wa qaza  was also formed to work in tandem with the larger 
 shura  consultative body. This was a group of religious scholars that were 
hand-picked by Moftizadeh and managed by the  shura  that would answer, 
in the fi rst instance, basic questions on proper religious etiquette and behav-
ior that existed within the Maktab Quran community. Practically speaking, 
this functioned like a consultative body of fi rst instance. If someone was not 
satisfi ed with their answer, they could still bring the subject to the  shura . 

 Moftizadeh had no illusions about the limits of the  shura  system for 
Maktab Quran purposes, particularly in a repressive Islamic Republic envi-
ronment. He nonetheless believed it was Quranically ordained, and as a 
democratic, consensus-driven approach, as good a system as could be 
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attained under the circumstances. In one of his later letters, he responds 
to some correspondence to him that articulated disappointment with the 
 shura’s  ability to fulfi ll its heavy agenda effi ciently and deal with the commu-
nity’s problems. He advises that everyone should manage their expectations 
vis-à-vis the  shura  administration, and that part of the responsibility may lie 
with the community for not seeking alternate means of dispute resolution 
and guidance, stressing the importance of dialog and trusted friends.  22   

 The  shura , despite its nature of representative consensus building, was not 
a political system in Moftizadeh’s view, but an administrative one. In fact, the 
 shura  in modern times should be apolitical. While addressing questions and 
concerns from his jail cell on the proper functioning of the  shura  system, he 
at the same time advocated a complete separation of Maktab Quran from the 
Iranian political process. We turn to this apparent anomaly next.  

   THE PRACTICAL SEPARATION OF ISLAM AND POLITICS 
 After announcing that the Iranian government’s promise of autonomy for 
the Kurdish people had been broken, Moftizadeh advocated the boycott 
of all political activity within the system of the Islamic Republic. This was 
an extension of his view that while politics was necessarily a zero sum 
game of interests, religious matters were essentially personal or at most 
community-driven in nature:

  Political action is not within our (Iran’s Sunnis) reach right now and we 
have little power in that arena. But that does not mean that we don’t make 
decisions among ourselves. We must try as much as we can to proceed on a 
proper Islamic and just basis. The most important part of this is working on 
our own purity [and honesty]. Religion and politics are very diffi cult to join 
together, if ever. And to the extent that you don’t have to get involved in 
politics [in this so-called “Islamic Republic”], you shouldn’t.  23   

   In this ideological evolution, there seems to be an inherent contra-
diction: How is it that Moftizadeh involved himself in politics, and then 
withdrew only when his project failed? Does that not intimate that an 
attempt at participation is acceptable? Further, is not the  shura  system 
for him, at its essence, meant to be applicable to all behavior, from family 
matters to those of a larger community? Did he not advocate himself for a 
 shura  system for the Islamic Republic itself? The only explanation one can 
reasonably settle on is that Moftizadeh’s view on the subject of religion 
and politics changed at least partially when he was in jail. 
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 As time went on, Moftizadeh became increasingly fi xated on the idea 
of man’s imperfection and lack of “true” knowledge of God. He was also 
acutely concerned with the popularity of religion and the perception of 
spirituality as an attractive and attainable virtue and not a burdensome 
one. He believed that it was the duty of religious scholars to promote 
religion as fl exible, and promote spirituality as a matter of degree and 
improvement over time. It was clear to him that prophetic tradition as 
instructed through stories in the Quran encouraged the acceptance of 
imperfection, not the ostracization or castigation of the religiously weak. 
In one of his letters, he discusses the mistake of Islamic scholars in making 
a simple religion seem ritualistic and complex, and blames these scholars 
for the lack of spirituality and acceptance of God’s call among some seg-
ments of society.  24   As discussed prior, he was infl uenced in this regard by 
other theologians that were active in Iran’s prerevolutionary landscape, 
such as Bazargan. For Moftizadeh, spiritual fundamentals in society were a 
precursor to any spiritually minded political system. On politics, he notes, 
“it is because of us. We are not ready … Even I am not ready, but I was 
forced … and you know well how we have suffered. Our lives, our mate-
rial, our spirits [have suffered].”  25   

 Partially as a result of this, with the benefi t of hindsight and ten years of 
decreasing popularity for the new Iranian government as a frame of refer-
ence, he appears to have scaled back the ambition of the  shura  system for 
the modern era of partisan politics. Instead, the  shura  should be an admin-
istrative tool for an organization that seeks to fi nd consensus  within its 
own chosen community ; this made the  shura  system potentially inapplicable 
for a country, which was composed of sometimes unwilling participants 
in a polity. In that realm, secular politics—which necessarily had some 
ideas prevail against other ideas, was more appropriate. Moftizadeh used 
the example of the Prophet Muhammad’s own life. Until the Prophet’s 
society in Medina was spiritually mature and all of its participants were 
similarly focused in their religiosity, he did not seek to impose his views 
or engage in promotion of his ideas through conquest. When individuals 
would engage Moftizadeh further on the Prophet’s approach, remark-
ing that such an eventuality “took about 5 or 6 years in Medina, right?,” 
Moftizadeh would say that “in the modern era, it could take closer to 
500 years for us to achieve that level of awareness and unity.”  26   

 For Moftizadeh, the  shura  system could work as a governing entity within 
a single religious denomination; within the boundaries of a particular sect 
of Islam, for example, when a righteous path forward is sought, the  shura  
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was appropriate. But the legitimacy of the  shura’s  dispositions here would 
not be political, but religiously administrative. Still, in this approach, there 
are inherent contradictions and diffi culties. Should one essentially only 
live in a society where his or her ideology or persuasion reigns? Maktab 
Quran followers say no; they state that secular politics should govern the 
administrative whole (which could be Islamic by name), while the  shura  
system should govern the personal matters of particular communities of 
Muslims. The closest and best alternative to the  shura  system for the wider 
society and its diverse ideas was representative democracy. This is until 
there is unity in the Islamic community as a whole—a unity whose future 
existence depends on the essential necessity of self- betterment for each of 
the whole’s individuals. So what happened if someone believed themselves 
also “forced to enter politics,” as Moftizadeh did? A follower of Maktab 
Quran and a close confi dant of Moftizadeh explained that anyone who 
wishes to enter politics must leave the group. This is because they believe 
themselves to no longer be a follower (of Moftizadeh and his ideas) ,  but a 
 mujtahid  (leader in thought) in their own right. 

 These are clearly not a pristine and non-contradictory set of positions. 
But on the ever so relevant subject of Islam and politics, Moftizadeh’s 
views can be most accurately summed up as follows: Insofar as there is 
any disagreement within society, Islam and religion generally should not 
be the basis for the politics of which ideas prevail, since differing reli-
gious interpretations will necessarily mean the imposition of one group’s 
spiritual view on another group. Islam does not accept such imposition 
of spirituality, but democratic, majoritarian politics is compatible with 
such imperfections, and is the best alternative in the human condition of 
disunity. Meanwhile, with respect to discrete problems, decentralization 
should give authority to the  shura.  To the extent a community can decide 
on a general leadership and ideological framework, the  shura  is appropri-
ate. The  shura  itself, of course, should also function democratically but on 
the basis of religious interpretation.  

   NONVIOLENCE IN ISLAM 

   Gandhi is the indirect student of the prophets.  27  —Ahmad Moftizadeh 

   We briefl y discussed the fundamental tenets on which Moftizadeh’s 
Islamic interpretation was built in our third chapter. These ideas  developed 
during his time in the Shah’s prisons, when he evolved from an activist 
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focused on the Kurdish nationalist cause, to an individual focused above 
all on spiritual self-betterment. In this phase of his life, he was without a 
professed party or ideological leaning. In prison, he discovered that spiri-
tual self-betterment was an innate process applicable to all of man. Despite 
his teachings garnering a signifi cant following, and that following devel-
oping into a grassroots movement based on these ideas (which found its 
way into politics again), Moftizadeh never again claimed to ascribe to a 
particular ideology or political persuasion—only an improved connection 
to an eternal truth that resided within man. 

 Life on earth, and the variety of human experiences that comprise 
it, should focus on fi nding the elusive truth of man’s connection to his 
creator. This belief informs Moftizadeh’s view that violence to advance 
one’s ideas or spirituality is not acceptable behavior in the modern era. In 
speeches and discussions with followers, Moftizadeh expounded on this 
crede as early as the months following his release from the Shah’s pris-
ons. Without having a monopoly on the truth, publicizing or seeking to 
spread one’s own interpretation of spirituality or ideology as the one cor-
rect interpretation is a type of arrogance that those who seek a connection 
to their creator should struggle internally against. That monopoly on the 
truth only resided with the prophets. As we noted above in our section on 
the Quran, all other attempts, including all religious interpretations of the 
modern era, are imperfect. 

 This understanding establishes a fundamental rule that informs his 
nonviolent ideology: that every attempt at seeking to establish the truth 
on earth outside of prophethood was incomplete. This means that even 
the traditions of the Prophet Muhammad as narrated through the  hadith  
had limited application to modern man. They were a loose guide at best 
of practices implemented by someone who was more rightly guided than 
any modern man. As an extension of this idea, it was abundantly clear to 
Moftizadeh that violence for the purpose of advancing or spreading reli-
gion or a set of political ideas was outside the bounds of adequate human 
or Islamic behavior and unacceptable for Maktab Quran. This would 
include violence to establish religious government in Muslim society as 
much as it applies to the general notion of “spreading religion by the 
sword.” Further, the outwardly practice of religious acts, such as prayer or 
modest dress, has no value without sound spiritual intent. The abundance 
of normative Islamic practice or the spreading of a particular interpreta-
tion of religion had only one value for Moftizadeh: It has the potential to 
foster brotherhood and potentially heightened spirituality. It had no other 
inherent value. 
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 Describing the imperfect nature of man, he would bring forth the clear-
est example of nonviolence from the Prophet’s own life. The  hijrah , or 
the migration, is a story well known in Islam. It narrates that in the early 
days of his prophecy, when Muhammad was living in Mecca, he learned 
of a plot to assassinate him by “rivals” to his infl uence in the city. The 
Prophet did not have an active proselytization program at the time, but 
he threatened the prevailing order in Mecca and was a menace to his own 
tribal leadership. Instead of gathering his supporters and fi ghting to stay 
in Mecca, the Prophet fl ed to the city now known as Medina to avoid a 
confl ict. Despite living in extreme poverty and by some accounts having 
likely garnered enough of a following to wage a “holy war,” he chose the 
peaceful resolution of his own exile. Moftizadeh would emphasize: “This 
was the Prophet, a man who had no doubt of God’s protection of him 
and the universal truth of his prophecy. [God would have protected him 
and assured him victory in Mecca.] He even told his companion Ali to 
stay in Mecca assuring him that he would be safe. [But he himself chose 
to leave.]”  28   Who were Moftizadeh’s followers to choose to fi ght for their 
place in Sanandaj? Fourteen hundred years after the Prophet’s message 
and the Quran had been distorted, who were they to claim a monopoly on 
the truth? As mentioned previously, this also formed the basis of his own 
 hijrah  from Sanandaj to Kermanshah during the revolution. 

 While Moftizadeh was in jail, Maktab Quran and Moftizadeh’s loyal 
followers were under intense pressure and attack by government agents as 
well as Komala rebels. This seems to have given rise to signifi cant frustra-
tion on behalf of his followers, many of whom came from a tradition of 
guerilla warfare and were bred in a culture of war. This led to a litany of 
questions regarding the appropriateness of “self-defense” in the face of 
aggression, to which Moftizadeh answered directly and indirectly in his 
letters. “In the face of an actual physical attack on your person, you are 
allowed to resist injury … but we should never seek out a fi ght or hunt a 
person down [like those that seek to harm us do], not even if the target 
is someone who seeks to harm us.”  29   This meant that under the guise of 
self-defense, his followers could not initiate any confl ict, and any form of 
self-defense was an individual defense for the protection of the person; 
it was never a group activity.  30   “[The greatest tragedy is for you] to be 
responsible for the death of an innocent person—an innocent woman, 
an innocent child … [Fighting] is not the way of God. If you choose to 
fi ght, people will hate you, and God will hate you.”  31   In responding to a 
hypothetical question about how he would react if his followers did resort 
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to violence, he asks rhetorically, “Do you expect me to be happy with you, 
when you’re so unhappy with those who do it to you? What I will react to 
is your hearts being full of kindness; that is what I can accept.”  32   

 Critics of Moftizadeh point to specifi c events or allegations to argue 
that Moftizadeh’s nonviolent crede was at best inconsistent. They make 
reference to Moftizadeh’s disarming of certain groups during the revolu-
tion while defending the central government when it sought to maintain 
authority through its police forces in Kurdistan. They also claim that his 
supporters would arm themselves and sometimes initiate fi ghting with 
Komala forces with the help of the central government. Without explana-
tion, they feature pictures of Moftizadeh holding and aiming a rifl e in their 
literature (Moftizadeh came from a family of hunters and in fact grew up 
around fi rearms, as did the majority of Kurdistan’s citizens). 

 Some nuance vis-à-vis these critiques is appropriate. To the extent 
Moftizadeh hoped or believed the revolutionary government was work-
ing for the benefi t of the people, encouraging the population to engage 
in a dialog with the new government and not take up arms against that 
government did not necessarily generate equivalence with encouraging 
the government’s use of violence against the people. Similarly, being one 
of many individuals that helped organize a protection force for the city of 
Sanandaj when the Shah’s police and military disbanded does not indicate 
that he encouraged the use of violence to advance a political objective. 
There are many examples of his condemning the violence vaguely attrib-
uted to him, in fact. With respect to his supporters collaborating with the 
government’s army, the government’s police, or its revolutionary courts, 
there is no evidence to indicate that any of these things took place to a 
meaningful degree, or more importantly that they took place with the 
approval of Moftizadeh. But if they did, which they very well might have, 
suffi ce it to say that his behavior after his self-exile in Kermanshah, and his 
philosophy upon his death, was in contradiction to any notion of violence 
to achieve political ends. 

 Moftizadeh would often remind his followers of the imperfect nature 
of his and every modern man’s grasp of the truth in his encouragement 
of nonviolence. In one letter, he relates a story about the prophet Moses, 
related by the poet Rumi, where Moses hears a man having a conversa-
tion out loud with God, offering to brush his hair and wash his feet out 
of adoration. When Moses is angered by the man’s childish interpretation 
of God, he receives a revelation from his Lord that he has transgressed in 
his anger. God informs Moses that his job is to bring people closer to God 
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however they see him, not drive them further away. “Let’s admit it. We 
(Maktab Quran) are not an amazing example for mankind. Do you think 
of yourself as being better than your adversaries? Who says you are? This is 
 shirk   33  … In the Quran itself it says that an eye for an eye does not apply to 
everything. [This was even the case in the Prophet’s time.]”  34   Moftizadeh 
encouraged empathy with those who sought to harm his followers, and 
put their fervor in context: 

 “At the time of the revolution as well, there were people who wanted 
to fi ght with us and attacked us. Among them there were those who did 
cruel things to us and tortured us, and many may have believed that they 
were good and we were bad. They may have thought they were advancing 
the truth and we were hiding it. But we know they were foolish. Did such 
a man have the right to kill you? Do you have the right to kill him? Even 
if their  iman  (faith) was wrongly guided, they had  iman . They believed in 
their truth. That would make you a murderer to them[, and who is to say 
who is right]? Thank God that we did not fi ght then! And now be careful 
that you do not fi ght now. If it is meant for us to die in this way, it is our 
destiny.”  35   

 Elsewhere, he even encourages empathy with the Shias that put him 
in prison because he was Sunni. He notes that he read the spiritual texts 
of Shia theologians when he was younger, and was moved by them. He 
remembered thinking then, “How could a Shia write something so beau-
tiful about God? … How ignorant I was! … I want you to remove these 
divisions from your heart.”  36   He goes on to state that when he learned 
later about the biographies of these authors, he became aware of the great 
empathy and love that existed in their hearts, which was the most primary 
value for a man. “Even regarding those who have tortured me [in prison], 
and put me through anguish, I am happy to be in anguish and for them to 
be satisfi ed, if it means my salvation in the afterlife.”  37   

 Moftizadeh had an immense amount of admiration for the person 
of Mahatma Gandhi. He referred to Gandhi as the “indirect student 
of the prophets,” believing that he epitomized the behavioral ethos of 
all of God’s messengers in his disciplined, nonviolent way of life. His 
followers draw comparisons between him and Gandhi often in recount-
ing stories of his life, often referring to him as a “Ghandhi of Islam” or 
Kurdistan. When pressed, one of them explained that this was an apt 
comparison because it was not as much a philosophy of nonviolence 
that drove Moftizadeh as it was an essential and inalienable core fea-
ture instilled in the very spirituality that he preached.  38   Besides positive 
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references to some of the most well-known proponents of nonviolent 
political action (such as Gandhi and Mandela), and unlike with respect 
to some of his theological infl uences, there is no indication that Ahmad 
Moftizadeh sought to emulate any particular nonviolent movement or 
leader. Rather, his remarkable nonviolent ideology seems to have devel-
oped in the unlikely petri dishes of Iran and Kurdistan, where violence 
and intolerance were ornaments of his entire life.  

   THE EMPOWERMENT OF WOMEN 

   Nowhere in the Quran does it say that a man is higher than a woman.  39  —
Ahmad Moftizadeh 

   There is perhaps no subject that Ahmad Moftizadeh deals with more 
in his letters than questions relating to the role of women in the Maktab 
Quran community, and in traditional Kurdish society more generally. As 
the subject of many questions to him, his views on women's role in the 
family, religious life, and decision making can be appropriately described 
as highly progressive, particularly among Islamic interpretations. 

 In describing some of Moftizadeh’s views on the role of women, it is 
important to reiterate his understanding that the Quran is a living doc-
ument to be cohesively interpreted through the prism of time and the 
human spirit. This leads to many  fatwas  from Moftizadeh on the subject of 
women that do not comport with many modern interpretations of  Shafi ’i  
Sunni Islam, the sect to which Moftizadeh openly belonged. A statement 
from one of Moftizadeh’s later letters sums up his view on gender roles 
rather well: “A woman has total independence in her life, and the only 
right a man has to demand something from a woman is the same right that 
one Muslim has when demanding something from another Muslim.”  40   

 In one of his earliest letters, Moftizadeh deals decisively with news 
reaching him in prison that women were not involved in a recent vote to 
establish the  shura’s  by-laws. One Maktab Quran member recalls that this 
was in the early stages of the  shura’s  reconstitution in Sanandaj, after a 
number of jailed Maktab Quran members were released from prison and 
returned to Kurdistan. The members, perhaps unwittingly, did not actively 
invite female community members to participate in a key organizational 
meeting. This could have been for a number of reasons—a default cul-
tural preference for major decisions to be made by the men of a family, 
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practical reasons relating to the lack of integration of men and women in 
the Islamic Republic’s public life, or a conscious decision to discount the 
woman’s authority in the group’s management activities. Whatever the 
reason was, Moftizadeh called for any decision taken at any such meet-
ing to be annulled and reconvened. He confi rms, in his instructions, that 
the  shura  is designed to refl ect the entire community, not just its male 
members. To not include women in the  shura’s  constitution, or any of its 
decisions, would be “contrary to the Quran.”  41   Moftizadeh explained that 
“all people in the community must participate for it to be a true Islamic 
example. If a group functions other than in this way, its actions are of 
a lost people. Cancel any results that stem from [the marginalization of 
women].”  42   

 In a later letter, he brings the role of women to bear in explaining 
certain practical instructions on the  shura’s  constitution and functions. 
In his instructions, he dedicates signifi cant time in stressing the neces-
sity that women participate in all of the roles he suggests for the  shura’s  
composition. “If I have ever said ‘brothers’ to you, you should assume I 
mean ‘brothers and sisters.’”  43   “Men and women suffer the same fate in 
humanity, the same struggle and anguish and happiness. If I speak more to 
men or about men, it’s because men are the ones with the ambition who 
see themselves as being higher, and more in need of advice!”  44   Despite 
the latter statement by Moftizadeh, one salient feature while listening to 
Moftizadeh’s speeches and while reading his letters is actually how fre-
quently he references women whenever he references men. He made a 
habit of referring to the “sisters” of the community (women) often in his 
discourse. 

 In one letter, before repeating the importance of a woman’s role in 
all aspects of the community’s decision making, Moftizadeh outlines the 
Islamic interpretation of the creation of the woman, and distinguishes it 
from one oft-cited Christian interpretation. “Men and women were cre-
ated equally, with [differences but] no degree of inferiority or superiority 
between them. The woman is not created from the rib of a man … [Since] 
the value and authority of the man and the woman is the same, then their 
authority should be the same in front of the  shura. ”  45   

 Responding specifi cally to questions about the woman’s role in run-
ning a household, and her rights in divorce, Moftizadeh provides a num-
ber of specifi c instructions on what he views as the most just and Godly 
approach in these matters. Moftizadeh states fi rstly that a woman cannot 
be kept from maintaining her fi nancial independence by her spouse, and 
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that it is appropriate and acceptable for a wife and a mother to work if 
that is her prerogative.  46   When asked what professions are advisable for 
women with children, he suggests that medicine and education come to 
his mind (both highly respected fi elds in Kurdistan). Importantly, if a hus-
band insists that a woman stay at home, the woman must agree to do 
so and cannot be forced. In such a case, the woman is entitled to a fair 
salary from her husband for this sacrifi ce, which is separate from the liv-
ing expenses of running the home. Moftizadeh goes even further than 
this, indicating that a professional-style income is appropriate even if the 
woman chooses to stay at home herself, without encouragement from her 
husband. “If there is a woman in the community who decides that she 
wants to make her job the running of the home, even she has the right to 
income from her husband. [If she is comfortable that] the entire marital 
property, including that which the man owns, is shared equally between 
them, she can accept that as well.” The woman does have the right to a 
salary if she wants it, however.  47   

 With respect to divorce, Moftizadeh issued  fatwas  on not only the right 
to divorce but also fair settlement in the event of separation and ongoing 
support for the wife. Many modern interpretations of Islamic law with 
respect to divorce have been criticized by non-Muslims as being decid-
edly pro-husband. For example, in some Sunni interpretations of Islam, a 
husband can divorce a woman by choice, without being required to seek 
resolution of marital problems, and without needing the wife’s consent; 
in some more conservative interpretations, the husband merely needs to 
pronounce a desire to divorce his wife out loud to her three times. The 
woman, on the other hand, does not have a unilateral right to divorce in 
many Islamic interpretations. In the Maktab Quran interpretation, draw-
ing from Ahmad Moftizadeh’s teachings, a woman has the full right of 
divorce. 

 When delivering guidance on proper divorce procedure and resolution, 
Moftizadeh addresses the rights of the woman in one of his letters from 
prison. He states that there should be a settlement of the marital property, 
and that such a settlement must be fair and equitable, and accepted by 
both parties, specifi cally naming the woman.  48   He specifi es that this is 
likely going to mean that the woman takes at least as much of the marital 
property, if not more, than the man.  49   Further, Moftizadeh outlines the 
requirement of alimony to the wife in case such an allowance is necessary 
for her subsistence after divorce. This seems to go beyond most, if not all, 
other Sunni interpretations of the rights of women in divorce. 
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 Moftizadeh is harsh in his criticism of the institution of polygamy, a 
practice only allowed to men in traditional Islamic doctrine. “I will not 
give that right to anyone. I do not know anywhere that it is appropriate 
and so I don’t have the capability to recommend it for anyone. [I don’t 
think] you will ever hear me say it’s OK.” Since the practice is clearly 
documented and allowed in certain instances of the Quran, Moftizadeh’s 
interpretations concentrates on its lack of appropriateness for the context 
of his followers’ lives. In one letter, he goes into an explanation of how 
quickly some men jump to marry second wives—“like animals”—with-
out considering the religiously mandated societal and fi nancial reasons for 
which polygamy was originally practiced and allowed.  50   “If everyone of us 
gets married, and there is still a single woman left, then we can have that 
conversation,” Moftizadeh announces.  51   

 In other letters, Moftizadeh’s edicts are subtle instructions that have 
the effect of advocating for more tolerance of women’s social freedoms 
and a more cooperative decision-making approach between the sexes. 
When asked about the requirements of  hijab , or modest dress, he articu-
lates a reasonable, non-committal view: it depends. Dressing modestly, in 
the early days of Islam, meant one thing. Today, it means something else, 
Moftizadeh would explain. Even in different parts of Kurdistan—cities as 
opposed to villages, certain social circles compared to others, each had 
their own yardstick of what was normal and modest.  52   In Moftizadeh’s 
view, religion did not defi ne what that modesty was other than to assume 
that the individual could discern what modest dress was, and should abide 
by it. A headscarf, then, was neither necessary nor suffi cient for “modest 
dress” in Moftizadeh’s view. Removing eyebrows was okay. The scholar in 
Tehran who said fi xing teeth for beautifi cation purposes was wrong, was 
himself wrong in Moftizadeh’s view.  53   He bolstered his argument with 
Quranic guidance that itself is not very descriptive as to what  hijab  entails, 
and does not discourage beauty. 

 With respect to the appropriateness of Kurdish clothing, which tends 
to be colorful and intricate, Moftizadeh simply encouraged individuals to 
be themselves in their manner of dressing. “Before the revolution, some of 
you didn’t even speak Kurdish with your children! Now it’s chic to wear 
Kurdish clothes. That’s fi ne, but clothing should [not be a statement of 
who you want to] be, but who you are ….”  54   In another letter, he drives 
the point home: “Colorful, beautiful clothing is okay. But your behavior 
is always more important than what you wear.”  55   
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 With regard to the mingling of the sexes in public and private spaces, 
Moftizadeh again prefers offering general guidance on the purity of inten-
tion, rather than specifi c edicts. He states that it is okay for men and women 
who are not related to one another to be seated next to each other at a 
 sofra , or meal table. In responding to one question, he deals with the all- 
important subject of Kurdish line-dancing, which is performed by individ-
uals holding hands and parading in a circle, following a set of steps which 
change depending on the style of the line leader. Moftizadeh, again in 
contradiction to some modern interpretations of his own school of Islam, 
approves of Kurdish dance. He even says that dancing with someone that 
you do not know or are not related to is okay, as long as the intention is 
pure, and certain traditional dancing customs are abided by.  56   Like danc-
ing, depending on the intention of the person, singing is also acceptable.  57   

 Finally, in addressing the administration of the family unit, he advo-
cates a team approach between husband and wife. “The husband and 
wife should work together, to make decisions that are healthy for their 
union.”  58   “A man should [ideally] not know more than his wife. They 
should take classes [and be educated] together and grow together, so they 
have the same level of knowledge on things.”  59   In encouraging each of the 
husband and wife to lean on each other, and to make decisions mutually, 
he attaches equal value to the sexes, in a manner that must have seemed 
out of the ordinary to many of his more traditional Kurdish followers. 

 In reading Moftizadeh’s edicts on matters of marriage and gender rela-
tions more generally, one cannot help but feel that his views are almost 
one-sidedly pro-woman. In hundreds of pages of his writings, no example 
seems to exist where he articulates a husband’s superiority over his wife, 
or the man’s rights over a woman, with the possible exception of certain 
instances where he refers to the man’s “obligations” vis-à-vis the house-
hold.  60   “It is women that teach the world how to behave—the world’s 
mothers. So pay attention to the way you raise your girls and invest in 
women … However much our women’s minds are elevated, their chil-
dren’s minds will be elevated, and the world will be better … Show them 
[women] as much respect as possible.”  61   In another letter, Moftizadeh 
explains that “prior to Islam, there was less value attached to women in 
our societies. The fabrication that Islam is against women came later, and 
was attributed to Islam … These fabrications are not grounded in truth … 
I hope these words will be enough for you to respect our daughters and 
sisters … A mother’s ranking is 3 higher than the father.”  62   
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 Perhaps one of Moftizadeh’s instructions drove home his views on a 
woman’s independence in Islamic society the most. In his October 8, 
1991 letter, he states that a woman in marriage even has the right to pick 
her own interpretation of Islam or source of guidance for religious and 
spiritual practices, separate from her husband. The ramifi cations of such 
an edict are obviously far reaching, and are not likely followed by many 
in traditional Kurdistan even today. Such an edict demonstrates however 
that for Moftizadeh, the woman was indeed a full-fl edged, independent 
member of her community.  

   NO COMPULSION IN RELIGION 
 In stark contrast to the interpretation of modern militant Islamists, 
Moftizadeh was especially loath to criticize the religious practice of other 
Muslims, and in particular, highly wary of attaching the label of non-
believer to another worshiper of God.  63   In fact, one could argue that 
Moftizadeh’s fundamental theological core is as dependent on the non- 
judgment of religious and spiritual content as modern militant Islam is 
dependent on that judgment. In speaking to some of Maktab Quran’s most 
devout followers today, a doctrinal reason for this discrepancy is advanced: 
The Islamic State, and many modern militant Islamist movements such as 
the Taliban and Al-Qaeda, do not have a strong jurisprudential basis for 
their political ideas. Rather, the Islamic scholars that articulate the violent 
dialectic that drives these movements are not respected in their scholar-
ship, which is almost always limited (Mullah Omar and Al-Baghdadi being 
rather undisputed examples of this lack of formal scholarship). This is also 
a criticism of these militant movements voiced by almost all of the modern 
Muslim centers of learning, including the most conservative among them. 

 But it is especially the case that Moftizadeh and the Maktab Quran 
movement are, even among progressive Islamic movements, particularly 
fi xated on the idea of judgment and compulsion in religion. While we will 
discuss the religious justifi cation offered by Moftizadeh for this view, it is 
worth noting that there seems to be a practical reason why the movement 
leans so heavily one way on this issue even today. That reason is likely the 
context of the Iranian revolution’s highly divisive political atmosphere, 
where as we have learned, the slightest deviation from one group’s plat-
form was cause for declarations of heresy, hypocrisy, and treason. Maktab 
Quran was born in this environment. Chased out of its home city by 
Marxist rebels after refusing to fi ght, rounded up in droves by govern-
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ment forces for endangering national security, and being the subject of 
scorn and ridicule by large segments of the Kurdish population that craved 
a militant response to injustices, it needed a pristine message. In order for 
it to survive as a nonviolent ideology that focused on spiritual advance-
ment, and in particular after seeing failure in its brief national and regional 
political project, it benefi tted from making peace and acceptance the most 
fundamental piece of its ethos. 

 As Moftizadeh’s speeches and letters indicate, there was an abundance 
of persuasive Islamic guidance to draw from in developing and continuing 
to promote these pacifi st ideas for the group. First and foremost was use 
of the Quranic instruction of “ la iqra fi -deen”  by Moftizadeh, or “no com-
pulsion in religion,” known well but ignored selectively by some Muslim 
“scholars” of militant Islam. Moftizadeh draws heavily on interpretations 
of this guidance in his view that in the modern era of imperfect religious 
practice, there could be no declaration of apostasy. The principle that reli-
gion should not be forced upon an individual was rooted again in the 
belief that no modern man had prophetic infallibility or knowledge of 
God’s design. 

 The nature of  kufr , or the state of disbelief or infi delity in religion (being 
an infi del), was explained by Moftizadeh in his essay “ Iman va Kofr ,” or 
faith and infi delity. In this discourse, Moftizadeh argues that the standard 
for declaration of  kafi r  (non-believer) in Islam—a word oft- used as a syn-
onym for enemy of religion in Islam—was extremely high. Only the proph-
ets, who embody God’s message truly, had the authority to declare fi rstly 
what purity was in worship of God, and secondly who was a genuine non-
believer by way of rejection of a message that was manifestly shown to be 
true to that person. “If Ahmad preaches something, and you don’t believe 
me, that does not make you a nonbeliever … we have not done a fraction 
of what is necessary to shed light on the religion of God.”  64   Moftizadeh 
explains that in the Quran, the word  kafi r  was only used in the context 
of prophetic times. For Moftizadeh, holy war in the modern era was not 
anything that a government or group could claim a monopoly on. God was 
the arbiter of the just and unjust. The  monafeq , or the hypocrite, was an 
even more strenuous standard to declare. A  monafeq , after all, was a  kafi r  
who masqueraded as a believer. It was not likely a coincidence that the term 
 monafeq  was one that Iran’s revolutionary government was particularly fond 
of when describing some of its most avowed enemies. For Moftizadeh, the 
only individuals who may attain such levels of transgression in God’s eyes 
are the scholars themselves, due to their relative lack of ignorance.  65   
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 Besides the sister sins of  kufr  and  shirk  (worship of something other 
than God), the Quran instructed that all other sins were forgivable. Even 
the sin of murder was forgivable. For this reason, much like the declara-
tion of non-belief or apostasy, there was no assured way of delineating a 
sinner. “What if the murderer has been forgiven by God for his sin? By 
cursing this murderer, you have cursed a man that God has forgiven.”  66   
With such examples, Moftizadeh left little room for judgment among his 
followers. “Sin is between you and God,” Moftizadeh writes in one let-
ter.  67   “Between you and God—the personal sin—asking for forgiveness 
[and being steadfast in your keeping an oath to avoid such a sin again] 
will suffi ce… Between you and the other person, it is not as easy as asking 
for forgiveness[, so be good to your fellow man].”  68   Notably, Moftizadeh 
does not intimate that a sin against another person is a sin against soci-
ety, or a punishable sin. For Moftizadeh, transgression in religion was 
mostly personal, and when among individuals, disagreements were some-
thing that could and should be solved between them wherever possible. 
Offenses against society were to be judged by a secular, consensus based 
approached in Moftizadeh’s calculation. 

 Moftizadeh’s letters do contain a great deal of interpretation of  fi qh,  but 
there is an even heavier emphasis on non-doctrinal concepts of morality, 
such as thoughtfulness and basic decency. He encourages his followers to 
borrow from each other’s experiences, sometimes writing for pages with-
out reference to religious symbolism or ideas. “Think before you speak. 
Think before you act,” he instructs, “… and discuss with people who 
care about you.”  69   He was uncompromising in his belief that vanity and 
ego were among man’s greatest weaknesses, telling his followers to “leave 
people alone and mind your own business.”  70   “The worst thing is to have 
the feeling in your heart that you’re better than someone else. It will 
destroy you. The heart gets sick with arrogance. It is not an achievement 
to criticize people or to fi nd faults in people. Finding redeeming quali-
ties is what deserves credit.”  71   He preferred that Maktab Quran members 
concentrate on helping the poor and needy above all other worldly deeds, 
as it was the paramount behavior of a people with affection in their hearts. 
“Pay attention to those who are poorer than you, and do what it takes to 
elevate their level to yours, if you can. It does not matter if they are reli-
gious,” Moftizadeh would say, in writings that could easily be mistaken for 
a socialist manifesto at times.  72   “If you don’t do good for people in need,” 
he would say, “I will be the fi rst to complain about you in the afterlife.”  73   
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 When Moftizadeh outlined the image of a prototypical Muslim, he did 
not mention praying fi ve times a day or aversion to sin. He was rather 
consistent in all of his writings in not attaching value to ritualistic require-
ments of Islamic behavior. Instead, he placed emphasis on abstract and 
spiritual concepts that were more reminiscent of the  sufi   poets than of a 
scholar of religion. “Make anger your enemy, so that you hate anger, and 
in everything—work, family, friends—be a moderate in your relationships 
with them.”  74   Summing up the spirit of his dogma, he states that faith 
in God is, of course, the essential feature of a Muslim’s spirituality, but 
“affection is the most essential feature of her behavior.” This idea of affec-
tion toward others and its importance to spirituality is the most oft-quoted 
sentiment, in various forms, that has been attributed to Moftizadeh’s reli-
gious thinking.  

   THE POETRY OF MOFTIZADEH’S LIFE, AND DEATH 
 Moftizadeh begins a letter dated December 27, 1991, with a statement 
of how physically ill he had recently been in confi nement, and apologizes 
for not being able to write more often. It was around this time that his 
family was informed that he was suffering from cancer. He would tell his 
followers later in person that multiple times, he would be rendered uncon-
scious by one of his meals, only to wake up in the prison hospital days 
later. He suspected from lesions on his body that he was being injected 
with some sort of substance while he was incapacitated; he believed that 
the government was trying to induce his death. His followers pressured 
his captors to allow him to see specialists, but permission was not granted, 
and he was never properly diagnosed.  75   Ominously, he continues in the 
letter that “there are a few things I know I will regret not saying if I don’t 
do so now.”  76   That correspondence, from a windowless jail cell far from 
Kurdistan, became a window into the mind of a man who was loved and 
despised by many, at the twilight of a life of confl ict. 

 Moftizadeh, who always emphasized the importance of a heart full of 
mercy and love in faith, wrote from his heart in that letter. One of the 
important things he decided to share with his followers is a story about 
when he was deeply in love with someone as a young man. He describes 
the sadness that fi lled him when he was unable to be with this person 
for factors he could not control. “I will never forget that burning in my 
heart… even now, I am emotional in refl ecting on it.” 
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 The Moftizadeh view of the universe described elegantly in that let-
ter, after years in prison had an emphasis on the shared emotional con-
dition of all people that they neglect to recognize when they fail to see 
the humanity in each other. This applied to Muslims and non-Muslims 
alike. He became conscious of this through his own charity work and the 
diverse writings of individuals “who loved God.” When he would read 
the texts of Islamic mystics and gnostics, he would be moved deeply. 
“My interests have always been more in the heart than in the mind,” he 
explained, seeing God as an extension of emotion, rather than of intel-
lect. In some writings of Islamic mystics, his scholarly instinct would 
easily recognize mistakes these thinkers made in their interpretations of 
the religion, but for Moftizadeh, their love for God made their mistakes 
“like that of an adorable infant who had trouble pronouncing a word.” 
He always had trouble fi nishing a book on jurisprudence, but reread 
books on spirituality dozens of times.  77   Spirituality and love of God was 
important, because God loved man unconditionally. “When I became 
a leader and was involved in the revolution, there were so many people 
who came to me thinking that I would have some sort of power or infl u-
ence. Then when I went back to jail, they disappeared.”  78   But his Lord’s 
support never waned, and strengthened his heart. 

 Like his father, who would worship with the books of poets on his 
prayer rug, Moftizadeh was a lover of poetry. In that journal entry of a 
letter, he recounts some lines of poetry that made such an impact on him 
that he “must have copied them into the margins of books hundreds of 
times.” One was a line from the ancient Arabian Romeo and Juliet tale 
“Leila and Majnoon,” which lamented the fact that the universe some-
times kept lovers from being together. Another line was a nostalgic one: “I 
refl ect on the time when we were young herders, alone on the pasture for 
what seemed like forever. What I wouldn’t give for us to have never aged, 
and for our herd to have stayed young with us.”  79   

 In his fi nal years, Moftizadeh also wrote and spoke about his regrets at 
length.  80   He mentions a discrete instance when he was angry with a man 
for attributing too lofty a title to him, indicating dissatisfaction that the 
man seemed to take Moftizadeh to be at the spiritual level of one of the 
prophets. “He was a hardworking man who did it out of love for me. I 
did not need to criticize him so harshly.” He went on, belittling himself: 
“… that Ahmad who works hard to feed his family, and this Ahmad who 
just eats and sleeps [in confi nement], what’s the difference between us? 
Who is better?”   81   
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 He reiterates that his participation in any political process, no matter 
what his fate may come to be, was defi nitely over. He informs his followers 
of such, saying that if he is ever released from prison, “I want to stay away 
from any political meetings you have,” and that frankly, in his age and 
health, he had “lost patience for further research and writing [as well].”  82   
“He who embarks on a political project is the most likely to lose God’s 
way. Just take a look at the world.”  83   

 And with hindsight available to him in his prison cell, the train of Iran’s 
revolution long since having arrived at its subsequent destination with-
out him, he describes the fruits of his political labor with a fi nality of 
perspective. In the days of Moftizadeh’s fi nal letters, Kurdistan remained 
divided among ideological grounds. For many, Moftizadeh was a traitor 
for ever having negotiated with the Islamic Republic. For others, his non-
violent teachings kept Kurdistan from realizing its full potential in sustain-
ing damage against the regime. To this day, he is a polarizing fi gure in 
Kurdistan. In his view, “Kurdistan was a fi ve year old child dealing with 
an adult in this revolution [in terms of preparedness].” In describing his 
own shortcomings, one can almost hear him chafe inwardly, “I swear to 
you that all I wanted to do was help people. So if I made mistakes, know 
that that my intentions were good.”  84   Moftizadeh always claimed to be 
a reluctant entrant into political leadership, knowing that it was almost 
guaranteed to be inadequate:

  From the time of the revolution, my concern for Kurdistan has been its 
division. This was the primary enemy for us and an enemy which ulti-
mately conquered us as a whole. Our goal [still now should] be unity. I 
have regretted during my last eight years in jail for even having created a 
group or been responsible for separating a group of people, that ultimately 
contributed to us (Kurds) being apart. My intention was to foster close-
ness between us. But when I went to jail, even our group (Maktab Quran) 
became groups. It’s always the leaders, the muftis, the sheikhs, who ironi-
cally become catalysts for division. So it’s up to you to stay united. Do you 
want to die ununited?  85   

   The complexities of Ahmad Moftizadeh as a man and a thinker are 
evident in his story. The words of one of his closest companions, Majed 
Rohani, are telling:

  Moftizadeh’s biggest shortcoming was his deep desire for Islam to be liberal 
and democratic, and a unifi er, which like all of the other religions I am aware 
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of, it is not. He would try to twist and turn Islamic doctrine to make it that 
way, but [to many] these two ideals were not compatible the way he wanted 
them to be … He would try as hard as he could to argue away the more bit-
ter portions of the Quran. He would say about stealing and cutting off the 
hand, for example, that ‘it only applies to someone who doesn’t  need  when 
he steals.’ But that is not in the Quran. The four corners of today’s Islam 
were too restrictive for Moftizadeh, I think. He was too big to be placed in 
the frame of Islam. But he would try to fi t himself in that frame, and try to 
stretch the frame out, but in the end it was too rigid.”   86   

   And alas, The frame was perhaps also too rigid for twenty-fi rst-century 
Kurdistan. 

  Image 12    Moftizadeh after release from prison       
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             In an amateur video recorded of Moftizadeh on his fi nal home visit,  87   
when asked to comment about his and Maktab Quran’s future involvement 
in politics, he instead encourages listeners in the room to remove all hate 
from their hearts. One of his followers interrupts, saying that he (the lis-
tener) has a dislike in his heart for many things, despite what Moftizadeh 
said. “Am I bad?” he asks Moftizadeh. Moftizadeh responds, “No, my love, 
disliking certain things is necessary, just don’t wish the worst on people, 
don’t wish them harm.” “What about for liars?” someone responds. “Hold 
that dislike in a very small part in your heart, but fl ood it with love for that 
person,” he retorts. “How is that possible?” someone else asks. You can, 
slowly. “Save yourselves … Revenge is harm on yourself…. Don’t think that 
those in power are happy. Their souls are not calm.” He quotes the Quran: 
The violent person, how wretched he is. In those fi nal communications, the 
temporal nature of his life and condition—his popularity, his activism, and 
even his confi nement—was narrated like a man refl ecting in a waiting room, 
waiting for a door to another universe to open and take him in. 

  Image 13    A young Ahmad Moftizadeh traveling between Sanandaj and Tehran       
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  Image 15    Moftizadeh with son Jiyan       

  Image 14    Molana Mahmoud alongside Ahmad Moftizadeh, around the time of 
the former’s death       

 When Moftizadeh fell gravely ill in prison, with little likelihood of 
recovery, he was fi nally released into house arrest. Witnesses report that 
he was brought into his home in Sanandaj on a stretcher, unable to walk. 
It was October of 1992. Those who were close to him in those following 
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weeks also report that he was not allowed to be transported to see a doc-
tor for the fi rst ten days. Suffering from a suspected cancer of the colon, 
the government did not grant the family’s request to permit him to leave 
the country to seek treatment. His condition was deteriorating daily. In 
these last few weeks, his family notes an abstract quality about his person-
ality. “Ahmad was the way people like to describe angels at that point,” 
his agnostic nephew stated. “He had no anger anywhere in his being, no 
visible sign of emotional stress, only physical stress.”  88   Another of his fol-
lowers notes that “he could barely sit up, but he seemed to be fl oating.”  89   

 Majed Rohani, a follower of Moftizadeh, spent a great deal of time with 
him throughout his life and near his death. He looks back on his life with 
some emotional diffi culty. He recognizes the mistakes Moftizadeh made 
and says that contrary to what many Maktab Quran members do it is futile 
to turn him into an idol of sorts without learning from his mistakes. As he 
discussed this nuanced view of a long-gone acquaintance, he interrupted 
one of his thoughts on an unrelated question, and paused. “You know I 
am being taped. They have this phone, and my downstairs phone, and 
my mobile phone bugged. You know that right? … They are listening 
to everything we have been saying. You can imagine that they probably 
don’t like a lot of what they’re hearing, right? … But I’m not afraid. I am 
not afraid to speak, not even a bit. Do you know why?” And Mr. Rohani 
continued, his tone of voice encumbered by the heavy weight of nostal-
gia, after days of refl ection and discussion about Moftizadeh’s virtues, the 
traps he fell into, his hours yelling into the night from his hospital bed in 
pain … “because Kaka Ahmo’s taught me not to be afraid.”  90   

 Moftizadeh’s story is one that elicits mixed sentiments. Looking into 
the work of his life, there are moments where a neutral observer sees 
tragic naiveté. There are other moments where one sees a strength of 
character and will that is inspiring. In the many “mistakes” he made dur-
ing his short and chaotic entry into the unforgiving world of Iranian poli-
tics, in the many contradictions of his life, one cannot help but recognize 
a certain clarity of vision and principle. The odds against a Kurdish leader 
in the modern era are stacked, to say the least. And in the chess match 
of the Iranian revolution, leadership of the group that was rigged to lose 
defi nitely brought instances of regrettable and horrifi c consequence of 
action. Despite all of this, while many of the other Kurdish leaders we 
have discussed eventually relieved themselves of the immediacy of such 
danger, fl eeing Iran, Ahmad Moftizadeh stood by those principles which 
he held dear through prison under two brutal regimes.  91   He, unlike the 
heroes of the majority, met the fate of the consequences of his action 
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acutely. From the solitary confi nement of Evin prison, and not from a 
European capital, did he refl ect on his failure. And if the verdict is that 
despite all of his intent, he is not to be forgiven for attempting to make 
peace with a regime that clobbered the Kurdish soul and set it back some 
generations, that verdict is the continuation of the division which was 
the true handicap of the Kurdish movement during the Iranian revolu-
tion in the fi rst place. 

 On February 8, 1993, Ahmad Moftizadeh, endurer of torture and 
imprisonment under both Iranian regimes he lived under, a man who 
abandoned the power and prestige of the government’s stamp of approval 
for his ideals, Kurdish nationalist, regressive fi gure for some, progressive 
fi gure for others, practical joker, and leader of a nonviolent Islamic move-
ment, passed away.  

   MAKTAB QURAN TODAY: CONTINUED REPRESSION BY 
ISLAMIC REPUBLIC 

 Since Moftizadeh’s death and until this day, Maktab Quran continues to 
function upon the basic tenets set out by its founder: the  shura  system 
for internal governance and engagement with Kurdish society  92  , self- 
betterment and spiritual ascendance, and nonviolence. Like Moftizadeh 
toward the end of his life, it recognizes the salvation of Kurds in the con-
nection to God, and unity through nonviolence; as a result, from the time 
that Moftizadeh left politics in the early 1980s, the group has also been 
avowedly non-political. In fact, if one of its members decides to enter 
politics, he or she is asked to leave the group. As explained by one long-
standing member of the group, “we are followers of Moftizadeh and the 
idea that religion and politics don’t mix. If someone has different ideas, we 
love them and perhaps they are correct, but they don’t fi t into our ethics 
system anymore.”   93   

 A small number of Moftizadeh’s closest confi dants have now broken 
with the group, and while they maintain a cordial relationship with its 
members, believe that it has gone too far in closing itself off to the rest 
of society and idolizing the person of Ahmad Moftizadeh. One of them 
explains that he was ostracized from the group for voicing his objection 
to the lack of critical thought vis-à-vis of Moftizadeh in Maktab Quran 
meetings. “I would point out the inherent contradictions in his religious 
interpretations, as I did to Moftizadeh himself many times, up until his 
death … Despite my criticizing him, he still trusted and confi ded to me at 
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his bedside in his fi nal days and hours … But his followers today, after all 
these years, refuse to recognize these contradictions.”  94   

 The irony of Moftizadeh’s own statements in his letters, declaring that 
he should not be turned into an idol, was hard to overlook. But under the 
repression of a hostile regime, and in the shadow of a history as bitter as the 
Iranian revolution, the sort of steadfastness that straddles the line between 
devotion and blind allegiance is perhaps at least partially inevitable. 

 Even if Maktab Quran is guilty of undue veneration and naïveté, they 
do not seem to have veered far from the fundamental tenets found in 
Moftizadeh’s fi nal letters. According to Maktab Quran, however, the 
Islamic regime never accepted Maktab Quran’s vow of political abstinence 
as a valid one. A number of members of the group have been arrested 
or exiled from Sanandaj since Moftizadeh’s death. There have also been 
instances where Maktab Quran alleges physical abuse and assassinations by 
the Iranian regime. One example is of Faroq Farsad, affectionately known 
as  Kaka Faroq  by the group .  In 1995, he was exiled to the city of Ardabil 
in Iranian Azerbaijan for endangering national security. The group claims 
that he was simply an active member of the group, criticizing the regime’s 
repressive policies in Kurdistan in private conversation, but not a politi-
cally active member. He left his place of house arrest in Ardabil one day 
and was said to be “lost” by the Iranian authorities. He was found dead 
some days later with no explanation from his captors. Examples like this 
are numerous. Members of Maktab Quran are constantly under surveil-
lance, and when they are questioned by the Iranian authorities, they have 
made a habit of publishing details on their website. 

 For those familiar with other modern Islamist movements in the Middle 
East, similarities between Maktab Quran and the Muslim Brotherhood, 
which also advocated an unembellished lifestyle of religious outreach 
until Muslim society was prepared for politics, may be detected. There 
was also the fact that some members of the Muslim Brotherhood have 
claimed, without evidence, that Moftizadeh was their representative in 
Iran. “There are a lot of groups who have similarities to us and a lot of 
people who claim Ahmad was a friend of theirs or a member of their 
group. I can tell you it’s not true… He was kind to everyone, including 
many members of the Islamic regime that imprisoned him, and he was 
even cordial with the Marxists who wanted him dead. That doesn’t mean 
he was one of them,” said Fuad Mardokh-Rohani, a trusted confi dant of 
Moftizadeh.  95   As for the Muslim Brotherhood, “they are constantly active 
in politics. Obviously, if they truly believed that Islam and politics was 
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not  appropriate in the modern era, they would not have ran in Egypt as 
the Muslim Brotherhood and maybe they would not be in the position 
they are now. In their social ideas as well, they are dissimilar to us in many 
ways.” 

 That was a perfect segue to inquire about allegations that Maktab 
Quran, and Moftizadeh, had begotten modern day extremists according 
to some references and Internet searches. Some hearsay in Kurdistan even 
attributes Islamic State and Ansar al-Islam sympathizers with Moftizadeh, 
which seemed to be totally inimical to the group’s ethos. What did the 
group know about that? “Moftizadeh is pretty well known in the region; 
he was the only public Sunni leader in Iran at the time of the revolution 
and one of the few known Islamic scholars in the history of Kurdistan. He 
can’t control who wants to claim him posthumously or reference him in 
their fi ght against the Islamic Republic, or as a motivation for an extrem-
ist Islam.”  96   And the Mosque in Halabja with his name attributed to it? 
Was it established by Maktab Quran? None of the individuals spoken to 
among Maktab Quran’s leadership or longtime members knew about the 
Mosque’s origins. In the words of Fuad Mardokh-Rohani, “I wouldn’t 
have known it existed if someone didn’t show me a picture on their 
phone.”  97   It was accurate, then, as alluded to prior, that Moftizadeh was 
known and used as a reference outside of his group and outside of even 
Kurdistan. He was not only the jailed leader of Maktab Quran and Iran’s 
Kurds, but for many also a symbol of the Islamic regime’s oppression of 
the Kurds and Sunnis more generally. Given the modern fi xation on cat-
egorizing and aligning movements, ideas, and individuals in the Islamic 
world’s leadership, this is worth further analysis.  

   SALAFI? POLITICAL ISLAM? MOFTIZADEH IN THE ERA 
OF TRENDY LABELS 

 A major motivation for this book project is the lack of information about 
Ahmad Moftizadeh and Maktab Quran in the public domain. There are 
two main reasons why this dearth of information exists. The fi rst is Iran’s 
wall of censorship. In the Islamic Republic’s view, the movement and its 
former leader remain a threat to national unity and national security.  98   Any 
literature relating to Moftizadeh that fails to be highly critical of him can-
not be published in-country, in the Persian language that it would most 
appropriately be written in.  99   Even publishing information on the Internet 
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from Iran carries considerable diffi culty and risk. It was inherent then that 
a book like the present one had to be written by someone outside of Iran, 
with all of the drawbacks this entails. 

 The second reason for the dearth of information on Moftizadeh relates 
to the personal and private nature of Maktab Quran. This is itself the 
consequence of two factors: First, the group has sought to shield itself 
from the attention of the central government wherever possible by keep-
ing a relatively small public footprint. The second factor is doctrinal. The 
group’s ethos emphasizes self-betterment and internal struggle above all 
else. It is loath to publish offi cial opinions on public issues besides details 
of its own oppression under the regime, and the  shura , still functioning, 
does not publish its discourse widely, as a group who seeks to gain follow-
ers would. Maktab Quran has a stellar reputation for honesty and integ-
rity in Kurdistan today; they also have a reputation for being solemn and 
insular, however. Given all of these factors, references to Moftizadeh in 
English, Farsi, and Kurdish on the Internet are limited and often repeti-
tive. In published text, the lack of information is astonishing. Some of the 
most seminal books touching on events in Kurdistan during the revolu-
tion that have been heavily relied on for parts of this book fail to mention 
Moftizadeh even once.  100   

 These defi ciencies are highly consequential to the perception of 
Moftizadeh and his movement today. The post 9/11 era’s obsession with 
categorization of Middle Eastern and Muslim movements and individu-
als, a practice that often seeks to defi ne history retroactively through the 
skewed prism of today’s perceived “clashes of civilizations” and “wars 
against extremism,” is perilous when information is as limited as it is here. 
In the fi nite body that exists on Moftizadeh in the public domain, he is 
usually defi ned accurately yet scantily as a deceased Kurdish religious leader 
active during the Iranian revolution. However, Maktab Quran is also occa-
sionally subject to the vague label of “Islamic fundamentalism” and the 
interchanging labels of “Wahabi” and “Salafi ” by some analysts.  101   One 
analysis by a private consulting group found through an Internet search 
states that some extremist movements in Kurdistan were radicalized by 
Iranian repression and “started with a man named Ahmad Moftizadeh.” 
Specious descriptions of this sort are a dereliction of academic duty. The 
lack of substantiation or color to such statements intimate that Moftizadeh 
himself was a militant Salafi , with all of the tarnish and ambiguity that sur-
rounds this term today. 
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 The implication of course is to place Maktab Quran and Moftizadeh 
in the same category as today’s most notorious extremist groups, with-
out the historical context necessary to distinguish meaningful differences. 
Many Muslim movements see themselves as advocating a pure, authentic, 
and unpolluted version of Islam. The Iranian government itself claims it is 
the fl agbearer of the “pure Islam of Mohammad.” Its nemesis across the 
Persian Gulf markets the Saudi form of Wahhabism as the unadulterated 
Quranic Islam of the era of Muhammad. Moftizadeh himself, harkening 
back to and referencing the original religion of Abraham and the proph-
ets, also saw himself as a purist. But failing to recognize the fundamental 
uniqueness of his progressive teachings is an intellectual failure. To blame 
Moftizadeh or specify him as a trendsetter for any violent movement is 
the sort of faux analysis that facilitates the cultural misunderstandings 
that defi ne our era. The same critique can be applied to our discourse on 
political Islam today. With the very nature of Islam called into question 
in connection with militant Islamism and the failure of Islamic political 
movements, the depth and diversity of that religion is still not considered 
earnestly. A purist Sunni Muslim of the  Shafi 'i  order, Moftizadeh’s pro-
gressive and nonviolent thinking is grounded in Islamic jurisprudence. A 
man who is reported to have memorized the Quran, his scholarship is dif-
fi cult to challenge, unlike the scholarship of many of the leaders of modern 
Islamist movements.  102   Where does that leave him in the labeling game? 

 From the USA to Western Europe to secular countries in the Middle 
East, Islam for many is necessarily a dangerous ingredient to any social 
grouping or political process. This is less than three decades after these 
countries championed the Afghan  mujahedeen  in their self-proclaimed  jihad  
against the Soviet army ,  with the US National Security Advisor famously 
declaring to them on video that “God is on your side.” In the discussion on 
Islam in social and political life, there will be an inevitable middle ground 
that the world will settle on, the way that it has with the other major reli-
gions—each with their diversity of interpretation, positive applications, and 
occasional horrifi c implementations. Perhaps a form of Moftizadeh’s ideas 
has a future role in that discussion. His “fundamentalist” interpretation of 
the Quran, if that word is to be used, cannot be swept under the rug of 
Islamist shame, polluted by militant ideas that may use similar vocabulary 
or rhetoric as him. If Moftizadeh was an inspiration in his life and death 
for a less-informed militant in Egypt or Iraq today, we cannot judge his 
ideas by the actions of that militant, any more than we can judge George 
Washington for having his picture in the home of a white supremacist. His 
teachings are to be judged by his life and his writings. 
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 This book’s forward-looking portions, mostly covered in our fi nal part, 
are more concerned with Kurdistan and Islamism, and foreign policy impli-
cations thereto. To explore the jurisprudential and precedential value of 
Moftizadeh’s thinking for the Islamic world could be the subject of another 
book entirely. Perhaps Moftizadeh’s uncle was correct when he implied after 
Moftizadeh’s release from the Shah’s prisons that Ahmad was never cut 
out for politics to begin with. Perhaps also, Moftizadeh kept the Kurdish 
movement in Iran from realizing its full potential with some combination 
of his stubbornness and naiveté. But while his and Maktab Quran’s ability 
to garner a critical mass in Kurdistan were and will continue to be limited 
for the fundamental reasons that we have covered here, the entrance of his 
progressive ideas in the world’s chaotic discussion on Islam is still crucial.

   For the person who tortured me in jail. For the person who tortured the many of 
my followers and killed them in jail, and the many other greater leaders than 
me and their followers in jail, and for the men who jailed my supporters, I pray. 
I don’t hate them. I love them as much as I love my closest loved ones, and I pray 
for their guidance. My loves, you be this way too. It doesn’t help to hate. If you 
hate, you pollute your own soul  …  Words cannot express how much I wish the 
best for you. My foremost ambition for you is that you have hearts full of light, 
thoughtfulness of God, and goodness, so much so that the devil has no space to 
get into your hearts. I want you to be happy with yourselves, and for other people 
to be happy with you, when you leave this life  …  May you be so good that rain 
of mercy falls onto you. May this brother (Ahmad), that is so unworthy of your 
love, also be so lucky.—Ahmad Moftizadeh   103   

                                                                                                             NOTES 
     1.    Despite dissatisfaction with the Islamic Republic setting in soon after the 

revolution across large segments of the Iranian populace, the Iraqi inva-
sion was widely seen as an opportunistic plot by Saddam Hussein, and this 
sentiment applied in Kurdistan as well. Blame for the resulting misery was 
placed squarely on Iraq and its supporters. As a result, the “imposed war,” 
as it is called in Iran, fostered  support for the Iranian war effort among 
many Kurds. This undoubtedly detracted from whatever Kurdish national-
ist effort would take place in Iranian Kurdistan over those eight years.   

   2.    Iran: Freedom of Expression and Association in the Kurdish Regions”. 
Human Rights Watch. January 9, 2009.   http://www.iranrights.org/ 
english/document-549.php       

   3.    For an in-depth analysis of this phenomenon, see Abrahamian, Ervand. 
 Tortured Confessions: Prisons and Public Recantations in Modern Iran . 
Berkeley: University of California Press, 1999.   
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   4.    When Moftizadeh was arrested, approximately 200 other members of 
Maktab Quran were also arrested. Most of these members were released 
within two years.   

   5.    Family members confi rm that according to Moftizadeh’s own words, the 
primary goal of the torture exacted by the Islamic Republic was not to 
gather information or punish, but to extract a public apology and confes-
sion of wrongdoing. Mofty, Hossein. Interview by Ezzatyar, Ali. 
Telephone, Islamabad, Pakistan/San Leandro, California. August 23, 
2015.   

   6.    In our fi rst chapter, a brief discussion of Montazeri’s eventual fall from 
grace is discussed in the subchapter  A Shia Revolution.    

   7.    See, for example, “Religious Minorities.” IRAN. Accessed August 3, 2015. 
   http://www.hrw.org/reports/1997/iran/Iran-05.htm     . This is not to indi-
cate that Moftizadeh’s story was not worthy of coverage in its own right, but 
Maktab Quran was not likely to have the resources, contacts, or exposure to 
bring about this level of publicity.   

   8.    Mofty, Soraya Interview.   
   9.    Elkarra, Basim. Interview by Ezzatyar, Ali. Berkeley, California, 2003.   
   10.    Mofty, Soraya Interview.   
   11.    These letters were verifi ed and read in advance by the Iranian authorities. 

As a result, they do not deal with political or Kurdish issues much; they 
tend to concentrate on Islamic behavioral and jurisprudential questions.   

   12.    While it is not a crucial variable, this means that the dates of his letters 
sometimes do not correspond to the day he actually wrote the letter.   

   13.    This is a translation of the Kurdish and Persian word of  mohabat.  
Moftizadeh, Ahmad. Letter from Evin Prison to followers. December 27, 
1991 (Persian Language, Maktab Quran archives)   

   14.    Mardokh-Rohani, Fuad Interviews.   
   15.    Moftizadeh, Ahmad. Letter from Evin Prison to followers. July 21, 1990 

(Persian Language, Maktab Quran archives).   
   16.    Moftizadeh, Ahmad. Letter from Evin Prison to followers. May 13, 1991 

(Persian Language, Maktab Quran archives).   
   17.    Moftizadeh, Ahmad. Letter from Evin Prison to followers. February 11, 

1991 (Persian Language, Maktab Quran archives).   
   18.    Mofty, Soraya Interview.   
   19.    Moftizadeh, Ahmad. Letter from Evin Prison to followers. January 27, 

1991 (Persian Language, Maktab Quran archives).   
   20.    Moftizadeh, Ahmad. Letter from Evin Prison to followers. December 27, 

1991 (Persian Language, Maktab Quran archives).   
   21.    Ibid.   
   22.    Ibid.   
   23.    Moftizadeh, Ahmad. Letter from Evin Prison to followers. July 21, 1990 

(Persian Language, Maktab Quran archives).   
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   24.    Moftizadeh, Ahmad. Letter from Evin Prison to followers. October 8, 
1991 (Persian Language, Maktab Quran archives).   

   25.    Shortly after his release into house arrest, an amateur video was taken of 
him speaking to his followers in a large room in Kurdish. It is cited here 
as Ahmad Moftizadeh: Video Speaking to Followers in Kurdish, 
December 26, 1992.   

   26.    Mardokh-Rohani, Fuad Interviews.   
   27.    Mardokh-Rohani, Fuad Interviews   
   28.    Mardokh-Rohani, Fuad interviews.   
   29.    Moftizadeh, Ahmad. Letter from Evin Prison to followers. July 7, 1990 

(Persian Language, Maktab Quran archives).   
   30.    Mardokh-Rohani, Fuad interviews.   
   31.    Moftizadeh, Ahmad. Letter from Evin Prison to followers. July 7, 1990 

(Persian Language, Maktab Quran archives).   
   32.    Moftizadeh, Ahmad. Letter from Evin Prison to followers. October 3, 

1990 (Persian Language, Maktab Quran archives).   
   33.    Arabic, signifying a form of transgression when worshiping something 

other than God.   
   34.    Moftizadeh, Ahmad. Letter from Evin Prison to followers. January 27, 

1991 (Persian Language, Maktab Quran archives).   
   35.    Moftizadeh, Ahmad. Letter from Evin Prison to followers. January 27, 

1991 (Persian Language, Maktab Quran archives). He goes on after these 
statements to relate a story of one of his followers who was killed.   

   36.    Moftizadeh, Ahmad. Letter from Evin Prison to followers. December 27, 
1991 (Persian Language, Maktab Quran archives).   

   37.    Moftizadeh, Ahmad. Letter from Evin Prison to followers. October 3, 
1990 (Persian Language, Maktab Quran archives).   

   38.    Rohani, Foad Interviews and others to remain anonymous.   
   39.    Moftizadeh, Ahmad. Letter from Evin Prison to followers. October 3, 

1990 (Persian Language, Maktab Quran archives)   
   40.    Moftizadeh, Ahmad. Letter from Evin Prison to followers. October 8, 

1991 (Persian Language, Maktab Quran archives).   
   41.    Moftizadeh, Ahmad. Letter from Evin Prison to followers. July 21, 1990 

(Persian Language, Maktab Quran archives).   
   42.    Ibid.   
   43.    Moftizadeh, Ahmad. Letter from Evin Prison to followers. October 3, 

1990 (Persian Language, Maktab Quran archives).   
   44.    Moftizadeh, Ahmad. Letter from Evin Prison to followers. February 11, 

1991 (Persian Language, Maktab Quran archives).   
   45.    Ibid. Here, he is referencing a biblical verse that has been interpreted to 

mean that a woman is made from a man, and also from a “bent” part of 
a man’s anatomy, indicating in such an interpretation both beholdenness 
to that man and an inferiority to him.   
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   46.    Moftizadeh, Ahmad. Letter from Evin Prison to followers. October 8, 
1991 (Persian Language, Maktab Quran archives).   

   47.    Moftizadeh, Ahmad. Letter from Evin Prison to followers. October 3, 
1990 (Persian Language, Maktab Quran archives).   

   48.    Ibid.   
   49.    As with much of Moftizadeh’s rulings, understanding the context of the 

Kurdistan of his era (and today) is an important factor in understanding the 
articulation of some of his instructions. Here, it seems clear that Moftizadeh 
assumes that a woman will have been disadvantaged by having stayed at 
home to tend to the marital property.   

   50.    Moftizadeh, Ahmad. Letter from Evin Prison to followers. March 29, 
1991 (Persian Language, Maktab Quran archives).   

   51.    Ibid.   
   52.    Moftizadeh, Ahmad. Letter from Evin Prison to followers. December 27, 

1991 (Persian Language, Maktab Quran archives).   
   53.    Moftizadeh, Ahmad. Letter from Evin Prison to followers. May 13, 1991 

(Persian Language, Maktab Quran archives).   
   54.    Ibid.   
   55.    Moftizadeh, Ahmad. Letter from Evin Prison to followers. January 20, 

1992 (Persian Language, Maktab Quran archives).   
   56.    Ibid. Here, he does distinguish Kurdish dancing by saying that technically 

 halparka  (Kurdish line dancing) is its own word, separate from the word 
dance, which to him indicates that it was always meant to be a cultural 
group activity. This seems more of a refl ection of his pride in Kurdishness 
than a meaningful distinction between dance and  halparka .   

   57.    Ibid.   
   58.    Moftizadeh, Ahmad. Letter from Evin Prison to followers. October 8, 

1991 (Persian Language, Maktab Quran archives).   
   59.    Moftizadeh, Ahmad. Letter from Evin Prison to followers. March 29, 

1991 (Persian Language, Maktab Quran archives).   
   60.    In one letter, for example, Moftizadeh states that it is a man’s obligation 

to defend the home. This might be considered a misogynist statement. 
While Moftizadeh was highly progressive in his views, not all of his ideas 
would comport with those of a modern-day feminist.   

   61.    Moftizadeh, Ahmad. Letter from Evin Prison to followers. December 27, 
1991 (Persian Language, Maktab Quran archives).   

   62.    Ibid.   
   63.    The furthest Moftizadeh went in this regard was to describe the Islamic 

Republic as “un-Islamic,” practically much less signifi cant than attribut-
ing the non-believer or infi del label to his opponents.   

   64.    Narration of Moftizadeh statement by Mardokh-Rohani, Fuad.   
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   65.    Moftizadeh, Ahmad. Letter from Evin Prison to followers. May 13, 1991 
(Persian Language, Maktab Quran archives).   

   66.    Ibid.   
   67.    Ibid.   
   68.    Ibid.   
   69.    Moftizadeh, Ahmad. Letter from Evin Prison to followers. October 3, 

1990 (Persian Language, Maktab Quran archives).   
   70.    Ibid.   
   71.    Moftizadeh, Ahmad. Letter from Evin Prison to followers. December 27, 

1991 (Persian Language, Maktab Quran archives).   
   72.    Ibid.   
   73.    Moftizadeh, Ahmad. Letter from Evin Prison to followers. October 27, 

1988 (Persian Language, Maktab Quran archives).   
   74.    Moftizadeh, Ahmad. Letter from Evin Prison to followers. October 3, 

1990 (Persian Language, Maktab Quran archives)   
   75.    Ahmad Moftizadeh: Video Speaking to Followers in Kurdish, December 

26, 1992.   
   76.    Moftizadeh, Ahmad. Letter from Evin Prison to followers. December 27, 

1991 (Persian Language, Maktab Quran archives)].   
   77.    Moftizadeh, Ahmad. Letter from Evin Prison to followers. December 27, 

1991 (Persian Language, Maktab Quran archives).   
   78.    Moftizadeh, Ahmad. Letter from Evin Prison to followers. October 3, 

1990 (Persian Language, Maktab Quran archives).   
   79.    Moftizadeh, Ahmad. Letter from Evin Prison to followers. December 27, 

1991 (Persian Language, Maktab Quran archives)].   
   80.    Ahmad Moftizadeh: Video Speaking to Followers in Kurdish, December 

26, 1992.   
   81.    Ibid.   
   82.    Moftizadeh, Ahmad. Letter from Evin Prison to followers. July 21, 1992 

(Persian Language, Maktab Quran archives) and Moftizadeh, Ahmad. 
Letter from Evin Prison to followers. December 27, 1991 (Persian 
Language, Maktab Quran archives).   

   83.    Ahmad Moftizadeh: Video Speaking to Followers in Kurdish, December 
26, 1992.   

   84.    Moftizadeh, Ahmad. Letter from Evin Prison to followers. October 27, 
1988 (Persian Language, Maktab Quran archives).   

   85.    Moftizadeh, Ahmad. Letter from Evin Prison to followers. July 21, 1990 
(Persian Language, Maktab Quran archives).   

   86.    Rohani, Majed Interviews.   
   87.    Maktab Quran video archives. Date labeled as December 26, 1992.   
   88.    Mofti, Mohammad Interview.   
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   89.    Anonymous anecdote from a follower.   
   90.    Rohani, Majed Interviews.   
   91.    All of Abdul Rahman Ghassemlou, Sheikh Ezzedin, and Abdullah 

Mohtadi left Iran for Europe as de facto fugitives. Ghassemlou, for his 
part, was eventually assassinated, allegedly by Islamic Republic agents 
during negotiations with the regime.   

   92.    Maktab Quran engages in the practice of  da’wa,  or invitation. This is the 
Islamic act of religious outreach to society. For Maktab Quran, it is not 
intended to convert individuals to Islam, but build brotherhood and sis-
terhood with other Kurds and Muslims in the hopes of increasing unity, 
and, in turn, exposure to spirituality and God.   

   93.    Mardokh-Rohani, Fuad Interviews.   
   94.    Rohani, Majed Interviews.   
   95.    Mardokh-Rohani, Fuad Interviews. Moftizadeh notes both Fuad 

Mardokh-Rohani and Majed Rohani as two of his most trusted friends in 
a letter from prison when individuals ask who they can trust to be an 
arbiter on small disputes.   

   96.    Mardokh-Rohani, Fuad Interviews.   
   97.    Ibid.   
   98.    When seeking to engage in conversations about Moftizadeh while in 

Kurdistan, one is often met with suspicion. Despite trying to take basic 
encryption and security precautions in electronic conversations with indi-
viduals in Iran about Moftizadeh, many conversations with Maktab 
Quran members for this book were clearly monitored and would have 
been impossible without the risk of arrest. Some of those spoken to for 
this book have been harassed subsequently.   

   99.    The Persian language would perhaps be the most appropriate language 
for a text/book of this nature because of the fact that Moftizadeh wrote 
mostly in Persian, most of Maktab Quran’s literature remains in Persian, 
and most Iranian Kurds only read Persian. For more information on this 
anomaly, please see our discussion on Moftizadeh’s time in Iraq in 
Chapter 3 of this book.   

   100.    In the eyes of one person who actually broke with Maktab Quran, this 
lack of reference to Moftizadeh is a result of inter-Kurdish rivalry, above 
else. “Other Kurdish groups would like him to be erased from history … 
because he was a trendsetter for them. He had more courage and fore-
sight about the brutality of the Shah’s regime than they did at a time 
when their leaders had not yet taken a stand. And despite his also being 
late to the game in realizing the Islamic regime’s duplicity, they don’t 
want his entire history to be known.” Rohani, Majed Interviews.   

   101.    Of course, interpretations linking Moftizadeh to militant Islamic groups 
are partially the inevitable result of his having led an Islamically motivated 
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group in the modern era. Further, the attempt to highlight the oppres-
sion of the Sunni minority through his story also muddles the water 
where little is known about a man and his movement. But this analysis is 
not only shortsighted and unhelpful but also a major disservice to the 
conversation on Islam and its place in the world.   

   102.    See generally subchapter  No Compulsion in Religion.    
   103.    Moftizadeh, Ahmad. Letter from Evin Prison to followers. October 3, 

1990 (Persian Language, Maktab Quran archives) and Moftizadeh, 
Ahmad. Letter from Evin Prison to followers. July 21, 1990 (Persian 
Language, Maktab Quran archives).         
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    CHAPTER 7   

            INTRODUCTION 
 The “Islamic State” is in its third year of existence. It has now lasted many 
times longer than the Mahabad Republic did. 

 In January 2014, President Obama made one of his fi rst public analy-
ses of the nature of Islamic State, likening it to a junior varsity basketball 
team.  1   The notion of a caliphate rising out of the rubble of Sunni Iraq was 
an easy one to dismiss. Even with a weak Iraqi army north of Baghdad, 
no militant group had yet held a signifi cant portion of land for a pro-
longed period, and the familiar, seemingly comparable groups to ISIL like 
Al-Qaeda had not made governance or establishment of a state a prior-
ity. Before the summer of 2014 arrived, however, the Islamic State over-
ran Mosul, one of Iraq’s most signifi cant cultural and economic cities. In 
doing this, as the US government called for a coordinated response to take 
back the city (that never came), ISIL militants reportedly came across a 
cache of American weapons abandoned by the Iraqi army that transformed 
them into one of the best armed militias in the Middle East.  2   The Iraqi 
army was dealt defeat after defeat at the hands of ISIL in the subsequent 
summer of 2015. 

 By July, Islamic State militants were knocking on the door of Kurdistan, 
the only part of Iraq that escaped the chaos and violence of the previous 
12 years. American policy publicly remained the maintenance of Iraq’s 
“territorial integrity,” which is the preservation of Iraq’s historic borders 
and a strong central government. This meant that despite close ties to 
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the Kurdish north which developed in decades prior, the USA had not 
invested heavily in Kurdistan’s independent military infrastructure. Kurdish 
 peshmerga  fi ghters found themselves at a great disadvantage against the 
Islamic State militants and their advanced (ironically, American) weap-
onry. President Obama authorized airstrikes to ensure that ISIL did not 
threaten the Kurdish region, as well as to defend Iraq’s Yazidi population 
that was being targeted by the Islamic State on the periphery of Kurdistan. 
In doing so, the president stated that America would prevent ISIL from 
“creat[ing] some caliphate through Syria and Iraq.”  3   By the middle of 
September, however, President Obama was forming a “coalition” to com-
bat what appeared to be just that—a contiguous and autonomous ISIL 
presence across Iraq and Syria.  4   Soon, airstrikes in Syria, as well as train-
ing to the Iraqi army and limited weapons to the Kurdish forces, would 
come. And before long, at the end of October 2015, the president would 
announce the presence of American troops in Syria. Numerous news items 
in the interim period, such as the failure and annulment of America’s 
“train and equip” program to “moderate Syrian rebels,” would dominate 
headlines. 

 *** 
 As a university student in the years preceding September 11, 2001, the 

author observed students of Muslim and Middle Eastern origin contem-
plate what political change should look like in the region. Most of these 
students had origins from countries with dysfunctional and authoritarian 
secular regimes. For many of the devoutly religious, in an era where words 
like  sharia  were not yet taboo, religious government seemed a natural 
replacement to the dysfunction of these regimes. 9/11 drove the some-
what elemental conversation about religion and society out of the pub-
lic space in Muslim communities in the West. Those communities sensed 
American intolerance with notions of political Islam, and saw the USA 
go to war with a Taliban regime that purported to be an Islamic state in 
Afghanistan—a war most Muslims in America supported. The commu-
nity’s prosperity and integration in American society were real and impor-
tant, and mitigated against the insistence on a conversation regarding this 
issue in the midst of national fervor that grew vis-à-vis the “war on terror.” 

 Meanwhile, abroad, the 2003 invasion of Iraq and its aftermath seemed 
to bolster those same ideas of Islam as a panacea to the region’s dys-
function. From Morocco to Iraq, Islamist parties that disavowed the 
traditional monarchical or pseudo-secular dictatorships grew in their pop-
ularity. The “Arab Spring” of 2011 created room for many of these parties 
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to maneuver and participate formally in the political process, but in most 
of these countries, brief periods of hope were dashed by chaos and civil 
war. A massive disconnect between the perception of Islam and politics 
in the West and the reality on the ground in the Middle East was playing 
out as a sort of war of ideas, where “moderate” Muslims were victimized 
by both sides. 

 In the Muslim world, a fi ght for the mantle of Islam, polluted by the 
vestiges of a complex post-colonial history, is still underway. But a bitter 
pill the West must swallow is the following: the nature of the region’s 
grievances was partially sabotaged by the invasion of Iraq, hastening the 
evolution of Al-Qaeda-type groups to the so-called Islamic State. The 
recruitment of the young, prone to violence, and disaffected into the 
more radical and violent of the Islamist groups is not surprising when 
you consider the narrative these groups promote: that they wage God’s 
war against those that steal the region’s wealth, that the West has killed 
many times more Muslims than the reverse, and that Muslims are unfairly 
treated in Europe and America. This argument of half-truths discards his-
torical context while exploiting a superfi cial examination of the West’s 
mistakes. It also ignores the reality that not through violence, but through 
systems that adequately represent the region’s many ethnicities, religions, 
and ideas, will prosperity be possible. Nonetheless, the argument is power-
ful for those young, prone to violence, and disaffected. 

 ISIL’s prominence is at least as much a refl ection of Sunni Iraq’s col-
lective dissatisfaction with the post-2003 Iraqi order as the ideological 
zeal of a new brand of Islamists. The world may eventually “degrade and 
destroy” the Islamic State, to borrow from President Obama’s language, 
perhaps driving the group underground and transforming it into a popu-
lar terrorist group and brand instead of a state. But the information age 
and small-arms proliferation has changed notions of power and infl uence 
permanently, and the Islamic State’s existence and popularity among even 
small segments of the Muslim world will constitute a much longer-term 
battle with the group’s fundamental ethos and its implementation in the 
West’s major cities. Besides outlining weaknesses in approaches thus far, 
this book does not attempt to deal in any signifi cant detail with the ori-
gins and causes of the rise of ISIL, or the integration of Islam with public 
life. Further, this chapter does not offer a solution to the region’s array of 
complex problems. It focuses on the implications of the theories we have 
developed from the history outlined prior, explaining what Kurdistan’s 
role can be in helping manage regional confl ict with the support of the 
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international community. Conclusions drawn here are premised on the 
basic notion that while diplomacy requires that we engage all parties 
whether or not they are allies, our chosen partners should ideally espouse 
values that we establish for our own populations in the West. 

 Of course, no terrorist group or state has of yet threatened the borders 
of the USA or any other Western country. However, one of the major aims 
of Islam-focused terrorism is to provide a violent catalyst to degrade the 
enemy’s will and value system. In that sense, it can be argued that Islamic 
militants, in their continued growth and prominence, and in the West’s 
variable and unpopular policies in the Muslim world over the course 
of many decades, are succeeding. The West, and in particular the US’ 
involvement in a confl ict, tends to play into the Islamists’ narrative of a 
war against Islam, weakening America’s standing in the “battle of ideas” 
while enhancing that of the Islamists. It is therefore essential, as a number 
of American policymakers have emphasized, that the fi ght against Islamic 
extremism be waged by those in the region themselves. 

 In the wake of a burgeoning rapprochement between Iran and the 
USA, much has been touted of a natural alliance between Shia Muslim 
Iran and the West in their respective fi ghts against ISIL. But there are a 
number of defi ciencies in the idea of Shia militias constituting the coveted 
domestic Muslim fi ghting force against the Islamic State. Firstly, none of 
the area controlled by ISIL borders the contiguous “Shia heartland” that 
begins in southern Iraq and stretches through Iran. Shias are not practi-
cally well-placed to fi ght ISIL, and this is the main reason why ISIL so 
easily swept through swaths of Iraq without much resistance from the 
Shia-dominated Iraqi government. More importantly, though, a reliance 
on Shia militias has the likelihood of worsening intra-Islamic sectarian 
confl ict while improving Islamic State recruitment efforts within Iraq in 
particular. In the long term, it would be no more effective than the West 
waging the battle on its own, while trading one set of extremists for per-
haps a more rational group of extremists. So while Iran and Shia militias 
do have an increasingly important role to play in certain facets of the fi ght 
against ISIL and the stability of the region, cooperating with these entities 
at the moment carries enormous risk. Given all of this, Kurds sit atop the 
lonely list of regional Muslims fi t to partake in an evolving battle of this 
nature. 

 There are inherent ideological preferences in this chapter that are best 
identifi ed early. One is that some form of democracy is always preferable 
to religious government. This does not mean that certain elements of 
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religious law should play no role in any country’s political or legal system. 
However, that role should not be the result of religious interpretation 
and forced ideological integration, but rather democratic preference and, 
subject to change. Another preference inherent to the arguments set out 
in this chapter relate to the limits of cultural relativism in the modern 
era. Insofar as a cultural or religious practice encroaches on the personal 
freedom or preference of the individual, it is inadequate for imposition on 
society as a whole, even if it is a fundamental feature of a particular culture 
or religion. If only for these two principles alone—regardless of how the 
media may unfairly cover the entity or how the group might moderate 
over time—we must accept that the Islamic State is a negative develop-
ment for humanity. 

 One conclusion that may incorrectly be interpreted from this chapter is 
a preference for ethnic nationalisms. In fact, ethnic nationalism, including 
Kurdish nationalism, has its own signifi cant drawbacks. But it is often a 
natural product of a region’s history and development, and so this chapter 
will treat at least democratic forms of nationalism with a dose of practical-
ity, demonstrating its preference to exclusionary forms of political Islam.  

   KURDISTAN AS A “NATURAL ALLY” 
 As a population with no consistent regional ally, an ideological impedi-
ment to Islamism, and increasingly shared social values with the West, 
Kurds are likely to remain a stalwart long-term partner in the Middle East 
region. 

 Modern Middle Eastern history has provided rough evidence that 
groups with shared rivalries tend to make consistent allies. Syria’s alliance 
with Iran during the Iran–Iraq war was made possible by Hafez al-Assad’s 
rivalry with Saddam Hussein. Kurdish militias often sided with govern-
ments that were waging war on other Kurds across the border, in hopes 
of fi nding synergies in the battle against their own host government. This 
rivalry-based alliance structure is part of the reason why the most signifi -
cant (yet minority) non-Arab nations in the Middle East—the Israelis, the 
Kurds, and the Turks—have been reliable allies to the West. 

 But where religion is both a major vehicle of confl ict, as well as the 
shared trait of all the region’s diverse groups, calculation of loyalty and 
alliance is decidedly more diffi cult. Almost every country in the Middle 
East—Algeria, Libya, Egypt, Lebanon, Syria, Iraq, Turkey, and Iran the 
most notable among them—is either enduring or has recently endured 
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domestic strife where a major party is an Islamist one. Not all of these 
Islamist movements can be painted with the same brush. They each have 
their own complex origins and compositions, such as degree of prefer-
ence for democracy. But in each case, their presence complicates the deli-
cate foreign policy balance between supporting democratic institutions, 
encouraging normative (moderate) Islam, and delegitimizing extremist 
interpretations of Islam. Kurdistan’s indisposition to Islamism is particu-
larly valuable in this era where extremist religious ideology is a primary 
cause of instability. 

 For the reasons outlined in this book, signifi cant political movements 
based on Islam are not likely to develop in Kurdistan today or in the near 
future. Ahmad Moftizadeh’s story is part of an ideological evolution in 
Kurdistan which establishes the limits of political Islam in Kurdish society.  5   
The broader Kurdish community has been funneled down a path of con-
fl ict with pan-Islamism and political Islam, obstinate to ideas that discount 
its cultural distinctness. Historically, the only militant Islamist movements 
associated with Kurdistan have been small, and mostly fostered outside of 
Kurdistan. Kurdish support for such groups is insignifi cant, and is likely 
to continue to be immaterial. Since the only offi cial Kurdish government, 
the KRG, is a proper democratic “system” (that is not susceptible to the 
sway of religious extremism), support for it presents little risk of giving the 
impression that a foreign entity is taking sides in a domestic ideological 
dispute. The low likelihood that Kurdistan’s political systems will trend 
toward an entrenched religious dogma suggests that Kurds will not seek to 
distance themselves from Western allies for ideological reasons. 

 Finally, all parts of Kurdistan have demonstrated an expanding appre-
ciation for democratic values and open society. From Turkey, to Syria, 
through Northern Iraq, to Iran, Kurdish political parties have consistently 
(even if imperfectly) made Kurdish nationalism, an idea enabled by an 
appreciation of self-determination, the core of their relatively democratic 
movements. Supporting movements that comply with the values by which 
the West defi nes itself is the hallmark of responsible foreign policy. It is 
also the most likely approach to bolster the continuity of long-term allies. 
Democratic communities have a natural tendency to view democracies 
favorably, putting the West at an advantage over other actors who seek to 
exercise infl uence in the Kurdish region. Ensuring the survival and stabil-
ity of Kurdish parties and institutions in each of the aforementioned coun-
tries has a strong likelihood of promoting a reliable, rational interlocutor 
in the Middle East for the world’s democracies going forward.  
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   KURDISTAN AS AN EFFECTIVE FORCE FOR PEACE 
 The more important factor for the West’s long-term interests is actually 
not whether our foreign policy will establish durable allies, but rather 
whether groups and polities will be effective in advancing peace and sta-
bility. Support for Kurdish groups is one of the few foreign policy pursuits 
with a likelihood of contributing to a sustainable status quo in the region. 

 Kurdistan is primarily Sunni Muslim, as are the most turbulent centers 
of confl ict in the Middle East today (Sunni Iraq and Syria). Despite an 
intolerance for political Islam in Kurdistan, most Kurdish nationalists still 
consider themselves normative Muslims. This is why ISIL’s (and before 
ISIL, Al-Qaeda’s) propaganda machine originally targeted Kurdistan 
aggressively, with the failed hope of turning it into a new domain of sup-
port for its brand of extremism. Its lack of success in propagating its ideas, 
and Kurdistan’s relative prosperity, is why Kurdistan has now become one 
of ISIL’s primary regional enemies. 

 A successful Iraqi Kurdistan, the only portion of Kurdistan that is offi -
cially autonomous, will eventually serve as an example of tragedy to tri-
umph for the rest of the region’s low to middle-income population. The 
Kurdistan region had the highest poverty rates in Iraq at the time of the 
fi rst gulf war; today it has the lowest.  6   The region’s GDP per capita today 
is many times what it was 20 years ago in real terms, and nearly three times 
the rest of the country. The source of one of the world’s largest refugee 
exoduses just 25 years ago, Iraqi Kurdistan is now sheltering thousands of 
Arab refugees seeking to fl ee the chaos of their countries for stability and 
tranquility, as well as a destination for thousands of businessmen who see 
Kurdistan as one of the few acceptable investment enterprises left in the 
region. 

 The Kurdish region is also setting an example of democracy, both inside 
and outside of Iraq. In Iraqi Kurdistan, a number of elections have been 
held since autonomy was established, with numerous opposition parties 
participating freely in them.  7   Civil society institutions are open and active 
there, making it a truer, more functional democracy than any of the Arab 
states surrounding it (as well as Iran). The rest of the Kurdish region is 
similarly on a path of democratic evolution. In the part of Syria that is 
controlled by Kurdish militias, direct democracy has been established as 
the governing mechanism by Kurdish guerilla forces. With ISIL’s govern-
ing brutality just miles away, Kurdish commanders have delegated deci-
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sion making locally and evenly, with aims of achieving a representative 
 governing system.  8   In Turkey, likewise, the main Kurdish party has recently 
achieved electoral upsets on a platform of inclusiveness and progressivism. 
Reports from the battlefi eld in Syria through 2015, where female  pesh-
merga  fought alongside men, returned stories of ISIL militants often on 
the back foot. Everywhere you look in the region, Kurdistan truly rep-
resents the anti-ISIL in the world of Islam, with its shared trait of Sunni 
Islam resonating symbolically. 

 If ISIL seeks to paint Kurds as non-believers in an attempt to delegiti-
mize their alternative worldview, it runs the risk of alienating other non- 
Arab populations—the vast majority of Muslims—that it wishes to coalesce 
with. In this sense, the sort of ideas espoused by Ahmad Moftizadeh and 
other moderate Muslims are inevitably dangerous to extremist Islamic 
ideology either in their ability to garner support against extremism or in 
exposing extremists as divisive. Local Muslim populations with a more 
open and prosperous set of values, not only serving as boots on the ground 
but brains on the ground, are essential. Winning the battle of ideas is not a 
zero-sum game. It will not be won, but perhaps lost, with bombs and bul-
lets. We must reluctantly accept that violence in the region and terrorism 
in the West will likely increase in the interim. But a long-term grassroots 
campaign to delegitimize the extremism of the Islamic State can be waged 
and won locally, and Kurdistan is one essential piece of such an approach.  

   IMPLICATIONS FOR TURKEY (AND SYRIA) IN UNCERTAIN 
TIMES 

 The common narrative in Western media today is secular Turkey’s 
descent into authoritarianism under a divisive, Islamist leader. The more 
accurate view is that the Turkish republic has gone from a secular mili-
tary autocracy, to an autocratic, conservative state. The secular Turkish 
republic led for decades by the party of Mustafa Kemal “Atatürk” (the 
Republican People’s Party, or CHP) was never a secular democracy in 
the Western mold. With heavy-handed and continual political interven-
tion by the military, Turkey’s government has traditionally been hostile to 
the ideas of freedom of expression and organization. To give an example, 
the “Press Freedom Index” published by Reporters Without Borders the 
year Turkey’s Islamist Justice and Development Party (AKP) was elected 
ranked the country 99th, behind countries like Algeria, Kuwait, and the 
Congo. Kurdish journalists and politicians have been a main target of the 
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government’s repressive apparatus, with thousands among them jailed, 
tortured, and killed in the last four decades. 

 Turkey’s history books describe the tumultuous founding of the coun-
try when Atatürk consolidated the Anatolian peninsula from the greedy 
colonial powers who sought to deprive the Turks of a homeland when the 
Ottoman Empire dissolved. The untold part of this story is that Ataturk’s 
impressive feat annulled the Treaty of Sevres (1920), where the Allied 
Powers guaranteed Kurds the right of self-determination. For the last 
100 years, Turkey has embarked instead on a failed policy of forced inte-
gration of its Kurdish minority, often with the West’s implicit support. 
Turkey’s constitution does not formally recognize the existence of ethnic 
minorities within its borders. During the Turkish republic’s early history, 
Kurds were referred to as “mountain Turks,” despite a history, culture, 
and language that distinguishes Kurds from their Turkish neighbors. This 
myopic view of Turkish society, an extension of the turbulent early his-
tory of the republic, translates into a hardened ethno-centric posture from 
Turkey’s main parties. The advancement of any minority group that advo-
cates for greater social, cultural, or political liberties, then, is viewed as a 
threat by Turkey’s traditional parties (and it must be said, many nationalist 
Turks). But such advancement is inevitable. 

 As discussed prior, like Iranian Kurdistan, Kurdish society in Turkey 
shifted from a tribe focused ideological structure to a nationalist one over 
the course of the twentieth century. In the late 1970s, Turkish Kurdistan 
found a unifi ed voice in the Kurdistan Workers’ Party (PKK), a Marxist- 
nationalist group which embarked on an often violent war of secession 
in the last quarter of the twentieth century. The PKK grew to be widely 
popular in Kurdistan, and widely despised and feared in the rest of Turkey. 
To this day, the PKK remains the primary “boogeyman” of the Turkish 
state, whose post-Ottoman sense of regional betrayal still colors much of 
its political narrative.  9   While the PKK was militarily defeated in the late 
1990s, the movement only strengthened nationalist sentiments among 
Kurds in Turkey. Targeting Kurdistan’s tribal confederations during the 
civil war, who it saw as inhibitors of its Marxist and nationalist platform, the 
PKK created the recipe for a broad base of support which survives today.  10   
Meanwhile, its political agenda developed progressively underground, 
infl uenced positively by Kurdistan’s democratic experiment in Iraq. 

 Turkey’s main Kurdish political party today (The People’s Democratic 
Party, or HDP) can be described as the PKK’s modern political wing. The 
party has evolved from its origins as a group advocating for the indepen-
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dence of Kurdistan into Turkey’s primary progressive party of the left.  11   
Under its young leader Selahattin Demirtaş, it has adopted a broad, highly 
progressive agenda. It expressly rejects violence as a means to advance 
political aims and is also described as the “party of women” and other 
minorities, establishing quotas for women and the Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual 
and Transgender Community (LGBT) community in its leadership. HDP 
is often accused of remaining loyal to and maintaining ties with the impris-
oned founder of the PKK, Abdullah Ocalan. But even if this is the case, 
Ocalan himself has renounced separatism from his Turkish island-prison, 
and now advocates for the reformed values of greater rights for Kurds 
within the Turkish state. In back to back elections in 2015, despite widely 
believed foul play by the ruling AKP party that sought to prevent such a 
result, the HDP established itself as one of Turkey’s most popular political 
forces by gaining entry into Turkey’s parliament.  12   

 Turkey’s important role in NATO, as well as Turkish lobbies in the 
West’s capitals, has successfully dissuaded the world’s democracies from 
taking a balanced approach on the Kurdish issue in Turkey.  13   As a result, 
the conventional wisdom for policy toward Turkey’s treatment of minori-
ties is to characterize the issue as a “domestic” one—the equivalent of 
turning a blind eye to mistreatment—in order to preserve the important 
bilateral relationship and the regional interests that fl ow from it. But the 
Turkish state being increasingly held to account by a popular domestic 
party with a progressive political message is a positive development for 
Turkey and the West, not a negative one. Importantly, unlike other minor-
ity groups that have been deprived basic rights in the region, Kurds in 
Turkey have aligned behind inclusive and democratic, and not Islamist 
and irredentist, principles and politicians. Far from jeopardizing the West’s 
relationship with Turkey, even a subtle change in the West’s policy vis-
à- vis the Kurds there could bring a much needed counterweight to the 
untenable and increasingly detrimental path that Turkish policymakers are 
pursuing both inside and outside of the Turkish republic. For the world 
to hold Turkey to a modern standard of human rights domestically would 
serve as a check on the authoritarian impulses of its government, and a 
boon for pluralism in the greater region (more on this below).  
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   KURDISH GUERRILLAS ON THE TURKISH–SYRIAN BORDER 
AND THE FRONT LINES OF HISTORY 

 Meanwhile, having declared a ceasefi re some years prior with the Turkish 
state amid negotiations with the country’s new leadership, the PKK’s armed 
wing took up residence in Northern Iraq. In conjunction with the KRG, 
its sister party in Syria (The Democratic Union Party, or PYD), as well as 
other  peshmerga  that joined the battle from other regions of Kurdistan 
(including Iran), the PKK became heavily engaged in the emerging battle 
against the Islamic State.  14   When this battle engulfed Kurdish villages on 
the Syrian, Iraqi, and Turkish border region, PKK guerillas became a cen-
tral fi ghting force to defend those villages from an ISIL takeover.  15   

 Turkey’s position evolved over time with regard to the Syrian civil war 
and the confl ict with the Islamic State, and much of this had to do with 
factors relating to Kurdistan. After a brief period of apparent support for 
Syria’s leader, followed by apparent neutrality, the Turkish government 
fi nally declared in late 2011 that President Bashar al-Assad had to go. 
Soon after, Turkey’s ruling AKP party began facing allegations that it 
was supporting hardline Islamist extremists against the Syrian president, 
which was not what the world had bargained for when hoping that the 
Middle East’s model democracy would take the side of the Syrian people. 
Meanwhile, Turkey took note as Kurdish forces successfully defended 
most of their territory and began to carve out their own autonomy across 
the border in parts of Syria. It quite literally observed one of the most 
publicized battles in the regional fi ght against the Islamic State in Kobane. 
There, as journalists looked on from the Turkish side of the border with 
Syria, Kurdish militias waged a battle for the city against a determined 
ISIL contingent.  16   The Turkish government, citing neutrality, denied basic 
forms of support to the Kurdish militias fi ghting ISIL, and even prevented 
sympathetic guerillas from passing through the border to help the Kurds. 
It described American support to Kurdish guerillas as “wrong.”  17   Finally 
bowing to strong international pressure, Turkey reluctantly allowed the 
passage of a small number of Iraqi  peshmerga  reinforcements to Kobane; 
soon, the Islamic State was dealt its fi rst highly publicized defeat.  18   The 
Kurds began to be perceived as the silver lining to the region’s turmoil in 
the Western media. 

 Shortly thereafter, during Turkey’s parliamentary elections of June 
2015, the Kurdish vote that was once an important demographic for AKP 
instead mobilized in support of the HDP. This had the result of denying 
President Recep Tayyip Erdogan the majority he achieved in successive 
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previous elections. Anti-Kurdish rhetoric from the Turkish state increased 
as it geared up for a controversial re-election, and soon, a fragile cease-
fi re with the PKK was broken by the Turkish army.  19   So when Turkey 
declared itself formally engaged in the fi ght against ISIL just over a month 
later in the summer of 2015, many viewed the move with suspicion. If 
Turkey were to pursue this policy change earnestly, it would fi nd itself in 
an indirect alliance of interests with the group it viewed as the primary 
threat to Turkish security and unity, the PKK.  20   Long suspected of having 
enabled and even cooperated with Islamic State militants, it was left to be 
seen how Turkey would balance its new pledge to support NATO allies 
with its long-standing commitment to prevent the establishment of an 
autonomous Kurdish region in Syria.  21   Indeed, when Turkey did mobi-
lize in its purported battle against the Islamic State, it was the PKK in 
Northern Iraq that bore the brunt of Turkey’s aerial bombardment.  22   As 
this book went to press, the jailing and assassination of prominent Kurdish 
activists in Turkey as well as Turkey’s attacks on PKK guerillas in Northern 
Iraq were ongoing.  

   IMPLICATIONS IN SYRIA (AND TURKEY) 
 The civil war in Syria remains a moving picture, constantly transforming 
in style and substance in the direction further violence and tragedy. As this 
book went to press, the majority of Syria was controlled by groups other 
than the “central government” of Bashar al-Assad. Virtually all of the rebel 
forces with control of any signifi cant stretch of Syrian territory are conser-
vative Islamist groups. The only exception is the Kurdish region. 

 In Northeastern Syria, approximately two million Kurds made up a 
large chunk of Syria’s many disenfranchised citizens under the Assad fam-
ily’s reign. The weight of oppression suffered by Syria’s Kurds can be 
described as being one level less severe than those of Turkey. While forced 
assimilation and the denial of the Kurdish population’s existence was not 
present in Syria (as it was for many years in Turkey), offi cial use or for-
mal instruction in the Kurdish language was not allowed, among other 
things.  23   

 Syrian Kurdistan’s predicament is fundamentally joined with the larger 
question of the international community’s relationship with Turkey. Since 
the dissolution of the Ottoman Empire  24  . Syria’s Kurds have generally 
been under the sphere of infl uence of Turkey’s much larger Kurdish 
 population. Turkey’s societal trends in the subsequent destruction of 
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the tribal unit and dissemination of Kurdish nationalist sentiment heav-
ily infl uenced Syria’s Kurds. From the time of the PKK’s armed rebellion 
against the Turkish state, recruitment efforts among Syria’s Kurds were an 
important part of the rebel group’s strategy. The PKK was offi cially based 
and active in Syria during its armed insurrection in Southeast Turkey, and 
was more or less openly supported by the Assad regime as a counterweight 
to Turkey (with which the Ba’ath regime had certain resource disputes). 
This was until the Adana Agreement was signed between Syria and the 
Turkish government in October 1998, ending Syrian support for the PKK 
and leading to the expulsion of its leader Abdullah Ocalan from Syrian 
territory. Soon after the PKK was driven underground in Syria, an off-
shoot organization which remained friendly to it, the PYD, was formed 
(circa 2003).  25   This organization remained in close communication with 
the PKK, pledging loyalty to its imprisoned leader Ocalan. 

 When mass protests against President Bashar al-Assad and the Ba’ath 
regime began in Syria in 2011, the Kurdish population was generally 
supportive of the intention and direction of the movement. When pro-
tests degenerated into civil war, however, the Kurdish rebellion took a 
decidedly different undertone than did that of Sunni Arab opposition to 
President Assad. Unlike the other main militias vying for power in Syria—
ISIL, Al-Qaeda-affi liated groups, and other domestic Syrian Arab opposi-
tion to Assad (such as the Free Syrian Army)—the PYD is strictly secular. 
Like with other parts of Kurdistan, Kurdish nationalist sentiment grew 
in Syria as neighboring forms of nationalisms began to form and become 
the primary vehicles for political movements. As this Kurdish nationalism 
grew, reliance on Islam as the composition of a Kurdish political move-
ment faded away. Today, Syria’s Kurds are structurally unlikely to adopt 
Islamism as the foundation of a movement. As a result of the ideas and 
stories we have explored in the previous chapters, the West’s limited sup-
port for Kurdish rebels in Syria has paid remarkable dividends in the fi ght 
against ISIL, especially when compared with support to other groups. 

 There remains an ongoing threat to this success, however. The West has 
taken an inconsistent approach vis-à-vis the PYD and its sister organiza-
tion, the PKK. The PKK has been on the US Department of State’s list of 
foreign terrorist organizations (FTOs) since 1997, as well as the European 
Union’s “terrorist list.” This is despite it being virtually indistinguishable 
from the PYD in terms of history, loyalties, and ideology. Given the PKK’s 
predominant role in the fi ght against the ISIL, this policy threatens to 
debilitate local cooperation against the Islamic State going forward. 
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 Regardless of the merit of designating the PKK a terrorist organiza-
tion during the Turkish civil war that ended in the late 1990s, the orga-
nization’s existence on these terrorist lists today has garnered criticism.  26   
Those critics underline the PKK’s reformed military and political agenda, 
as well as its indispensability to battling ISIL on the ground in Iraq and 
Syria. The Turkish government, the main proponent of the PKK’s terrorist 
distinction, has itself negotiated with the PKK’s imprisoned leader, and for 
the last decade, the group has renounced separatism and declared unilat-
eral ceasefi res on a number of occasions. It was the PKK that was on the 
front lines in the Iraqi city of Sinjar, rescuing Iraqi Yazidis and protecting 
other non-Muslim minorities from ISIL terror. In light of the PKK’s non- 
civilian focused and reduced armed activity in Turkey, its abandonment of 
a separatist agenda, and its involvement in the battle against the Islamic 
State, it is time that its designation be re-evaluated.  27   

 Given that the PKK and the PYD are two branches of the same group, 
support for the PYD by the USA is rendered much more precarious if 
the PKK carries the same terrorist distinction as groups like ISIL and 
Al-Qaeda. When considering the successful cooperation that is taking 
place between these Kurdish organizations and the international commu-
nity, this arrangement is fl agrantly inconsistent. Turkey’s own willingness 
to entertain the idea of greater Kurdish rights since AKP’s rise to power 
has seemed to move in lockstep with the amount of Kurdish constituents 
that vote for the party; partially for this reason, but also for purposes of 
the terrorist lists’ own ongoing perceived utility and relevance, the Turkish 
government’s stance should not determine the world’s evaluation of the 
PKK. Turkey’s continual effort in painting the PKK as a terrorist group is a 
disingenuous attempt at generating moral equivalence with the republic’s 
poor human rights record, facilitating Turkey’s destruction of Kurdish 
political enterprise wherever it is able. For the West going forward, neither 
the traditional preservation of interests calculation nor a moral assessment 
of this policy advises continuity. 

 PKK entities, despite all of their defaults, are reformed, relatively 
progressive, and largely democratic groups that are essential to fi ghting 
ISIL. Like other polities, though, there is a diversity of opinion among 
Kurds and the PKK itself on paths forward. More extreme elements 
among these groups will surely advocate that a return to arms is called 
for in the face of heightened aggression from the Turkish government. 
These ideas must be extinguished, and a policy that supports the pacifi st 
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elements among the Kurds is an effective manner of encouraging the vic-
tory of this camp. 

 Perhaps just as importantly, Kurdish ascendance through an interna-
tionally accepted political movement is a presence not just against ISIL, 
but against the increasingly unilateral and unchecked behavior of the 
Turkish republic. Through a policy that does more harm than good, coun-
tries that tow the Turkish party line vis-à-vis the Kurds enable Turkey’s 
problematic domestic and foreign policies for no tangible benefi t. Turkey 
has not proven itself a reliable buffer or remedy to either Islamic extrem-
ism or Russia. To the contrary, the world’s enabling of reckless Turkish 
policy has served to exacerbate tensions in both of these arenas. Helping 
tilt the balance of power toward the Turkish republic’s people are not 
likely to affect the core relationship between Turkey and its NATO allies if 
this policy change is pursued genuinely and consistently. And it may serve 
to add democratic, and not ideological color to the Turkish republic’s 
domestic and foreign policies. 

 This is an opportune moment for the international community to 
reconsider who its allies and its terrorists are de novo. While acknowledg-
ing that the ascent of HDP is a positive development for Turkish democ-
racy, and cooperating with a secular, democratic PYD enterprise in Syria, 
can the West maintain that the PYD’s mother group is a terrorist one? Can 
it do so even though this clearly undermines its own number one foreign 
policy commitment to undermine the Islamic State? Will doing so solidify 
the existing reputation of short-term opportunism in the West’s foreign 
policies, and what is the long-term effect if so? Given the importance 
of Turkey’s role in the region and its symbolism as a successful Muslim 
democracy, these questions are not easy ones. But if policy in the region 
remains in its current form, the battle against ISIL and Islamic extremism 
in the long term, at the very least, is partially abandoned at its inception.  

   IMPLICATIONS IN KURDISTAN, NORTHERN IRAQ 
 The victims of genocide and fratricide, few would have placed their money 
on Iraq’s Kurds ever being a beacon of stability and prosperity in the 
Middle East.  28   In the 1970s, a large scale Kurdish insurrection in Iraq was 
crushed brutally by the Iraqi Ba’ath regime after being abandoned by the 
international community. In the 1980s, hundreds of thousands of Kurds 
were killed in Northern Iraq through various wars and crackdowns by 
the central government. Just less than thirty years ago, there was hardly 
a more dire human rights predicament than Iraqi Kurdistan anywhere in 
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the world. But despite this, with the imposition of the oft-cited Iraqi no- 
fl y zones that allowed Iraq’s Kurds to establish an autonomous enclave in 
the north of the country, Kurdistan has been on an uphill trajectory since 
1992. Today, it is a relatively democratic and prosperous oasis in an other-
wise chaotic region. It has also been a loyal ally of the USA in particular, 
and an area that has escaped the Islamist fervor that has engulfed each of 
its neighbors to a signifi cant degree. 

 Iraqi Kurdistan’s history has overlap with that of Iranian Kurdistan. 
Sharing the Sorani and Gorani Kurdish dialects with most of Iran’s Kurds, 
cultural and political ties between the two regions have always been close. 
The Kurdistan Democratic Party of Iraq, currently led by Iraqi Kurdistan’s 
president Massoud Barzani, is an offshoot of the Iranian KDPI that 
founded the Mahabad Republic. Massoud Barzani’s father, Mustafa, led 
the Mahabad Republic’s core armed forces across the border during the 
republic’s short life.  29   Iraqi Kurdistan, the only part of Kurdistan that is 
offi cially autonomous, continues to bear the fl ag and national anthem of 
the fallen Mahabad Republic. 

 Like the rest of Kurdistan, even if Northern Iraq has only recently 
established itself as consistently democratic, the “secular” Islamism of the 
sheikhs has faded there as a political force for many generations. Kurdish 
nationalism is the primary political idea embraced by Iraq’s Kurds, even 
if tribal and family allegiances continue to play a role there to a more 
signifi cant degree than in Eastern or Northern Kurdistan. This is why the 
Iraqi Kurdish  peshmerga , the “army” of Northern Iraq and perhaps the 
most effective army force in the country as a whole, has mobilized so 
effectively in the fi ght against the Islamic State. Close cooperation with 
American military consultants and “coalition airstrikes” have helped the 
Iraqi  peshmerga  protect Kurdish land from a better equipped Islamic State. 
Notably, the  peshmerga  have also taken the coveted city of Kirkuk, which 
was deserted by the Iraqi army as ISIL militants approached.  30   The oil- 
rich city is one of Iraq’s most controversial regions in terms of governance 
rights. 

 The KRG of Northern Iraq plays a delicate balancing act when asserting 
its sovereignty. While it has gained signifi cant favor with the armed forces 
of the USA, a weak public relations apparatus as well as strong Turkish 
and Arab lobbies in Washington have tempered the West’s willingness to 
entertain a change in Iraq’s political status quo. Even with the practical 
failings of a “one Iraq” policy manifestly evident, the USA and most of 
the West still support a unifi ed Iraq much in the mold of the one envi-
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sioned at the time of the 2003 invasion. Iraqi Kurdistan’s president has 
formally declared that he is not seeking independence as of yet. But with a 
referendum showing that almost all Kurds support such an eventuality, his 
statements have not allayed American fears of Kurdish separation from the 
rest of Iraq. Perhaps as a result, the Kurds have failed to secure the sorts of 
tactical, material, and logistical support that the Iraqi central government 
has received from the USA.  Turkey also has important interests linked 
to events across the border in Iraqi Kurdistan. While it has established 
amicable relations with the KRG, Turkey is concerned about the prec-
edent an independent or autonomous Kurdish region sets for Turkey’s 
own Kurdish population. The KRG has sought to ease Ankara’s anxiety by 
allowing the Turkish government to launch attacks against PKK rebels on 
Iraqi Kurdistan’s soil, much to the disappointment of your average Kurd. 

 This all paints the picture of an Iraqi Kurdish government that, while 
increasingly modern and interest-driven, is crippled by its position 
between more powerful actors. In today’s wars of small arms and ideas, 
however, Kurdistan is not totally powerless. It can be argued that the West 
needs Kurdistan as much as Kurdistan needs the West. Northern Iraq is 
the West’s only saving grace after almost 15 years of “war on terror.” It has 
proven to be an indispensable tool in punishing ISIL and setting it back 
on the periphery of its territory. While  peshmerga  have not been mobilized 
deep within ISIL territory, Kurdistan is one of the few brick walls that 
ISIL has run into.  31   From a Sunni Muslim autonomous region, such a 
return on investment is inimitable. 

 Despite a number of shortcomings (some of which are discussed 
below), the KRG of Northern Iraq has galvanized the rest of Kurdistan 
politically, and fortifi ed Kurdish identity and a democratic form of nation-
alism across the Kurdish region. Northern Iraq can be a trendsetter not 
only for Kurds but for the rest of the Sunni Muslim region. The KRG is 
surrounded by failed states and authoritarian governments—a bad neigh-
borhood to be sure. But one clean and prosperous unit increases value and 
the likelihood that the rest of the neighborhood gentrifi es. A successful 
Sunni Muslim polity, despite being a landlocked and surrounded by foes, 
will set an example for the region in the long term. Given the likelihood of 
militant interpretations of Islam being a factor in the rest of the region’s 
confl icts going forward, permanent and powerful Kurdish autonomy in 
Northern Iraq is all the more important. It should be enabled.  
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   AN ESSENTIAL, DEMOCRATIC KRG 
 Part of Northern Iraq’s effectiveness as a presence against the Islamic 
State and other forms of Islamic extremism is its ability to manage stable 
and democratic growth. While Kurdistan has demonstrated a collective 
will against the Islamic State, it remains a community of diverse ideas 
and democratic preferences. Despite the relative popularity of President 
Barzani, public dissatisfaction with the nepotism and corruption prevalent 
in Iraqi Kurdistan has increased in recent years. Much of this is a result of 
a KRG political system that is dominated by the KDP and the PUK. 

 This discontent spawned a new party in 2009,  Gorran  (Change), 
dedicated to bringing a more diverse voice to the Kurdish government. 
 Gorran  had surprising success in the 2009 and 2010 Kurdish and Iraqi 
elections, leading to the appointment of a number of government min-
isters from the party. This set the stage for planned presidential elections 
in Kurdistan in 2013, where it was hoped by many that someone outside 
of the main political parties could stand and win. But with the instability 
brought about by the rise of the Islamic State, the planned 2013 (and then 
2015) president elections were delayed. When protests and boycotts were 
called by  Gorran , the KRG government led by the KDP reacted angrily by 
preventing  Gorran  ministers’ entry into parliament and replacing certain 
key positions with loyalists. This was a bad result not only for  Gorran , but 
for the Kurdistan region. It is also a bad result for Kurdistan’s allies. 

 The nature of Iraqi Kurdistan’s dependence on its major parties is a 
debilitating factor, and when push comes to shove, the main Kurdish par-
ties need to demonstrate that they value Kurdistan’s long-term demo-
cratic health more than the prosperity of their respective parties. The USA 
in particular has an essential role to play in mitigating disputes between 
Kurdish parties with the hope of encouraging the continued democratic 
nature of the Kurdistan region. Supporting a stable and strong Kurdish 
leadership to help fi ght the Islamic State is reasonable, but not at the 
expense of the Kurdish region’s pluralism. This could ultimately contrib-
ute to a more catastrophic unraveling of the region’s stability in the long 
term. A “friendly authoritarian” foreign policy will fail in Kurdistan, as it 
has tended to do elsewhere in the medium term, merely putting a bandage 
on underlying grievances and the lack of a democratic process. Today, the 
disputes in Iraqi Kurdistan are relatively minor. Strong diplomacy is neces-
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sary to alleviate them before they become a set of insurmountable rivalries 
between Kurdistan’s parties.  

   IRANIAN KURDISTAN: IMPLICATIONS, 20 YEARS AFTER 
MOFTIZADEH 

 Iran’s various Kurdish guerilla groups were contained and eventually 
defeated by the Islamic Republic’s army after the revolution. But Kurdish 
nationalist sentiment, and a desire for greater Kurdish rights in Iran, obvi-
ously remained. The Maktab Quran group is perhaps the most signifi cant 
group that defi nes itself by a religion in the entire Kurdish region. As we 
have discussed, however, it is no longer an “Islamist” group. It does not 
see Islamic governance as the solution to Iran’s or Kurdistan’s problems. 
In fact, it does not purport to have a national governance agenda at all 
today. Its criticisms of the Islamic Republic come down to the Iranian 
government’s open discrimination against the Sunni and Kurdish minority 
in Iran, and in that sense, its agenda is one of self-determination. Like all 
groups which maintain sympathies in Iranian Kurdistan today—the KDPI, 
Komala, and others, Maktab Quran defi nes itself through the central gov-
ernment’ suppression of liberty. 

 Unlike the region’s other Muslim groups, it also defi nes itself as a 
nonviolent one. The many Maktab Quran members and religious Kurds 
consulted for this manuscript felt obliged to describe their ideas through 
express and emphatic distinction from militant political groups. The 
Kurdistan in which Ahmad Moftizadeh lived was one where he was a 
popular religious leader. He continues to be popular among many there. 
But like during the prerevolutionary era, political Islam today is feeble in 
Iranian Kurdistan. Where the rest of Iran was captivated by the idea of 
Islamic democracy or other forms of political Islam in 1979, Kurdistan 
was mostly unwilling to accept those ideas, even from its well-respected 
leaders. Today’s Iranian Kurdistan is further along that trajectory, highly 
unlikely to resort to the political or militant Islam of its neighbors. 

 Post-colonial Middle Eastern history is one defi ned by the pendulum. 
The most devoutly secular countries at one time seem to have spawned 
the most Islamist-leaning populations. The region’s “Islamic” coun-
tries are inhabited by the some region’s most progressive activists, bat-
tling to reform religion out of government. And while Iranian Kurdistan 
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gave birth to the Mahabad Republic, numerous secular Kurdish parties, 
and one of modern history’s most progressive Islamist leaders, Iranian 
Kurdistan is not currently an active fault line for political activity. But since 
Kurdish nationalist sentiment is strong among Iran’s population, and the 
Islamic Republic of Iran is not likely to pursue a democratic initiative in 
Kurdistan soon, it is only a matter of time before Iranian Kurdistan erupts 
again. When it does, such movement(s) will be composed of the familiar 
elements of broader Kurdistan’s other movements. They may be imper-
fect, but they will likely be Kurdish nationalist, pro-Western, and focused 
on the self-determination of the Kurdish people.  

   A TRULY MODERN IRAN 
 Unlike many Middle Eastern countries, whose recent upheavals under-
lined the domestic popularity of Islamist-leaning political groups, the 
Islamic Republic of Iran has rather consistently seen its most reformist and 
progressive parties prevail in elections. Partially as a result of this, a con-
sensus has formed in most Western circles concerned with such questions 
that a majority of Iranians are in favor of a more traditional separation of 
church and state, and secular government. But this image of an Iranian 
populace that is post-Islamism in its politics, and hence modern, conceals 
certain realities about Iran’s political maturity. 

 During the government of Mohammad Reza Khatami, the fi rst so- called 
reformist president of the Islamic Republic, the author was an intern for 
Iran’s premier private consulting fi rm in Tehran. The fi rm’s management 
was educated and or raised in the West, while the majority of its employ-
ees had similar backgrounds, or came from a segment of Iran’s middle 
class that was educated and relatively progressive in its values. Headscarves 
were promptly removed in the offi ce, fl irting was common among the 
young employees, and everyone but the valet sipped tea throughout the 
day during the month of Ramadan. Even though most of these individuals 
voted for reformist candidates in the Islamic Republic’s elections, they dis-
avowed allegiance to the system, and did not believe religion should play a 
role in government. For them, “reformism” ideally meant reforming Iran 
into a modern, Western-style secular country. 

 For these elite in Tehran—the vanguard of those advocating for change 
in the Islamic Republic and the soul of a future “modern Iran”—notions 
of autonomy and civil rights for Iran’s ethnic minorities were limited. 
While they were in favor of free and fair elections, they were not willing to 
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accept in principle that a primary language other than Persian be taught 
in Iran’s schools. While they were in favor of equal rights for women and 
the principle that the government should not interfere in the private lives 
of citizens, they were not willing to accept that a minority population that 
wanted to govern itself should have right to, even in a contiguous Iran. 
When pushed, almost all of them would advocate for use of force by the 
central government to prevent these things from happening. The lack of 
coverage vis-à-vis minority issues in recent Iranian elections and in domes-
tic and foreign Iranian press confi rms that this is the general posture of 
Iran’s Shia majority regarding these questions. Unfortunately, the Iranian 
community in the West is no more evolved on the issue of ethnic diversity 
within Iran. 

 For Iran’s minorities, such as the Kurds, the oft-dreamed of modern 
Iran of the secular Shia majority is in large part a continuation of the cur-
rent regime. To the Kurdish nationalists in Iran whose numbers are in the 
millions, this future Iran is the continuation of a system that ultimately 
fails them, and will be neither stable nor prosperous. Such latent defects 
in Iran’s fabric are hidden by the Islamic Republic’s immediate term fl aws, 
such as its nuclear program. But much like in more prosperous Turkey, or 
even further developed Spain, ethnic tensions will threaten Iran’s security 
and well-being, as well as its standing in the international community of 
nations, in the medium-to long term. Were Iran to ultimately graduate 
into the league of modern representative democracies that are accepted 
by the international community, its domestic maturity on the important 
questions of ethnicity and diversity would not necessarily comport with 
modernity. One can speculate that it would only be as far along as some 
of its dysfunctional neighbors on these issues—replete with shortcomings. 

 As part of their multi-pronged criticisms of Iran’s regime, Western gov-
ernments are quick to condemn the Islamic Republic for an array of mis-
steps. But one area where Iran receives relatively little criticism is in its 
treatment of minorities. This is perhaps understandable to some degree, 
given the level of Iranian involvement in regional issues that are more 
palpable to Western policymakers. But if countries like the USA want to 
encourage reform in Iran, and tap the potential of the great nation that 
Iran is, maneuvering for the elimination of the Islamic Republic alone 
does not achieve this. 

 The international community can begin to encourage a truly modern 
Iran now in a number of ways. Firstly, it can apply pressure to Iranian civil 
society and lobby groups in the diaspora to adopt a formal platform of 
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rights for Iran’s ethnic minorities. Simply supporting these organizations, 
like the National Iranian American Council (NIAC), without construc-
tive criticism, will do little to foster democratic ideals in a future Iran. 
These well-meaning groups, whose political platform already advocates 
for rapprochement with Iran, should be encouraged to adopt statements 
of principles that encourage other accepted notions of human rights and 
self-determination. 

 Second, as the world’s relationship with Iran evolves in the coming 
years, it must apply pressure in the form of limited sanctions and economic 
disadvantages, even if mostly symbolic, for Iran’s treatment of its minori-
ties. Success with Iran is not achieved simply because Iran has abandoned 
its purported nuclear weapons program. Success will not be achieved if we 
fi nd common ground with Iran in Syria and Iraq. Success will be achieved 
when Iran is a stable, contributing member of the international commu-
nity, with a government that serves all of its people. And this is only pos-
sible when Iran has accepted the rights of its minorities. Without this, Iran 
is at best temporarily a boon. In time, it will continue to cost itself and the 
world dearly.  

   CONCLUSION: TOWARD A PLURALISTIC MIDDLE EAST 
 The threat of ISIL is not an existential one. It is a threat within the West 
and among its values. Consider that many of the state actors in the Syrian 
confl ict, including “allies,” are less democratic than they were two decades 
ago. Civil liberties have deteriorated in many Western countries in response 
to terrorism. Reactionary political parties are ascendant. There has been 
no collective approach in the post 9/11 period to see Western democracy 
through a period of turmoil. A contributing factor to this disorder is the 
lack of principled vision in foreign policy decision making. 

 In line with trends in the Kurdistan region’s relationship with Islamism 
and its disposition to democratic government, it is uniquely positioned to 
be a regional counterweight to groups like ISIL and Al-Qaeda. Diplomacy 
requires engagement with governments we like and do not like. But our 
alliances should have mutual interests  and  values—those adhered to in our 
own societies—at their core. If Western policymakers want to help advance 
not only their short-term, but long-term interests in the region, they are 
advised to help relieve impediments to many of Kurdistan’s ambitions. 

 The ideas set out in this chapter will be interpreted as unrealistic and 
in ignorance of broader strategy. The dissatisfaction of certain “key allies” 
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and “fundamental interests” will be cited as reasons why some of these 
ideas are unworkable. Governments who believe their interests are at risk 
by a rise in Kurdish fortunes, while seeking to sabotage any attempt to 
change the status quo, will manipulate events to argue that Kurdistan’s 
ability to assume a leadership role is unreliable. These arguments are at 
their core anti-pluralistic, and specious. The balance of power between 
the Kurds and their neighbors has been heavily tipped in the latter’s favor 
for a century now, with no moral or realpolitik justifi cation. With either of 
these two standards as a measure of effectiveness, current policy has been 
detrimental: It has enabled ideologically motivated and reactionary par-
ties among “allied” countries, undermined the self-determination of the 
region’s various communities, all while facilitating the rise of extremism. It 
may be argued that a policy change that destabilizes Turkey domestically 
strengthens the hands of a real existential threat in Russia; this is overly 
simplistic, and assumes that more vocal public support and increased pres-
sure on a NATO ally needs to be an all-at-once approach, which it does 
not. There is much leeway to calibrate the current lopsided balance of 
power in the direction of a reliable ally, the Kurds. This will pay dividends 
in Turkey and Iraq domestically, and in the region more generally. 

 Foreign policy in the information age is not what it was yesterday. New 
approaches are necessary. In the Middle East, preserving status quos to 
the detriment of populations that espouse modern values are only likely to 
contribute to long-term instability. Many of our old ideas for the region 
have been rejected or proven ineffective. The earlier we update our operat-
ing system to refl ect this, the better.  
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